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SA troops "kidnap" Angolan soldiers

LISBON. — South African troops twice attacked Angolan government forces and kidnapped three soldiers after crossing into southern Angola during the past three weeks, the official Angolan news agency Angop said yesterday.

It said the three Angolans were taken prisoner during incursions in several areas of Cunene province between December 13 and January 5.

The agency said South African forces twice attacked Angolan government troops stationed on the road between Ondjiva and Mongua — on January 3 and 4.

It said Angolan troops also clashed with mixed units of South African soldiers and Unita rebels around Namacunde on December 19. — Sapa-Reuters
Wynand du Toit

Wife sees captured commando captain

LISBON. — Mrs Louwna du Toit, 25, saw her husband, imprisoned South African commando Captain Wynand du Toit, on a visit to Luanda over the New-Year holiday, the Portuguese news agency Lusa reports.

The agency said the visit was arranged by the International Committee of the Red Cross and the South African and Angolan governments.

Captain du Toit was captured on May 19, 1963, in what Angolan authorities said was a foiled attempt to blow up oil installations in the northern Angolan enclave of Cabinda. Two other South Africans were killed.

Mrs du Toit told the agency her husband was being well treated and had no reason for complaint.

She thanked the Angolan government for allowing the visit and for its hospitality and expressed the hope that her husband would be released soon.

The agency gave no other details. — Sapa-AP
Angola shaping up to challenge SA

WINDHOEK — It was only a matter of time before Angola's conventional arms forces build-up boosted its self-confidence so it felt it could take on South African-controlled security forces operating from SWA/Namibia, according to the outgoing officer commanding the SWA Territory Force, Major General George Meiring.

Such an armed confrontation on or over Angolan soil particularly applied to the Angolan air force which felt it could challenge South Africa's air supremacy, he said.

An extensive radar network in southern Angola now scanned northern SWA/Namibian air space and Angolan pilots felt safe to fly to their southern border in search of action.

South African jet fighters shot down two Angolan MiG-21s in a cross-border raid from SWA/Namibia four years ago.

There has been no aerial combat between the two countries since then, but Gen Meiring revealed that three months ago Angolan fighter aircraft attacked a vehicle patrol of the SWA/Namibian security forces 39 kilometres inside Angola.

The patrol was on its way to lift a Swapo armaments cache.

Gen Meiring said two MiG-21 fighters at the time had taken off from Lubango in south-western Angola and fired rockets at the vehicle, which was slightly damaged.

The security forces suffered no casualties.

The occurrence was "exceptional" in the 20-year-old Bush War and had not been repeated.

The general said a liaison post "of sorts" had been established with the Angolan army at Santa Clara on the international border between Angola and SWA/Namibia. The Angolans were usually notified when security forces crossed the border in pursuit of Swapo insurgents.

Last year, the SWA/Namibian security forces crossed into Angola as often as in the past — "only last year we did not publicise it."

Gen Meiring said there had been a "number" of armed clashes with the Angolan army, but he did not regard them as serious.

In one incident, 60 members of the Angolan army were "killed"
Angola forces may soon be tempted to hit back

In an interview with The Star's Africa News Service in Windhoek, a senior army officer warns that the rearmament of southern Angola poses not only a conventional military threat to Namibia but also a potential counter-insurgency one.

General Meiring, who takes over Northern Transvaal Command this month, said a liaison point "of sorts" had been established with the Angolan Army at Santa Clara on the Namibian border.

The Angolans were usually notified when the security forces crossed the border in pursuit of Swapo.

The security forces had crossed into Angola on hot pursuit operations against Swapo "as often as in the past, only last year we did not publicise it".

General Meiring listed the Angolan Air Force's aircraft lineup as including MiG-21s and MiG-23 fighters, the advanced Sukhoi SU-22 fighter and Mi-25, Mi-8 and Mi-16 helicopters.

The anti-aircraft defence system comprised virtually the entire range of Soviet-made SAM missiles, including the sophisticated SAM-8 and SAM-6 tracked systems.

These surface-to-air missiles were used in conjunction with the radar net and were deployed as far south as Cahama and Matala — less than 300 km from the Namibian border.

General Meiring added that the main radar stations were sited at Lubango, Menongue and Luena as well as intermittently at Cuito Cuanavale.

Rebels from the Angolan resistance movement, Unita, claim to have attacked Cuito Cuanavale in the second half of last year, but the success of the raid is in doubt.

General Meiring said the rearmament of southern Angola posed not only a conventional military threat to Namibia but also a potential counter-insurgency one.

At present Swapo had no permanent bases closer than 250 km to Namibia, fearing that a closer deployment would tempt pre-emptive operations from Namibia.

In moving to Namibia, however, insurgents sometimes used Angolan Army transport, logistical lines and medical assistance.

Asking whether the security forces might not lose too many soldiers in a pre-emptive strike should Swapo create permanent bases with Fupla in southern Angola, General Meiring said: "It depends how badly you want to take that base."

In deploying in southern Angola, insurgents maintained a headquarters element of two to three members who roved the area avoiding security force detection while their comrades crossed into Namibia to carry out sabotage missions.

General Meiring said not only had the northern Namibian bush war diminished by a third in the number of incidents recorded last year compared with 1988, but Swapo had also scaled down its activities.

"Instead of blowing up power stations, they are blowing up telephone poles," said General Meiring.

Swapo had moved from its guerrilla footing to a reorganisational phase, he said, adding that the security forces had killed 445 members of the People’s Liberation Army of Namibia (Swapo's military wing) in 1988.

General Meiring said the number of Swapo fighters had decreased from about 16 000 in 1978 to the present level of about 8000.

Most were deployed against Unita, leaving a potential force of about 1 200 to infiltrate Namibia.

General Meiring said "no reduction in hot pursuit operations"...
60 Fapla men killed by SADF

WINDBOROUGH: South African forces clashed with the Angolan army last year and about 60 Fapla soldiers were killed, the outgoing officer commanding the SWA Territory Force, Major-General Georg Meiring, said here yesterday.

And, he said, it was only a matter of time before the Angolan armed forces would feel sufficiently confident to take on South African forces operating from Namibia, most probably in aerial combat.

General Meiring said that in the incident in which the Angolan troops were killed—the date of which was not given—the Fapla forces ambushed vehicles of security forces pursuing insurgents into Angola.

And, he disclosed that three months ago, Angolan fighter aircraft attacked a vehicle patrol of the SWA/Namibian security forces 30km inside Angola.

The patrol was on its way to lift a Swapo ambush. There were no casualties. — Sapa and Staff Reporter
SADF man: Angolans feel they can challenge SA on.

The Angolan armed forces may become arrogant as a result of the conventional arms buildup in the country, and it is a matter of time before they feel they can challenge Namibian-based security forces on or over Angolan territory.

The outgoing general officer commanding the SWA Territory Force, Major-General Georg Meiring, said it was particularly the Angolan air force that felt it could challenge the superiority of its South African counterpart.

He said the southern Angolan radar net now covered northern Namibian and pilots felt free to fly down to their southern border looking for action.

General Meiring said that while there had been no aerial combat between aircraft of the two countries in four years: “If they thought they could take on our aircraft, they would”.

General Meiring disclosed that a vehicle patrol that had crossed into Angola to lift a Swapo weapons cache three months ago had been attacked by Angolan fighters just 30km from the Namibian border.

General Meiring said two MiG-21 aircraft had taken off from Lubango in south-western Angola and rocketed the Territory Force patrol.

Several rockets had been fired at the vehicle. None of the Namibian soldiers had been injured, but the vehicle was slightly damaged, he said.

This was “an exceptional occurrence” that had never been repeated.

There had, however, been a number of other confrontations with Fapla, the Angolan armed forces.

General Meiring said he did not regard these clashes as serious apart from one incident when about 60 members of the Angolan army had been killed when they ambushed Security Force vehicles pursuing Swapo insurgents back into Angola.

The officer, who takes over Northern Transvaal Command later this month, said a liaison point “of sorts” had been established with the Angolan army at Santa Clara on the Namibian border.

The Angolans were generally notified when the security forces crossed the border in pursuit of Swapo.

General Meiring listed the Angolan air force’s aircraft lineup as including MiG-21 F fighters, MiG-23 fighters, the advanced Sukhoi SU-22 fighter as well as Mi-25 Hind, Mi-8 and Mi-16 helicopters.

The anti-aircraft defence system comprised virtually the entire range of Soviet-made Sam missiles, including the sophisticated Sam-8 and Sam-6 tracked systems. These surface-to-air missiles were used in conjunction with the radar net and were deployed as far south as Cahama and Matala less than 300km from the Namibian border.

General Meiring said the main radar stations were sited at Lubango, Menongue and Luena as well as intermittently at Cuito Cuanavale.

General Meiring said the rearmament of southern Angola posed not only a conventional military threat to Namibia but also a potential counter-insurgency one.

At present Swapo had no permanent bases closer than 250km to Namibia, fearing a closer deployment would tempt pre-emptive operations from Namibia.

In moving to Namibia, however, insurgents sometimes used Angolan army trucks as logistical lines and availed themselves of their medical assistance.

He said not only had the northern Namibian bush war diminished by a third in the number of incidents recorded last year compared to 1983, but Swapo had also scaled down its activities.

“Instead of blowing up a power stations, they are blowing up telephone poles,” said General Meiring.

General Meiring said the number of Swapo fighters had decreased from about 16,000 in 1978 to the present level of about 8,000.

The majority were deployed in the MPLA’s conflict with UNITA, leaving a potential force of about 1,200 to infiltrate Namibia.
NEW MiG threat in air war.

In addition to MiG-25 and MiG-19

South African Air Force

The ANGUS antiaircraft gun in East European air force service is known to be equipped with MIG-25 and MIG-15 fighters. The ANGUS gun can engage MiG-25 and MIG-15 fighters.
SA forces kidnapped soldiers, Angola claims

LISBON — SA troops twice attacked Angolan government forces and kidnapped three soldiers after crossing into southern Angola during the last three weeks, the official Angolan news agency Angop said yesterday.

It said the three Angolans were taken prisoner by SA units during incursions in several areas of Cunene province between December 13 and January 5.

The agency said SA forces twice attacked Angolan government troops stationed on the road between Ondjiva and Mongua on January 3 and 4. No casualty details were given.

Angop said Angolan troops also clashed with mixed units of SA soldiers and Unita rebels around Namacunde on December 19.

The agency said there had been four separate violations of Angolan airspace by SA planes and helicopters. Several movements of SA ground forces were recorded, involving about 100 Kasper military vehicles.

An SADF spokesman says the Angop statement is "merely a repetition of the same themes they have propagated over the last few months".

"In addition, the defence force is on record that while it wishes to live in peace with its neighbours, it will nevertheless not hesitate to cross the border with Angola in pursuit of Swapo terrorists if it is necessary to protect the lives and security of the people of South West Africa." -- Sapa-Reuters.
LISBON. — Angola's Unita guerrilla movement claims its forces killed 131 government soldiers and 12 Cuban support troops in fighting between January 8 and 13, while nine of its men were killed and 18 wounded. — Sapa-AP.
By Brian Potter
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South Africa, Angola clash feared

Argus Africa News Service

WINDHOEK. — A major clash may be looming between the South African Defence Force and Angolan government forces following a warning last night by the outgoing commander of the South-West Africa Territorial Force (SWATF), Major-General Georg Meiring.

At a farewell function in his honour General Meiring said that in spite of repeated cautioning the Angolan government's military wing, Fapla, had continued to support Swapo "terror gangs".

Foreign diplomats in Pretoria are known to be watching the situation with concern following a number of important developments lately.

In the past few months there has been a significant build-up of military weapons in southern Angola, involving both the ground and air arm of the Fapla forces.

Matter of time

General Meiring warned that on occasions Angolan air force fighters had been used against SWATF ground units and in anti-Swapo operations.

He said that it might be only a "matter of time" before the Angolans felt they would be able to challenge Namibian-based security forces on or over Angolan territory.

The Angolan air force was particularly confident, said General Meiring. Their radar net could now cover an area as far south as northern Namibia and Angolan pilots felt they were now able to fly down to the border.

This week the new South African Air Force commander in SWA/Namibia, Brigadier Karel van Heerden, warned the SAAP would take counter-action if challenged by Angolan airmen.

In ground support and attack roles the Fapla units have available the potent Mi-25 helicopter gunship and the Mi-16 and Mi-8 helicopters.

Expanded air defence

The Luanda government has also expanded its air defence system, which comprises the Soviet Sam-6 series anti-aircraft missiles and the advanced Sam-6 and Sam-8 radar-guided weapons.

According to the South Africans, the increased Angolan military build-up has considerably strengthened the Fapla "umbrella" under which Swapo insurgents are increasingly finding shelter.
Fapla is still aiding ‘terror gangs’, says Meiring

Support for Swapo

Angola Warned of Support for Swapo

By Brendan Seery

The Star's Africa News Service

WINDHOEK – The Angolan government has been warned that its military forces could be attacked by terrorist groups. The warning came from the South African government, which has been providing support to the Angolan government in its fight against terrorism. Meiring, a senior official at the South African Ministry of Defense, said that the Angolan government was still giving support to terrorist groups, including the Angolan Popular Force (Swapo). Meiring said that the Angolan government had been providing funding and equipment to these groups, which had been used to carry out attacks against South Africa and other countries in the region. He also said that the Angolan government had been providing training and support to these groups, which had been used to carry out attacks against South Africa and other countries in the region.

The South African government has been providing support to the Angolan government in its fight against terrorism. This support includes the provision of military equipment and training, as well as financial assistance. Meiring said that the Angolan government was still giving support to terrorist groups, which were being used to carry out attacks against South Africa and other countries in the region. He said that the Angolan government had been providing funding and equipment to these groups, which had been used to carry out attacks against South Africa and other countries in the region.

The South African government has been providing support to the Angolan government in its fight against terrorism. This support includes the provision of military equipment and training, as well as financial assistance. Meiring said that the Angolan government was still giving support to terrorist groups, which were being used to carry out attacks against South Africa and other countries in the region. He said that the Angolan government had been providing funding and equipment to these groups, which had been used to carry out attacks against South Africa and other countries in the region.

The South African government has been providing support to the Angolan government in its fight against terrorism. This support includes the provision of military equipment and training, as well as financial assistance. Meiring said that the Angolan government was still giving support to terrorist groups, which were being used to carry out attacks against South Africa and other countries in the region. He said that the Angolan government had been providing funding and equipment to these groups, which had been used to carry out attacks against South Africa and other countries in the region.
Desperate welfare need on the Rand

By Janine Simon

There is a desperate and growing need for welfare services in the greater Witwatersrand area, according to the director of the Aletheia Christian Centre in Hillbrow, Mrs K Phillips.

Mrs Phillips said the centre, a non-denominational ministry catering to various community needs, had the facilities to help alleviate the problem but desperately needed financial help to keep running.

She said running costs had reached R6 600 a month as 75 percent of the 80 residents were destitute and in need of care.

The remainder of the residents comprised old age and disability pensioners who paid a small amount but were subsidised by Aletheia, and a small group of unemployed people who chose to live in the Christian surroundings of the centre.

Aletheia, a registered welfare organisation, was forced to turn people away — sometimes at the rate of eight a day.

“There was a time when most of the people whom we assisted were drug-addicts or alcoholics.

“These people still come to us almost daily, but more and more we find the people who come here for help have been retrenched or are destitute because of ill-health or the many social problems caused by the present recession,” Mrs Phillips said in a recent appeal to the public for aid.

Urgent needs for the 14-year-old centre in Louis Botha Avenue Berea, were refrigeration equipment to store food, linens and supplies for building renovations, particularly for the bathrooms and showers.

The centre’s address is PO Box 17175 Hillbrow 2038.

Angola ‘a good place for US to do business’

The Star Bureau

WASHINGTON — War-torn Angola is a good place to do business, according to a senior Reagan Administration official.

“Most of Angola’s trade is with the West and there are alternative Western enterprises eager and able to take our place,” the official, Mr J Edward Fox, an Assistant Secretary of State, said in a letter to United States Congressman Mr Lee Hamilton.

“American companies are active in Angola because of the almost unanimous judgment by the private sector — American, West European and Japanese — that it is a good place to do business.”

Congressman Hamilton had asked the State Department whether it was US policy to support the presence of US oil firms in Angola and whether the US supported efforts by Unita to attack their oil facilities.

Mr Fox replied that the American companies had been alerted to the risks of operating in Angola but “their presence in Angola affords them a unique role in helping to educate the Luanda Government to the possibilities of effective co-operation with the West”, he wrote.
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Angola claims two SA attacks in three weeks

LISBON — Angola said yesterday that South African troops had twice attacked its forces over the past 19 days and said Pretoria was massing troops inside the southern Angolan province of Cunene for a major military offensive.

The official Angolan news agency, Angop, monitored in Lisbon, quoted a Defence Ministry statement as saying that South African units, backed by armoured vehicles and helicopters, struck against Angolan army positions on January 12 and 19.

No casualty figures were given.

The statement, signed by Angolan Defence Minister Captain Pedro Marin Tonha, also listed South African troop movements in several areas of Cunene province since January 6 and said the activity heralded "a major armed aggression" against Angola.

The statement came before a meeting tomorrow in Luanda of ministers of the five Portuguese-speaking African states — Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde and Sao Tome and Principe. The Angolan claims are expected to be high on the agenda.

Pretoria has previously admitted sending troops into the area to hunt SWAPO guerillas.

"56 SWAPO killed, six soldiers"

Namibia's South African-backed security forces said last week they killed 56 Namibian guerillas and lost six soldiers in recent clashes on both sides of the Angolan border.

Meanwhile, the outgoing officer commanding the SWA Territory Force, Major-General George Steerling, said in Windhoek on Friday that the number of insurgency incidents last year was 675 compared to 656 in 1985, but "the quality of the incidents was considerably lower than in the previous year."

The ministry statement said that on January 12, South African troops with Angolan anti-government Unita (National Union for the Total Independence of Angola) rebels, backed by armoured cars and helicopters, attacked Angolan army positions between Ondjiva and Mongua.

Seven days later, South African forces attacked Angolan troops 25km east of Xangongo, it added. A SADF spokesman in Pretoria last night said the allegations were "similar to claims made by Angola recently."

"The Defence Force point of view in this regard is a matter of public record." — Sapa-Reuters
‘SA not cause of Angolan build-up’

Argus Africa News Service

WINDHOEK. — The new commander of the South African Air Force in SWA/Namibia says the build-up of Angolan air power is not the result of any provocation by Pretoria.

Brigadier Karel van Heerden said the recent increase in Angolan air force weaponry and the upgrading of its radar system followed the "recognised pattern of Soviet aggression".

The new commander compared the situation in Angola with similar Soviet actions in Central and South America.

He said that at any one time the Angolan air force could put into the air as many as 60 percent to 70 percent of its fighter strength for offensive sorties.

"CHALLENGE"

Estimates put the Angolan fighter strength at more than 80 aircraft, including advanced MIG-23s, MIG-21s and Sukhoi 22s.

His comments follow remarks earlier this month by Major-General Georg Meiring, outgoing commander of the SWA/Territory Force, that it was only a matter of time before the Angolans felt strong enough to challenge SWA/Namibian-based security forces on or over Angolan territory.

General Meiring said that a security force patrol from SWA/Namibia, which was about 30km inside Angola to lift a Swapo arms cache, had been attacked by Angolan air force fighters.

The attack, which involved the use of dozens of air-to-ground rockets, took place late last year. There were no injuries and only slight damage was caused.
Angolan troops, Swapo guerrillas killed

61 Angolan troops, Swapo guerrillas killed

The SWATF said the Angolan government and Fapla commanders had repeatedly been warned by letter and personal contact not to give Swapo any support.

Outgoing SWATF commanding officer Major General Georg Meiring said on Friday the security forces would retaliate if attacked by Fapla in southern Angola.

An SWATF source told Business Day yesterday the raid was in retaliation for several recent "stand-off attacks" by Swapo guerrillas on security bases. He termed the raid a routine follow-up operation.

SA Insurance Association figures show 14 557 insured vehicles were lost in accidents in the last 12 months.
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Business Day Reporter

NAMIBIAN security forces killed at least 61 Angolan government Fapla soldiers and Swapo insurgents in a skirmish in southern Angola at the weekend.

A statement from the SWATF (South West Africa Territory Force) in Windhoek said Namibian forces were following the tracks of Swapo guerrillas near the Angolan town of Mongua on Sunday when the insurgents fled to a base they had shared with Fapla.

Fapla soldiers opened fire on the security forces, who had to call in reinforcements, the SWATF said.

Although Defence Force officials in Pretoria would not comment on the raid, it follows a claim issued on Sunday by ANP that SA troops had attacked an ANP post near the border.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gold</th>
<th>JBE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$/oz</td>
<td>$/oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>407,50</td>
<td>406,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R/oz</td>
<td>Krugerrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>841,79</td>
<td>1175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402,50</td>
<td>400,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>828,07</td>
<td>1170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Staff, Sapa-Ruvaar, and Reuters
A massing for major offensive claim

LISBON — Angola has claimed that South African troops twice attacked its forces over the last 19 days, and that Pretoria was massing troops inside the southern Angolan province of Cunene for a major military offensive.

The official Angolan news agency Angop, monitored in Lisbon, quoted a defence ministry statement as saying South African units, backed by armoured vehicles and helicopters, struck against Angolan army positions on January 12 and 19.

No casualty figures were given for the reported clashes.

A SADF spokesman said these claims were similar to other allegations made by Angola recently.

He said the claims "must be seen against the background of the facts".

"First, the security forces have been highly successful in operations against Swapo in recent weeks.

"Secondly, Unita has been reported as having achieved great success against Fapla in Angola.

"Angop's latest allegations are merely a repetition of the same themes they have propagated over the last few months."

PROTECT NAMIBIA

However, the spokesman warned that the SADF would not hesitate to cross the border with Angola in pursuit of South West Africa People's Organisation (Swapo) terrorists if this was necessary to protect the lives and security of the people of Namibia.

The Angolan statement, signed by Angolan Defence Minister Colonel Pedro Maria Tanha, also listed South African troop movements in several areas of Cunene province since January 6 and said the activity heralded "a major armed aggression" against Angola.

"The truth is the (South African) government in Pretoria, under the false pretext of pursuing Namibian nationalist forces, have for a long time been trying to carry out criminal actions deep inside our territory," it said.

South Africa has in the past admitted sending troops into Marxist-ruled Angola from neighbouring Namibia to hunt Swapo terrorists.

Namibia's security forces said last week they killed 56 terrorists and lost six soldiers in recent clashes on both sides of the Angolan border. — Sapa-Reuters.
LISBON — Angola has claimed that South African troops twice attacked its forces over the last 19 days, and that Pretoria was massing troops inside the southern Angolan province of Cunene for a major military offensive.

The official Angolan news agency Angop, monitored in Lisbon, quoted a defence ministry statement as saying South African units, backed by armoured vehicles and helicopters, struck against Angolan army positions on January 12 and 19.

No casualty figures were given for the reported clashes.

A SADF spokesman said these claims were similar to other allegations made by Angola recently.

He said the claims "must be seen against the background of the facts."

"First, the security forces have been highly successful in operations against Swappo in recent weeks."

"Secondly, Unita has been reported as having achieved great success against Fapla in Angola. "Angop's latest allegations are merely a repetition of the same theme they have propagated over the last few months."

PROTECT NAMIBIA

However, the spokesman warned that the SADF would not hesitate to cross the border with Angola in pursuit of South West African People's Organisation (Swappo) terrorists if this was necessary to protect the lives and security of the people of Namibia.

The Angolan statement, signed by Angolan Defence Minister Colonel Pedro Maria Tonha, also listed South African troop movements in several areas of Cunene province since January 6 and said the activity heralded "a major armed aggression" against Angola.

"The truth is the South African government in Pretoria, under the false pretext of pursuing Namibian nationalist forces, have for a long time been trying to carry out criminal actions deep inside our territory," it said.

South Africa has in the past admitted sending troops into Marxist-ruled Angola from neighbouring Namibia to hunt Swappo terrorists.

Namibia's security forces said last week they killed 36 terrorists and lost six soldiers in recent clashes on both sides of the Angolan border. — Sapa-Reuters.

The Star's Africa News Service

WINDHOEK — A number of soldiers of Fapla, the Angolan government forces, have been killed in clashes with South African troops near the town of Mongua, about 75 km inside Angola.

A communique in Windhoek yesterday by the South West Africa Territory Force (SWATF) said six Swappo insurgents and two black Namibian members of the security forces were killed in the fighting. No figure was given for the number of Fapla dead.

It said Fapla units near Mongua opened fire on security forces following a group of Swappo insurgents. In the ensuing firefight, security forces called up reinforcements.

The clash came only days after the outgoing commander of the SWATF, Major-General Georg Meiring, warned the Angolans that they risked tangling with the SADF if they tried to interfere in cross-border actions against Swappo.

The Angolan government has for some weeks been accusing South African forces of violating its territory and attacking its army.

The latest communique from Luanda claimed that Pretoria was massing troops in the southern Angolan province of Cunene in preparation for further attacks.

The SWATF statement yesterday said the Angolan government and Fapla commanders had been "repeatedly warned" by letter and "personal contact" that they should not support Swappo nor give the organisation security or propaganda coverage.

The approaches to the Angolans made it clear that South African security forces would "retaliate if Fapla interferes with security force actions."

Wet season offensive

This month General Meiring expressed concern about the apparent large build-up of arms in southern Angola, and the fact that units of the Angolan forces, in particular the air force, were becoming more "arrogant."

He speculated then that it might only be a matter of time before the Angolans felt strong enough to challenge the South Africans "on or over Angolan territory."

In recent weeks there have been official admissions from security forces headquarters in Windhoek that continuing cross-border operations are being undertaken in Angola in order to blunt the effectiveness of the annual Swappo wet season offensive into Namibia.

Last week it was reported that a security forces follow-up force turned back to Namibia when the Swappo group it was pursuing fled into Namponde — a Fapla garrison town about 30 km north of the border.

There is also known to be a heavy Swappo concentration near Ngoya, about 100 km north of the border.
WINDHOEK — At least 61 Angolan Government Fapla soldiers and Swapo insurgents were killed in combat with South African-led security forces from SWA/Namibia on Sunday.

A statement by the SWA Territory Force said yesterday that the SWA/Namibian security forces were following the tracks of a group of insurgents in the vicinity of Mongua, about 75 km inside southern Angola.

The insurgents fled to a base near the town which they shared with the Fapla soldiers, the statement said.

"When the security forces entered the area at about 6 pm, they were fired on by Fapla."

"In the ensuing fight reinforcements were called."

Two Ovambo-speaking soldiers of the SWATF died in the firefight.

"The incident is again evidence that Fapla actively supports Plan (Peoples' Liberation Army of Namibia) terrorists by giving them base facilities and that Swapo uses the protective umbrella provided by Fapla deployments during follow-up operations."

The SWATF said the Angolan Government had repeatedly been warned by letter and personal contact not to give Swapo security and propaganda coverage, or any other support.

"They were informed that it is the policy of the security forces to retaliate if Fapla interferes with security force actions," the statement said. — Sapa
Fapla troops die in clash with SADF inside Angola

Argus Africa News Service

WINDHOEK. - Soldiers of the Angolan government forces, Fapla, have been killed in clashes with South African troops near the town of Mongu, about 75km inside Angola.

A communiqué issued in Windhoek yesterday by the South West Africa Territory Force (SWATF) said 61 Swapo insurgents and two Namibian members of the security forces had been killed in the fighting. No figure was given for the number of Fapla dead.

WARNING

According to the communiqué, Fapla units near Mongu opened fire on security forces who were following a group of Swapo insurgents. In the ensuing fight security forces called up reinforcements, said the statement.

The clash came only days after the outgoing commander of the SWATF, Major-General Georg Meiring, warned the Angolans that they risked tangling with the South African Defence Force if they tried to interfere in actions against Swapo.

The Angolan government has for some weeks been accusing South African forces of violating its territory and attacking its army. The latest communiqué from Luanda, issued at the weekend, claimed that South Africa was massing troops in the southern Angolan province of Cunene in preparation for further attacks on Angola.

The SWATF statement about the latest clash commented that the Angolan government and Fapla commanders had been "repeatedly warned" by both letter and "personal contact" that they should not support Swapo nor give the organisation security or propaganda coverage.

The approaches to the Angolans made it clear that South African security forces would "retaliate if Fapla interferes with security force actions".

This month General Meiring expressed concern about the apparent large build-up of arms in southern Angola, and the fact that units of the Angolan forces, in particular the air force, were becoming more "arrogant".

The general speculated that it might only be a matter of time before the Angolans felt strong enough to challenge the South Africans "on or over Angolan territory".
63 die in Angolan battle

From BRIAN JONES

WINDHOEK — At least 61 Swapo guerrillas, "a number" of Angolan Defence Force (Fapla) troops and two South-West Africa Territory Force soldiers died on Sunday in a major clash in southern Angola.

The clashes took place as security force units are being deployed to halt Swapo's annual rainy season infiltration of Namibia.

"At least 61 Swapo terrorists and a number of Angolan government soldiers of Fapla were killed in flights which occurred while the security forces were following the tracks of terrorists in the vicinity of Mongua about 75km north of the Angolan/SWA border," the SWATF said.

The security forces were following the tracks of Swapo guerrillas near the town where the insurgents fled to a base which they share with the Fapla.

The SWATF said that when the security forces arrived at the area about 5pm on Sunday, they were fired on by Fapla and had to call in reinforcements. A SWATF spokesman said he could not be more specific about the number of Angolan casualties.

On Sunday Angola said South African forces had attacked its forces twice in the past 19 days, but gave no casualty figures. It said a build-up of South African forces in Angola's Kunene province indicated a large assault was pending.

Last year about 60 Fapla members were killed in one incident when they ambushed security force vehicles pursuing Swapo insurgents back into Angola.

Three months ago two Angolan MiG-21 aircraft fired on a security force patrol that had entered Angola to lift a Swapo weapons cache.

The SWATF said yesterday that the Angolan government and Fapla commanders had recently been repeatedly warned by letter and personal contact not to give Swapo any support.

On Friday the outgoing official commanding the SWATF, Major-General Geore Meiring, warned that the security forces would retaliate if attacked by Fapla in southern Angola.

He said that despite repeated warnings it was clear that Fapla was still acting jointly with Swapo.

General Meiring said the war in Namibia would have ended long ago if it had not been for Angola's support for Swapo.

The weekend clashes bring the number of guerrillas and South African security force members killed since January 1 this year.
SA finishes ‘mopping up’ inside Angola

The Argus Correspondent

PRETORIA — The South West Africa Territory Force says it has finished its “mopping up” operations after fighting inside Angola which left more than 100 dead.

The territory force clashed with Fapla and Swapo soldiers in Mongua this week. The force claims that 72 Swapo members and 48 Fapla troops were killed. Three members of the territory force died.

A spokesman today described the clash as a “follow-up operation”.

Fapla and Swapo, he said, had been warned that if the lives and security of the people of SWA/Namibia were threatened, South African forces would hit back hard.

According to a SWATF communique, Fapla units (Angolan government troops) near Mongua opened fire on security forces who were pursuing Swapo insurgents. The security forces called in reinforcements.

The Windhoek Advertiser said it had learned most of the Angolan dead had been members of a relief column heading for Mongua on the assumption the town was being attacked by Unita rebels.

 Territory force members who died were Sergeant J. Martin, 30, Corporal M Alughodi, 27, and Riflemen W Shitongi, 26, all of Ondangwa.

The clash came only days after outgoing commander of the SWATF, Major-General Georg Meiring, warned the Angolans not to pick a fight with the security forces.

He also accused Fapla of aiding Swapo insurgents and warned the Angolans that there would be dire consequences if this continued.

The Angolans claimed South African troops were concentrating in the southern Angolan province of Cunene.

The Angolan government said it feared the security forces were preparing for a major attack.
SWATF mum on Angolan deaths

From BRIAN JONES

WINDHOEK. — The security forces are declining to disclose the number of Angolan soldiers killed in fighting in southern Angola on Sunday, in spite of reports here that 48 Angolans died.

The South West African Territory Force said yesterday that the bodies of another 11 Swapo guerrillas had been found on Monday during mopping-up operations near the Angolan town of Mongua, where the fighting occurred.

The SWATF said on Monday that 61 Swapo insurgents had been killed.

Yesterday's statement repeated Monday's announcement that "a number" of Angolan soldiers had died.

But the Windhoek Advertiser reported yesterday that 48 Angolans had been killed in what it called "one of the worst clashes between the Namibian security forces and the Angolan army in recent years".

The newspaper said it had learnt that most of the Angolan dead were members of a relief column that thought their colleagues were being attacked by Unita forces.
The anatomy of Angolan misery

By ROBIN HALLETT

I have never set foot in Angola nor do I speak or read Portuguese. But I have followed Angolan affairs closely since 1975, my interest first provoked by a newspaper account of a massacre of civilians when I was at a social function in Pretoria in October 1975.

The rest of the world has been aware of the various reports that South African forces have been indirectly involved in some form of conflict on the Angolan border. That fact is no secret to the Amadeus or to the Angolan government, which has repeatedly demanded the withdrawal of South African forces from the border.

The South African government has denied any involvement in the conflict, but the Angolan government has repeatedly demanded the withdrawal of South African forces from the border.

The conflict has now lasted more than a decade. Last July, two correspondents of the Washington Post visited many parts of the country and from what they saw of the war they wrote: "The war is in full swing, with fighting going on in various parts of the country."

As the war has continued, thousands of refugees have fled to the cities, and the country's infrastructure has been destroyed.

Point of breakdown

Things could have been so different. Angola has the potential to become one of the most important countries in the Third World. Its population of nine million is small for a country slightly larger than South Africa. It has a rich variety of natural resources — oil, diamonds, and iron ore.

Its fertile soils are ideal for the growing of coffee and sugar. It has a large variety of crops. It has the potential to become one of the most important countries in the world.

The worst aspect of the Portuguese system was that it left no opportunity for local people to participate in the work of government. Angola's nationalist leaders had no alternative but to resort to the gun. But local nationalist groups were formed in the country.

Between the two main groups, the MPLA and the FNLA, there were different methods — one being more repressive than the other. The groups fought each other on occasion even when there was no war. The war was going on.

Nationalist groups engaged in a fierce struggle for power. They sought foreign backers to provide them with money and arms. And so early in the 1980s the MPLA, through its contacts with the Portuguese Communist Party, began looking to the Eastern bloc for support, while the FNLA was in touch through the CIA with American backers.

The MPLA, now led by Jonas Savimbi, is a strong force in anti-government activity in southern Angola. Then in April 1975, agents of Unita, a party formed by a breakaway group from the FNLA, began approaching South Africa for assistance.

The events of that fateful year — 1975 — have been described as "the birth of the new South Africa." But the events of 1975 also showed the dangers of a "new" South Africa.

The MPLA, backed by Cuba, and the FNLA, backed by the United States, began a struggle for power in Angola. The MPLA, led by Jonas Savimbi, was the more successful. But the FNLA, led by Fidel Castro, had a greater sense of purpose.

Fidel Castro ... bold and courageous move

For foreign intervention in Angola had been established. South African involvement began with cooperation between the Portuguese security forces in anti-bomb activity in southern Angola. Then in April 1975, the UN

Never withdraw

Jonas Savimbi, the leader of Unita, is a master of the art of political survival. On his visit to the United States in January 1986, he was greeted enthusiastically by conservative Republicans as a genuine anti-communist hero, a "Che Guevara of the right." Viewed on the ground, his development of his movement has not been as successful as expected. For Unita's strategy has not been to cause devastation to the country's economy — a process that inevitably involves, killing, starvation, and death of thousands of people.

The MPLA government will eventually agree to negotiate. But the preconditions for a negotiated settlement are an important point.

The MPLA has been in power for the past 30 years and that fundamental change in Angola is directly linked to fundamental change in South Africa. I cannot find any way of predicting the logic of these forecasts. There seems to be no end to the expansion of Angolan misery.

The Washington Post
R5,9-billion boost for Angola’s oil industry

The Argus Foreign Service

LONDON. — Investment in Angola’s oil sector will approach R5,9-billion between 1986 and 1990, boosting oil production from about 276 000 barrels a day last year to a forecast 370 000 barrels a day by 1990.

This is disclosed by a report on the country’s economic and political prospects by The Economist Intelligence Unit.

The study says that this high level of investment makes Angola “one of the most important markets in the world for companies supplying oil industry equipment and services”.

Expenditure on the sector, which accounts for about 95 percent of Angola’s export earnings, will exceed $2.5-billion a year by the end of 1987.

A high exploration success rate and low operating costs of an average $1.82 a barrel in 1985 makes Angola “attractive to foreign companies”, the report says.

- Energy futures moved sharply higher in New York yesterday, reacting to what analysts said was war nervousness emanating from the Middle East.
The heat's not off Angola

IT'S getting hot in Southern Angola. Both the Angolan government and its guests, the South West African People's Organisation, are coming under increasing pressure from their traditional foes — the United States and South Africa.

Angola's neighbour Zaire is also being drawn into the fray. From Swapo and the Angolan government side there seems to be plenty of indignation and rhetoric, but not visible action. The big guns of South Africa and the US are clearly visible.

Last weekend a New York Times exposé claimed the CIA last year flew arms to support Angolan rebels through neighbouring Zaire. This seriously embarrassed president Mobutu Sese Seko's government which two years ago signed a non-aggression pact with Angola.

His government has denied the reports, saying they are part of a disinformation campaign.

The New York Times report said an abandoned airbase at Kamina in southern Zaire had been used on three occasions to land US arms for Angola's Unita guerrillas. Three arms deliveries were apparently flown in using transport aircraft marked Santa Lucia Airways. The consignments were then ferried by air to Jamba, Unita's headquarters in southeast Angola.

An unidentified diplomat was quoted by the New York Times as saying the operation was carried out by 20 men, commanded by an American.

The US supplied about R32-million worth of aid to Unita last year, including Stinger anti-aircraft missiles.

Apart from fighting off the US-backed Unita forces the Angolan army, Fapla, is getting caught up in the war between the South West Africa Territory Force (SWATF) and Swapo.

Two weeks ago SWATF killed almost as many Angolan soldiers as it did Swapo guerrillas. In a statement, SWATF said it had killed 61 Swapo and Fapla men during a "hot pursuit" operation. Later reports said 72 Swapo guerrillas and 48 Angolan government troops were killed. Three SWATF men were killed in the operation.

The clash happened 75km inside Angola. SWATF said it was tracking Swapo guerrillas near Mongua, in the Cunene province, when they fled to a base they shared with Fapla forces. SWATF said Fapla fired on them in defence of the Swapo guerrillas and this was "again evidence" that the Angolan government actively supported Swapo.

The clash came days after the outgoing military chief in Namibia, Major-General Georg Meiring, warned that a conventional arms build-up in Angola could escalate the conflict between South Africa and Angola.

If Swapo has any plans to step up its military action in Namibia it gave away no strategies at its first public meeting of the year in Windhoek on Sunday. It declared 1987 the year of rededication to the struggle on all levels — political, military and diplomatic. But no specifics were given of how this will be implemented.
LISBON — There are growing signs that Marxist-ruled Angola is on the verge of important political changes which may call into question the survival of President Dos Santos himself.

A number of related current developments are likely to fundamentally affect the short-term future of the war-torn country.

The well-informed weekly newspaper Tempo said last week that the current domestic shake-up by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev was having an effect on Moscow's Africa policy, now adversely affected by the stalemate in Soviet-backed Angola.

Moscow is known to be critical of Luanda's handling of its 12-year conflict with Unita rebels. And is keen to limit damage to its image in the rest of Africa.

The Russian ambassador in Luanda has discreetly supported Angola's recent tentative approaches to the West for aid and investment.

According to reports, Cuba, which has about 30,000 troops in the country, is also working feverishly to halt growing pressures from some quarters in Luanda for the withdrawal of Havana's contingent.

The Cubans have reportedly been spreading rumours in Luanda about the "incompetence" of President Dos Santos and courting his erstwhile rival Roberto de Almeida, a faithful Soviet sympathiser.

Unless President Dos Santos manages to reverse the nation's fortunes soon he may be forced to resign, opening the way to serious faction fighting in the ruling Central Committee.

Angola set for power changes

Govan Correspondent

Editorial

Top: The nominal wages lower the real wages in 1980 and current date: 3/87

MINIMUM BASIC WEEKLY RATES

BREAKING CAPE
INSIDE ANGOLA

Once, Luanda was the Rio of West Africa, with palm trees and pavement cafés, booming with new-found oil wealth, sprouting new buildings. Today it is a shell. The cafés are abandoned, the shops shuttered and empty. There are no taxis, no buses. The local currency is all-but worthless. But it is the toll in human carnage which is worst...

By ALLISTER SPARKS

WHO HAS JUST RETURNED FROM A TEN-DAY TRIP TO LUANDA

HE Angolan cabinet minister spread his arms in the gesture of an embrace.

"We are ready to dance," he said.

"Our young people like American rhythm and we would like to see our countries getting together more."

"But," he added with a sigh, "it takes two to dance."

The vacuum appeal by Foreign Trade Minister Issandul Marques to become a refrain throughout my 10-day visit to this war-ravaged country.

One year after the Reagan Administration declared war — including sophisticated American weapons — to Dr. Jonas Savimbi's UNITA rebels, the members of the government Savimbi is trying to oust are desperate keen to be on good terms with the US.

The US is alone among the major Western powers in refusing to recognize the so-called Marxist-Leninists but seemingly pragmatic in their regard for a stable power in 1979.

Despite this the Angolans, like a jilted bride clinging hopefully to her ex-husband, have preserved a prime site on a ridge overlooking the capital for the Americans to build an embassy — next to those of France and West Germany.

The Angolans attribute the American hostility more to one of bewilderment than anger. They appear genuinely to not understand why a country with which they have excellent economic relations — Angola in the US's second largest trading partner in Africa — should be actively supporting the rebels against it.

Washington's failure to respond to Angola's numerous signals of reciprocities must raise as one of the most remarkable counter-productive foreign policies ever pursued by a major power instead of weakening Angola's involvement with the 30,000 Cuban troops and 2,000 Soviet military advisers protecting it from Savimbi and his South African backers, which is presumably its purpose.

Washington's approach is despising that dependence more than Angola's leaders want. As Deputy Foreign Minister Venceslau de Moura put it last week: "The Americans blame us for having the Cubans here, but they and the South Africans are responsible. If my door is broken down, I have to reinforce it."

The policy is also driving the United States into a military alliance with South Africa — to the detriment of its relations with the rest of Africa — at a time when it is trying to demonstrate its resurgence to apartheid by applying economic sanctions.

Worst of all, it is escalating a civil war that has become something of a stalemate. The Luanda Government cannot be overthrown now that Moscow is so deeply committed to its preservation. Nor can Savimbi be eliminated as long as South Africa, and now the US, are determined to keep him in business.

At the same time the Luanda government seems determined to hold out against negotiations with Savimbi. It takes the view — wrongly, in my opinion — that he has no authentic support in Angola and is simply a South African puppet.

I have visited Savimbi twice in the stronghold in the north-east and been impressed both by his obvious popularity among his supporters and by the high morale and efficiency of the UNITA forces.

But the Angolans are right to believe Savimbi will not survive for more than a few months without his benefactors just across the border, who keep him supplied with everything from fuel to red wine.

They look south and they see Pretoria in trouble. "South Africa is going to change. If not tomorrow then the next day, and then Savimbi will be finished," said Meneses. So the Angolans feel no pressure to negotiate. Time is on their side and they sit it out.

In the meantime the war will go on intractably, steadily reducing a potentially rich country with resources of oil, diamonds, iron ore and perhaps the best agricultural prospects in all Africa to a dilapidated shambles in which nothing works and the human misery mounts sickeningly.

Luanda used to be the Rio de Janeiro of West Africa, with palm trees and pavement cafés along the Marginal avenue which curves around its Creation Bay. It was booming with its new-found oil wealth in 1974, sprouting tall new buildings along this Copacabana.

The setting is still glorious, the city attractive. But it is a shell.

The cafés are abandoned, the shops shuttered and empty. There are no taxis, no buses, no cars for hire. If you want to get anywhere, you must walk.

The trains run once in a while, the airlines is unpunctual, the harbour operates at 30 percent capacity and road traffic is only more in armoured convoys along a few of the main roads.

Coffee production, once the fourth largest in the world, is down from three million bags in 1970 to 200,000, from 68,000 to 1,000 tonnes. Uranium has brought the diamond mines in the north-east, near the Zambian border, to a near standstill, and the iron ore mines in the south-west have shut down.

As the economy crumbles, the economy is revealing the burst of pre-colonial days. A French journalist based in the city says he uses his francs to buy whisky in the special hard-currency store, which he then trades for food in the open-cash market where the local Kwanzas currency is all but worthless. In 10 days in Angola I never received a kwanzo.

Worst of all is the toll in human carnage. There

The civil war brought cowboys to this steam train on the Benguela railway.

A Cuban patrol in Luanda: A deeper
SA, destabilization blamed for high infant mortality rate
Malawi, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe have all suffered "from South Africa's policies of apartheid, economic destabilization and 'armed aggression'."

They were also forced to maintain abnormally high levels of security expenditure, the study claimed. The total impact of this enforced austerity on infant and child health, malnutrition and mortality was considerable.

But while UNICEF points the finger of blame chiefly at destabilization by "Safeguarding transport, power, industry and food production, as well as rehabilitating the health, education and water systems and building up the stockpile of emergency supplies, would play a direct part in limiting and reversing the consequences of economic and military actions.

"Health, nutrition, pure water supply and the opportunity to produce and be employed, which education provided, were crucial to the quality of life — indeed to the question of life and death," the report states.

It was urgent that action be taken now, not only to alleviate the costs of past and present military actions, but to create the capacity to resist and cope with future actions.

The international community had an obligation to help the Southern African states and their people to halt and reverse the spiral of rising deaths and deterioration in the quality of life, the report concludes. Co-operation was required between a wide range of bilateral, multilateral and non-governmental agencies to mobilize and coordinate the huge and complex programmes of assistance required.
THE children of the Frontline states are facing death in incomprehensible numbers as a result of war and economic destabilisation.

Latest figures show that about 140,000 babies under the age of five died in Angola and Mozambique alone last year — and continue to die at the rate of one every four minutes.

Oxfam and the Save the Children Fund officially designated Mozambique an emergency area last week. The country is virtually on its knees because of the double disaster of widespread crop failure and the war with South African-backed rebels. At the same time officials reported that tens of thousands of children face starvation, and three million people are homeless.

The scale of what has been described by aid officials here as "an African holocaust that threatens to eclipse even Ethiopia", is revealed in a grim document issued by the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF).

The report stresses that the children are dying, not as a result of gunfire, but from preventable disease and malnutrition made worse by economic destruction and war.

It covers the situation in all nine countries of the Southern African Development Co-ordination Conference, but concentrates on the children of Angola and Mozambique, where the effects of the violence and death are greatest.

The report protests that "targets in war are not military ones".

In Mozambique:
- More than 700 health facilities have been destroyed since 1981.
- At least two million people have been deprived of the most basic health care as a direct result.
- With medical facilities destroyed, health workers killed, maimed and kidnapped, and vaccination programmes suspended in many areas, the mortality rate, particularly for under-fives, has increased dramatically.

In Angola figures are far from complete, but:
- Delivery and use of health services have declined by 30 percent throughout the country.
- About 20 vaccination points were destroyed in 1988.
- The exact number of deaths among civilians and health ministry staff because of the war is unknown.

"But what is known," the report says, "is that health workers, as well as clinics and other health posts, schools, teachers and pupils, foreign aid personnel and vehicles transporting health and relief supplies, are all deliberately chosen as targets to cause a breakdown in civil administration and to make large areas ungovernable."

The decimation of the infant population comes as a particularly cruel blow for Angola and Mozambique.

In 1980, officials were hoping that new health, education, water and food strategies would reduce the under-five mortality rate to levels comparable with Tanzania's — about 185 per thousand.

These programmes, like Tanzania's, placed emphasis on primary health services, especially immunisation, basic drug provision, mother and child clinics, ante-natal and birth care, and access to safe water, massive literacy programmes and improved nutrition and food production.

But, in the next five years, these hopes were dashed. Tanzania's mortality rate continued to decline, in spite of the ravages of drought, while the other two countries' rose dramatically, wiping out all the gains of the immediate post-colonial period.

By the beginning of 1986, infant and child mortality rates in Angola and Mozambique were the highest in the world.

"The agonising reality," says the UNICEF report, "is that today's war is trampling them underfoot and cutting them down by the thousands."
Alleged aggression against Angola dismissed by SA

Dispatch Correspondent
CAPE TOWN — South Africa has dismissed allegations of aggression against Angola and has told the UN Security Council that Fapla forces should stop supporting Swapo in the region.

South Africa's Permanent Representative at the UN, Mr Des Manley, has said in a document to the security council that a similar document from Angola contained allegations of aggression by South Africa which were "not new and will continue as long as Luanda is incapable of finding a solution to the civil war which is devastating Angola."

Mr Manley said a massive Cuban expeditionary force is, after 10 years, still inside Angola to sustain the Luanda government in Luanda against the wishes of the people of Angola and in contravention of the Alvor agreement," he said.

"The facts of the matter are that Swapo terrorists traditionally attempt to take advantage of the rainy season at this time of the year to cross the Angola-SWA border in order to commit violence against the civilian population of SWA—Namibia."

"Clashes have occurred in the border area which led to skirmishes in the course of which casualties were suffered.

"Swapo terrorists had once fled to a base they shared with Fapla soldiers and when the SWA territory force arrived they were fired on by Fapla. A number of Swapo and Fapla soldiers were killed."

"This incident is yet again evidence that Fapla actively supports Swapo terrorists by giving base facilities and that Swapo uses the protection provided by Fapla deployments," he said.

The Luanda government and Fapla commanders in the 5th military region had been urged repeatedly recently not to grant Swapo facilities and were informed that the security forces would retaliate if attacked.

"Despite the fact that the Luanda Government continues to thwart the prospects of peace, South Africa remains prepared to enter into discussions at any time in order to resolve the question of Cuban troop withdrawal," said Mr Manley.

"The South African Government continues to strive for peace in the whole of the Southern African region and the achievement of internationally recognised independence for SWA—Namibia."
3 insurgents reported killed

Africa News Service

WINDHOEK. — Three Swapo insurgents have been killed in follow-up operations after a mortar attack on the town of Oshangwena in central Owambo in the early hours of Wednesday morning, according to military command in Windhoek.

The statement said one schoolchild had been killed in the mortar bombardment and eight wounded.

Two anti-aircraft missiles were recovered during the follow-up operations.
THE WORLD THIS WEEK

Angola: last stand of the warring giants

The stakes are rising in Angola as the Soviet Union prepares a tough stand in Southern Africa, contrary to its policy of disengagement in Afghanistan.

The Reagan administration's decision a year ago to give military aid to Jonas Savimbi's Unita movement, including the advanced Stinger antiaircraft missile, has checked any tendency the Gorbachev leadership may have had to reconsider the USSR's Angolan commitment.

The man with his finger on the Soviet operation in Angola is 58-year-old ambassador Arnold Kalinin, who told me the policy decisions of the last Soviet Communist Party congress could not be interpreted as spelling out detente or disengagement in Angola.

He said that by furnishing military aid to Unita, the United States was "taking its final stand in Southern Africa."

The United States is said to be supplying the aid to Unita through bases in southern Angola and a new supply route passing from Kinshasa, the Zaire capital, across the border into north-east Angola. The Angolan government claims to have captured several Stinger missiles, but so far has been unable to produce concrete evidence.

Soviet heavy equipment has been pouring into Luanda recently. The London-based Institute of Strategic Studies estimates there are only 950 Soviet military advisers in Angola, but truckloads of uniformed Russians can be seen in various parts of the country — apart from pilots and groups of officers, who were already visible — and Soviet commandos have captured guard airports where sophisticated equipment is in use: mobile radar systems, the MiG-23 fighter and Mi-24 helicopter gunships.

Cuban troops have been fighting in Angola since 1975, with current estimates of their strength at around 30,000, but current policy is for them to play a back-up role, avoiding direct conflict with Unita.

A source in Luanda said Angolan government's Popular Forces for the Liberation of Angola also upgraded Soviet backing for the fledgling Angolan air force.

Despite Unita's US backing since 1986, it has made no clear subsequent breakthrough, although South African attacks over the Namibian border — the latest of which began in late January — engaged government troops in the south and free Unita guerrillas to pursue terrorist attacks against civilian and economic targets in the central highlands.

The raising of the stakes has proportionally reduced Angolan options. US support for Unita forced the MPLA government to seek more Soviet aid at a time when the economy was already staggering under the blow of the drop in world oil prices, and aborted the tendency for political rapprochement with the West.

Not all Angolan leaders were happy with increased Soviet dependence, as the case of air force commander Iko Carreira demonstrated. Carreira was dismissed last June after he argued that Angola should diversify its military equipment, buying from Western sources as well as the USSR. In particular, he complained that the Mi-24 helicopters came without panels to deflect the heat-guided Stingers, although they were available.

Carreira reluctantly accepted the post of ambassador to Algeria.

Arnold Kalinin is a man well-chosen by the Kremlin. After earlier service in Cuba, he gained his diplomatic laurels in Lisbon as the first Soviet ambassador in post-revolutionary Portugal. His career paralleled that of Frank Carlucci, now President Ronald Reagan's national security adviser. Carlucci was then US ambassador to Portugal, competing with Kalinin to influence the course of the Portuguese revolution.

Their paths have parted, but now Kalinin and Carlucci face each other again across battle-lines drawn between East and West in Southern Africa. — The Guardian
Savimbi ‘working against apartheid’

Dateline WASHINGTON; Neil Lurssen of the Argus Foreign Service

UNITA’s leader, Dr Jonas Savimbi, has told the United States Congress that he is working towards an end of apartheid in South Africa.

But it had to be ended without forcing a choice between the evils of apartheid and Soviet aggressive expansionism, the leader of the Angolan rebel movement said.

In a letter to Republican Senator Robert Dole, Dr Savimbi said Angola’s problems were compounded by the existence of South Africa’s race system — “a system unanimously condemned by all mankind.”

“But we totally reject the demogogic oversimplification of complex issues by those who — just because South Africa is sympathetic to anti-communist causes — argue that to support the resistance to Soviet-Cuban aggression is to go to bed with apartheid.

“We stand firm against racism in any form or colour,” Dr Savimbi wrote. “Racial injustice in South Africa is no more desirable than racism in my country where the far-away white Russians have imposed an oppressive minority rule on us, reconolonising and ravaging Angola.”

He was convinced that settlement of the Angolan conflict would enhance the prospect of settlement of Southern Africa’s other problems.

Senator Dole — the Republican leader in the Senate and a 1988 presidential candidate — told his colleagues that Dr Savimbi’s condemnation of apartheid and his pledge to work for its demise showed it was “as phony as a three-dollar bill” to charge that US support for Unita meant US support for apartheid and the South African government.

Senator Dole said the root issues in South Africa and Angola were the same. In both countries, blacks were being oppressed by non-democratic regimes. “In Angola, the crime is compounded by the fact that the Marxist MPLA is propped up by Soviet and Cuban mercenaries in the truest, darkest sense of that word.”
I'm working towards end of apartheid
— Savimbi

The Star Bureau

WASHINGTON — Unitas's leader Dr Jonas Savimbi has told the United States Congress that he is working towards the ending of apartheid in South Africa but it had to be ended without forcing a choice between the evils of apartheid and Soviet aggressive expansionism.

In a letter to Republican Senator Robert Dole, Dr Savimbi said Angola's problems were compounded by South Africa's race system, "a system unanimously condemned by all mankind".

"But we totally reject the demographic over-simplification of complex issues by those who just because South Africa is sympathetic to anti-communist causes -- argue that to support the resistance to Soviet-Cuban aggression is to go to bed with apartheid.

Racial injustice in South Africa is no more desirable than racism in my country where the far-away Russians have imposed an oppressive minority rule on us, re-colonising and ravaging Angola."

SETTLEMENT

He was convinced that settlement of the Angolan conflict would enhance the prospect of settlement of southern Africa's other problems.

Senator Dole — the Republican leader in the Senate and a 1988 presidential candidate — told his colleagues that Dr Savimbi's condemnation of apartheid and his pledge to work for its demise showed it was "as phony as a three-dollar bill" to charge that American support for UNITA meant American support for apartheid and the South African Government.

Senator Dole said the root issues in South Africa and Angola were the same. In both countries, blacks were being oppressed by non-democratic regimes.

"In Angola, the crime is compounded by the fact that the Marxist MPLA is propped up by Soviet and Cuban... mercenaries in the truest, darkest sense of that word."

"Let's end apartheid in South Africa and let's also end Marxist repression of blacks in Angola," Senator Dole told Congress.

In his letter, Dr Savimbi appealed for a continuation of American military assistance which, he wrote, was of the utmost importance militarily, politically and diplomatically.
Namibian atrocity claims probed

WINDHOEK—A newspaper here yesterday published details of alleged brutalities and atrocities by security forces in the northern Namibian war zone.

The Namibian, whose reporter Mr Chris Shupanga has just returned from the Owambo area, cites cases of alleged assaults on Owambo people and villagers from southern Angola as well as a report that two civilians died when a military vehicle involved in a contact with SWAPO insurgents ploughed into a hut.

A spokesman for the South West Africa Territory Force here said the authorities were aware of some of the allegations and investigations were under way.

The newspaper quoted an allegation by a spokesman for the Owambo Administration office at Ondangwa that there had been an increase recently in the number of atrocities allegedly committed by security forces:

Owambo Administration chairman, Mr Peter Kalangula, had reportedly raised the matter during talks here with South Africa's Administrator-General.

The Namibian claimed yesterday three women died and another three civilians were seriously injured on Tuesday in a contact between security forces and insurgents in the Omaheka area of northern Owambo.

According to the report, two women died when a Casspir, said to be retreating from the contact, ploughed into a hut. A third woman was allegedly shot and killed by one of the troops on the armoured vehicle.

The Namibian claimed troops "fired in all directions" when they retreated.

 Victims of alleged assaults by security force troops included, according to the paper:

- A shop assistant who claimed she was beaten by members of the police counter-insurgency unit (formerly known as Koevoet).
- A farmer from Omamakunde in southern Angola who claimed security forces attacked his homestead on February 27. He is being treated for his injuries at Oshakati Hospital.
- A village headman from Uukango in northern Owambo who alleged he and his wife were assaulted by members of Koevoet, who broke his fingers and his wife's arm.
- Three civilians from Oiputa in southern Angola who claimed they and others in their area were beaten and burnt over open fires by soldiers seeking information.
- A pupil from Omankia in northern Owambo who allegedly suffered a broken arm and head injuries after an assault by Koevoet members.

The paper published photos of the injuries of alleged victims.
Angolan forces still need Cubans, says US

By Neil Lurssen, The Star Bureau

WASHINGTON — Soviet and Cuban advisers have failed to develop Angola's armed forces to the stage where they can operate without outside help, says a new Pentagon report.

And Soviet-led efforts to foster rivalries between factions in the Unita rebel movement have been unsuccessful, the report states.

The report, an annual survey of the Soviet Union's military strength and its worldwide deployment of power, is to be released later today by the US Secretary of Defence, Mr Casper Weinberger.

A section dealing with Sub-Saharan Africa says the Soviet Union's involvement in the region remained high in 1986, with support for Angola continuing to be a priority.

But, it adds, Moscow's support for counter-insurgency efforts in Southern Africa were not as "salient" in 1986 as they were in 1985 — especially in Mozambique.

In Angola, it says, the MPLA regime's counter-insurgency strategy has similar characteristics to the Soviets' war against Mujahideen rebels in Afghanistan.

Local militias and a network of informers have been enlisted to expand government control and forced resettlement is used to control the population and to deny support to the insurgents.

But Unita has expanded its operations into all provinces and, unlike the Afghan insurgent groups, has proved to be fairly cohesive, the report says.

Angolan Government forces have had little success against Unita, it states.

"They have focused on securing the few cities, towns, and industries such as oil and diamonds.

"Their campaigns have mostly been large, slow-moving sweeps during the dry season aimed at destroying Unita bases.

The report says that, in 1986, the Soviets sent additional Flogger (high-speed, swing-wing fighter aircraft) to Angola, along with HIP-H helicopters, SA-3 and SA-8 surface-to-air missiles, numerous tanks, artillery pieces and armoured vehicles.

But the Angolan armed forces have not been developed to a state in which they could be dependable and effective enough to permit withdrawal of the Cuban forces which are now propping up the unpopular regime, the report states.

The report makes no mention of covert US military support for Unita. It comes at a time when conservatives in the US Congress from both major political parties have launched a scheme to stop all imports from Angola until all Cuban troops there are expelled.

The main target of the measure is Angola's oil production which provides 90 percent of its foreign earnings.
Savimbi offers to open Benguela

WASHINGTON. — Angolan rebel leader Dr Jonas Savimbi has offered to allow the reopening of a key rail line in Angola which his forces have shut down for a decade.

Savimbi's proposal, disclosed by his office here, involves the Benguela Railroad, which is capable of providing freight transport for landlocked Southern African countries to the Atlantic Ocean.

Dr Savimbi said he was making the offer as a potential step toward ending the conflict between Angola's Marxist Government and his pro-Western Union for the Total Independence of Angola (Unita).

"It is our forces which have closed Benguela, and we are prepared to allow it to open to demonstrate our interest in pursuing a programme of national reconciliation," Dr Savimbi said in a statement.

His only condition is that the railway is not used for military purposes.

Assistance

"It can be used to ship food, clothing — anything except for things related to war," he said. "The MPLA (Angola's ruling party) can use it to ship humanitarian assistance but not soldiers, guns, nor war material of any kind."

American officials, insisting on anonymity, said the reopening of the Benguela line could help Zambia, Zaire and Zimbabwe, which have been relying increasingly on South Africa as a transit point for its exports.

Their dependence on South Africa has been a major deterrent against the imposition of economic sanctions by Southern African nations against the Pretoria Government.

As an alternative to South Africa as a transit point, aid donor nations have been trying to develop a transport link through Mozambique known as the Beira Corridor.

Dr Savimbi said the Benguela route encouraged more free trade than the proposed Beira route.

"It can help Zambia. It can help Zaire and Zimbabwe. The Beira Corridor can help Zambia and Zaire very little," he said.

Stalemate

The American officials said Savimbi's proposal could end the prolonged stalemate between his US-backed forces and the Angolan Government, which has the support of more than 20 000 Cuban troops.

The officials said that if Angola agrees to negotiate with Unita on the reopening of the rail line, this would amount to tacit recognition of Unita as a legitimate political force.

They said the United States would take a sympathetic look at Dr Savimbi's proposal if it opens the way towards a peaceful settlement in Angola.

President Ronald Reagan's Administration has placed high priority on achieving a diplomatic solution under which Cuban forces would be withdrawn from Angola while South Africa ends colonial rule in South West Africa. — Sapa-AP.
Rebels want railway line opened

Offer has Angola in spot

UNITA's offer to let the Benguela Railway run again has opened a tiny crack — but one that could become much bigger — in the Angolan impasse.

Depending on the Luanda Government's response, the offer could have important implications not only for Angola but also for the whole of Southern Africa, including South Africa.

If accepted by the MPLA Government in Luanda and successfully implemented, it would reopen a major route to the sea for Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

This, in turn, would make these countries less dependent on South Africa for moving their imports and exports and more able to impose economic sanctions on South Africa.

UNITA's offer is the latest move to surface from a series of Benguela manoeuvres around the railway line that involves the MPLA, African and Western government and the British company, Lomanto.

UNITA went to some trouble to publicise the offer in both Lisbon and Washington but it is not clear why and how seriously it was made. It has been seen in some quarters as an attempt to gain support in Western capitals.

UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi said, however, that the offer was made "to demonstrate our interest in pursuing a programme of national reconciliation".

This suggests it was aimed at furthering UNITA's efforts to get the MPLA to agree to negotiations for a political solution to the Angolan civil war.

Any such solution could profoundly affect the situation in Namibia, removing the MPLA's need for the Cuban troops, whose presence is claimed to be the only obstacle to a Namibian settlement.

Dr Savimbi has offered to reach a ceasefire agreement with the MPLA along the railway line. A formal agreement would initiate direct negotiations with the MPLA and this could open the way for talks on a wider basis.

While there is believed to be some support within the MPLA for a negotiated solution, the MPLA does not appear ready to do a deal with UNITA, however.

But even if an agreement was reached only on reopening the Benguela line it would be warmly welcomed by the landlocked Zambian and Zairean states who have been deprived of much-needed imports.

Luanda's initial reaction was not promising. It suggested UNITA's offer was an American-brokered ploy to get the rebels' headquarters moved from Zambia to the far south-eastern corner of Angola to a point near the Benguela Railway.

But it remains to be seen whether the MPLA will continue to spurn the offer.

According to reports from Washington, UNITA's overture was made in response to pressure from the US Government, which was partly motivated by Angolan requests channelled through the United States by several African countries.

These countries would probably want to see some break through the MPLA-UNITA impasse, despite the Ansam travelling in this respect, although it would still have to get much of its imports from the Republic.

Zambian and Botswana and even Malawi could also use the Benguela line — and in the long run, a new railway connection to Zambia could be opened up.

The MPLA in turn is reported to have asked Lomanto to send its head, Mr Tony Rowlands, last year to try to reopen the line. Lomanto, which has extensive interests in Angola, was reportedly in December to have scheduled an interest in doing so but only if the MPLA reached a settlement with UNITA in January.

In January Lomanto's Zambian chairman, Mr Anthony Kumpakins, said the company had opened talks with the Angolan Government for possible Lomanto management of the railway.

UNITA's offer could provide the key opening all these discussions to move. Whether the MPLA can accept the offer is another matter. To some in Luanda it may look too much like the thin end of the wedge.
Rail offer opens tiny crack in Angolan impasse

By GERALD L'ANGE
Editor, Argus Africa News Service

Dateline: JOHANNESBURG

UNITA's offer to let the Benguela railway run again has opened a tiny crack — but one that could become much bigger — in the Angolan impasse.

Depending on the Luanda government’s response, the offer could have important implications not only for Angola but also for the whole of Southern Africa, including South Africa.

If accepted by the MPLA government in Luanda and successfully implemented it would reopen a major route to the sea for Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

This in turn would make these countries less dependent on South Africa for moving their imports and exports and more able to impose economic sanctions on South Africa.

UNITA’s offer is the latest move to surface from a secretive series of manoeuvres around the railway line that involve the MPLA, African and western governments and the British company, Lonrho.

UNITA went to some trouble to publicise the offer in both Lisbon and Washington but it is still not clear why and how seriously it was made. It has been seen in some quarters as an attempt to gain support in western capitals.

UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi said, however, that the offer was made "to demonstrate our interest in pursuing a programme of national reconciliation."

This suggests it was aimed at furthering UNITA’s efforts to get the MPLA to agree to negotiations for a political solution to the Angolan civil war.

Any such solution could profoundly affect the situation in Namibia, removing the MPLA’s need for the Cuban troops, whose presence is claimed to be the only obstacle to a Namibian settlement.

Dr Savimbi has offered to reach a ceasefire agreement with the MPLA along the railway line. A formal agreement would necessitate direct negotiations with the MPLA and this could open the way for talks on a wider basis.

While there is believed to be some support within the MPLA for a negotiated solution the MPLA does not appear ready to do a deal with UNITA, however.

But even if agreement were reached only on reopening the Benguela line it would be warmly welcomed by the landlocked hinterland states who have been deprived of its use for more than 10 years.

Luanda’s initial reaction was not promising. It suggested that UNITA’s offer was an American-backed ploy to get the rebels’ headquarters moved from Jamba in the far south-eastern corner of Angola to a point near the Benguela Railway.

But it remains to be seen whether the MPLA will continue to spurn the offer.
A frustrated economic powerhouse

KELLY MCPARLAND reports

THE political and military disruptions that have dogged the Angolan economy for more than a decade tend to obscure the vast promise of what might have been.

Even by the standards of Africa, where the list of countries which have somehow failed to capitalise on their potential wealth is depressingly long, Angola stands out as a frustrated powerhouse.

A recent study of Angola's economy by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) concludes that until the war with Unita guerillas is settled, Angola has little hope of reaping the benefits of its rich natural resources.

Modest recoveries may be possible in some cases, but with almost 40 percent of government spending going to the military, and the majority of the country impassable due to the war, no real headway can be made.

The exception is in oil, which is booming. According to the report, Angola has become one of the world's most attractive markets for oil investors. The profits from expanded output should see it through the current squeeze caused by the fall in prices.

The average value of Angolan diamonds has dropped by three-quarters, raising the additional likelihood that the best stones have already been sold off.

The Angolan economy: only oil is booming

Trade between the two countries was worth $1.5bn (R3.6bn). Oil executives praised the government for being pragmatic and businesslike; Luanda has been careful to maintain good relations with Western bankers as well.

Despite its avowed Marxism, the government has had to fight a constant battle to keep Washington from undermining its limited economic successes.

Oil became a crucial part of the Angolan economy only shortly before Independence: production began in 1968, but only passed coffee as the largest foreign exchange earner in 1973. In 1985 it brought in almost $2 billion (R4bn), 90 percent of all foreign income.

Oil activities highlight the incommensurate nature of Angola's business relations with the West. The report notes that about 150 foreign companies are actively involved in the country in support of the industry.

The giant US Chevron company, through its Gulf subsidiary, is the largest foreign producer. Others include Texaco of the US, Petrofina of Belgium and firms from France, Britain and Brazil.

Despite the bitter rhetoric from Washington, Angola is one of its biggest customers in Africa; in 1985 trade between the two countries was worth $1.5bn (R3.6bn).

Angola's是 the world's largest producer of coffee and diamond, from which it derives its main export earnings.

The EIU report concludes that with this approach, along with its oil wealth and support from Western banks, Angola will probably continue to get by economically.
Huge arms build-up, says report

Soviets plan mass attack in Angola

By Alan Dunn, The Star Bureau

Washington

The Soviet Union is pouring military hardware into Angola for an imminent offensive by the country's army against the Unita rebels, according to a report here.

US officials are reportedly saying that round-the-clock flights by hundreds of military aircraft are delivering equipment and Angolan and Cuban troops to bases near Unita's positions in south-eastern Angola.

A major offensive is expected to start within weeks, once the Angolan dry season sets in.

Angolan forces, using Soviet arms and supported by parts of the estimated 35,000-strong Cuban force in the country, usually launch an offensive at this time of year.

A State Department official yesterday drew attention to the pattern of dry season offensives. He said there had been a steady military build-up by Cuban and Angolan troops against Unita in the past few years. "The Soviets have been massively re-equipping the Angolan military since 1984," he said.

US officials believe the Soviets have pumped $400 million in military aid into Angola in the last decade, trying to keep the Marxist regime in power.

"But the State Department could not confirm a Christian Science Monitor report suggesting an unusually intense build-up against Unita, a group the US recognises as freedom fighters and covertly supports."

"US and Unita officials expect that a slow, methodical push by Soviet-supplied Cuban and Angolan troops into rebel-held territory will begin soon," the report said.

"No defeat"

Mr Charles Ebingor, a specialist on Angola at Georgetown University, said: "There appears to be a fairly massive build-up. I think it's a serious build-up to put Savimbi to rout. But it would not defeat Unita, he and other strategists predicted."

There is open friendship and co-operation between the Soviet Union and Angola. Last month the Soviet news agency, Tass, reported that Russian parliamentarians had visited Luanda.

The delegation included Mr P G Glashvilli, deputy chairman of the USSR Supreme Soviet Presidium.

They had talked to Unita officials on South Africa and "the problems of mobilising African states for the struggle to strengthen peace and international security".

The Soviets assured Angolan leaders of "unflagging support" in their struggle and those of the "Frontline states" against the "aggressive intrigues of international imperialists and the racist Republic of South Africa."
The Argus Foreign Service
WASHINGTON. — Senators here have condemned the Soviet-Cuban military build-up in Angola, calling it the most blatant foreign intervention in Africa's post-colonial history.

Eleven lawmakers, Democrats and Republicans, have presented a resolution to the Senate describing Angola's ruling party, the MPLA, as a "hostage to foreign forces".

The drive on Capitol Hill started several days before a report emerged this week in the Christian Science Monitor of an imminent Angolan-Cuban offensive against the rebel movement Unita in south-east Angola.

Senator Dennis de Concini, a Democrat from Arizona who wrote the resolution, said: "The Marxist regime in Angola has allowed the country to become a Soviet base for aggression and subversion in Southern Africa."

Soviet advisers
There were now 20,000 Cubans and 2,000 Soviet advisers in Angola and the Soviet Union had given the Angolan government R4-billion in support, R2-billion in the past two years, he said.

The resolution calls for reconciliation between the MPLA and Unita, and strongly urges the withdrawal of Soviet and Cuban troops.

The resolution, which must be passed by the Senate foreign relations committee before it can be voted on by the full Senate, calls on the President to block any US business transactions with Angola that may conflict with security interests.

It instructs the Secretary of State to review United States policy on Angola, taking into account the country's "abysmal" human-rights record, its voting record at the United Nations and a United States refusal thus far to recognise the MPLA government.

Brazzaville talks
The Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, Dr Chester Crocker, held talks in the Congolese capital of Brazzaville on Monday with Angola's Interior Minister, Mr Manuel Alexandre (Kito) Rodrigues, a State Department official has confirmed.

These were the first high-level United States-Angolan talks since Angola broke off negotiations in March last year when it learnt that the United States had started shipping R50-million worth of weapons to Unita after the rebel leader, Dr Jonas Savimbi, had been treated to a red-carpet reception in Washington DC.
Angola ready for major offensive, says Unita

LÍŠBON — Angola’s Unita rebels said yesterday that Angolan Government troops, backed by Cuban and Soviet advisers, were ready to launch a big push on rebel strongholds in the south-east of the country.

"Government forces supported by Cubans and Russians are massing in Cuanda-Cubango province, to start their dry-season offensive against our bases in Jamba and Mavinga," Unita said in a communiqué.

The rebels’ Lisbon spokesman, Mr Alcides Sakala, said defensive positions were being prepared north of the rebel headquarters at Jamba and that guerrilla units had launched a counter-offensive.

"We cannot yet give any details about our actions, but the government push, which we expect within days, will fall like all the others. In fact, (Unita leader) Jonas Savimbi has called an international news conference for May 9 in Jamba," Mr Sakala said.

The government troops, supported by MiG fighters, artillery and armoured vehicles, were massed around the towns of Mêmogne and Cuito Cuanavale 400 km from Jamba, which is just north of the Namibian border.

There was no immediate comment from Luanda although analysts noted that Angola’s Marxist Government, backed by about 30,000 Cuban troops, had previously launched anti-rebel offensives around this time of year.

Dr Savimbi, Unita’s veteran leader, would also use the news conference to detail the rebels’ response to the proposed re-opening of the Benguela railway, Mr Sakala said.

Zambia’s President Kaunda said last week that the vital railway linking land-locked Zambia and Zaire with the Angolan port of Benguela would be fully operational within two years.

"The line, a favourite rebel target, has been closed for over a decade and Unita has said it will allow it to be re-opened under certain conditions, which include direct talks with Luanda," Mr Sakala added.

Frelimo set to attack rebel base

The Stair’s Africa News Service

MAPUTO — The Mozambican Army is preparing an assault against the Mozambique National Resistance (MNR) movement’s main base in the northern province of Zambezia, the Mozambique News Agency, AIM, has said.

In a report from Quelimane, in Zambezia province, the agency said Alfazema base was located in Morrumbala district and was regarded as the MNR’s centre of operations for the provinces of Zambezia and Tete.

AIM said that following a successful military offensive by the government, the districts of Morrumbala and Milange, near the border of Malawi, were the only ones in Zambezia province where MNR activity was "still intense".

Recently, Mozambican Army units, supported by Tanzanian and Zimbabwean troops, recaptured several districts and towns in Zambezia which had been captured by the MNR last year.

AIM said the recent successes were due to the reorganisation of the army.

"Logistics, which have always been one of the Mozambican army’s worst problems, have improved substantially," the agency said.

"Soldiers in the furthest corners of the province now receive regular supplies and are well-armed," it added.
Unita watched on status of captured pilots

THE treatment-and status given two Cuban pilots captured by Unita last month will have a crucial bearing on the prospects for either peace or a dramatic intensification of the war in Angola, according to diplomatic sources in Harare.

Cuba regards the treatment of the pilots, whose Mig 21 was shot down while on a reconnaissance mission over Angola on October 28, as a test of United States and South African sincerity on wanting a peaceful and negotiated settlement in war-torn Angola, the sources added.

Cuba regards both countries as the major backers of Unita, and considers they are in a position to ensure Unita compliance with Geneva Conventions.

Cuba is understood to expect from the US and South Africa the same flexibility as was evident in the case of Captain Wynand Du Toit, the Recce commando captured by Fapla government troops while on a mission in the Cabinda enclave to destroy Angolan oil installations.

Du Toit was treated as a prisoner of war, his wounds were treated, and he was released in a prisoner exchange in Maputo earlier this year.

"The Cubans seem to be implying basically that, if the two pilots are not treated as prisoners of war under the relevant Geneva Conventions and if the pilots are not candidates for a prisoner exchange, then the US and South Africa should not be surprised to see a substantial escalation in the war in Angola.

"That appears to mean an increase in Cuban involvement itself," one diplomatic source in Harare said this week. "The Cubans do not appear to be joking."

"Their posture comes at a time of considerable South African involvement in southern Angola."

The pilots, Lieutenant-Colonel Manuel Rojas Garcia and Captain Ramon Quezeda Aguilar, were produced at a press conference in the Unita "capital" of Zambesi following their capture after they parachuted from their aircraft when it was shot down.

The two men said they had been on a reconnaissance mission. Garcia said he and other Cuban forces were in Angola to prevent South African aggression against this country (Angola)."
GETTING BENGUELA ON THE RIGHT TRACK

Almost R500 m in overdraft facilities granted by the Angolan national bank to keep sections of the line running—at a huge loss—while attacks by Unita have destroyed an estimated R140 m worth of rolling stock and installations.

Under these circumstances any deal involving Lombarro that might result in Luanda finally seeing the return of some of its capital, while holding out the possibility of earning scarce foreign exchange through freight charges, must be a very tempting carrot to reach for.

It will also neatly fit in with the political priorities of these governments of working to become less dependent on the South African transport system in the operation of their economies; something the US administration is committed to helping them achieve.

All of which puts the ball fairly and squarely back in the Unita court.

The question is what does Unita have to gain by allowing the Benguela line to operate?

The answer to that question might be found in the renewed operational efficiency of the Tanzara Railway, which runs from the copper fields to the Tanzanian port of Dar es Salaam, the only other option Zambia and Zaire have to using either the Benguela or South Africa routes.

By all accounts the Tanzara line is now back under the control of its Chinese builders and operating with increased efficiency.

If this is so, and it is difficult to verify, then it may be in Unita's interest to allow the rehabilitation of the Benguela line rather than see it fall into total disuse—thus rendering their ability to close the line at will null and void.

If, however, the line is allowed to operate, Unita retain their ace of being able to threaten to shut it down at will, a major card in their ultimate game of trying to force the Luanda government to the negotiation table.

For the time being, however, the offer would-be recog...
Leaders sign to get Benguela line going

Kaunda — dependence on SA to ease

LUSAKA — The leaders of Angola, Zambia and Zimbabwe signed a “declaration of intent” yesterday to rebuild the strategic Benguela railway, closed for 10 years by Angolan rebels, in a bid to ease dependence on South African ports.

The President of Zambia, Dr Kenneth Kaunda, flanked by the Angolan President, Mr Jose Eduardo dos Santos, and Zaire’s Mr Mobutu Sese Seko, said the minisummit was “a giant step forward in the region’s quest for better communications facilities”.

The three men had discussions at State House, in Lusaka.

The Benguela line, one carried most Zambian and Zairean copper exports to Lobito.

The Benguela line also of potential interest to Zimbabwe.

The 1,340-kilometre rail route to Angola’s port of Lobito is due to be re-opened within two years.

Diplomatic sources said the project had been under discussion for about 12 months.

At a similar meeting two weeks ago in Luanda, Angola’s capital, Dr Kaunda said it would cost $280 million to rebuild the route.

Yesterday’s communiqué, however, did not clarify who would pay to rehabilitate the railroad, which is 90 per cent owned by the Belgian company Sociétie Générale de Belgique.

The director of the Belgian company, Count Etienne d’Avignon, who was in Lusaka for the meeting, said his company would help raise money for the railroad.

The communiqué did not mention another subject which was probably discussed — rebels of the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (Unita), whose sabotage was responsible for closing the railroad.

Until now, the major obstacle to re-opening the railway has been a civil war between Angola’s Marxist government and guerrillas of the United States and South African-backed Unita.

But last month Unita’s leader, Dr Jonas Savimbi, said he would allow the line to re-open, provided it was not used for military purposes.

Why Savimbi should have changed his mind after 12 years is not clear, but diplomatic sources said the United States appears to have brokered a deal between Unita and the government in Luanda which would enable the line to operate safely.

Transport ministers of the three countries and senior officials of Sociétie Générale, also met yesterday in Lusaka to prepare for the summit.

Dr Kaunda said at the time that the line could be reopened to light traffic in six months.

However, the diplomatic sources and sources in Sociétie Générale said such estimates were premature.

No technical study of the line has so far been conducted and some sections of the track are believed to be heavily damaged, they said.

“We are really at a very preliminary stage,” said one European diplomat closely connected with the rehabilitation project.

“We don’t know if the political guarantees are there. We do not know how much the repairs would cost.

“There are some aspects which are just not accessible,” he added.

At the moment, trains only run 40 km inland from Lobito at the Atlantic end of the line, while traffic in Zaire stops at Kolwezi, 400 km east of the Angolan frontier, the sources said.

However, a preliminary approach for aid was made to the European Community (EC) in Brussels last week and EC officials in Lusaka said the request was received with sympathy.

Community funds could be made available from allocations to Southern Africa in the Third Lome Convention, a trade-aid pact linking the EC with many of the world’s developing countries, they said.

US officials were reluctant to discuss Washington’s role in the Benguela Railway project, but they stressed that the idea of reopening the line was an African and not an American initiative.

“Just like Nacala (in Mozambique), we have favoured the reopening of these railway networks.

We have also said that we believe the Savimbi statement gives a basis for addressing the political security issues involved in reopening the Benguela Railway,” one American official said. — Sapa-RNS
WASHINGTON — Further deliveries to Unita of advanced Stinger antiaircraft missiles could be in jeopardy following a report that some of the weapons were sold on the black market in Zaire.

The report, which has not been officially denied, has prompted members of the Senate Intelligence Committee to demand a formal probe of the CIA's methods of delivering the weapons.

President Ronald Reagan agreed to provide Unita with the missiles as part of a $15 million (about $28 million) covert aid programme launched in late 1985. Deliveries were reportedly made via Kamina, a military airbase in southern Zaire.

Intelligence panel member Senator Dennis Deconcini, an Arizona Democrat highly critical of the aid programme, said he was "greatly concerned" that terrorists might obtain one or more of the missiles to use against commercial airliners.

The Stingers that allegedly went astray were found in the possession of arms traffickers arrested in Zambian, according to Washington-based Defence and Foreign Affairs Weekly.

The CIA, has so far refused to submit to a probe by congressional auditors.

Pre-Unita sources speculated that the missiles found in Zambian might have been en route to the rebels.
The Benguela railway puzzle

The dominant question since the reopening of the line was mooted a few months ago remains unanswered, writes Gerald L'Ange, editor of The Star's Africa News Service.

Savimbi . . . pressure denied.

not be excluded from any deal involving the Cubans.

When Washington eventually accepted this reality, it gave oblique support to the rebels' demand for a negotiated political settlement of the Angolan war. Then the US went further and supplied Unita with Stinger ground-to-air missiles and possibly anti-tank weapons.

These have so far enabled the rebels to withstand efforts by the MPLA government forces, with Soviet and Cuban backing, to capture Unita's headquarters at Jamba in south-eastern Angola.

On the other hand, is not impossible — only unpopular with the MPLA.

Washington's initiative on the railway has every appearance of a ploy to get Luanda to agree to negotiate with the rebels, first on reopening the line and then on ending the war.
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Savimbi: Talks may lead to opening of Benguela line

Dateline JAMBA: BY KEN VERNON, Argus Africa News Service

TENTATIVE contacts have been made between Angola's warring factions which may lead to the reopening of the Benguela railway and may in time blossom into talks ending the country's 11-year civil war, according to Dr Jonas Savimbi.

The leader of the Unita resistance movement also warned at a Press conference at his rebel stronghold of Jamba in southern Angola that he would not liberate any more captured foreign technicians, saying western technicians working in the diamond mining areas of northern Angola were at special risk.

He also introduced a group of influential black Americans who have formed an organisation working to influence US policy in favour of Unita.

Dr Savimbi emphasised that there were no direct talks yet between Unita and the MPLA government in Luanda, saying that contact had been made through intermediaries.

He said: "We are talking about the possibility of talking...but there is to be an agreement on the reopening of the Benguela railway then some Unita and MPLA soldiers will have to talk directly to each other, if only on a local level, about the security of the line."

'Proviso already agreed to' Expanding on his condition that the line could reopen only if it carried no military traffic, Dr Savimbi said the proviso had already been agreed by all the parties involved, leaving only the security of the line to be discussed.

He suggested that a military free zone could be created along the line and that it would be run by civilians from Angola, Zambia and Zaire.

He said: "The point is that the MPLA and Unita will have to discuss security for the line directly and such talks could be a way of breaking the deadlock between the MPLA and Unita."

He dismissed the claim of Zambia's President Kenneth Kaunda that the railway would reopen within six months without indicating that Unita would be consulted.

He said: "Without our agreement the railway cannot and will not be opened."

Dr Savimbi shared his platform with the Rev Maurice Dawkins, leader of a new American organisation Black Americans for Peace and Unity Angola and Southern Africa.

Mr Dawkins said his organisation would consist of a network of black American ministers, businessmen, journalists, publishers and military officers who would form a pressure group to influence US government policy on Southern Africa in favour of Unita.

'An act of levitation' Meanwhile The Argus Africa News Service reports from Johannesburg that the proposal to open the Benguela railway through Angola resembles one of those acts of levitation in which a magician makes a woman appear to float horizontally in the air. It has no visible means of support.

The leaders of Angola, Zaire and Zambia last week signed a declaration of intent to reopen the railway, which would give the landlocked countries a new route to the coast and earn revenue for the MPLA government in Luanda.

They commissioned the Sociedade General, the Belgian company that owns most of the shares, to find the money and technical expertise needed to restore the decaying line and run it again.

But they did not say how they proposed to overcome the problem that has kept the line closed for more than 10 years, from mines attacks by the Unita guerrillas.

This has been the dominant question ever since the idea of reviving the railway was raised a few months ago and it remains unanswered.

Angolan diplomats who attended the signing of the declaration in Luanda spoke specifically that there would be no negotiations with Unita over the reopening of the line.

Unita, who could therefore not be excluded from any deal involving the Cubans.

When Washington eventually accepted this was impossible, it gave the go-ahead to the plan for a negotiated political settlement of the Angolan war, which included Stinger ground-to-air missiles and possibly antitank weapons.

The United States went further, however, and supplied Unita with Stinger ground-to-air missiles and possibly antitank weapons.

These have so far enabled the rebels to withstand efforts by the MPLA government forces, with Soviet and Cuban backing, to capture Unita's headquarters in Jamba in south-eastern Angola.

Washington might have benefitted Had the rebels been driven out of Jamba and into the bush, Soviet influence in the region would have been strengthened. Washington, ironically, might have benefitted in that Unita's threat to the MPLA would have been diminished and the Luanda government would have had less need for the protection of the Cubans and more willing to send them home.

Luanda is unlikely to dispense with the Cubans, however, until the Unita threat is entirely removed. Militarily this appears impossible. Even if through out Jamba the rebels could still operate from the bush. A political settlement, on the other hand, is not impossible and may still be popular with the MPLA.

Washington's initiative to get the line reopened has every appearance of a ploy to get Luanda to agree to negotiate with the rebels, first on reopening the railway and then on ending the war.

The Reagan administration would get much credit if such a move succeeded. Its aims would be furthered even more by a settlement leading, as it might, to the departure of the Cubans.

In addition, the standing of the US would be enhanced not only in a grateful Zaire and Zambia but throughout Southern Africa (except in Pretoria, which, if foreign perceptions are correct, would not welcome anything that conflicted with its thinking that Namibia provides a large part of South Africa's border).
Unita reveals contacts with Luanda

By Ken Vernon, The Star's Africa News Service

JAMBA — Tentative contacts which could lead to the re-opening of the Benguela railway have been made between Angola's warring factions and, in time, these could blossom into talks on ending the 11-year civil war.

This was revealed by the leader of the Unita resistance movement, Dr Jonas Savimbi, at a press conference at his bush stronghold of Jamba in the south of Angola.

At the conference Dr Savimbi issued a stern warning to foreign companies operating in Angola that he would not "liberate" any more captured foreign technicians. He said that western technicians working in the diamond producing areas of northern Angola were at special risk.

He also introduced a group of influential black Americans who had formed an organisation working to influence US policy in favour of Unita.

Dr Savimbi stressed that, as yet, there had been no direct talks between Unita and the MPLA-government in Luanda.

Contact had been carried on through intermediaries.

"We are talking about the possibility of talking," Dr Savimbi said, "but, if there is to be an agreement on the re-opening of the Benguela railway, then some Unita and MPLA soldiers will have to talk directly to each other, if only on a local level, about the security of the line."

Expanding on his condition that the line could re-open only if it carried no military traffic, the general said this proviso had already been agreed by all the parties involved, leaving only the security of the line to be discussed.

He suggested that a military-free zone could be created along the line and that it would then be run by civilians from Angola, Zambia and Zaire.

"The point is that the MPLA and Unita will have to discuss security for the line directly and such talks could be a way of breaking the deadlock between the MPLA and Unita," he said.

SERIOUS OFFER

Dr Savimbi stressed that he had done everything possible to facilitate the re-opening of the strategic railway line and that his offer to the MPLA to allow the line to re-open was a serious offer, not merely propaganda.

"The Benguela railway is needed by Zambia and Zaire to help save their economies, as well as for the rehabilitation of the Angolan economy. But, if
Mr Dawkins' admitted that the basis for such a group's effectiveness was that the black population in America has a disproportionate influence on American policy formulations on Africa.

"Eventually we want to have the kind of influence over African policy that the American Jewish population have over America's policy toward Israel," he said.

NEGOTIATIONS

We aim to recruit to our ranks black American ministers, businessmen, journalists, publishers and retired military officers, who will then form an effective lobbying force rather than a mass movement."

Mr Dawkins said General Savimbi was the key to an Angolan solution.

"We intend urging the US government to support General Savimbi so the MPLA will see that they cannot win the war militarily and so will eventually agree to negotiate."

"Once we have a solution in Angola and have got rid of the Russians and the Cubans, we can then approach the South Africans to evacuate Namibia."

"And with a two-country buffer between themselves and the Russians, maybe the South Africans will feel freer to negotiate with their own black population in order to reach some solution to that country's problems."

One of the major immediate objects of the group was to convince the American public that General Savimbi's connections with South Africa are purely pragmatic, that he has relations with South Africa and accepts their aid just as dozens of other African states do.

"But at the moment as soon as Americans hear that he accepts aid from South Africa, they assume he is merely a tool of the South Africans, and we have to change that perception.

"But most of all we have to show people that we are against the war, against the killing, and that we are undertaking this initiative from a religious point of view rather than a political point of view."

"If this whole initiative is going to work, then Savimbi is the catalyst, he has the knowledge to deal effectively with both African and European leaders, as well as the military machine to command respect," said Mr Dawkins.

everyone will know that it is the fault of the MPLA, not Unita."

He dismissed the recent claim of Zambia's President Kaunda that the Benguela railway would re-open in six months. Mr Kaunda did not mention any consultation with Unita.

"Without our agreement the railway cannot and will not be opened," he said.

At a mass jamboree and military parade earlier in the day Dr Savimbi said he had called the conference to "show we are still here", and said he had also invited the MPLA.

He had deliberately released the date of the conference in advance, he said, so the MPLA could send its MiGs and tanks if it chose — a reference to the offensive against Unita the MPLA is said to be preparing.

Displaying several defectors and prisoners of war to local and overseas journalists, Dr Savimbi said he had learnt all the plans for the MPLA offensive from some of the high-ranking defectors and Unita would not be surprised in any way.

VEILED THREAT

He issued a barely veiled threat to foreign-owned companies operating in Angola that they might shortly become targets in the civil war, saying that "no economic consideration will be allowed to prevail over peace and reconciliation".

He said the presence of Gulf Oil in the Cabinda enclave was "a big problem for us" but he did not contemplate action against the US oil company at this time, especially in the light of present US aid to Unita.

He appealed to Americans to try to influence their government to force the company to pull out of Cabinda.

Dr Savimbi shared the platform with the Rev Maurice Dawkins, leader of an American organisation calling itself Black Americans for Peace and Unity in Angola and Southern Africa.

Mr Dawkins said the yet-to-be-finalised organisation would consist of a network of black American ministers, businessmen, journalists, publishers and retired military officers who would form a powerful pressure group to try to influence US government policy on southern Africa in favour of supporting Unita.
New pressure group

JAMBA, Angola — The existence of an organisation consisting exclusively of black Americans which could exert a telling influence on the formulation and implementation of US policy toward Southern Africa has been unveiled.

Called “Black Americans for Peace and Unity in Angola and Southern Africa,” the organisation’s existence was announced at the Jamba headquarters of the Unita leader, General Jonas Savimbi at the weekend.

In an interview, the leader of Bapuusa, retired lobbyist the Rev Maurice Dawkins, outlined the history and aims of the organisation.

He said the idea for the formation of the organisation was first born after he met General Savimbi during the Unita leader’s visit to the US last year.

At the general’s invitation he visited Jamba and said he was impressed by the “democratic processes and self-sufficiency” he saw.

“I saw that here was hope for peace and I said to General Savimbi then that I wanted to put together an organisation — based on prayer and religion — to effectively lobby support for him in order to try and bring about a peaceful solution to Angola’s problems.”

Policy

Mr Dawkins admitted that the basis for such a group’s effectiveness was the fact that the black population in America has a disproportionate influence on American policy formulations on Africa.

“Eventually we want to have the kind of influence over African policy that the American Jewish population have over America’s policy toward Israel,” he said.

“We aim to recruit to our ranks black American ministers, businessmen, journalists, publishers and retired military officers who will then form an effective lobbying force rather than a mass movement,” he said.
EXPERIENCED Savimbi-watchers said the guerrilla leader seemed to lack his usual confidence and ebullience, and they speculated he may be seeking a compromise solution to the Angolan deadlock.

Savimbi — seeking a compromise?

by JONATHAN SHARP,
in JAMBA, Angola

There are no shops, no banks, no post offices, no telephones and no parking problems because there are no vehicles other than the motley collection of trucks and vans used by the fighters.

There is also no currency. In a communist-like world, workers donate their labour and in return obtain all the basic necessities of life.

But communism is far from the mind of Jonas Savimbi, the 32-year-old son of a Protestant minister who formed Unita (National Union for the Total Independence of Angola) in 1966 and then turned against the Marxist government which took power when Angola won independence from Portugal in 1975.

His main backers and suppliers are white-ruled South Africa, which means he has few friends in black Africa and also explains the role of Wonder Air, which is widely believed to run South African supplies to Unita.

Savimbi also places high value on his relations with the United States, which last year gave 15 million dollars in aid including, according to numerous reports, Stinger missiles to shoot down aircraft of the Soviet and Cuban-backed Angolan government forces.

Savimbi does not talk much about his South African ties, but he is not coy about his links with Washington. Pictures of the Unita leader meeting President Reagan and Secretary of State George Shultz during a visit to Washington last year are plastered everywhere in Jamba.

The same portraits, reproduced on huge awnings mounted on wooden scaffolding, overlook a dirt soccer pitch where Savimbi presides over exuberant mass rallies of the Unita faithful.

At one recent rally, almost the entire population of Jamba waving paper green and red Unita flags lined the soccer pitch where about 15 captured Soviet armoured personnel carriers and artillery pieces were on show.

About 600 Unita fighters demonstrated dogged discipline by standing motionless for four hours in parade ground formation in baking sun while the rally proceeded.

In a 45-minute speech, Savimbi, who in Jamba is called "El Presidente", joked that his Angolan government foes were unable to disrupt the rally and a pre-announced press conference later in the day to which foreign journalists had been invited.

The rally’s atmosphere was relaxed but this is a time of tension for Unita, because the Luanda government, which is backed by 3,000 Cuban troops, usually launches an offensive against Unita strongholds at this time of the year, the start of the dry season.

While insisting that Unita could survive the new drive as it has done in past years, he seemed to concede that his forces were vulnerable, saying: "We are not as strong as they are..."

At the press conference, Unita aides gave details of what they said were hundreds of military flights organised by the Angolan government to stockpile weapons near the Unita enclaves for the anti-rebel offensive.

Experienced Savimbi-watchers said the guerrilla leader seemed to lack his usual confidence and ebullience, and they speculated that he may be seeking a compromise solution to the Angolan deadlock.

That theory was reinforced recently when, after more than a decade of intransigence, he announced he would allow Angola’s long-closed Benguela railway, stretches of which are controlled or threatened by Unita guerrillas, to be reopened for non-military traffic.

“We will not put down our guns until we have peace,” he told cheering supporters at the rally.

But he also told reporters later of his hopes of talks that might blossom into an end to the civil war — and a possible end to the isolation of this bizarre bush stronghold called Elephant.

— Sapa-Reuters
LISBON. — President Jose Eduardo dos Santos yesterday said six South African army battalions were on Angolan soil and warned that a new South African offensive in Angola was imminent, the state-run news agency Angop reported.

In a dispatch monitored in Lisbon, Angop reported Mr. Dos Santos as saying in Luanda that South African reconnaissance units had penetrated 250 km inside the southern provinces of Cunene and Cuando Cubango.

A South African Defence Force spokesman said from Pretoria last night that it was "predictable that Angola would use this sort of occasion as they have in the past to make their usual statements." — Sapa AP
Pictures for captive Du Toit

BY RENEE MOODIE

CAPTAIN Wynand du Toit, the South African soldier who has been held by Angolan authorities for over two years, celebrates his 29th birthday today. His wife, Mrs Louwana du Toit, said from Langebaan yesterday that she had sent her husband a parcel for his birthday but she did not know if he would receive it in time.

"I was very practical. I put in reading and writing material and clothes — things that will help him pass the time," she said.

But the parcel is not all practicality — Mrs Du Toit also put in some drawings by the couple's four-year-old son, Klippie, who turn five on June 4.

"He brings drawings home from the creche, and one day they are for me and the next for Wynand," she said.

She said her work as a librarian for the Defence Force and the support of family and friends helped her to bear the separation.

"Perhaps next year he will be home for his birthday. There is only time between me and Wynand being home, and time passes," she said.
Angola ears for new Saivimi thrust.
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Cut Angola trade, urges US Senate

By Alan Dunn, The Star Bureau

WASHINGTON — The United States Senate has called on President Reagan to block American trade with Angola, halting companies from indirectly financing 35,000 Cuban troops protecting that country's Marxist regime.

Senators voted unanimously, 94 to 0, for the view that American business interests conflicted with overall US foreign policy and national security objectives, in aiding the ruling party, the Marxist Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA).

"Despite the blatant contradictions in foreign and economic policy, America does business with Angola," said Senator Dennis de Conchi, the chief sponsor among 25 legislators who backed the resolution.

Main targets of the amendment are US corporations pumping oil in Angola; one company provided $1.2 billion in revenue for Angola in 1985, according to a legislator. About 90 percent of Angola's foreign exchange last year was generated from oil extraction and production with the help of American companies.

The size of the Senate vote is likely to lend considerable clout to the senators' demands in the resolution when Reagan administration consider them.

A Senate move inserting the resolution as an amendment into an appropriations bill before Congress also urged a formal US policy review of relations with Angola. Points the senators want considered are:

• "America's refusal to recognize the MPLA government."
• "That government's abysmal human rights record."
• "Angola's record — the worst at the United Nations in 1985 — on votes supporting US interests."

Senators also wanted to hear the Secretary of State's view on whether it is in US interests to continue trade ties with Angola.

Legislators framed the amendment in March, when US officials were preparing to reopen talks with the MPLA after more than a year of silence from the Angolan government when news broke of covert American arms supplies to Unita, the rebel group operating there.

"It is imperative that the administration convey to the Angolans the Senate's deep feeling on Soviet-Cuban presence and human rights abuses," said Senator de Conchi.
Savimbi urges blacks to talk to NP

JOHANNESBURG. — Unita leader Dr Jonas Savimbi told about 400 businessmen here on Friday night that South Africa's black politicians should negotiate with the NP government.

SABC-TV news said Dr Savimbi criticized black leaders' refusal to take part in negotiations offered by President PW Botha and praised him for his government's reforms.

The report said Dr Savimbi urged SA not to withdraw from its "responsibilities" as a regional power in Southern Africa and warned that the ANC would not change if it came to power in SA.

Foreign Minister Mr Pik Botha said Dr Savimbi had done more for the people of Africa than any other of its leaders.

Mr Botha said the future struggle in Southern Africa would have nothing to do with racial prejudice — "it would be along the ideological lines of freedom or enslavement".

Meanwhile, the government yesterday accelerated a new high-profile sales pitch for President Botha's still unsuccessful offer to negotiate a form of limited power-sharing with black leaders.

"Authorities sought in a newspaper interview and in controlled leaks to political reporters to show Mr Botha as a reformist willing to give SA's voiceless blacks a say in government."

"The message is: 'Here we are and we are willing,'" chief NP propagandist Mr Stoffel van der Merwe said in an interview with Sunday newspaper Rapport.

Reports in other Sunday newspapers quoted unidentified government sources saying Mr Botha was prepared to relax conditions he set for talks.

The Sunday Star said Mr Botha was willing to abandon his insistence that race should form the basis of any future constitutional model.

The Sunday Times hailed routine government appointments as signs of a swing to the left. — Sapa-UPI
20 projects in Angola.

MUNICH - News from Moscow that the communist bloc economic organisation Comcon is trying to loosen their ties with the Soviet Union and its allies in a cooling of relations between Angola and the communist world were to be seen in a visit to the region by the Soviet Union's official news agency Tass released details of the new projects in Angola.

At the same time, however, it was noted that the Angolan economy was in dire straits and the country needed all the economic aid it could get. The new projects range from the establishment of a fish-processing complex in the province of Namib, the supervision of the construction of a medical rehabilitation centre in Angola, the construction of a hospital in the province of Luanda, and the expansion and modernisation of the industrial port of Benguela.

The move was seen as a move to strengthen relations with all the economic members of the communist bloc, and to improve the standard of living in Angola. The projects were aimed at increasing the country's economic independence and reducing its reliance on foreign aid.

The projects also included the construction of a new railway line to connect the interior of the country with the coast, and the expansion of the agricultural sector, with the aim of increasing food production.
Angolan envoy in talks here last year — claim

The Star's Africa News Service

An Angolan government envoy was in Pretoria for three days in April last year for talks with President Botha and Foreign Minister Mr Pik Botha, claims the Lisbon newsletter Africa Confidencial. "This initiative confirms previous information according to which there have been secret contacts, in different places and at different levels, between Luanda and Pretoria," the publication said.

It did not give any other details about those earlier meetings but sources in Lisbon said there had been a secret meeting in Cape Verde in January and another one in Libreville in Gabon at the end of March.

It was not known who had attended these meetings.

Africa Confidencial said the Angolan envoy who visited Pretoria from April 18 to April 20 had travelled from a European capital and had been in South Africa on a previous occasion.

"The envoy took a set of proposals concerning direct bilateral talks to Luanda," it said.

The South Africans want the withdrawal of Cuban troops and the closure of ANC and SWAPO training bases in Angola in exchange for "a gesture of good will" in respect of their support for Unita. The release of Captain du Toit was also discussed," the report added.

A spokesman said the Department of Foreign Affairs had no comment on the claims.
HARARE — Six battalions of the SADF had penetrated 250km into Angola, a conference of ministers from non-aligned countries was told yesterday.

The Ziana news agency reported the Angolan delegate, Mr R de Almeida, as saying the battalions were in the province of Cunene.

A SADF spokesman said the allegations were old and were first made by Angola on May 20.

He said that at the time, the SADF reacted by saying it was "predictable that Angola would use this sort of occasion, as they have in the past, to make their usual statements".

"It is another propaganda attempt by Angola to cover up its internal problems by blaming South Africa," the spokesman said.

— Sapa
Castro’s Africa project wearing thin at home

By NEIL LURSSEN
Foreign Service

CUBAN leader Fidel Castro’s programme of sending troops to Africa is starting to wear thin at home, according to an American expert on Cuban politics.

And among Cuba’s young troops in Angola, there is a growing fear of AIDS and other diseases and dislike of conditions in the country, says Professor Pamela Falk of Columbia University’s Institute of Latin American and Iberian Studies.

While the economic costs of Cuba’s involvement in Angola have been high, so have the benefits. “Now, however, the costs will go much higher,” she writes in the latest issue of Foreign Affairs, a respected American foreign policy journal.

“Cuban troops are beginning to join the Angolan army in the main infantry force, south of Luanda, rather than staying in their previous advisory roles in the more protected perimeters of the capital.”

“Also, (Unita leader) Savimbi’s troops have begun attacking Cuban soldiers in northern Cabinda. This time, Cuban troops could suffer losses in the tens of thousands.

“This is causing Castro’s foreign programme to wear thin at home, especially in combination with the other problems faced by today’s younger non-professional Cuban soldiers.” These, writes Professor Falk, include... dis-taste for the climate and distance from home, the increasing fear of AIDS and other diseases of the African continent, the fear that they will, like other soldiers before them, be reassigned outside Cuba if they are seriously wounded in order to shield the domestic population from the grisly reality — and the visceral reaction to being buried 3136km from home, as the majority of Cuban fatalities have been thus far.

In addition to the high human cost, Cubans have to pay more money for their Angolan involvement, Professor Falk says.

Exact figures are hard to establish but she gives a past estimate of R600-million a year paid by Angola to the Cubans.

Now, with the dramatic drop in the world price of oil, with some policymakers but one which must be recognised,” she writes.

Professor Falk says that in the 12 years of its involvement in Angola, Cuba has trained some 400 000 troops there. Currently, the Cuban forces are divided into 15 regiments, all but six of them within the capital perimeter.

“The Cuban effort in Angola has been directed by a small group of officers sent there to test its loyalty to the Castro government, among them are Commander Leopoldo Cunha Prias, a protege of Castro’s brother Raul, and Major General Senen Candas, a confidant of Fidel.

“Some military commanders have been forced to earn their stripes in Angola after military defeat elsewhere.

“For example, Colonel Pedro Torralba, after being court-martialled and demoted to the rank of private for his defeat in Grenada, was assigned to Luanda.” Not divided into formal regiments are the 1 500 Soviet soldiers who provide technical support for Soviet military equipment, and 3 000 East Germans who operate the railways, telecommunications and intelligence facilities.

Cuban leader Fidel Castro.

— Angola’s chief currency earner — Angola’s ability to pay the Cuban costs have dried up, she says.

Professor Falk notes that in spite of its difficulties, Cuba will be reluctant to withdraw from Angola without some “tangible and lasting benefit.”

The independence of Namibia is one possible benefit for which Cuba might be given some credit, she suggests. Another could be improved relations with the United States.

“Cuba is unlikely to leave without some diplomatic victory, a fact that may rankle...
Angolan costs rise for Castro

From The Star's Washington Bureau

Cuban leader Fidel Castro's programme of sending troops to Africa is starting to wear thin at home, according to an American expert on Cuban politics.

And among Cuba's young troops in Angola there is a growing dislike of conditions there, she says.

Professor Pamela Falk of Columbia University's Institute of Latin American and Iberian Studies says that while the economic costs of Cuba's involvement in Angola have been high, so have the benefits.

"Now, however, the costs will go much higher," she writes in the latest issue of Foreign Affairs, a respected American foreign policy journal.

"Cuban troops are beginning to join the Angolan army in the main infantry force, south of Luanda, rather than staying in their previous advisory roles in the more protected perimeters of the capital.

"Also (Unita leader) Savimbi's troops have begun attacking Cuban soldiers in northern Cabinda. This time, Cuban troops could suffer losses in the tens of thousands.

"That is causing Castro's foreign programme to wear thin at home, especially in combination with the other problems faced by today's younger non-professional Cuban soldiers.

FEAR OF AIDS

These, writes Professor Falk, include "distaste for the climate and distance from home, the increasing fear of Aids and other diseases of the African continent, the fear that they will, like other soldiers before them, be reassigned outside Cuba if they are seriously wounded in order to shield the domestic population from the grisly reality — and the visceral reaction to being buried 8000 km from home, as the majority of Cuban fatalities have been thus far."

In addition to the high human cost, Cubans have to pay more money for their Angolan involvement, Professor Falk says. Exact figures are hard to establish but she gives a past estimate of $300 million a year paid by Angola to the Cubans.

Now, with the dramatic drop in the world price of oil — Angola's chief currency earner — Angola's ability to pay the Cuban costs has dried up, she says.

Professor Falk notes that in spite of its difficulties, Cuba will be reluctant to withdraw from Angola without some "tangible and lasting benefit".

The independence of Namibia is one possible benefit for which Cuba might be given some credit, she suggests. Another could be improved relations with the United States.

"Cuba is unlikely to leave without some such diplomatic victory, a fact that may rankle with some policy-makers but one which must be recognised," she writes.

Professor Falk says that in the 12 years of its involvement in Angola, Cuba has trained some 400,000 troops there.

Currently, the Cuban forces are divided into 15 regiments, all but six of them within the capital perimeter.

"The Cuban effort in Angola has been directed by a small group of officers sent there to test their loyalty to the Castro government, among them are Commander Leopoldo Cintra Frias, a protege of Castro's brother Raúl, and Major-General Senen Casas, a confidant of Fidel."
50 Angolan soldiers die in border clash

By ARNOLD KIRKBY
Defence Reporter

SOUTH African-led security forces have killed about 50 Angolan (Fapla) soldiers in cross-border follow-up operations against Swapo insurgents. This brings to more than 150 the number killed in 15 months.

The Fapla soldiers were killed last week “going to the aid of or protecting Swapo elements” who returned to southern Angola after raids into SWA/Namibia, according to sources in the territory.

The war in Angola has intensified this year, with a build-up of Fapla ground and air forces, especially in the southern provinces, preparing to attack Unita chief Jonas Savimbi's rebel stronghold in the south-east.

There have also been raids into SWA/Namibia by Swapo insurgents, followed by hot-pursuit operations across the border which resulted in increased clashes with Fapla.

Since the beginning of the year more than 500 Swapo have been killed in operations on both sides of the border, including about 90 in the past six weeks.

The most recent follow-up operation took place last week when security forces dashed across the border after a number of schoolchildren were abducted by Swapo.

The chase led to the Fapla base near Anhaca, where the security forces came under rifle and grenade fire, according to Major-General Willie Meyer, commander of the South West African Territory Force.

Twenty Swapo members and about 50 Fapla soldiers were killed, according to defence sources.

In January a follow-up operation against Swapo near Mongua left 72 insurgents and 49 Fapla soldiers dead.

In May last year 56 Angolans were believed to have died in a cross-border operation in pursuit of a Swapo contingent.

Two security force platoons made contact with a large "enemy" force, resulting in a firefight.

In spite of having MiG-23 fighters flown by Cuban and Russian pilots, the Angolan Air Force has made only one reported attack on security forces which have crossed the border. No security force losses or injuries were reported.

Estimates of the AAF fighter strength is believed to be more than 80, including MiG-23s, MiG-21s and Sukhoi 22s.
Cuban: '10,000 killed in Angola'

WASHINGTON — The Cuban general who defected to the United States last month has told American interrogators that 10,000 Cuban troops have been killed in Angola since 1976, US officials said.

The estimate by Brigadier-General Rafael del Pino Diaz is the first authoritative figure the US has received on Cuban casualties in Angola, but the officials said it was roughly the same as American calculations.

Over the years, Cuba has kept a tight hold on information about casualties in Angola, never referring to the subject publicly.

If Gen. Diaz's estimate is accurate, it would mean Cuban losses in Angola are proportionately much higher than American losses in Vietnam. There were slightly more than 50,000 US servicemen killed in Vietnam, but the US population is about 22 times that of Cuba's.

Dr. Jonas Savimbi, leader of the US-backed anti-Marxist rebels in Angola, said last year that the number of Cuban dead in Angola totaled 200 as of 1984.

A decade ago, Gen. Diaz reportedly served as chief of the Cuban air and anti-aircraft forces in Angola.

The deputy chief of staff of the Cuban Defense Ministry, he fled Cuba aboard a twin-engined Cessna 402 with his wife and three children on May 28, 1980.

US Justice Department officials have described the defection as possibly the biggest Cuban intelligence catch to date. — Sapa-AP
SA troops move in on town in Angola report

LISBON. — South African troops supported by artillery and helicopters are preparing to surround the southern Angolan border town of NG'Give, according to the official Angolan news agency, Angop.

It said at least two South African army battalions had crossed from SWA/Namibia in spite of stiff Angolan resistance. Angop gave no details of the fighting.

Three weeks ago South African-backed Namibian forces said they killed 20 Swapo guerrillas and an unspecified number of Angolan troops around the nearby town of Anhanca.

Reacting to the report, a spokesman for the South African Army in Pretoria said: "Angop has made similar claims in the past and this latest one is in line with the current orchestrated campaign against South Africa."

From Johannesburg it is reported that the Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, has said in a statement that Southern Africa has reached the crossroads.

Leaders of Zambia, Mozambique and Angola had been repeatedly asked to stop accommodating and supporting Kikuyu terrorists in the interests of Southern Africa, General Malan said.

He said a propaganda campaign was being waged against South Africa as a prelude to the report of the Margo commission of inquiry into the air disaster in which President Samora Machel died.

Referring to pro-Western African groups which approached South Africa for help because they were faced by Soviet expansionism, General Malan said the Government had to consider factors that would ultimately bring peace and stability to the region.

He said South Africa's view was clear: If the South Africa desired peace, South Africa was prepared to conclude appropriate treaties. — SAPA-Reuter.
56,000 Cubans deserted, claims defector

WASHINGTON. — The Cuban general who defected to the United States last month told US Vice-President George Bush yesterday that 56,000 Cuban soldiers had deserted over the past three years, Mr Bush told reporters.

Briefing reporters on the half-hour meeting at his residence, Mr Bush said Brigadier-General Rafael del Pino Diaz reported that much of the dissatisfaction in the military stemmed from Cuba's troop commitment in Angola.

Gen Del Pino, who once commanded Cuban Air Force personnel in Angola, said the military involvement there is "extremely unpopular," partly because Cubans killed in that country are not taken home for burial, according to Mr Bush.

"This causes great strain on the families ... not knowing really why they've given their lives," Mr Bush said.

Gen Del Pino, once a hero of the Cuban revolution because of his combat role during the Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961, defected in May 28 in a Cessna 402.

US officials said two weeks ago that Gen Del Pino reported that 30,000 Cubans had died in Angola since 1976. — Sapo-AP
Bombing report part of orchestrated campaign, says SADF

SA accused of Angola strike

South African warplanes bombed a strategic city in southern Angola as army units, backed by helicopters and armoured cars, prepared for a major assault, Angola's official news agency, Angop, said yesterday.

Two South African infantry battalions, supported by 50 armoured cars and Kentron helicopters, are surrounding Ongiva, the capital of Cunene province that borders Namibia, Angop said.

A SADF spokesman in Pretoria, asked to comment on the report, said the claim was similar to one made by Angop the previous day. "It is part of the orchestrated campaign against South Africa."

The Angop report, monitored in Lisbon, said South African warplanes were bombing Angolan army positions in Ongiva as army units drew up in a semi-circle south of the city in readiness to launch a major attack during the current dry season.

Angop said the alleged advance against Ongiva, 50 km north of the border with Namibia, followed the defeat of a South African attack on June 6 on the southern town of Anhanga.

It gave no further details of either operation.

Angola's allegations came as anti-government Unita rebels said Angolan government forces were preparing for a major offensive against their southern stronghold in Cunene and neighbouring Cuando Cubango province.

Ongiva was seized by South Africa in a major incursion into southern Angola in 1981 and held, largely under South African military control, for about four years.

Few people are believed to live in the city that has been repeatedly bombed by South African planes and artillery.

Pressure

Angola has repeatedly charged South Africa with striking at Angolan army positions to relieve pressure on Unita guerrillas.

South Africa says its troops crossed into Angola only in pursuit of Swapo guerrillas fighting for Namibian independence, whom it alleges operate from bases in southern Angola.

Unita has been fighting to topple the Angolan government since soon after independence from Portugal in 1975.

An estimated 30,000 Cuban soldiers and an undetermined number of Soviet and other East Bloc advisers support the Angolan government forces. — Sapa-AP.

Swapo dispatch claims 18 SA soldiers killed

The Star's Africa News Service

LUANDA — Swapo has killed 18 South African soldiers and captured three members of the Koevoe squad, according to a dispatch issued by the movement here.

A spokesman for the South African Defence Force said that earlier this year Swapo made similar allegations with no evidence to support their claims.

"This is typical, bearing in mind that they have had no success in their annual attempt to infiltrate Namibia during the rainy season. While the Defence Force's losses are a matter of public record, the same cannot be said of Swapo."

"This is yet another attempt to bolster their dened international image," the spokesman said.

The dispatch claims the capture of the Koevoets took place during a number of successful actions between March 30 and May 15.

Swapo also claims to have bombed a petrol station used by the SADF in OjWiFiaro, sabotaged a railway line at Brakwater near Windhoek, and destroyed two outposts at Ombutu.

On April 20, Swapo claims to have blown up a Casspir at Oshakati, killing the occupants, and says 10 South African soldiers were killed at Oshakati.
US deals on Cubans
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By Neil Limson

Sanctions by the United Nations on Cuba appear to be hitting the Landau Government.

The official Angola news agency Angop said that the Cuban government has been involved in internal financial mismanagement.

The Sanctions Committee of the Cuban government, which is responsible for implementing economic sanctions, has imposed penalties on the Cuban government.

The sanctions include the freezing of Cuban assets and the prohibition of Cuban citizens from entering the United States.

Meanwhile, the Cuban government has responded by increasing its propaganda efforts and calling for international support.

Despite the sanctions, the Cuban government has continued to maintain its stance that the United States is an aggressor and that it is defending its sovereignty.

The situation remains tense, with both sides accusing each other of violating international law.

In the meantime, the international community is divided on how to respond to the ongoing crisis.

Some countries have expressed concern about the impact of the sanctions on Cuba's economy, while others have backed the United Nations' efforts to uphold international law.

The situation is likely to remain volatile, with both sides continuing to engage in propaganda and diplomatic efforts.

The United Nations is expected to continue its efforts to mediate the conflict and find a peaceful resolution.

For more updates, please check back regularly.
Cubans think war is lost

New disclosure by top military detector on situation in Angola

Caught in trap

The general said that one of the factors contributing to the Cuban air force's disadvantage was its inability to use its advantage of altitude. He said Cuban pilots had been poorly trained and had a widespread dislike for fighting in the air. A Soviet MiG fighter was flown to the spot to distract Cuban pilots, and the resulting confusion allowed the Cuban pilots to capture the MiG and home.

General del Pino was earlier reported to have estimated that Cuba's military was extremely unpopular among Cubans.
Savimbi to launch 'violent' offensive

The Argus Foreign Service
LISBON. — Dr Jonas Savimbi intends launching a "violent" military operation in Angola tomorrow.

The Unita chief vowed today that at the end of the campaign he would declare a "unilateral ceasefire" along Angola's vital Benguela railway.

Dr Savimbi, in a statement issued simultaneously in Lisbon and other European capitals, said the guerrilla campaign, set to start at midnight today, aimed to "frustrate the so-called great Russian-Cuban offensive" against Unita's strongholds in the south-east.

"We will protect the people," he said, adding that "all (Angola's) economic infrastructures will be considered as military targets".

Without mentioning any date, Dr Savimbi said he would declare "a unilateral ceasefire" along the Benguela railway "when the military campaign, which we foresee as violent, ends."

He said the initiative aimed to allow Zaire, Zambia and Luanda "to reflect again" on Unita's offer to permit the reopening of the war-stalled international railway for non-military purposes under the supervision of an impartial team.

The neighboring countries, without ever mentioning the Unita offer, agreed last month to relaunch the railway while limiting its use to non-belligerent traffic, but they have not responded to the rebels' demand for a monitoring commission.
UNITA claims counter-offensive

LISBON — UNITA rebels say they have launched a major counter-offensive to thwart Soviet and Cuban-backed government forces allegedly advancing against their southern strongholds.

At the end of the campaign, they said, they would declare a unilateral ceasefire along the strategic Benguela railroad.

A statement, signed by rebel leader Jonas Savimbi and distributed in Lisbon, said the nationwide counter-offensive began at midnight on Tuesday and would lead to heavy fighting.

No indication was given as to when the campaign might end.

UNITA said all of Angola's infrastructure and economic installations would be considered as legitimate targets.

The rebels claim government forces, backed by massive Soviet military aid and Cuban troops, have launched a major dry-season offensive aimed at seizing their bush headquarters at Jamba in the south-east.

But Angolan President José Eduardo dos Santos told US journalists visiting Luanda on Monday the UNITA claims were propaganda aimed at winning arms from the West.

An Angolan official said on Tuesday government troops had killed 592 rebels since January in south-eastern Mozambique province.

The region is a key area of confrontation in any Angolan army push against UNITA's main bases further south.

UNITA has said it would declare a ceasefire along the 1,340km Benguela railroad to enable the governments of Angola, Zaire and Zambia to reconsider its offer of halting sabotage attacks to allow the line to reopen. — Sapa-AP
UNITA claims
Soviets and Cubans backing attack on Jamba

LISBON — Unità rebels claimed to have launched a major counter-offensive to thwart Soviet- and Cuban-backed government forces allegedly advancing against their southern strongholds.

A statement issued by Dr Jonas Savimbi yesterday said the Unità counter-offensive, which had started at midnight on Monday, would lead to heavy fighting. No indication was given as to when the campaign might end.

He said all Angola’s infrastructure and economic installations would be considered as legitimate targets.

At the end of the campaign, Unità would declare a unilateral ceasefire along the strategic Benguela railroad, he said.

The rebels claim that Soviet-backed government forces and Cuban troops have launched a major dry-season offensive to seize their bush headquarters at Jamba in the south-east.

But Angola’s President José Eduardo dos Santos told United States journalists visiting Luanda on Monday that the Unità claims were “mere propaganda” aimed at winning more arms from the West.

Dr Savimbi has appealed to the United States for more weapons to help defeat the alleged offensive.

— Sapa-AP
Malan warns of Soviet offensive in Angola

POTCHEFSTROOM. — The Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, said yesterday that he would “not be taken lightly” by the defensive force which was in the “frontline of battle” and a major target of propaganda and slander.

Speaking at a Defence Force Day parade here, General Malan said there was a “dry season in Angola again, and it was almost time for another Soviet-planned and supported offensive, executed by its Cuban mercenaries”.

The Soviet “puppet masters” unjustly blamed South Africa for destabilization in Southern Africa and these falsehoods were fed to pressure groups, foreign governments and “the masses of our people”.

“This is how revolutionaries and terrorists fight us,” Gen Malan said. “Therefore we need not apologize to anyone if our counter-strategy is all-embracing.”

Gen Malan said he found it sad that the South African media, particularly newspapers, were often instrumental in uncritically spreading “this vicious propaganda”.

He did not directly refer to claims by the official Angolan news agency Angop earlier this week that South African aircraft bombed Niassa in southern Angola, and that SADF ground forces were being deployed in preparation for a raid into the area.

Sapa
Unita claims victory in ‘major clash’

The Argus Foreign Service

LISBON. — Unita has claimed it downed a Soviet bomber, destroyed 23 vehicles and killed about 50 soldiers, including 12 Cubans, in a major clash in southeastern Angola.

The rebels said fighting broke out on Saturday along the Longa River in an attack on "a column of more than 300 vehicles, including tanks and armoured cars", three army brigades and two "reinforced" Cuban battalions.

In a statement issued in Lisbon, Unita said the column was halted as it advanced east from the Kuando Kubango provincial capital of Menongue for an offensive against Mavinga — the gateway to Jonas Savimbi's headquarters at Jamba.

Offensive

There was no independent confirmation or comment from the Marxist government in Luanda.

Unita said the engagement was proof Luanda and its Moscow-bloc allies were preparing a major dry season offensive against its traditional strongholds near the border with SWA/Namibia.

"The offensive begins to assume its real proportions. Luanda continues to minimise its desire to destroy Unita and the direct involvement of the Cubans in combat in an attempt to continue its senseless courtship of the Americans."

Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos told US journalists on June 28 he had no plans for an imminent offensive and accused Unita of claiming this simply to get fresh US aid.

US Assistant Secretary of State, Dr Chester Crocker, is expected in Luanda next Tuesday to try reviving three-way talks over independence for Namibia in exchange for a Cuban withdrawal from Angola and peace talks between Mr dos Santos's MPLA and Unita.

Unita acknowledged seven dead and 18 wounded in the fighting on Saturday — the second victory it has claimed in 10 days along the Longa River, about 850 km south-east of Luanda.

Earlier, it claimed it had killed 45 soldiers and destroyed 10 armoured cars and 40 other vehicles on June 24 as the army tried to move men and equipment from Menongue to Cuito-Cuanavale, Luanda's forward bastion in the south-east.

Food-aid convoy ambushed by MNR

The Argus Foreign Service

MUNICH. — A relief convoy of the West German aid organisation Deutsche Welthungerhilfe was ambushed by MNR rebels in Mozambique and its German leader was injured.

The convoy's German project leader, Guenther Bischoff, was grazed by a bullet when the MNR forces ambushed the relief trucks near the town of Guro.

Mozambican government troops travelling with the convoy beat the rebels back.

The organisation said the war between Renamo rebels and government forces had disrupted agricultural production and whole provinces could be fed only through the regular delivery of outside aid.
Anti-Angola move in US

Senators seek end to trade, Cubans under the spotlight

From NEIL CURRSEN
The Argus Foreign Service
WASHINGTON — Intense political arm-twisting is going on behind the scenes in Washington as senators prepare to vote on a measure which would cut American economic ties with Angola.

The vote is likely to have a major impact on negotiations between the two countries on the future of Cuban troops in Angola.

Although the Reagan Administration does not recognize Angola's Marxist MPLA regime and provides military assistance to the anti-government Unita rebels, the US continues to be Angola's largest trading partner, providing about 90 percent of its hard currency earnings — largely through oil drilling which is carried out under the protection of the Cuban troops that the Americans are trying to force out.

Influential senators from both major parties, concerned about the inconsistencies in US policy and fed up with Angola's regular anti-US votes in the United Nations as well as its grim human rights record, have moved to block American business transactions which, they say, conflict with US security interests in Angola.


Other interests

He and other senators, including Republican presidential candidate Senator Robert Dole, have drafted an amendment they want to attach to an important trade Bill which calls on President Reagan to act against Angola under the Export Administration Act. The issue may go to the vote this week, possibly tomorrow.

It is being fiercely resisted by liberal Democrats, who want the US Government to recognize the MPLA regime diplomatically, and by lobbyists for the Chevron Oil Company, who claim that other interests will simply take over their business if they are forced out of Angola.

Lobbyists for both sides are working hard to influence the US lawmakers, a contest being largely ignored by the American media this week because of the drama in the Iran-Contra hearings and the tense situation in the Persian Gulf.

The dispute comes at a time when the Angolan Government appears more willing than before to admit that its economy is in a shambles.

There are also signals from Luanda that the MPLA leadership may be willing to trade off some of its Cuban troops there in return for American diplomatic recognition — a slight opening in relations between the US and Angola that Assistant Secretary of State Dr Chester Crocker may want to exploit when he meets MPLA leaders next week.
This was a spy, says man freed by Angola

LISBON. — A Portuguese citizen released by Angolan authorities after being convicted and sentenced to death on charges of spying for South Africa said on arrival in Lisbon he actually had been a spy.

"My conviction and sentencing by the Angolan government were unjust," said Mr. Amilcar Fernandes Freire, 67, told reporters at Lisbon's Portela Airport after a Tuesday night flight from the Angolan capital of Luanda.

"In fact I did carry out espionage for a foreign country as a secret agent," he said.

But Mr. Freire, whose release was ordered by Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos last Thursday, refused to name the country he spied for.

Mr. Freire's death sentence ordered two years ago by a Luanda court set off a flurry of pleas for clemency from family and friends in Portugal, winning a reduction last year to 24 years in prison.

Angolan authorities removed him from death row after 10 months, and placed him under house arrest earlier this year. — Sapa-AP
SA denies chemical weapons claim.
Amendment defeated after intense lobbying

US Senate rejects Angola trade cut

By Neil Lurssen,
The Star Bureau

WASHINGTON — The United States Senate has decided not to cut American trade ties with Angola after intense lobbying by both sides of the debate.

Yesterday's 61-31 vote against the trade cut came a week before American and Angolan officials are to meet in Luanda to renew stalled talks about the withdrawal of Cuban troops and Namibian independence.

The Senate measure, an amendment to a trade Bill, was aimed specifically at forcing the Chevron Oil Company to stop drilling operations in Angola.

Conservatives argued that it was an absurd situation that allowed American oil interests to provide Marxist Angola with most of its hard currency — which was spent by the communist government on more Cuban troops and Soviet weapons.

Rejecting the amendment

In rejecting the amendment, the Senate seemed to be swayed by arguments it dismissed during the debate over South African sanctions — that other international companies would take over commercial operations and that the withdrawal would do nothing to change the situation in Angola.

Opponents argued, too, that American oil drillers would lose jobs and that American firms manufacturing drilling equipment would lose sales.

Rhode Island Senator John Chafee noted that approval of the Angolan sanctions would have meant a total trade embargo — a move that would have gone much further than the limited sanctions against South Africa.

On the wrong side

Senator Paul Simon, a liberal Democrat running for president next year, warned his colleagues that a vote for the trade cut would have put the United States on the wrong side in southern Africa, alienating African countries.

Reagan administration officials are pleased with the vote.

They felt a trade cut would have reduced United States influence in Angola even further.

It seems likely that the Senate decision will contribute to a more positive attitude by the MPLA delegation during the talks next week with the United States team led by Assistant Secretary of State Dr Chester Crocke.

The Washington Times has reported Unita rebels are vulnerable to government offensives because of a three-month delay last year in congressional funding for Stinger anti-aircraft missiles and TOW anti-tank missiles.

Quoting intelligence sources, the newspaper said there was a three-month delay in training Unita forces how to fire the shoulder-mounted Stinger.

"CIA operations specialists are scrambling to prepare the rebels for a possible military offensive by Soviet-backed forces of the Marxist regime," the newspaper said.
US Senate votes for Angolan trade

WASHINGTON. — The Senate yesterday rejected a move to bar United States trade with Angola as a way to press for a settlement in the country's 12-year civil war and force withdrawal of Cuban troops.

If it had been adopted, the embargo's main impact would have been to force American oil companies to cease operations in Angola. It would have barred imports of Angolan oil — about 3% of American oil imports.

Proposed as a show of support for the Unita guerrilla forces, the measure was defeated on a vote of 61 to 38.

Although the US does not have diplomatic relations with Angola, the White House had strongly objected to the proposed embargo, saying it would reduce the limited US economic influence on the Luanda government.

Senator Mrs Nancy Kassebaum, former head of the Senate Foreign Relations Africa Subcommittee, warned that the trade ban would reduce US influence in negotiations with the ruling MPLA.

Senate Republican leader Mr Robert Dole argued unsuccessfully for passage of the measure. "We can't tolerate communist control of our oil supplies. It's Cuban troops that keep the oil flowing," he said.

In a challenge to the administration's defence of the Gulf oil shipping lanes and its position on Angola, Mr Dole asked: "Why do we believe the Soviets would turn off the spigot in the Persian Gulf and not do it in Angola?"

Some 35,000 Cuban troops are stationed in Angola and their presence protects oil production, 75% of which is by US corporations, including the Chevron Company.

Senate Foreign Relations Committee chairman Mr Claiborne Pell, a Democrat, said Western Europe and Japan would not support the trade embargo and would take over US investments in Angola.

Other opponents said it would make the US even more dependent on Middle East oil.

The trade ban was considered as an amendment to a major foreign trade bill being debated in the Senate. — Sapa-Reuters
US meets Angola over Namibian deadlock

LUANDA. — President Reagan's Africa expert yesterday held a second day of talks with Angolan government officials to try to resolve the deadlock over the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola and independence for Namibia.

Dr Chester Crocker, the US Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, met Angolan Foreign Minister Mr Afonso Van-Dunem in Luanda following the resumption of high-level contacts between Angola and the United States three months ago.

Formal talks between the two countries, which do not have diplomatic relations, had been suspended for 15 months following a US decision to send military aid to Angolan rebels fighting to topple the Luanda government. Diplomatic sources in Luanda said they believed Angola might be prepared to put forward new proposals for the withdrawal of the Cubans, the main stumbling-block in past negotiations on the UN plan for Namibian independence.

In return, Angola would be seeking possible diplomatic recognition by the United States, an end to US support for Unita rebels and US pressure on South Africa to halt military incursions into southeastern Angola.

Dr Crocker's meetings in the Angolan capital were surrounded by official silence on both sides. — Sapa-Reuters
Debt refinancing proposal

Racked by war and beset by a severe payments crisis since the slide in oil prices, Angola would have to spend over half export earnings this year to meet debt service obligations and clear accumulated arrears, unless it can convince Western governments to back an imaginative market-based strategy to restructure debts.

Angola is almost an oil mono-export country, due both to the impressive growth of its oil industry since the early Eighties and the havoc wreaked on its non-oil economy by 12 years of war. After Nigeria, it is sub-Saharan Africa's largest oil producer. Last year oil production rose by 21.5% to average 282,000 barrels per day (bpd). Exports reached 252,000 bpd, 25.3% higher than in 1985 and 2.5 times as high as in 1982.

But Angola's average oil export price more than halved in 1986, to a mere $12.29 per barrel. Crude oil exports dropped 41% in value, to $1.13 billion. Other exports (refined petroleum, liquid petroleum gas, diamonds and coffee) added only $144m, so overall exports slumped by 35% from $1.98 billion to $1.28 billion.

Government imposed tough austerity measures, which cut imports by 25% to $1.06 billion. Nonetheless, the current account deficit doubled from $236m to $447m.

Import cuts have forced many industries to reduce production to a small fraction of capacity. "Some enterprises already running at reduced rates may stop production in a few months' time," President Jose Eduardo dos Santos warned on May 15.

Industry's problems are doubly serious because traditional supplies of agricultural raw materials from the rural hinterland have dried to a trickle.

The war with Unita has made defence the government's overriding priority. Last year it devoured $11.5 billion, a staggering 40.4% of total government expenditure.

When oil exports slumped, the debt service burden, hitherto modest, became insupportable. A bilateral rescheduling of 1987-1988 principal repayments was negotiated with the Soviet Union, by far the largest creditor because of its huge military sales.

But debt service, equivalent to 18.2% of current account receipts in 1985, would still have risen to 33.1% last year — without the build-up of arrears. By year-end these had reached $378m, including about $220m to Western export credit agencies.

Government is proceeding with salutary economic reforms, including price liberalisation, the phasing-out of subsidies to loss-making utilities and revision of the Foreign Investment Law.

In addition, devaluation is promised after preliminary measures to soak up a vast excess in kwanza liquidity that has reduced the national currency's black market value to about a fourth of its official exchange rate of Kz30 to the dollar.

Diamond mining was resumed late last year by RST International at the rich Cuango deposit, where a Unita attack in 1984 forced a two-and-a-half year standstill. Moreover, oil output is forecast to average 321,000 bpd in 1987. Oil exports are projected to rise by 12% in volume to 382,000 bpd and, assuming an average price of $16 a barrel, by 46% in value to $1.65 billion.

Expecting a 47% improvement in overall exports to $1.88 billion, government hopes to ease shortages by allowing imports to rise 20% to $1.3 billion, while still cutting the current account deficit by almost half to $238m. Encouraging though that may be, Angola still has to clear its backlog of arrears and meet heavy debt repayments, which are now peaking. It would take 54% of projected merchandise export earnings to meet all debt service obligations ($648m) and clear the 1986 arrears this year.

A classical rescheduling through the Paris Club, requiring prior agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), is seemingly excluded because Angola, alone among African countries, is not an IMF member. Instead, the finance minister is proposing a novel refinancing strategy that would obviate the need for rescheduling.

This centres on a 15-year floating rate note (FRN) issue of about $1 billion, sufficient to clear arrears to Western export credit agencies, meet about $400m of 1987-1989 principal repayments, provide about $130m in fresh money and purchase $250m of zero coupon bonds with a face value and maturity identical to the FRN issue.

Export credit agencies, which are being asked to part-guarantee the notes, are expected to discuss the proposal at the next Paris Club meeting. If the strategy works, it will be unique in Africa's debt crisis.
Unita triumph reported but...

Crocker says MPLA ready for ‘big push’

Angolan forces are said to be preparing for a huge push against Unita but the rebels have apparently won a major battle in the south-east.

Dr Chester Crocker, American Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, said in the US government news programme “Worldnet” yesterday that there was evidence of a large military build-up involving substantial Angolan forces “as well as a lot of help from their friends on the ground.”

He said they were accumulating equipment to launch further attacks on Unita: “Normally in Angola this means the fighting might be at a fairly hot level, at least through early September.”

His comments came as the Angolan government news agency Angop claimed Angola had forced two battalions of South African troops to withdraw from around the strategically vital southern town of U'Viva after seven weeks of sporadic fighting.

A SADF spokesman pointed to reports that Unita attacked Soviet-backed forces in southern Angola on July 1.

The spokesman said Angola had made various statements in the past few weeks which had to be seen against the background of the civil war. It had been widely reported that a Unita offensive “has achieved significant successes”.

He added: “This later development is not surprising when viewed in the light of the realities of the Angolan situation.”

Quoting the military commander of the southern region, Angop said in a dispatch from Luanda that most of the South African forces “fled” south last weekend.

Dr Crocker believed Angola had deployed a major part of its army into springs to penetrate the south-east of the country to compress areas under Unita control.

Estimated

He said the delay in the offensive could reflect difficulties in positioning soldiers, equipment and aircraft or Unita’s success in disrupting MPLA forces as they prepared for the drive.

“We will see if a full-blown, highly visible and dramatic offensive ever gets launched or not.”

Dr Crocker estimated there were 35,000 Cuban troops in Angola, with a very heavy presence of Soviet advisors. He also suggested reasons why the Angolan government had failed to produce new proposals in regional settlement talks with him last week.

He said the State Department believed the Angolans had not reached unity, and the MPLA leadership was still at odds with itself and under tremendous pressure from the Soviet Union and Cuba.

He added that the government was “still preoccupied, and focused on military solutions in the south and hoping they can in just one more dry season perhaps, crush Unita.”

See Page 11.
Angola 'forced SA troops south'

LISBON. — Angola has forced two battalions of South African troops to withdraw from the southern town of N'Giva after seven weeks of sporadic fighting, the official Angolan news agency Angop, monitored here, said yesterday.

Angop said in a dispatch from Luanda that most of the South African forces fled southwards towards the Namibian border last weekend. It did not mention casualties and said there had been no sign of any new attacks.

From Pretoria, Sapa reported that a SADF spokesman said yesterday of the Angolan claims: 'It has been widely reported that Unita launched an offensive against Soviet-inspired and Soviet-led forces in southern Angola on July 1, 1987 and has achieved significant successes.'

This latest statement is therefore not surprising when viewed in the light of the realities of the Angolan situation.'

— Sapa-Reuters
Talks waste of time, says angry Crocker

From IAN HOBBS

LONDON. — Angola is preparing a massive Soviet- and Cuban-backed offensive on the south-east, where South African forces support rebel Unita strongholds, Dr Chester Crocker, the American assistant Secretary of State, said yesterday.

And Dr Crocker opened his live international press conference — linking Washington, Lisbon and London — with a heated attack on Angola's MPLA government for wasting his time.

The Luanda government had called him to attend high-level peace talks in Luanda last week.

He said grimly that hopes of a peace breakthrough in Namibia and southern Angola had been brutally dashed, to be replaced by imminent heavy fighting.

Dr Crocker commented curtly: "The talks were held in a business-like atmosphere. That is to say the two delegations did not throw water pitches at each other or ashtrays or something"

"All the advance indications that we had received that they were now ready to do serious business proved to be hollow and proved to be false.

"Therefore we have nothing from the Angolan side which provides a basis for our going to South African leadership in an effort to move rapidly and energetically towards a compromise. Those are the cold, hard facts..."

"There may also be a sense that the Angolan leadership is still not united about which way it wants to move — under very heavy external pressure. We have no doubt for example that the Cubans do not want to see their expeditionary force asked to leave.

"In fact they have tried to link the Cuban presence in Southern Africa not only to Namibia and so forth but to the ending of apartheid in South Africa, which sounds to us like an open-ended hunting licence for the indefinite future for (Cuban President) Fidel Castro."

Dr Crocker said that instead of gaining a peace initiative, the American delegation found that "vast amounts" of Soviet sophisticated military hardware had been delivered to Angola in preparation for a multi-pronged offensive on the south-east in the late dry season (the spring).

Dr Crocker said he had been warned in advance when he met the Soviet Foreign Minister, Mr Eduard Shevardnadze, in London 'three weeks ago that his Luanda talks would fail.

He said the talks "raised the most basic questions about the independence and the African character of that government".

The division in the Angolan government displayed historical and ideological splits, with personal ambitions of key leaders provoking jealousies, he said.

'Positive sign' to free Mandela — Crocker

From IAN HOBBS

LONDON. — Dr Chester Crocker said the release of ANC leader Mr Nelson Mandela and other political prisoners would be a highly positive sign to all the parties seeking a peaceful solution in South Africa that the government meant business.

He said America, like Britain and other allies, had called for and sought such action.

"We would welcome such a development. It could enable many other parties to come to the negotiating table.

"Some key voices in South Africa, which are not necessarily those of the ANC, have made it clear that they would find it impossible to come to the table while Nelson Mandela and others are prisoners."

Dr Crocker said America did not ignore the threat of internal communist subversion in South Africa.

It was concerned about the question of communist and Soviet influence inside the ANC — although it was an organization with many voices..."
Angolan call for peace talks with SA

LUSAKA — Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos today called for peace talks involving his Marxist Government, South Africa, Cuba and South West Africa People's Organisation (Swapo) guerilla leaders to end one of Africa's longest regional conflicts.

Mr Dos Santos told the one-day annual summit of the nine-nation Southern African Development Coordination Conference there was "no certain military victory for any side in Namibia or Southern Africa", and proposed talks between the warring parties instead.

Angola has previously rejected South African demands, backed by Washington, that the independence of Pretoria-governed SWA/Namibia must be linked to the withdrawal of about 37,000 Cuban troops from Angola.

SWA/Namibia has been fought over by Angolan-based Swapo guerillas and South African forces since 1966.

Mr Dos Santos's latest initiative made no mention of linkage, but was seen by diplomats in the Zambian capital of Lusaka as more conciliatory than previous Angolan efforts to end the conflict.

His announcement came a week after US Secretary of State for African Affairs Chester Crocker held talks with Marxist leaders in Luanda, the Angolan capital, on peace prospects.

On his return to Washington Mr Crocker described the exchanges as "a waste of time" saying the Government had nothing new to offer, but was preoccupied with pressing its offensives against Jonas Savimbi's American- and South African-backed Unita rebels.

Mr Dos Santos, however, told the SADCC summit the talks with Mr Crocker were "useful" and resulted in "an approximation of views in some areas". — Sapa
Dos Santos calls for Namibia peace talks

LUSAKA: Angola's President Jose Eduardo dos Santos yesterday called for peace talks involving his Marxist government, South Africa, Cuba and South West Africa People's Organisation (Swapo) guerrilla leaders to end one of Africa's longest regional conflicts.

President Dos Santos told the one-day annual summit of the nine-nation Southern African Development Co-operation Conference (SADCC) there was "no certain military victory for any" side in Namibia or Southern Africa", and proposed talks between the warring parties instead.

Angola, previously rejected South African demands, backed by Washington, that the independence of Namibia must be linked to the withdrawal of about 37,000 Cuban troops from Angola.

President Dos Santos's latest initiative made no mention of linkage but was seen by diplomats in Lusaka as more conciliatory than previous Angolan efforts to end the conflict.

His announcement came a week after US Secretary of State for African Affairs Dr Chester Crocker held talks with Marxist leaders in Luanda. On his return to Washington Dr Crocker described the exchanges as "a waste of time".

President Dos Santos, however, told the SADCC summit here the talks with Dr Crocker were "useful" and resulted in "an approximation of views in some areas". He did not elaborate.

The Angolan leader said his government intended to submit "proposals for a peace agreement on Namibia and Southern Africa to be signed by Cuba, Swapo, South Africa and Angola" on the basis of UN Security Council Resolution 435. The 1977 resolution calls for the withdrawal of South African troops as a prelude to UN supervised elections in Namibia and independence.

He made no mention of Dr Jonas Savimbi and his Unita rebel movement. — Sapa-AP
Angola wants peace talks

LUSAKA — Angolan President dos Santos yesterday called for peace talks involving his government, South Africa, Cuba and the South West Africa People's Organisation's guerrilla leaders to end one of Africa's longest regional conflicts.

Mr dos Santos told the one-day annual summit of the nine-nation Southern African Development Coordination Conference there was 'no certain military victory for any side in Namibia or southern Africa', and proposed talks between the warring parties instead.

Angola has previously rejected South African demands, backed by Washington, 'that the independence of Namibia must be linked to the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola of about 87,000 Cuban troops, Namibia has been fought over between the Angola-based Swapo guerrillas and the South African forces since 1986.

Mr dos Santos's latest initiative made no mention of linkage but was seen by diplomats in the Zimbabwean capital of Lusaka as more conciliatory than previous Angolan efforts to end the conflict.

His announcement came a week after United States Secretary of State for African Affairs, Dr Chester Crocker, held talks with Marxist leaders in Luanda on peace prospects, and told the UN Security Council Resolution 438, the 1977 resolution calls for the withdrawal of South African troops as a prerequisite to UN-supervised elections in Namibia and independence.

Pretoria and Washington have long insisted the Cuban troops must return before the fate of the mineral-rich territory can be discussed.

South Africa has often mounted military incursions deep inside Angola, ostensibly to pre-empt strikes by Swapo guerrillas. Angola claims the offensive, sometimes resulting in clashes with Cuban and Angolan forces, are aimed at bolstering Dr Savimbi's weak front.

The leaders met to review seven-year efforts towards self-dependency, but officials noted that most member nations remained heavily reliant on South African trade and transport routes. — Associated Press.
Unita ready to beat off attack — US

The Argus Foreign Service

WASHINGTON. — The Angolan rebel movement, Unita, is ready and able to beat off imminent attacks by government forces in the south-east of the country, according to the US State Department.

In what amounted to a warning to the Angolan government, a State Department official said yesterday: "Unita gives every indication of being in a position to repel any attempt to seize its bases."

The warning came amid reports that the US is flying arms — "appropriate and effective aid" — to Unita as it did last year.

Unita's ability to defend itself against government armoured vehicles, helicopter, gunships, and aircraft, has improved since US arms started flowing to the bushfighters. Unita's president, Dr Jonas Savimbi, has confirmed.

The US assessment of this competence was apparently also based on Unita's past record and South African intervention during previous government offensives when Unita needed help.

It was also based on Unita's tactic of keeping government forces on the defensive as they prepare for the customary offensive in the April-October dry season.

Success

The US Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, Dr Chester Crocke, said last week the delay in this year's offensive could reflect difficulties in positioning forces and weaponry in that part of the country.

He said it "may also reflect the fact that Unita's forces have had some success in trying to disrupt and postpone and throw off balance the Fapla (Angolan army) forces as they try to get ready for their offensive".
SA forces kill 190 in Angola

WINDHOEK. — Territorial Force headquarters here announced yesterday that 190 Swapo guerrillas and members of the Angolan army had been killed during a follow-up operation in southern Angola.

The announcement said the security forces landed in an ambush set by a combined force of Swapo and Fapla soldiers while following tracks northwards.

A security force officer had been slightly wounded in the contacts and damage was done to vehicles and equipment.

After the encounter, the follow-up operation continued and a second encounter took place.
‘3 000 SA troops supporting Unita’

Argus Africa News Service

LUŞAKA. — South Africa has sent about 3000 troops into Angola to support Unita rebels, according to the Angolan Embassy.

About eight South African battalions were illegally in Kuando Kubango province, said an embassy statement issued here.

They were supported by more than 200 Casspir and Bufalo military vehicles.

The accusation comes at a time when Angola is said to be preparing for a major offensive against areas controlled by Unita.

The Angolan Embassy said that in the first six months of the year South Africa violated Angola’s air space 70 times and attacked Angolan troops and “defenceless civilian populations” 33 times.

The statement did not refer to casualties.

It added that in June and July South African troops attacked Tchamutele, Ahanca, Evale Mupa, Mwanga and Kangongo, as well as the town of Ondjiva, the provincial headquarters of Cunene.

A Defence Force spokesman said in Pretoria today: “Angola has made the same claim since the end of June.

This statement has nothing new and must therefore be seen against the background of the civil war in that country.

The successes achieved by Unita in the offensive launched on July 1 against Soviet-inspired and led forces in southern Angola over the past couple of months have been widely reported.

These successes are obviously an embarrassment and significant setback to Soviet plans in that country.”
Was the Lusaka accord a strategic mistake?

By Arnold Kirkby

DID South Africa make a strategic error when it signed the Lusaka Agreement with Angola—on the insistence of the United States—more than three years ago?

This question is now being asked repeatedly in political and military circles as the strategists analyze events since its signing.

At the time, it was understood, the Defence Force was dragged into the agreement as an unwilling partner.

The Lusaka Agreement, along with Nkomati Accord, was seen as a major peace initiative for the southern continent. But since then, the war has gone on and SWAPO forces still receive protection from the Angolan Armed Forces (Fapla).

Mr Chester Crocker, United States Assistant Secretary of State for Africa, carried out a one-man travelling circus getting politicians and soldiers from Luanda and Pretoria around the conference table in February 1984.

Tight rack

But since then there has been a dramatic increase in the number of clashes involving South African security forces and Angolan Army (Fapla) contingents in the area known as the "shallow region" of southern Angola.

It has also put South Africa's ally Unita on a tight rack as the Cuban and Russian led Fapla forces start their third annual dry season offensive against the rebel stronghold at Jamba in the south eastern sector of the country.

Almost 200 Fapla and Swapo members were killed in clashes recently when a contingent of security forces were following the tracks of 120 Swapo members.

More than 50 Fapla were killed in a cross border follow-up operation last month, bringing to more than 150 the number of Angolans killed in about 15 months. An unspecified number of Fapla soldiers were also killed.

At the time the so-called "hawks" in Pretoria privately voiced their doubts about the Agreement, but their arguments were shot down with cries of pessimists and war mongers.

A Joint Monitoring Commission (JMC), comprising two 300-strong contingents of the SADF and Fapla, started moving south from the town of Cuvelai to the SWA/Namibia border.

It took about eight months for the JMC to complete its task.

Within months of the SADF being safely ensconced in SWA/Namibia, the Angolans started pumping vast numbers of soldiers, sophisticated Soviet radar, MIG 21 and 23 jet fighters and surface-to-air missile systems into the area.

The radar systems can now monitor the movement of South African Air Force traffic in and out of the Ondangwa Air Base in Owambwa, while the MiGs with the range to hit the bases and Oshakati the main military headquarters in the region.

The missile systems include the highly mobile SAM 5, SAM 9 and SAD 3.

Once the bases were manned and secured by Fapla, Swapo elements were observed and at times chased by the Security Forces during reconnaissance and hot pursuit missions into southern Angola.

Rebel stronghold

Nothing was gained politically by giving up the 200km buffer zone which the SADF had managed to forge since it carried out its first major "pre-emptive" operation in 1978.

With Fapla now in control of the southern province of the country it was easier to move its hardware into the zone and closer to the Unita held territory around rebel stronghold of Jamba.

During the last two years, the dry season offensives have put a lot of pressure on the rebel movement, which is having to pull back its fighters from the central and northern provinces to protect its home base.

Last year a few major towns and suburbs of land were won back by the communist backed government forces in one of the bloodiest battles yet fought in the 12-year post independence civil war.

Traditionally the security forces used to carry out dry season offensives against Swapo bases as high as 250km into Angola.

This trend picked up again last year after a short lull and the generals seem to be willing to do this with more vigor again this year, which helps to draw Fapla's attention away from Jamba.
Pledge on Angola welcomed by US

WASHINGTON. — The United States yesterday welcomed a joint pledge by Angola and Cuba to be more flexible in negotiations aimed at withdrawing Havana's forces from Angola in return for Namibian independence.

But State Department spokesman Mr Charles Redman, said Washington wanted to see specific proposals from Luanda.

"We have heard these hints before," he told reporters, repeating that high-level talks in Luanda last month had proved disappointing.

"We welcome the public indication of flexibility on Cuban troop withdrawal from Angola referred to in the communiqué," he said.

"We hope it means Angola is prepared to put forward specific proposals."

The communiqué, that followed talks between Cuban President Fidel Castro and his Angolan counterpart President Eduardo dos Santos, said the two countries "agreed to make their common position more flexible."

Mr Redman declined to comment on the communiqué's assertion that Angola and Cuba were prepared to negotiate jointly with the United States on the pull-out of Cuban troops in return for independence for Namibia, which is ruled by South Africa in defiance of the United Nations.

In the past, Washington has attempted to mediate the dispute by meeting bilaterally with Luanda and Pretoria.

Last month US Assistant Secretary of State Dr Chester Crocker went to Luanda sure that Angola was ready to make new proposals, but left fuming after Angolan "officials proposed nothing new." — Sapa-Reuter
New proposals by Angola on Cubans

LISBON, Portugal, April 21 — Angola said yesterday it was prepared to speed up a phased withdrawal of Cuban troops if the United States and South Africa ceased aid to Angolan rebels and took concrete action to grant Namibia's independence, the official news agency Angop reported.

The report, monitored in Lisbon, was the first public indication of new Angolan proposals for a global accord to end conflict in Southern Africa.

Angola would send home bigger contingents of Cuban soldiers over shorter periods if its conditions were met, Angop said.

Angola's Marxist government recently proposed talks on a regional peace settlement between Angola, Cuba, South Africa and guerillas fighting for the independence of Namibia.

Pretoria has indicated it is willing to participate.

Angola said it was ready to show greater flexibility in the talks over sending home an estimated 37,000 Cuban soldiers in an effort to re-activate stalled negotiations on Namibian independence.

The US and South Africa insist Namibian independence should be linked to a Cuban pullout from Angola.

The Angop report appeared to indicate that Angola was proposing a faster Cuban withdrawal if negotiations were successful but had made no alteration to its conditions for reaching an accord.

Three years ago, Angola proposed a phased withdrawal of Cubans from southern Angola if a UN plan for Namibian independence was implemented, South Africa pulled out forces allegedly operating in southern Angola and ceased all aggression and Angola's territorial rights were fully respected.

Angop said yesterday Angola wished to clarify these conditions to avoid ambiguities. — Sapa-AP
'New plan' detailed for Namibia

The Star's Africa News Service

Angola yesterday gave details of new proposals to solve the Namibian crisis, saying it was ready to speed up the withdrawal of Cuban troops from its territory.

But at the same time the Angolan authorities demanded an end to American and South African support for the Unita rebel movement and said Cuba should take direct part in any future negotiations.

Details of the new proposals were contained in an editorial published by the Luanda newspaper, Jornal de Angola, broadcast by Radio Angola, and monitored in Johannesburg last night.

The paper said the proposals could only be implemented after South African troops withdrew from southern Angola and ceased all acts of aggression against Angola, and all external aid to Unita ended.

At the same time it demanded the implementation of UN resolution 435 on Namibia's independence.
US hesitates on Angolan food aid

WASHINGTON. — The United States said yesterday it was hesitating over a United Nations request for extra help to hungry Angolans because the Luanda government appeared to have spent increased oil earnings on arms imports.

State Department spokesman Mr Charles Redman told reporters the UN Children's Emergency Fund (Unicef) had asked for more US aid to deal with increasingly widespread hunger in war-torn Angola.

"It would appear that while oil revenues have gone up in Angola in the past year, this money is not being spent by the Angolan government to address the urgent needs of its suffering population," he said.

"In fact, the government seems to have reduced commodity food imports and used the increased revenue to step up imports of war supplies.

"While we are willing to take part in any emergency relief effort to aid people and governments genuinely incapable of dealing with imminent famine, we believe at the very least the situation in Angola deserves a much closer look before a decision on increased emergency relief is taken," he said.

Since January 1986, the US has been supplying Unita with $15 million (about R31 million) a year in military supplies.

But, despite having no diplomatic relations with the government in Luanda, it also has been supplying aid to people displaced by civil war since 1981.

Mr Redman said aid was running at $11 million to $12 million (about R23 to R25 million) a year, including $5 million (about R11 million) to Unicef for programmes in Angola. — Sapa-Reuter
Angola proposes new plan on Cuban troops

Own Correspondent

LISBON. — In a new bid to get the rebel-plagued Benguela railway operational again, Angola has proposed withdrawing some 28,000 Cuban troops stationed south of the 13th parallel — below the rail line — to the centre and north of the country.

According to a Portuguese special correspondent in Luanda reporting to the reliable Lisbon weekly O Jornal, Luanda's "entirely new" proposal was made to Washington after President Jose Eduardo dos Santos met with Fidel Castro in Havana two weeks ago.

The withdrawal would take two years and once completed the question of Cuba's presence in Angola would cease being a part of the stalled negotiations over independence for neighbouring Namibia.

According to O Jornal's correspondent, Luanda government officials are likening Cuban forces stationed in the rest of Angola to the French presence in Chad or Washington's detachments at the Kamina airbase in neighbouring Zaire. This base is now a major route for US arms shipments, including Stinger missiles, to UNITA forces.

The US Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, Dr Chester Crocker, who described his latest round of talks with Angolan officials on July 14-15 as "a waste of time", had previously told Luanda that Washington wanted "unequivocal guarantees" that all Cuban forces would be repatriated and talks with UNITA rebels opened in exchange for a deal on Namibian independence.

For its part, Luanda has laid down four points before the Cubans go home, namely: Withdrawal of all South African troops from Southern Angola, an end to South African "aggression", respect for Angola's territorial integrity and the implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 435 on Namibian independence.

The new element now introduced by Luanda — the idea of pulling back Cubans and thus disengaging them from linkage with the Namibian issue — is unlikely to meet much success given Washington's intransigence on the Cuban issue.

Meanwhile O Jornal's correspondent citing a leading MPLA party member, Mr Lucio Lara, also reports that Luanda believes that Washington has persuaded UNITA to shift its theatre of operations to the centre and north of the country using the Kamina base for resupply purposes.

Mr Lara reportedly said Washington's aim was to wrest UNITA from South Africa's grasp making it easier for Western nation and conservatives within the US to embrace Dr Jonas Savimbi's group as a credible alternative to the Marxist regime.

Mr Lara's remarks imply growing concern in Luanda about the shift in the war pattern toward vital areas of economic interest such as the diamond mines in Luanda-North Province and oil fields in Cabinda.

UNITA has warned the French oil company Elf-Aquitaine that it will face attack unless Paris keeps its distance from the Luanda government.

US oil interests will also become targets unless US support for the MPLA government is lessened.
Stumbling block to 435

JOHANNESBURG. - The United Nations special envoy for Namibia, Mr Martti Ahtisaari, yesterday said South Africa's insistence that Cuban troops be withdrawn from Angola was preventing implementation of UN-Resolution 435.

However, he also told newsmen at Jan Smuts Airport that the Cubans' withdrawal did not form "part of the solution of the Namibian issue".

The UN's position was that it was not accepting the linking of "other issues" to Resolution 435.

Mr Ahtisaari, who is visiting Southern Africa on the suggestion of the UN secretary-general, held talks with Namibia's Administrator-General, Mr Louis Pienaar, before leaving for Harari, Lusaka and Luatla.

He said Angola had made proposals under which Cuban troops could be withdrawn. — Sapa
Angola ‘catastrophe’ looms

Angola faces an imminent “humanitarian catastrophe” due to a severe food crisis posing the threat of widespread famine, a private relief agency has warned.

“Millions of uprooted people find themselves in an increasingly perilous situation and each month thousands of hungry and bedraggled refugees flee to Zambian and Zaire to escape the ravages of war,” said a report by the US Committee for Refugees.

At that point, the agency said, the US and other Western nations should respond promptly with food shipments to be distributed through the International Red Cross, the World Food Programme and Unicef. — AP-Associated Press.
Ahtisaari welcomes Angolan initiative

LUSAKA — UN envoy Mr Martti Ahtisaari welcomed an Angolan initiative to unblock long-stalled negotiations over independence for Namibia and hoped it would lead to a breakthrough.

Mr Ahtisaari, special representative for Namibia for UN Secretary-General Mr Javier Perez de Cuellar, said here at the weekend that he understood Angola's government had made fresh proposals aimed at trying to open the way for implementation of UN Resolution 435 calling for independence for South African-ruled Namibia.

"It has to be seen as a major development and how it will be received," he said.

Mr Ahtisaari will travel to Angola today for talks with the government, having visited Zambia, Zimbabwe and SA.

Angolan Deputy Foreign Minister Mr Venancio de Moura said in Lusaka on July 24 that his country was ready to be flexible over the timing and extent of a withdrawal of Cuban troops from southern Angola as part of a regional peace process involving independence for Namibia.

South Africa and the United States have demanded a complete Cuban withdrawal as part of a Namibian independence deal. This so-called "linkage" has been rejected by the UN and Angola.

"I very much appreciate the Angolan initiative, because without it we would be totally stuck," Mr Ahtisaari said.

Referring to his talks with SA leaders in Cape Town last week, Mr Ahtisaari said SA still said it accepted the principle of Resolution 435 while continuing its demands for a Cuban withdrawal from Angola. But he added: "I don't sense any urgency in SA to go ahead with (Resolution) 435. At the moment they are extremely comfortable waiting behind the linkage screen." — Sapa-Reuters
Angola to join IMF to solve debt crisis

The Argus Foreign Service

LONDON. — With Angola’s application to join the International Monetary Fund, all the African countries which aspire to socialism have finally succumbed to capitalist economics to solve their debt problems.

In a speech in Luanda, President Eduardo dos Santos said: "The Angolan Government has communicated its intention to become part of the IMF, based on (Angolan) plans for financial and economic reform.

"In this phase of national reconstruction we cannot pass up co-operation with Western nations in maintaining in working order the infrastructures we need to carry out reforms."

The move is not unexpected. Angola has had contact with the IMF since 1984. In 1985 the country joined the Lome Convention, the aid agreement between the European Community and Third World countries, and has increasingly invited help from Western financial institutions.

Angola is now almost totally dependent on its oil revenues, which have dropped from nearly R4 000-million in 1985 to just more than R2 000-million last year. Most of the income goes on fighting the war against Unita rebels.

President dos Santos said the fighting had cost the country R2 000-million and 60 000 lives in the past 12 years.

But he admitted: "Disorganisation and bad management of State-run companies, lack of discipline, corruption and slippage protection of State property have also contributed to Angola’s difficult position."

Luanda has recently slashed all public expenditure except defence, cutting imports and allowing market forces to play a greater part in the economy.

It has not yet devalued its currency, whose street value is about one-sixtieth of its official value. An IMF team is expected to visit Luanda soon.
Negotiations for prisoner swop 'well advanced'

Political Staff

NEGOTIATIONS for a three-way swop of security prisoners between South Africa, Ciskei and Angola were advanced, it was understood today.

A premature announcement by the Ciskei Government that Frenchman Mr Pierre-Andre Albertini was to be released in an exchange deal that involved South Africa's Captain Wynand du Toit and Hollander Mr Klaas de Jonge may have upset the delicate bargaining, however.

It was not clear today whether the swop would go ahead in the next few days, as has been speculated, or whether the deal was off.

A spokesman for the Ciskei Government said at the weekend the swop was off because of the lack of co-ordination and the difficulty of negotiating the release of the three prisoners.

COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE

South African Foreign Minister Mr Pik Botha today confirmed in a statement that exploratory exchanges had taken place.

However, he warned that speculation 'on delicate matters of this nature' was counter-productive.

Mr Botha said the Ciskei Government had confirmed its statement on the matter was based on a misunderstanding.

The release of Captain du Toit, Mr de Jonge and Mr Albertini from their respective countries of incarceration would have a number of political spin-offs.

President Botha once linked the release of Captain du Toit to that of Nelson Mandela, say-
SA PoW in plan to swop prisoners

DELICATE diplomatic negotiations for a three-way swop of prisoners involving South Africa, France, Angola and the Ciskei were disclosed yesterday through an apparent misunderstanding.

The exchange involves three of South Africa's most celebrated cases — Mr Klaas de Jonge, the Dutch fugitive from South African security laws who has taken refuge in the old Netherlands Embassy in Pretoria, Mr Pierre-Andre Albertini, the French national jailed in the Ciskei for refusing to testify in a security trial, and Captain Wynand du Toit, the South African soldier held now for several years in Angola.

The cases have been under international spotlight for some time:

- The Albertini case has led directly to the French President, Mr Francois Mitterrand, refusing to accept the credentials of the South African Ambassador-designate.
- The De Jonge case has led to a serious deterioration in already cool relations with Holland, and
- The Du Toit case has led to intercession by the International Red Cross.

A Ciskeian official allegedly claimed to newsmen at the Middledrift prison yesterday that the swop broke down because of South Africa. Pressmen had understood Albertini would be released from there.

Late last night Foreign Minister Mr Pik Botha said the official had confirmed he made his statement "based on a misunderstanding".

Mr Botha said: "It could be expected that exploratory exchanges on this matter have been taking place for some time among various interested parties but nothing concrete has materialised."

He said speculation was "counter-productive".
Fapla forces poised to strike against Unita

LONDON — Fourteen Angolan government forces (Fapla) brigades are on the final stages of preparation for an offensive against Unita strongholds in the south-east of the country, according to Jane's Defence Weekly.

The authoritative military magazine says the offensive could be the strongest yet in the 12-year civil war.

Five brigades have been deployed near Lusaka, in the east about 100km south of the Benguela railway line, and have begun probing towards Cangamba and Gago Coutinho in the south.

According to Jane's, three Fapla brigades are deployed near Munsango, on the Benguela line, but are not up to full strength and may not take part in the offensive.

The largest force is reported to be concentrating in the area of Cuito Cuanavale, about 300km north of the Namibian border.
Reagan stands firm on US support for Unita

By Neil Lusso
The Star Bureau

WASHINGTON - President Ronald Reagan has sent a clear message to the Soviet Union that the United States will not back away from its support of anti-communist rebels in Angola and other regional trouble spots.

And in sharp contrast to speculation here that the US has entered into some kind of secret Angolan peace deal with the Soviets, Mr Reagan made it clear that he is unimpressed by Soviet claims of pursuing freedom around the world.

"In regional conflicts, the Soviet Union and its clients have, thus far, shown all too little real willingness to move toward peace with real self-determination for the people," he said.

"The paths to peace with freedom are open if Moscow decides to stop imposing its self-styled revolutions."

It was US policy to help democratic insurgents bring self-determination and human rights to their own countries, Mr Reagan said.

"Our current efforts in Angola in support of freedom fighters constitute the most recent extension of this policy."

Mr Reagan made his remarks in a major foreign policy speech to a conference in California televised live to a second conference of US and Soviet officials in New York state.

His firm support for anti-communist rebels in Angola and areas such as Afghanistan and Central America is seen here as not only a signal to Moscow but also a gesture to American conservatives who are worried that the Reagan Administration may be softening its support for the Contra guerrillas in Nicaragua.

Further proof that Washington and Moscow are not near an agreement on the Angolan conflict was provided by a senior US official who discussed the President's speech with reporters.

He said: "In regional conflicts, what the President is saying is that the Soviets are pursuing their traditional goals with increased skill and flexibility.

"While they make a lot of statements about Afghanistan, we don't see any fundamental changes in their policy. Indeed, we see continuing pressure on Pakistan, which denotes no let up in places like Angola, Nicaragua and Ethiopia."

The US had hopes of a new phase in East-West relations.

"But let's be honest, we've always had fears and deep concerns as well. And while we acknowledge the interesting change in the Soviet Union, we know that any Western standard for democracy is still very distant one for the Soviets," Mr Reagan said.
Double-take Soviets defuse attack on Unita

CONFLICTING reports have been received about a much-heralded MPLA offensive against Unita's Jamba base and other strongholds in southern Angola.

Western diplomatic sources in the Portuguese capital said they were not certain whether the Luanda government forces had indeed begun an advance against Jamba.

A Unita spokesman, however, said the rebels were under attack by Cuban-backed government forces aided by Soviet advisers, and that Jamba was the likely target of the offensive.

Exactly a month ago, intelligence sources in Paris indicated Cuban and Soviet-backed government forces had launched a long-expected attack on Jamba, a target they failed to reach in a similar offensive in 1983.

But Portuguese sources discounted the report at the time.

On July 21, Unita Chief of Staff General Demetres Anes Chilungwala said the government's anti-guerrilla offensive had got under way 11 days before.

Diplomatic and intelligence reports now reaching Lisbon are contradictory, but what is not disputed is that Luanda has spent months building up troop strength and supplies in the area.

Analysts also agree that until two months ago there was no doubt the Angolan general staff intended to press ahead and hit Unita forces hard, to the extent of attacking their stronghold at Jamba, deep in south-eastern Angola.

Major reinforcements of men and material to military positions at Menongue and Cuito-Cuanavale — south-east of the Benguela railway, and staging posts for an attack on Jamba — backed up this conclusion.

But now reports suggest government forces have been instructed to scale down operations and instead target Unita positions north of the Cuando River.

The change in strategy apparently results from a Soviet double-take. Moscow is believed to be cautiously reassessing its huge investment of military hardware and men in Angola.

Western intelligence reports say the Soviets seriously doubt whether Luanda's forces, hamstrung by war-wearyness, demoralisation, poor training and deficient logistics, have the capacity or will to continue fighting Jonas Savimbi's guerrillas.

Xavier Figueredo, an Africa expert, says the Kremlin's senior Angola-watcher, Anatoliy Adamashkin, admitted as much during a July 4 meeting in London with Chester Crocker, Assistant US Secretary of State for African Affairs.

Adamashkin reportedly agreed that the Angolan conflict has no military solution, but wavered over a call to press the MPLA government into negotiations with Unita.

Meanwhile, accounts suggest that Moscow's ambivalence towards the war is having repercussions on the war front.

Of the more than 10 Angolan brigades stationed on the Menongue-Cuito-Cuanavale axis, only two, the 10th and 15th, are said to be battle-ready.

Morale elsewhere is pitiful. Logistic supplies to fighting forces are irregular and there are reports of serious clashes between Cuban and Angolan field commanders.

In contrast, Unita's military units — and especially those defending Jamba — are highly operational and well-disciplined.

Military sources say the rebels are now better armed and their confidence has been boosted by the success of their US-supplied Stinger anti-aircraft missiles.

Further, the Soviets fear that should the government show signs of advancing on Jamba, Washington would increase military supplies and Pretoria would intervene, as it did in 1985.
MPLA set for ‘final blow’

ONE OF the largest concentrations of military build-up in Southern Africa was taking place in Angola where the MPLA government forces were preparing to deliver the final blow to Unita, the chief of the SAAF, Lieutenant-General Dennis Earpe, said in Rundu, Namibia. And Angolan troops killed 21 Unita rebels near Catabola in the central province of Bie last Monday, the Portuguese news agency, Lusa, reported yesterday.

Reports by Staff Reporter, Own Correspondent, Sao Paulo-AP and UPI
Reagan ready to butter up Angola

THE Reagan Administration, stung by charges that it was giving "more guns than butter" to Angola, is considering an about-face and stepping up its food aid to the country.

It has given 11 000t of grain — worth $10 million — to Angola each year since 1981, but a United Nations report released in June predicted a dire food shortage in the near future.

The rumpus — between the State Department and various private and UN relief organisations — was sparked off when State Department spokesman Charles Redman announced the US was unlikely to respond to a UN call for emergency relief to Angola.

**Accused**

In a column in the Washington Post, Mr Tom Brennan of the private US Committee for Refugees accused the administration of renegeting on the "well-repeated US pledge not to use food as a weapon in ideological disputes."

The feeling of the State Department, according to one official, was that the US had been providing relief for seven years, as well as giving substantial funding to UNICEF and the International Committee of the Red Cross, both involved in Angolan relief.

"We already give 80 per cent of all food contributed to Angola," the official said. He added that the administration was considering giving 22 000t — double this year's contribution — in fiscal year 1987.

**Unclear**

"No doubt, many US officials believe providing food assistance to Angola will help the MPLA to conserve its scarce foreign exchange for the purchase of more military hardware — a classic guns-and-butter economic trade-off," Mr Brennan stated.

"The UN report says Angola will need 200 000t of grain next year. "Even at the higher level, the US will only be giving an eighth of what is needed."

State Department officials argued that UNICEF had asked the US to hold off giving more grain until it could distribute what it already had, through Angola's nearly non-existent road system.

They also pointed out that Angola had not yet signed the UN report, thereby preventing UNICEF from formally declaring a food emergency.

It is unclear why the Luanda government is holding off giving the nod.

The Angolans said they did not have the foreign exchange to buy extra food because of the drop in oil prices, one official said.

"But prices have gone up and we estimate the Luanda government can afford to make up the shortfall. They choose, however, to spend the money on arms."
Dramatic swap
set for tomorrow
--- in Maputo!

Sunday Times Reporter

THE big prisoner swap is on. State President P W Botha last night confirmed that SA prisoner-of-war Major Wynand du Toit is to be freed in a multinational exchange deal.

The trade involves France, the Netherlands, Angola, the Ciskei and SA, and would take place tomorrow in Maputo, said Mr Botha.

The main exchange involves the repatriation of Dutch fugitive Kianas de Jonge who took refuge in the old Netherlands Embassy in Pretoria in 1985, and Pierre-André Albertini, a French national imprisoned in the Ciskei after refusing to testify at a terrorism trial.

On Page 1: From Page 1:
Major du Toit's wife, Louwana, and son, Kipple, 4, left their home in Langenhoom yesterday and flew to Maputo to welcome him. He was captured in Cabinda, Angola, in 1985.

Reacting to the news, Mr du Toit's mother, Mrs Milly Rouhet, said: "It's been a difficult time for us. Louwana is very happy that all the uncertainty and tension of two years have ended."

Also to be released are 133 Angolan soldiers and the bodies of three SA soldiers and one Angolan who died in the operational area.

Mr Botha said several governments had been involved in the complex negotiations for the exchange.

"I wish to express my appreciation to all who contributed to bringing about the release of such a large number of people," he said.

Earlier yesterday, Angolan President Mr Josè Eduardo dos Santos, also announced the exchange at a press conference in Luanda. His announcement was followed by a statement from the office of the French Pre-
Angola's Cuban pull-out offer

LUSAKA. — Angola has offered to withdraw Cuban troops from its territory within two years of independence being granted to Namibia, a senior Angolan official was quoted as saying on Saturday.

Mr Julio Mateus Paulo — known as Dino Matross, a member of the politburo of Angola's ruling MPLA-Workers' Party, was quoted by the Times of Zambia as saying that the United States had insisted the withdrawal be carried out in a year.

"We have made a counter-proposal that we should remove the (Cuban) troops stationed in north and south Angola within two years. We originally wanted to be given three years to do so," Mr Paulo said during a visit to Lusaka.

He told the Times, owned by Zambia's ruling United National Independence Party (UNIP), that to focus on the presence in Angola of the Cubans, estimated by the United States to number about 35,000, was sidestepping the real issue of independence for Namibia.

The United States has so far made no public response to the proposal.

— Sapa-Reuters

The French government of Prime Minister Mr. Jacques Chirac played a major role. Other moves were aided by:
- South Africa's willingness to release Mr De Jonge and negotiate the release of Mr Albertini from Ciskei.
- France which used its influence in Africa, and President Francois Mitterrand is now expected to accept South Africa's ambassador designate Mr. Hennie Geldenhuys's credentials.
- Dr Savimbi, who agreed to the release of Angolan soldiers.
- President Lennox Sebe of the Ciskei who agreed to South Africa's approaches to release Mr Albertini.
- Mozambique which acted as an honest broker with Angola and agreed to Maputo airport being used for the swap.
- Angola which finally agreed to the release of Major Du Toit.

The deal was set to go several times recently but had to be put on hold again as new complications arose and Angola upped the ante.

**Clinched the deal**

Final word that it would actually go ahead came late on Friday night which seems to indicate that logistical problems made it impossible for it to happen on Saturday.

It is understood that a letter from Mr Pik Botha to Luanda on Thursday taken by two French emissaries finally clinched the deal.

Mr De Jonge, who duped security men into taking him to the building which contained the old Dutch Embassy on the ploy of showing them an arms cache and then barged into the embassy, celebrated his 50th birthday on Saturday night.

A small group of friends attended.

The large contingent of Angolans have been assembled at a central point — somewhere in north-eastern Namibia — under South African control and are expected to be flown to Maputo today once it has been ascertained that Major Du Toit is there or on his way.

A large jet has had to be withdrawn from Angola's national airline to ferry them from Maputo to Luanda.

Aircraft and masses of personnel from several governments have been on stand-by in different parts of the subcontinent for weeks waiting for the exchange which will finally culminate in the complicated ceremony planned for today.
SA planes shot down — claim

LISBON. — Angola yesterday claimed it had shot down two South African aircraft and accused South Africa of bombing a southern province, the Portuguese news agency Lusa reported.

"Angolan forces downed two South African planes on September 3 in the Cuito Cuanavale region of (south-eastern) Cuando Cubango province," Lusa said in a dispatch from Luanda, citing the official Angop news agency. The report did not say what type of plane was shot down. — UPI
Months of bargaining before swap

Political Staff

MONTHS of delicate diplomatic bargaining and secret missions halfway around the world preceded the prisoner exchange in Maputo today.

It started with renewed attempts to free South African soldier Major Wynand du Toit after several other attempts had failed.

The initiative increased when a Frenchman, Pierre Andre Albertini, was arrested in Ciskei last year on charges of helping the ANC.

President Francois Mitterrand had made Albertini's imprisonment a national issue in France and had refused to accept the credentials of South Africa's ambassador-designate, Mr Hennie Goldenhuys, till Albertini was released.

France secretly sent a special envoy to South Africa, but South Africa could not force Ciskei to release Albertini.

The French Prime Minister, Mr Jacques Chirac, then became involved and officials of his government played a leading role throughout the negotiations.

About the same time, Mr Klaas de Jonge, who had held up the Dutch Embassy in Pretoria, was again becoming an issue both in South Africa and in Holland.

Mr de Jonge was becoming a headache for the South African government and the Dutch government, which was facing increasing pressure to act against South Africa.

A new dimension came when Angola indicated it believed that South Africa or Dr Jonas Savimbi, the Unita leader, was holding Cuban and Fapla soldiers.

Thus the scene was set for a multi-faceted swap and as pieces were shifted into position South Africa approached Mozambique to act as a go-between.

Maputo became the place for an exchange while several delays were caused when Angola initially demanded the return of 101 of its men, but gradually increased this to 146 and made a series of new demands.

Each delay meant aircraft and large numbers of government personnel — military and departmental — who were on standby in several countries around Southern Africa, just had to keep waiting for the green light.

The huge logistical support being held in readiness by South Africa alone was costing a "small fortune" every day the drama dragged on.

President Joaquim Chissano and one of his senior ministers, General Veloso, were the only ones in Mozambique who could be involved in the early stages. The complication was that an exchange in Maputo would have to be approved by the poliburo.

A big operation was set up to trace the men Angola wanted in return for Major du Toit and Dr Savimbi's co-operation had to be sought because he would be called on to release men who might later be used against his forces.

The French were also trying to use their influence with Mozambique to set up direct channels of communication with Luanda, while South Africa set about negotiating with President Leonel Sebe, who finally relented on Albertini if it would mean Major du Toit's return.

Mr Pik Botha

Mr Jacques Chirac

Mr Joaquim Chissano

Dr Jonas Savimbi

The French government played an increasingly important role in the later stages of the negotiations to keep the exchange alive.

All systems were on track a few weeks ago and a Dutch official was flown to South Africa to give the police access to Mr de Jonge in the old Dutch Embassy.

But the operation nearly ended in disaster when news of part of it leaked to Ciskei.

Frantic diplomatic activity saved the operation but not before the Dutch official had returned to Holland after staying in Pretoria for a number of days.

Angola is then understood to have upped its demands and another complication arose.

Some of the men it wanted back had apparently married Unita women and were not too keen to be returned to their Fapla units.

Finally all systems were go for last weekend when Angola demanded information about a missing doctor whom nobody could trace.

Messages were sent via intermediaries to Angola with urgent requests not to delay the whole operation for one single man and assurances were given that if he was traced he would be returned.

The start of the operation was put forward once again and diplomats waited anxiously throughout Monday to hear if the assurance would be accepted.

Tensions were heightened at a critical stage by difficult communications between Pretoria and Maputo, where a delegation of Angolans were waiting to make final arrangements with the Mozambique government.

At one stage it was thought Angola was deliberately delaying matters to keep South Africa from intervening in a huge build-up of Angolan troops in central Angola for a major offensive against Dr Savimbi.

By Tuesday it appeared the whole complicated exchange operation which had taken months to set up was grinding to a halt.

Foreign Minister Mr Pik Botha sent an ultimatum to let South Africa know by one o'clock on Wednesday if the deal was on or off. Once again tensions rose as officials saw the chance slipping away once more.

Word finally came that it was on, but there were new requests by Angola and the operation was back on the track.

They wanted another seven prisoners — five officers and two civilians — who were thought to have been deep in the Angolan bush.

Angola also wanted information about nine Cubans — which South Africa did not have — as part of their new demands.

New assurances were sent to Angola late on Thursday by French emissaries flying in an Angolan airplane which landed at Waterloof air base. It spent several hours there while the South African letter was being drawn up.

Assurances were given that if the people Luanda wanted could be traced they would be returned after the main exchange had taken place.

This new development late on Thursday was regarded as the "make or break" point.

On Friday morning everything seemed to indicate that the exchange would go ahead on Saturday. Now it is go-ahead for today.
commando

Welcome

Heros

Woynd is Home

Toogether again... Major Woynd & du Toit with his wife Louanna and son, Clipper, at the start.
Maputo captive swap delayed by final hitches

MAPUTO. - After a four-hour delay caused by last-minute hitches, 133 Angolan Fapla soldiers, Dutchman Mr Klaas de Jonge and Frenchman Mr Pierre-André Albertini were yesterday swapped for South African soldier Major Wynand du Toit at Maputo Airport.

Foreign Minister Mr Pik Botha welcomed Maj Du Toit on the centre of the apron in front of the main airport building soon after the 133 UNITA prisoners had marched to an awaiting Angolan Airline Boeing. Mr Botha warmly embraced Maj Du Toit, who appeared dazed and thinner than shown in photographs soon after his capture. Mr Botha and Maj Du Toit, arms around one another, then walked towards President PW Botha's personal jet, parked at the opposite end of the airport.

Braving two lines of newsmen who had waited for the handover from early in the day, Maj Du Toit and Mr Botha: "It's good to be back."

Waterkloof airbase

The Recce unit major headed for Waterkloof airbase near Pretoria. An earlier plan to fly him directly to Cape Town to be welcomed by President PW Botha and to be reunited with his wife, Lucy, and his mother, Klipke, was altered because of bad weather.

With all attention focused on Maj Du Toit and Mr Botha, Mr Albertini slipped out of the jet which had brought him from Bisho in Ciskei and walked the 500m in the opposite direction to the group of Angolan aircraft, and from there into the airport building. The relaxed Mr De Jonge held an impromptu press conference as he walked away from the aircraft which had flown him from SA.

FREEDOM . . . Two of the key men who were part of the prisoner swap, Mr Klaas de Jonge (left) and Mr Pierre-André Albertini. Along with 133 other prisoners, they were exchanged for Major Wynand du Toit.

Throwing clenched-fist salutes to the small but vocal crowd of Mozambicans, Mr De Jonge laughed as asked about his release.

"I had an escape plan, but it's not necessary now. The South Africans have said I can come back, but at my own risk," he said.

Seven aircraft, including four light jets and two Boeings, were used in the exchange, which began shortly before 4.30pm when a Safair Boeing carrying the UNITA prisoners landed after a flight from Grooteboom.

The Angolan soldiers, many in their teens and some appearing to be as young as 14, were dressed in bright track suits with tartan scarves and white tennis shoes. They carried bags as they left the plane and entered a hall in the airport, where officials made sure all were present.

Thirty minutes later three more planes landed in quick succession - first South African presidential plane carrying Foreign Minister Mr Pik Botha, then an Angolan three-engine jet carrying Maj Wynand du Toit, which parked at the opposite end of the apron.

A friend of Maj Du Toit's, a Dr Erasmus, boarded the plane to speak to him. An earlier visit by Dr Erasmus to Maj Du Toit during recent weeks passed concerns about the soldier's mental condition when Maj Du Toit failed to recognize Dr Erasmus. Foreign Affairs officials said after Dr Erasmus's visit yesterday that Maj Du Toit was "fine".

In the meantime, the twin-engined jet which brought in Mr Albertini had also landed. But Mr De Jonge's arrival was to delay the exchange. The Dutch Embassy in Pretoria refused to release Mr De Jonge from the old embassy building, where he has been held up since July 1985.

Mr De Jonge's aircraft touched down at Maputo airport an hour after Mr Albertini's at 6.30pm. But while all the parties were then on Mozambican soil, they were still to be hitched and delays.

An official said there was some trouble agreeing on a joint statement.

Exchange: Europe ‘delighted’

From JAN HOBBS

LONDON. - European governments were last night viewing the dramatic prisoner swap in Maputo as a key to badly improved dialogue with South Africa.

Goodwill was particularly strong in France and the Netherlands where Mr Jean-Bernard Raimond was ‘‘delighted’’ at the release of Mr Albertini after ‘‘long and delicate global negotiations’’.

Government sources suggested that President François Mitterrand’s refusal to accept a South African ambassador would almost certainly be reconsidered.

In The Hague a senior spokesman for the Dutch Foreign Ministry, which had been involved in increasingly bitter demands for the release of Mr De Jonge, said they were ‘‘very glad’’ at the outcome of the negotiations.

He said the successful outcome "to this particular problem" meant Preritera and The Hague would be now in a position to enter into "clean, positive dialogue" that could contribute to peace-making "speed up the end of apartheid for the benefit of all".

In London, senior Whitehall sources also expressed quiet delight with the exchange, saying it "would assist peace-making and development of South Africa".

In London, The Hague and Bonn, senior political sources said they hoped the new positive atmosphere could assist their reconnected calls for the release of Mr Mandela and other top opposition leaders in South African prisons.

Swop lauded, by all parties

By ANTHONY JOHNSON

Political Correspondent

HOUSE OF COMMONS, LONDON.

Political parties praised the four-way prisoner swap in Maputo yesterday, particularly the release of recce comrade Major Wynand du Toit.

The Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr Nkosazana Dlamini, said the exchange could lead to a new era of negotiation and peace in Southern Africa.

"The message from Maputo is one of reason and not of conflict. These events hold far wider implications than the reunification of family - they are a triumph for negotiation and diplomatic initiatives," she said.

Mr Andries Brummer (NP Turffontein), a member of the government benches were "delighted and proud of the very positive outcome of the process of the prisoner exchange and it was an important step towards normalization of relations in the southern Africa sub-continental." Major du Toit's return was welcomed by the government would not abandon the soldiers 'in the cause of South Africa'.

'Good riddance'

The CP spokesman on foreign affairs, Mr Tom Langley, said his party was "very happy" with the "very satisfactory resolution regarding the release of Major Du Toit, which was a significant step towards peace, security and stability."

As the price for his release, the Dutch government would bring 133 former Fapla citizen Mr Klaas de Jonge was "far preferable to have them made up in South Africa.

Sapa reports that the leader of the Progressive Federal Party, Mr Colin Eglin (Sea Point), said that although the politicians would not be making the prisoner swap which would bring Mr Du Toit back to South Africa, the real test was whether it was possible to make it possible were the technocrats and officials of the Department of Foreign Affairs.

He said they were the ones who should be thanked for handing over the very complicated swap possible.

He urged them, after handing over a donation of 133 Fapla prisoners possible - to the Anglo-American government who, he said, should be thanked for handing over South Africa, to try to reach settlement with them.
French PM's policy paid off

PARIS. — The French Foreign Minister, Mr. Jean-Bernard Raimond, said the government, in negotiating for the release of Mr. Pierre Alberti, had established "relations outside normal diplomatic links with the countries concerned, especially Angola and Mozambique."

He said the release showed that French Prime Minister Mr. Jacques Chirac's policy of combined pressure and dialogue had paid off. — Sapa-Reuters

**Swp a 'triumph' for SA and Ciskei**

*OWN CORRESPONDENT*

JOHANNESBURG — South African international affairs experts, yesterday, saw the exchange as a triumph for Ciskei and South Africa and as offering a new lease of life to the Nkomati Accord.

"The fact that all concerned were forced to treat Ciskei as an equal partner is a major feat for the homeland and a victory for South Africa's controversial homeland policy," Rand Afrikaans University political science professor Terence Barrie said.

This is the first international recognition of a South African homeland. The recognition may however be delayed at a later date," he warned.

Africa Institute director Dr. E. Leistner claimed the swap was made possible largely through the Nkomati Accord, entered into by Pretoria and Maputo in March 1984. "In the eyes of the world, Nkomati has been given new status."

"He said it was a good thing Maputo acted as go-between in the exchange. It served to highlight the often "uncomfortable" yet "strong" tie between South Africa and Maputo.

**HOMEWARD BOUND**... Major Wynand du Toit (right) soon after his release in Maputo yesterday with the South African Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Pik Botha.

*West had a family reunion to look forward to, but knew that his opening had brought a few tears of joy and sadness to the family. He had a wonderful time with his partner, who had two hours over two weeks, and even with a double vision, West felt the odds were overwhelming that his partner had only one heart, so he started with the other one."
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*Domestic and family life is especially significant.*
Swop delay due to ‘misunderstanding’

Staff Reporter

THE last-minute delay in the prisoner swap which involved six countries and resulted in the release of Major Wynand du Toit on Monday night was caused by a misunderstanding between the governments of South Africa and Angola, Foreign Minister Mr Pik Botha said last night.

Speaking on the “Network” programme, Mr Botha said the swap was at first delayed because the aircraft carrying Maj Du Toit was late and there were difficulties getting Dutch fugitive Mr Klaas de Jonge through peak-hour traffic in Pretoria.

Referring to delays after the two men had arrived at the airport in Maputo, he said: “Let us say a misunderstanding arose between us and one of the other governments at the last moment.” adding that this was before the documents for the swap were signed.

“The matter was resolved as a result of discussions we then had with one another,” he said.

SABC interviewee Freek Robinson asked who the discussions were with and Mr Botha replied: “We had an intermediary between myself and the Angolan Foreign Minister and we came to an agreement on the wording on certain of the documents.”

He said there were still arrangements to be made for the handing over of seven Angolans by the South African government within the next 10 days and for the return of the remains of Maj Du Toit’s two colleagues who were killed when he was captured two years ago.

Bodies held ‘to keep up pressure’

Own Correspondent

LISBON. — Portuguese television announced last night that Angola had not returned the bodies of three South African soldiers during the Maputo prisoner exchange to “keep up the pressure on President PW Botha to release jailed ANC leader Nelson Mandela.”

The state television report did not name its sources, but referred to the Angolan news agency, Angop, which it said had indicated that the bodies would be returned “in due course.”

It is presumed that the tense and unexplained delay in Maputo on Monday night, before the swap went ahead, was due to South African anger at the Angolan failure to release the bodies.
Family's first glimpse of Wynand on TV

By JOHN VAN DER LINDEN
AFTER two years of tension and waiting, the parents, brother and sister of Major Wynand du Toit got the first glimpse of him as he walked behind a group of FAPLA soldiers on a dark television screen on Monday night.

"Daar's Wynand," the entire family cried in unison and the brief silence which followed was deafening in my ears as I waited for something to break the spell.

The family, Mr Piet Du Toit, his wife Beatrix, their son Marius and his wife Hanneke and their daughter Ebeth with her husband Mr Arthur Shone and their children John, 8 and Dennis, 5, were at home.

Their turn to meet Wynand would come the next day. Drained of tears — shed long ago — the small group stared at the screen where, Wynand, favouring his wounded arm, was met by Minister Pik Botha who led him to the waiting jet.

"He is thin and his beard has been trimmed," someone said and then everyone began to speak about him as if he had never been away.

His proud father, Mr Piet Du Toit, told of his son's striving for perfection in everything he did and of how he had admitted in a letter which they received from him in Angola that he had failed for the first time in his life.

The talk became general and there was even some banter. At this stage I felt the warm love for the imprisoned soldier glowing strongly in the room and hardened as I may be by my many years as a pressman I felt it was time for me to leave the family whose inner feelings I had been allowed to share so briefly.

Picking up the pieces after two years . . .

By CHRIS ERASMUS
MAJOR Wynand du Toit may be home, but the real work — re-integration into his family, social and working life — is yet to come.

This is the opinion of Professor Deo Strumpfer, of the University of Cape Town's psychology department.

"In fact the problems of re-adjustment which he faces are much the same as those faced by any prisoners, including detainees, who have been isolated for any length of time from their home, social and working lives.

"For all these people, the biggest problem is that in their absence life goes on and never stands still. For Major Du Toit, the South Africa he returned to is not the same as the South Africa he left.

"Politically, socially, economically and in every other way, things have changed. Even his family is not the same — he must re-acquaint himself with his wife, who had to adjust to two years without him, and with a son who has grown up considerably in his absence.

"It's a very difficult process to slot back into the life he left behind — nothing is the same.

"He left a captain and returns a major, perhaps without even having been informed of this while he was being held; his existence was officially 'denied' for a period of his imprisonment, but he returns a national hero.

"It's a strange world he has returned to and the two years he has missed have become an enormous gap that will be very difficult to bridge . . .

"A particular problem faced by returning prisoners of war such as the major is that they have a problem sharing some of the unpleasant experiences they have had.

"It is extremely hard for them to go over these experiences again and again, and yet that is what is necessary if they are to be re-integrated with their families, social circles and colleagues," said Prof Strumpfer.
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Hopes of breakthrough in SWA deadlock

LUANDA. — US envoy Dr Chester Crocker discussed with Angolan government officials yesterday an Angolan proposal that has raised hopes of a breakthrough in long-stalled negotiations over independence for Namibia.

Dr Crocker, the US assistant secretary of state for African Affairs, arrived unexpectedly in Luanda on Tuesday for a second round of talks in under two months on the issue of Namibian independence and the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola.

Angolan media reports said that Dr Crocker and the Angolan foreign minister, Mr Afonso Van Duren Mbinda, would be focusing their talks on a new Angolan proposal for the withdrawal of Cuban troops.

Western diplomats noted that the latest talks followed intense diplomatic activity over the last eight weeks aimed at breaking the deadlock over Namibia.

Dr Crocker's arrival in Luanda followed what diplomats described as the remarkable exchange of prisoners in Maputo on Monday.

A senior Angolan official was quoted as saying in Lusaka last Friday that, concerning the withdrawal of the estimated 35,000 Cuban troops, his government was now proposing a two-year withdrawal period instead of three years as proposed in 1984. — Sapa-Reuters
Reagan should emulate Angola leader’s courage

For the last two years, the Reagan administration has urged the Marxist government of Angola to reform its economy and, as a condition for an end to United States aid to the anti-government rebels, has demanded the removal of Cuban combat troops.

In a bold move last month, the Angolan President, Mr. Eduardo dos Santos, announced dramatic economic changes and presented the US with a new plan for the withdrawal of the Cuban forces.

Mr. dos Santos has placed the ball clearly back in the US court. The Reagan administration should keep its word and respond to his demonstration of flexibility.

In his most important speech of his nine years as President, Mr. dos Santos placed the blame for the country’s economic stagnation on excessive socialist planning and government bureaucracy. He said such practices have fostered “disorganisation, poor entrepreneurial management and rampant indiscipline and corruption”.

Incompetence blamed

The President advocated Angola’s entry into the International Monetary Fund, a proposal that has been sharply opposed by the ultra-left in the ruling party, the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola.

The speech was a departure from the usual rhetoric. Until now it has been common among government leaders to place all blame for Angola’s economic ills on the colonial legacy and the continuing war that followed the country’s independence almost 15 years ago. President dos Santos, however, also placed blame on party and government incompetence and mismanagement.

In a report published earlier this year, the United Nations Children’s Fund estimated that the war had left almost one-tenth of the population homeless and had caused some 150,000 Angolans to seek refuge in neighbouring countries.

The report stated that tens of thousands of Angolan children died last year from starvation and even the Board, satisfaction scope of its determinations to include the widest number of small towns where the application of minimum wage rates would immediately raise the standard of living of many now living in abject poverty.

In launching his own version of glasnost, President dos Santos seems to have gone even further than Mikhail Gorbachev, writes Gerald J Bender.

Dos Santos ... bold move.

Combined with a dramatic reduction in foreign exchange caused by the sharp drop in oil prices, the tight monetary policy, the government has looked towards drastic reforms to find the solution to its economic malaise.

Mr. dos Santos has underscored the need to open and encourage private initiatives in many areas, including retail trade, transportation, construction, farming, cattle-raising and elsewhere throughout the service sector.

The Angolan President is often accused of being indecisive. But he strongly criticized the government and the ruling party, which he heads, for the current economic stagnation. In launching Angola’s own version of the glasnost, he seems to have gone even further than his Soviet counterpart, Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev, in trying to decentralise economic planning and to encourage private enterprise.

These latest economic and diplomatic initiatives are signs of a major triumph of moderate forces over ultra-leftists in the ruling party. Mr. dos Santos showed considerable courage. Now it will be interesting to see if President Reagan can muster the same courage to take the steps necessary to register his first diplomatic success in southern Africa.

The writer is director of the School of International Relations at the University of Southern California and a former president of the Los Angeles-based African Studies Association. He contributed this comment to the New York Times.
Bodies of SA soldiers ‘to be returned soon’

Argus Africa News Service
JOHANNESBURG. — The bodies of two South African soldiers killed in the northern Angolan province of Cabinda will be returned to South Africa soon, according to Radio Angola.

In a broadcast monitored in Johannesburg the radio said the bodies would be exchanged for about 10 Angolan prisoners “within the next few days”.

The soldiers killed in Cabinda were Corporal Louis van Breda and Corporal Rowland Liebenberg. Major Wynand du Toit was captured in the same incident. He was returned to South Africa on Monday.

Separate incident

The broadcast made no mention of the body of another South African, Corporal Bruce Fidler, killed in a separate incident in Angola in 1985.

Initially it was thought that the three bodies would be returned to South Africa during Monday’s exchange of prisoners in Maputo.

A Mozambican Foreign Affairs official said the bodies had not been brought to Maputo.

• The Argus Political Correspondent reports that the operation on Major Wynand Malan was a success and he may be discharged from hospital in Wynberg tomorrow.

A military spokesman confirmed this today.

A surgical pin in his left arm, inserted in Angola after he was wounded when he was captured, was removed.

Major du Toit also had dental treatment and tests showed he needed glasses, which would be supplied today.
Du Toit expected to make quick recovery

By ANTHONY JOHNSON
Political Correspondent

MAJOR Wynand du Toit is expected to make a rapid recovery following yesterday's operation to remove from his left arm a surgical pin that had caused him "much pain and irritation".

The former prisoner of war is expected to return to his West Coast home by the end of the week before embarking on a long holiday, a spokesman for the Minister of Defence said yesterday.

Major Du Toit has over two months' leave due to him after spending 27 months in solitary confinement in an Angolan jail but has not yet indicated if he intends taking up the free holiday offer made by an anonymous friend of President P W Botha, the spokesman said.

Before going under the knife at 2 Military hospital yesterday, Major Du Toit received dental treatment and tests indicated that he would also need spectacles, which he will receive today.

However, the Ministry of Defence yesterday pronounced his general physical condition to be "good".

X-rays of Major Du Toit's upper arm showed an old knitted fracture — that had healed completely — with a surgical pin in place.

However, the top of the pin protruded four centimetres too far, preventing Major Du Toit from moving his shoulder properly.

"The pin got stuck against the Acromion (the outermost edge of the spine of the shoulder blade) and caused much pain and irritation," a statement issued after the operation noted.

The pin and a loose bone were removed under general anaesthetic and the major's shoulder was manipulated.

The Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, said in the House of Representatives yesterday that he was gratified that Major Du Toit was in good mental and physical health.

"He is another beautiful example of the steel out of which South Africans are forged. The SADF, and particularly the reconnaissance commando, of which he is a member, welcome him back among their ranks."

The exchange of prisoners involving Major Du Toit had been a team effort but the ANC and the SACP had played no part whatever in the exchange, he said.

The exchange had undoubtedly create a spirit of "reasonableness and humanity" on the sub-continent but relations between South Africa and the "Moscow/ANC/SACP alliance" were not affected in any way by the swap, he said.
SA rejects raids claim by Angola

JONAS SAVIMBI
Daily Dispatch Correspondent

ANGOLA — Luanda has been trying to divert attention from losses inflicted on its forces by Unita during the latest advance on Dr Jonas Savimbi's stronghold in the country's south-east, a South African Defence Force spokesman said.

This counter-charge was made after Angola had stated that the SADF had attacked them on Tuesday.

The Angolan news agency, Angop, yesterday claimed that South African aircraft had bombed the town of Xangongo, in the southern Cunene province, killing and wounding civilians. But did not elaborate.

Angola reported the bombing raid on Xangongo the day after the US envoy, Dr Chester Crocker, had held talks in Luanda on the Angolan proposal aimed at breaking the deadlock in negotiations for the independence of South West Africa.

According to Angop:

- Eight South African aircraft: four mirage fighters and four buccaneer strike fighters, bombed Xangongo, causing a "considerable number" of deaths and injuries among the civilian population.
- The raid was carried out after several days of movements by South African ground forces and aircraft inside the southern province of Cunene and Cuando-Cubango.
- On September 5, South African aircraft had flown over Cuito Cuanavale, the government's main forward position in Cuando Cubango Province and Evale in Cunene Province.
- On September 6, 48 South African armoured vehicles, including Buffel, Casspir and AML-90, entered the Namacunde area of Cunene Province and concentrated near the town of Ongiva, which has been a frequent target of South African attacks in the past.

In a separate incident, Angolan troops killed 12 Unita rebels at Balombo in the southern coastal province of Benguela.

In the past Angola has frequently accused South African forces of attacking targets inside its southern border in support of Unita rebels.

"It has been widely reported that Unita had achieved significant success against a massive Russian and Cuban-led offensive against them in South Angola," a SADF spokesman said yesterday.

"In the light of this background it is predictable that Angola will do all in its power to divert attention away from the rapidly deteriorating situation in that country."

NOMARAS

Got this from The Times of London
Crocker meets Dos Santos on Namibia

LISBON. — Washington's top Africa expert met President Jose Eduardo dos Santos for talks on Namibia and a withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola, the official Angolan news agency Angop reported from Luanda yesterday.

Dr. Chester Crocker, Assistant Secretary of State for Africa, had 30 minutes of talks with Mr. Dos Santos on Wednesday night before leaving Angola after a surprise two-day visit.

Dr. Crocker said the US government was now studying Angola's latest proposals to break deadlock over achieving independence for Namibia and a Cuban military withdrawal, according to the brief Angop dispatch monitored in Lisbon.

His unexpected visit marked the first high-level meeting between Washington and Marxist-rulled Angola since talks broke down in Luanda last July. — Sapa-reuter
Angola claims

Jets bombed
town, says Angop

LUANDA. — South African aircraft
bombed a town in Angola's southern
province of Cunene on Tuesday, kill-
ing and injuring civilians, the official
Angolan agency Angop said yester-
day.

According to a
Sapa-Reuter re-
port citing An-
lop, eight South
African aircraft
— four Mirage
fighters and four
Buccaneers —
carried out the
raid on Xang-
gongo at 5.30pm.

The bombing
caused a "con-
siderable num-
ber" of deaths
and injuries
among the civi-
lian population, the agency add-
ed. It did not elaborate.

Angop said the raid was carried out after several
days of movement by South African ground forces
and aircraft inside Angola's southern provinces of
Cunene and Cuando Cubango.

The Cape Times Defence Correspondent writes
that the Angolan charges were yesterday answered
by South African Defence Force counter-charges
that Luanda was trying to divert attention from
losses inflicted on its forces by Unita during the
latest advance on Dr Jonas Savimbi's stronghold in
the country's south-east.

A SAPDF spokesman said: "It has been widely
reported that Unita had achieved significant suc-
cess against a massive Russian- and Cuban-led off-
defensive against them in South Angola.

"In the light of this background it is predictable
that Angola will do all in its power to divert atten-
tion away from the rapidly deteriorating situation
in that country."

According to Sapa-Reuter, reporting from Lu-
da, Angola has in the past frequently accused South
African forces of attacking targets inside its south-
ern border in support of Unita rebels.

Angola said that on September 9 South African
aircraft had flown over Cuito Cuanavale, the govern-
ment's main forward position in Cuando Cubango
Province, a Unita stronghold. South African aircraft
also flew over Evale in Cunene Province, it added.

The following day, 48 South African armoured
vehicles, including Buffalo, Casspir and AML-90
troop carriers, moved into the Namacande area of
Cunene Province and concentrated near the town of
Ondjiva, which Angola says has been a frequent
target of South African attacks in the past.

Angola reported the bombing raid on Xangongo
the day after US envoy Dr Chester Crocker held
talks in Luanda on the Angolan proposal aimed at
breaking the deadlock in long-stalled negotiations
for the independence of Namibia.

In a separate incident, Angop claimed, Angolan
troops killed 12 Unita rebels at Balombo in the
southern coastal province of Benguela.

The report of the hostilities followed a complex
prisoner swap in the Mozambican capital Maputo on
Monday in which Angola freed a captured South
African commando officer in exchange for the re-
lease by South Africa of 133 Angolan soldiers and of
a Frenchman and a Dutchman accused under South
African terrorism laws.
Angolan claim of air raid by SA jolts peace hopes

Argus Africa News Service

JOHANNESBURG. — Hopes of new peace initiatives in Southern Africa were jolted today as Angola renewed accusations of South African aggression and warned that Cuban troops would not be withdrawn.

The accusations came four days after a prisoner exchange in Maputo and a Wednesday visit to Luanda by an American envoy had raised hopes of a new initiative to solve the war in Angola and SWA/Namibia.

Radio Angola, monitored in Johannesburg last night, said South African Air Force planes had bombed the town of Xangongo in the southern Angolan province of Cunene, killing "a considerable number of civilians" and causing widespread destruction.

Angolan Defence Minister General Pedro Maria Tonha was quoted as saying that Cuban troops would stay as long as South African attacks continued.

The broadcast said armed columns from the South African army were also operating deep in Angolan territory in the provinces of Cunado-Cubango and Cunene.

New incursions feared

On Monday, South Africa announced that an air force reconnaissance aircraft had crashed in the border region.

On Wednesday the American Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, Dr Chester Crocker, held talks in Luanda with top Angolan officials and President José Eduardo dos Santos on new Angolan proposals for the withdrawal of Cuban troops and the independence of SWA/Namibia.

However, Radio Angola quoted General Tonha as saying: "There is the danger of new incursions into Angola and the Cubans will stay here as long as that danger persists."

Sapa-Reuter reports from Luanda that the official Angolan agency Angop said eight South African aircraft - four Mirage fighters and four Buccaneers - carried out the raid on Xangongo at 5.30pm yesterday.
Wynand speaks of captivity

Defence Correspondent

DRESSED in full uniform, Major Wynand du Toit yesterday spoke guardedly of his months of captivity in Angola — and his joy on learning by way of a television broadcast that he was to be freed in Africa's greatest prisoner swap.

Major Du Toit was the star of a press conference in a small hall at 2 Military Hospital in Wynberg, where he is recuperating after an operation to a wound he suffered in his upper left arm after being captured in Cabinda in May, 1985.

Wearing a paratrooper's beret, he entered the conference hall with his publisher, Mr Hans Strydom.

He speaks articulately in Afrikaans and English, both overlaid with a homely West Coast “bry”, and shows flashes of quiet humour.

'A little pain'

Major Du Toit opened the press conference with a short statement, thanking the government and the SAPD for their efforts in procuring his release and saying that when he had walked out of the hospital yesterday and seen "this lovely sun" he had known he was truly back in the Cape.

Asked whether he had been physically tortured by his captors, he said: "It depends on how you regard that. Physically, no. I wouldn't say they did any physical damage to me.

You must understand that there are phases from captivity till you reach a higher headquarters the treatment is very rough, and there is a little accompanying pain, but I don't want to go into detail about that.

Asked about a remark he had made at a press conference in Luanda on September 2, 1985 — that the attack in which he had taken part had been aimed at stopping Angola's oil production and thereby its support for Swapo — Major Du Toit said quietly: "What else could I say?"

At this stage a senior military officer present interjected: "I must ask you not to talk about these things — he has not had the opportunity to discuss these things with the Defence Force."

Major Du Toit said he had been given three meals a day, and "I ate enough to live and was satisfied with the food". The basic staples had been rice and beans. He said he had had no opportunity to exercise.

Asked what he had missed most, he said: "Companionship. For two years and three months I was kept in what you might call solitary confinement. No one else visited me. The guards were not allowed to talk to me, and if we became friendly they were taken away."

Asked if he spoke Portuguese, Major Du Toit replied haltingly in that language and said he understood "about 60% Portuguese", so that he had been able to watch Angolan television, "and that was how I found out about my being set free. They gave me nothing. My typewriter, my Bible and my books all came from South Africa; they were brought by Louwana."

Political pressure

Major Du Toit said he felt "better" now that he was home and asked what emotion he had felt when met by Mr Piek Botha at Maputo airport — replied with one word: "Joy."

Asked if political pressure was exerted on him or attempts made to "turn" him, Major Du Toit said no overt attempts were made, though "in the nature of things" there was some pressure, in the sense that he had no access to the Western press or TV — "what I did have was a Cuban newspaper, "Granma", and also another Cuban paper called "Presa".

The Angolans had not tried to influence him ideologically, he said.

Asked if he had felt "despairing at times", Major Du Toit said: "It's normal to feel that way."

Major Du Toit confirmed that he had strong religious beliefs: "Yes, I believe in Jesus Christ, and I believe that if it hadn't been for Him I wouldn't have made it."

He added that the Bible and other religious material brought to him by his wife had been a tremendous help.

CONFERENCE ... Major Wynand du Toit answers a reporter's question at yesterday's press conference while his publisher, Mr Hans Strijdom, listens at his side.
Angola seeks to join IMF in effort to restructure economy

LONDON — Angola is planning to apply for membership of the International Monetary Fund as part of a big effort to restructure its war-torn economy and win Western support for additional aid and rescheduling of its $8 billion external debt.

Senior Ministers have confirmed the government's intention of joining the IMF. They also said they expected to hold a third round of negotiations with the United States over possible withdrawal of the 37,000 Cuban troops stationed in Angola.

Both moves reflect Angola's acute preoccupation with its dire economic situation, despite its large oil revenues. The country is seeking $223 million in emergency aid to help ease a near-famine in urban centres.

Western diplomats see the developments as marking what might be an important turning point in Angolan policy towards the West.

"War and development cannot coexist," said Mr Pedro van Dorem Loy, Minister of Production, Mining and Oil.

President Jose Eduardo dos Santos will visit various European countries this month, starting with France on September 21, to secure Western financial and political support for his government.

Apart from the strong possibility of France being asked to sponsor Angola's IMF application, the country is also keen to negotiate a series of major arms contracts with French companies.

Mr Pedro Tamba Ponda, the Angolan Defence Minister, confirmed Angola's wish to diversify its arms sources beyond its Soviet allies.

He said Angola had already acquired Dauphin, Gazelle, and Atouguia helicopters from the French Aerospatiaus group. The Thomson defence and electronics group is also supplying communication equipment.

The diversification of arms purchases reflects Angola's need to reinforce its already sizeable military forces in its protracted war against the Unita rebels.

While the war shows no sign of abating, both the Defence Minister and Foreign Minister said that Angola was now seeking to negotiate a possible solution with the US.

Foreign Minister Mr Van Dumen Mbunda confirmed that Angola had made a revised proposal for the withdrawal of 20,000 Cuban soldiers in the southern half of the country over two years instead of three. But the US is insisting on the withdrawal of Cuban troops from the whole country.
Angola, US Namibia talks 'will resume'

LUANDA. — Angola and the United States will hold further negotiations on independence for Namibia and the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angolan territory, the Angolan Foreign Minister, Mr Afonso Van-dunem, has said.

Mr Van-dunem said in an interview here at the weekend that United States envoy Dr Chester Crocker had visited Angola last week to clarify certain aspects of an Angolan proposal for the withdrawal of part of the estimated 35,000 Cuban troops.

"We will return to the negotiating table at the first opportunity," Mr Van-dunem said.

He confirmed that Angola was proposing the gradual withdrawal of 20,000 Cubans from its territory over a period of two years following the granting of independence to Namibia.

This would form part of a four-party regional peace deal to be signed by Angola, South Africa, Cuba and SWAPO, he said.

'Global agreement'

"This is our own contribution... We are proposing a global agreement aimed at accelerating the process of Namibian independence... and it is not in exchange for the withdrawal of Cuban troops."

He added that the US was making the Cuban pull-out a condition for Washington to establish diplomatic relations with Luanda. "We are not prepared to establish diplomatic relations with pre-conditions," Mr Van-dunem said.

He said that in order for Angola to pull out the Cubans, the government was demanding Namibia's freedom and the pullback of South African troops which he said were currently occupying part of southern Angola.

Luanda was also demanding an end to US support for Unita rebels.

"It is a paradox that the US should have commercial relations with us and at the same time should help groups that destabilize the nation," Mr Van-dunem said.

The minister stressed that the Angolan government would not negotiate with Unita.

"What are we going to negotiate with Unita? To negotiate with Unita is to negotiate with South Africa." — Sapa-Reuter
Unita claims victory in new Angola fighting

LISBON. — Angolan guerillas yesterday said they killed more than 100 soldiers and destroyed 10 tanks in heavy fighting last week against a Soviet-supervised government offensive on rebel strongholds.

In a statement issued here, the US and South African-backed guerillas said they inflicted “several reverses” on two army brigades last Wednesday and Thursday in south-east Kuando Kubango province.

Recent news reports from Washington cited State Department officials as confirming the upsurge in fighting and saying it involved six Angolan army brigades backed by Soviet and Cuban advisers, nearly 30 tanks and some 350 armoured vehicles.

The reports said the Marxist government offensive had forced the Unita insurgents to retreat about 100km east toward Mavinga, the gateway to rebel chief Dr Jonas Savimbi’s bush headquarters at Jamba.

The Unita statement said its forces killed 102 soldiers and destroyed 10 T-55 tanks and one armoured car in combat on Wednesday and Thursday against the “Soviet-commanded” 16th and 21st brigades.

Unita said the fighting took place in the areas of Kuzambia and Ngounje. It made no reference to its reported withdrawal or to casualties on its side.

In Paris, meanwhile, it was reported yesterday that President Eduardo dos Santos of Angola has changed his position on the armed struggle for independence in Namibia and now is urging a negotiated settlement.

Informed sources said that at the summit of African frontline states last month in Lusaka, Zambia, Mr Dos Santos said he was convinced Namibia would not win independence through the armed struggle being waged by SWAPO.

He said that “given the stalemate, talks between the parties to the conflict would be the best means of trying to find a solution to the Namibian question”. — UPI, Sapo-AP
Angola could be SA's Vietnam,
Troops 'kill Unita rebels' (5)

LISBON. — Angolan government troops killed 20 Unita rebels as they tried to ambush a convoy of trucks in the northern province of Cunza Norte, the official Angolan news agency, Angop, reported yesterday. Angop, monitored here, said the battle took place near the town of Lucafa last Wednesday. No details were given.
JOHANNESBURG. — Unita has captured two ANC guerillas in southern Angola, a report in yesterday's New York Times said.

Unita had claimed the captures as proof of their assertion that Swapo and ANC forces are fighting alongside the MPLA, the Cubans and their Soviet advisers, the report said.

The guerillas were said to have come from an ANC base at Novo Catenhue, east of Luanda, and were taken on June 23. They were identified as Michael Mkona, 32, and Mchunzi Mnguni, 25.

Unita leader Dr Jonas Savimbi indicated he was prepared to negotiate with the ANC through an intermediary for their release.

An ANC spokesman in Lusaka yesterday said the ANC did have members in Angola, but said they had no information on the claimed Unita captures.
SA to send 7 Angolan PoWs home

JOHANNESBURG. — The high-profile diplomatic exchange which brought freedom to recce Major Wynand du Toit will be one step closer to completion with the returning home of seven Angolan prisoners tomorrow.

The return of the seven Angolans was a late development in the exchange negotiations, and the soldiers could not be found on time. But the Angolans have since been kept at a central point, according to informed sources.

In announcing the exchange, State President P W Botha said an undertaking had been given by the South African government to return an extra seven Angolan soldiers in exchange for the bodies of three South African soldiers who died in Angola.

---

Crocker in Angolan talks

From SIMON BARBER

WASHINGTON. — Dr Chester Crocker, the US assistant secretary of state for Africa, has unexpectedly flown to Luanda to pursue talks on Namibian independence and Cuban troop withdrawal which less than two months ago he termed "a waste of time".

Dr Crocker travelled at Luanda's invitation and hoped to "clarify elements" of Angolan proposals issued on August 4 following talks in Havana between President Eduardo dos Santos and Cuban leader Fidel Castro, said state department spokesman Mr Charles Redman.

As laid out by an Angop commentary on August 10, Luanda's new "flexibility" allows for the reduction of Cuban troops south of the 13th parallel... over shorter periods and in greater concentrations than those proposed three years ago".

The original time frame proposed by President Dos Santos in November 1984 is understood to have been three years, but this is now thought to have been reduced to two — a period still too long for the Reagan administration.

The presence of Cuban forces north of the parallel, which runs just south of Humbo, was described by the Angolan news agency as "a bilateral issue between Angola and Cuba and although the withdrawal of Cuban troops may be accepted in principle, it cannot at this time be subject to any negotiations whatsoever".

The offer also requires for the first time that "Cuba should participate directly in the negotiations" as "the logical consequence of the Cuban troops' legal presence in Angola as provided by article 51 of the UN Charter".

The Cuban pullback remains conditional on the withdrawal of South African troops from southern Angola, "the cessation of all kinds of foreign aid to Unita, both by South Africa and the US itself" and implementation of UN Resolution 435 on Namibian independence.

Given Dr Crocker's unusually candid attack on Angolan intransigence after his last visit to Luanda in mid-July, his return suggests he believes the new offer could be a substantial step forward once what spokesman Mr Redman called "certain ambiguities" are worked out.

Reagan administration officials described the breakdown of the July talks primarily to Cuba. President Dos Santos flew soon afterwards to Havana, where the fresh proposal was drafted.
The word “report to two points” means that the organization is preparing to deliver a report to two different locations. This could be a physical location or a digital one, and it is essential to ensure that the report is delivered accurately and on time.

The key to success in this context is effective communication and collaboration. It is crucial to ensure that all team members are aware of their roles and responsibilities and that they are working together to achieve the goal of delivering the report.

In conclusion, the word “report to two points” is a call to action for the organization to prioritize effective communication and collaboration to ensure that the report is delivered accurately and on time.

Together at last... Nelson Mandela and Fidel Castro in Cuba -

**By Patrick Taurence**

That Dipo-Speak

Rumours: Decoding

Mandela "Releasa"
Benguela rail plan delayed by ownership battles

An international initiative to reopen Angola's war-bitten Benguela Railway is bogged down in differences over sharing its ownership and protecting it from attack, western diplomatic sources in Luanda report.

In April, the presidents of Angola, Zambia and Zaire announced a bold plan to put the 1,350km railway back in operation in two years.

The line links the Angolan ports of Benguela and Lobito to landlocked Zambia and southern Zaire.

It is an important card in Southern Africa's political and economic power game because it could help black-rulled states to export strategic minerals, mainly copper, without using South African routes to reach the sea.

But it has been closed for the past decade because of continuous attacks by the South African-backed forces of Unita, the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola.

A driving force behind the rehabilitation plan was the Belgian company, Societe Generale de Belgique, which owns 90 percent of the Benguela Railway, while the Angolan government holds 10 percent.

Shared

Societe Generale's proposal outlined by its representative, Vincent D'Avignon, was that 70 percent of the Belgian firm's stake should be shared between the governments of Angola, Zaire and Zambia.

"The genius of Mr D'Avignon's plan is to internationalize the Benguela line, even though this risks internationalizing the war," one diplomatic source said.

Initial enthusiasm over the rehabilitation plan was fuelled by an announcement by Unita leader Dr Jonas Savimbi that he would agree not to attack the line under certain conditions — for example, that it carry no military traffic.

The diplomatic sources said they believed that the United States, which supplies arms to Unita, was involved with Belgium in trying to persuade Dr Savimbi to go along with a deal.

But in the last few months, the initiative had become stalled over how to guarantee the security of the railway and how its ownership should be distributed, the sources added.

They said Angola, arguing that the line passes mostly through its territory, was demanding a 51 percent stake.

The sources said the international backers of the plan had advised the Angolan government that this would not be acceptable to Dr Savimbi, who might be persuaded not to attack a truly international enterprise but was unlikely to allow a railway controlled by the Angolan government to run unmolested.

Angola had also demanded that Zaire and Zambia should contribute troops to a force to guard the railway.

"The question of security has to do with all of the nations involved," Angolan Foreign Minister Afonso Vaz D'Anen told foreign reporters last week.

But the diplomatic sources said Zaire had rejected this idea and Zambia was also believed to be reluctant to contribute militarily.

They said there had been reports of continuing Unita attacks in the last few months on the line, which was believed to be severely damaged.

Traffic was running between Benguela and the central Angolan city of Haumbo, although there are long delays, the sources said.

Trains also sporadically reach the eastern town of Luena, but between Luena and Luau near the Zairian border there is no traffic at all and at least 10 bridges have been destroyed in that section alone.

Discussions are continuing to find a formula that would be acceptable to all parties involved and the issue will be raised when Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos visits Belgium during a European tour later this month, the sources added.

They noted that the Southern African Development Co-ordination Conference (SADCC), which groups Southern African states, was proposing a $348-million-dollar project to upgrade the railway, which is also known as the Lobito Corridor Line.

First step

The sources said the attraction for Dr Savimbi of a deal on the railway would be that it could represent a first step to a wider peace agreement with the Marxist government, although the government has ruled out any negotiations with Unita.

"For Savimbi, it's a way to the negotiating table," one source said.
Angola now a country in tatters

THE OFFICIAL currency is virtually worthless in Angola these days. The real currency consists of cans of beer, bottles of Coca-Cola, Scotch whisky and T-shirts which can be bartered. A bar of soap is worth a tin of tomato sauce, a can of beer one and a half kilos of bananas.

The barter economy is only one telling manifestation of the economic woes of a country once described as the "Riviera of West Africa" with bountiful natural resources, including oil and diamonds as well as coffee and other agricultural products.

Caught since its independence from Portugal 12 years ago in a long and draining civil war, Angola today is a country in tatters.

The war has destroyed much of the arable land and forced more than 600,000 of the country's eight million population to seek refuge in cities which have turned into refuse dumps.

The shop windows in Luanda are bare except for a few dusty rolls of string, some nails, a few clothes and other bric-a-brac. Some have bare shelves.

Under the circumstances, it is not altogether surprising to find Angola in the throes of what appears to be a major reappraisal of its internal and external policies.

Last month, President Jose Eduardo dos Santos struck out in a new direction, announcing his country's formal application for membership of the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

Economic reforms have been put forward to encourage greater private enterprise and foreign investment, as well as to curb the country's chronic and inefficient bureaucracy. Angola, he said in August, had made errors which "now must be corrected".

Rescheduling

Angola was the last major African state to enter the IMF fold and is now seeking to use that process to win a rescheduling of its US$4bn external debt. At the same time, Angola plans to negotiate separately with France and Britain a rescheduling of its payment arrears.

There are other signs of changing attitudes towards the West. The government has renewed contacts with Washington and is actively seeking formal diplomatic recognition from the US.

The Angolan government has also made other overtures towards the West. Dos Santos is also about to set off on a tour of European capitals, starting with France, which is likely to be asked to sponsor Angola's IMF membership application. Dos Santos will also be seeking about US$116m in emergency Western aid to help ease the near-famine.

A further sign of Angola's increasing reliance on Western support is government's efforts to diversify its arms supply sources beyond its Soviet allies.

Pedro Tenha Pedale, the Defence Minister, says that Angola is negotiating a series of defence-related contracts with French and Belgian companies.

Angola also continues to be heavily dependent on the West for its oil production. After the sharp fall in oil prices, which hardly shook the Angolan economy last year, oil revenues are expected to pick up again to the US$2bn level this year, with annual production rising to around 400,000 barrels a day by the end of the year.

But sentiment in Luanda is less pessimistic than it was. "Something important is clearly happening," says one Western diplomat stationed in the capital.

Stalemate

"But it is difficult to say what the follow-up will be and how long it will take or whether in six months' time we will again be back to square one."

At present there seems to be no solution to the 12-year stalemate in the war. Despite its formidable Soviet arsenal and the support of Soviet advisers and Cuban troops, Angola has failed to crack the Unita rebels.

Angolan army officers admit that as long as Unita continues to be actively backed by SA, Angola has little chance of ending the war. In what is a war without a front, Unita rebels have struck at key targets throughout the vast country, sabotaging rail and road links, attacking the northern oil operations and diamond mines.

After 12 years of this war, however, the country and the foreign powers implicated in Angola appear to have become increasingly tired and dejected by the seemingly unsolvable conflict.

This perhaps more than any other factor appears to be prompting the current reappraisal of the Angolan situation both in Luanda as well as in Washington, Cuba and Moscow.

The war has cost Angola US$12bn and 60,000 deaths, not to mention the vast number of injured and crippled soldiers, 150,000 refugees and the more than 600,000 people who have fled the countryside for the cities.

Judging from the language in Luanda, however, there is no chance of government agreeing to sit down at the same table with Savimbi to work out a political solution to the conflict. Savimbi remains the "fanteche" - or the "traitor puppet" - for the Marxist government.

At the same time, many Angolans openly acknowledge that no major breakthrough in the conflict is likely to occur as long as the question of Namibian independence remains unresolved; some consider peace to be impossible as long as SA remains at war with itself over apartheid.

FINANCIAL TIMES
Angola: "epic battle raging"

LONDON — The biggest land battle in the history of Africa south of the Sahara is raging in southern Angola, the Sunday Telegraph has reported.

The writer of the report, Fred Bridgland, claims military chiefs in Pretoria have imposed a total news blackout on the confrontation.

On one level the conflict is part of the 20-year struggle for power between Angola's MPLA government and the UNITA rebel movement. On another, says the Telegraph, it is a battle of wits between Soviet General Konstantin Shagovitch and SA's General-George Meiring.

Shagovitch arrived in Angola in December 1988. He is the highest-ranking Soviet officer to be posted to a military command outside Europe or Afghanistan.

The general was given a specific task — eliminate Jonas Savimbi, whose UNITA forces have brought the Marxist MPLA government to the brink of economic ruin.

Shagovitch has assumed command of all forces in Angola operating on behalf of the MPLA, and has organised them into 12 brigades of 1,200 men each. They are equipped with Soviet weaponry worth £660m, says the Telegraph.
SA jets in big Angolan battle - report

Own Correspondent
LONDON. — The biggest land battle in the history of Africa south of the Sahara is raging at present in southern Angola, according to a leading London newspaper, the Sunday Telegraph.

Writing in yesterday's issue, Fred Bridgland claims that "military chiefs in Pretoria have imposed a total news blackout on the confrontation". The report also claimed that South African Air Force jets were involved in the fighting.

The Telegraph adds that, at one level, the conflict is part of the 12-year civil war between MPLA and Unitas. At another, it is a battle of wits between Soviet General Konstantin Shagno-vitch and South African General George Meiring.

To page 2

Eliminate Savimbi

Last night an SADF spokesman said that although the Defence Force was not prepared to comment on speculative reporting, the Telegraph report confirmed once again that the massive offensive against Unita in south-east Angola was Russian and Cuban-inspired, controlled and commanded.

"This has been repeatedly stated by political and military spokesmen in South Africa," the spokesman said.

General Meiring is no longer in command of Namibian forces since his transfer to the Far Northern Transvaal Command. He was replaced at the beginning of the year by General Willie Meyer.

General Shagnovitch arrived in Angola in December 1985, the highest-ranking Soviet officer to have been posted to a military command outside Europe or Afghanistan.

The general's task: Eliminate Jonas Savimbi, whose forces have saturated the...
'SA has part in Angolan war'

CAPE TOWN — Reports of South African involvement in the latest battle between the MPLA and Unita in Angola have started to surface in South Africa.

Government-supporting newspapers today stated as a bold fact that South Africa was 'certainly' involved in defending Unita against the latest Marxist-backed Fapla attack.

They quoted 'informed military spokesmen' as saying the South African presence in Angola had to be seen against the background that it was of the utmost priority that South Africa protect its interests in its own region and that it was in Pretoria's interest that the pro-West Unita survived.

Foreign newspapers have already reported that South African aircraft and troops have been involved in the battle.

One British newspaper described the current operation as the greatest military land battle in the history of Africa south of the Sahara.

According to information available the battle between Fapla (the MPLA army) and Unita is centred mainly on Mavuija, a rebel-held town in south-east Angola.

It is believed that the Angolan Government, with the full political and military backing of the Soviet Union, is determined to wipe out Unita's headquarters at Jamba in this campaign.

The Soviet Union is said to have made its biggest weapons deliveries to date in Angola in preparation for the campaign.

South Africa's role is understood not to involve massive troop movements, but rather limited but specialized operations aimed at strategic targets.

An afternoon newspaper's Africa News Service reported from Johannesburg that 'at least 13 brigades of the Angolan Government's army are believed to have been deployed on two fronts for the offensive against the Unita stronghold in the south-east...'

'Having failed with two previous dry-season offensive in 1985 and 1986, the MPLA government in Luanda and its Soviet and Cuban backers are believed to be desperate to score a decisive victory against the rebels, whose guerrilla campaign has for 12 years prevented the communists from consolidating the power they seized shortly before independence in 1975.'
Unita troops retake key base

Staff Reporter
UNITA rebels have recaptured a key base in a big battle in southern Angola, it has been reported.

According to the reports, Unita retook the Lomba logistics base near Mavinga, killing an estimated 250 Angolan (Fapla) government troops and destroying six armoured vehicles.

In the first eyewitness account from the Angolan front, where Fapla are launching an offensive against Unita, local freelance photo-journalist Mr Cloete Breytenbach yesterday said he had been shown around a Lomba battleground.

It was "littered and virtually black with bodies", he said. He had also seen the burnt-out shells of three T-55 Russian tanks.

Counter-offensive
Mr Breytenbach said Unita generals told him they had lost four men in the battle and had claimed about 350 enemy losses. His estimate of the dead however had been "closer to 250".

The Unita counter-offensive came early on September 13 when part of the 8,000 Unita troops based in southern Angola attacked the base they had lost some months earlier.

Mr Breytenbach said he had seen the burnt-out shells of a BM rocket launcher, two T5 bridge-laying vehicles and "numerous support vehicles". "They got clobbered and were destroyed" he said.

The current Fapla offensive, involving some seven brigades totalling an estimated 10,000 troops and master-minded by Soviet General Konstantin Shugnovich, was launched from Cuito Cuanavale in Cuando-Cubango province late in May this year and is the biggest Fapla "push" since 1985.

Their aim is to capture Mavinga about 320km north of Jamba (the headquarters of Dr Jonas Savimbi's Unita troops) where they can, among other things, set up sophisticated surveillance equipment and monitor into South Africa," he said.

The Unita generals claimed that since May, they had destroyed 20 Russian T-55 tanks, seven helicopters, one MiG jet and killed 1,800 Fapla soldiers. The generals would only concede to losing about 300 men, Mr Breytenbach said.

"Fapla are stretched very thin with a supply line going back all the way to Lubango and Mocamedes. We monitored one Russian officer about a kilometre away calling for ammunition. Small groups of Unita are constantly cutting away at them from behind," he added.

Asked if he had seen any evidence of South African jets, as reported in the London's Sunday Telegraph, Mr Breytenbach said: "No — all we saw were MiGs flying very high for fear of the Stingers (hand-held heat-seeking missiles used by Unita)."

Mr Breytenbach said that when he left southern Angola last week, the fighting had been reduced to "long-range shelling from either side".

A South African Defence Force spokesman yesterday declined to deviate from a statement released earlier in response to a Sunday Telegraph report.

The battle confirmed "once again that the massive offensive against Unita in south-east Angola was Russian and Cuban inspired, controlled and commanded", the statement said.

Govt must give public 'the facts'

Political Staff
THE South African authorities should come clean about whether their forces were involved in the battle between Angolan and Unita troops, Mr Peter Garsow, Progressive Federal Party spokesman on defence, said yesterday.

Mr Garsow said: "The South African silence is being interpreted as an acknowledgment that Angolan and other foreign versions of what is happening in Angola are correct. "It is urgent for the government to come clean with the facts. The public has a direct interest in what is happening."

There were strong reports about three years ago that SAAF jets had knocked out two or three Angolan battalions.

Though these reports were never officially confirmed, significantly they were followed by a government declaration of South Africa's preparedness to give anti-communist forces in the region "moral, humanitarian and material" aid.
SA units engaged in two Angola battles

The Star's Africa News Service

Windhoek
South African troops have entered Angola in two places as heavy fighting goes on between government troops and Unita rebels, according to sources. The sources, in Windhoek, claimed that at least three South African battalions had been deployed in southeastern Angola to aid Unita and that, in battles with Angolan government forces, South African troops had suffered casualties. They said MIG jet fighter-bombers had been in action against the South African troops.

LISBON — Unita said yesterday it had smashed a big government offensive in southern Angola and dashed President Eduardo dos Santos's hopes of announcing a victory during his European tour.

A Unita spokesman said: "We have driven them back across the Lomba River and our forces are now on the offensive."

The rebels, who have reported intense fighting in recent weeks, said the government had hoped to announce the capture of the Unita stronghold of Mavinga before tomorrow when the Angolan leader leaves Portugal for the last leg of his four-nation tour.

Mr dos Santos has not commented on any Unita claims but stressed on Monday night that there would be no peace talks with Unita.

"There can be no conciliation between the victim and the murderer, between those who try to build and those who try to destroy," he said.

He denied there was civil war in Angola, calling the rebels "armed bandits" in the pay of South Africa.

Mr dos Santos visited France, Belgium and Italy last week.

The Star's Africa News Service reports that the Angolan authorities continue to maintain total silence about the battles raging in southern Angola where South African forces are said to have been active supporting the rebel movement, Unita.

Radio Angola, usually one of the main sources for Angolan government statements about the war, has not referred to the war situation since reports of a huge battle in the southern parts of the country started surfacing during the weekend.

Angolans routed
In this incursion, South African troops are said to have encountered a mechanised Angolan column. In the battle, the Angolans were routed and left about 160 dead.

It is not known whether there were any South African casualties.

Other sources have confirmed that a fierce battle has been taking place in southern Angola as Unita tries to fight off an offensive by the MPLA government's Fapla army, heavily armed with Soviet weapons and backed by Cuban troops.

Reports from London claim that South African Mirage jet fighters have intervened.
I manipulated control of Angola, says 'Red' admiral

Special Correspondent
LONDON — A Portuguese admiral charged with bringing Angola to independence has broken a 12-year silence and admitted working to undermine the election which should have preceded it.

The aborted 1975 election, promised under the Alvor Accord signed between Portugal and three black liberation movements which had been fighting it for more than a decade, is at the root of Angola's civil war.

Admiral Rosa Coutinho, who was governor-general of Angola at the time, made the admission in an interview in a television documentary produced by a Canadian company.

He attended the signing of the Alvor Accord in Portugal's Algarve in January 1975.

He told an interviewer he had realised it would be a mere "fantasy" to consider holding the election before independence day on November 11 1975.

IRREVERSIBLE

"I think that I fixed the decolonisation process in an irreversible way," he said.

This had involved visiting Havana in June 1975 to talk to senior Cuban Ministers "about education and justice".

Mr Juan Benemelis, a senior African adviser in the Cuban Foreign Ministry, who defected in 1981, told the programme that Coutinho, known as the "Red Admiral" because of his connections with the Portuguese Communist Party, met the Cuban army chief of staff and three other senior generals and admirals.

Their meeting with Coutinho was designed "to develop the military help that the Soviets and Cubans were providing in a way that would facilitate the transfer of power to the MPLA".

The MPLA took power in 1975 with Cuban army assistance.

The new Coutinho account substantially rearranges history and supports allegations by Unita that he worked to undermine the elections and put the MPLA in power.
ON PARADE

Angola: Why is SA silent?

IT IS my sincere belief that as far as Angola is concerned, the government is bringing the country to another credibility crisis which promises to rival that which was born during 1975-6, and which has never disappeared, only abated.

I refer specifically, of course, to the report about the push against UNITA by Fred Bridgland in the Sunday Telegraph.

"The question arises: What was Bridgland's source of information? Some came from UNITA, with which he has strong links. On the other hand, the technical detail indicates at least part of it came from British intelligence."

"Now, readers can take it as a fact that South African military intelligence has an even better grasp of what is happening in Angola."

"This being the case, why has the public here not been informed, even in fairly guarded fashion?"

"Official versions, while not always to be implicitly believed, allow analysts to make comparisons and deductions."

"In this way - all going well - a clearer picture emerges which is presented to the general public."

"Then again, the public also needs to be told directly, if this is at all possible, whether its country's forces are involved in any way."

"The official reason why we have been told nothing is, because Angola is a foreign country and what happens there has nothing to do with us."

"Codswallop! It is a near-neighbour and events there are of definite interest to the RSA."

"The more likely explanation is that an ostrich policy was considered the best one because of sensitivity about the likely South African involvement."

"It is most definitely not the best policy under the circumstances it was probably the worst."

"First there was the Bridgland report, earning only a "no comment" from the Defence Force. Then, after a storm of speculation, the Burger came out yesterday with the bald statement that South Africa was "definitely involved" in the affair, quoting "informed military spokesmen" (not, as it transpired, any of those authorized to make such statements)."

"Shifty tone"

"This statement was not supported by any facts or figures, only comment by said spokesmen to the effect that the involvement had been some form of shadow play by South Africa's high-priority interests in the area."

"This sort of thing creates a greater thirst for solid information and also has the slightly shifty tone of a guard-our-backside justification."

"Is the man in the street really worth no more?"

"It is no secret that South Africa has given UNITA considerable help in the past and will obviously continue to do so in the future."

"UNITA has more than enough of South Africa's trained men who have to serve in the Angola armed forces instead of infiltrating Namibia. As a result, the Namibian authorities have been able to grind the insurgents down at comparatively little expense to themselves."

"Objectively, it is eminently practical for Pretoria to back UNITA, no matter how much some of us might tut-tut about the moral aspects."

"This being the case, Pretoria might as well state frankly - or fairly frankly - what it is about."

"The common man is suspicious when officials clamp down on something and he is asking questions."

"The most important of these is the extent of South Africa's involvement. In my opinion the government might as well answer at least some of them."

"Its most important constituency is the folks at home. In a country as dependant on citizen-soldiers as South Africa, politicians ignore this constituency at their peril."

"Willem Steenkamp is a reserve officer in the South African Defence Force."
Umita, Japan

Govt offensive
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SA denies jet shot down in Angola

PRETORIA — The South African Defence Force denied today that a Mirage jet, fighter of the air force had been shot down in action in Angola.

"The SADF was reacting to claims by the Angolan news agency, Angop, that a South African Mirage had been shot down on Sunday in an air battle after SA fighter craft bombed Angolan Government troops east of Cuito-Cuanavale.

Angop said five Angolan soldiers had been wounded in the incident.

Reacting to the Angop claims, a SA Defence Force spokesman said he had nothing to add to the comments already made by the defence force over the last few days and denied that a Mirage was shot down.

Angop said in a report monitored by international news agencies and radio stations in Lisbon yesterday that South Africa had carried out a series of bombing raids in southern Angola.

It said ground forces had engaged Angolan army units over the past fortnight in what Angop said was heavy fighting.

The allegations came as the rebel anti-Marxist Angolan movement of Unita, which is backed by the United States and South Africa, was reported to be feeding off a "large-scale offensive against its headquarters in southern Angola."

The offensive is reported to be Cuban and Soviet backed and led.

Cuito-Cuanavale, scene of the supposed downing of the South African jet, is said to be the Angolan Army's main base in the drive against Unita.

The Angolan Government offensive is also reported to be aimed at the town of Mavinga, Unita's last bulwark before its headquarters at Jamba in Angola's southeast.

Other reports have said that at least three South African battalions had been deployed to aid Unita in Angola.

News reports, based on "sources," said South African troops had entered Angola in two places to assist Unita in repelling the huge Angolan Government offensive.

MiG fighter-bombers had also been used against the South African troops and, it was reported, there had been South African casualties.
‘SA planes raid Angola’

Argus Africa News Service

JOHANNESBURG. – Angola has claimed that South African planes have been involved in a series of bombing raids in southern Angola and that dozens of South African armoured cars were involved in fighting in Angola.

In its first reaction to reports of heavy fighting in southern Angola, Radio Angola, monitored in Johannesburg, said a Mirage fighter plane of the South African Air Force had been shot down near Cuito Cuanavale, an important government military centre in southern Angola.

A South African Defence Force spokesman said today he had nothing to add to the comments already made by the Defence Force over the last few days. But he denied that a Mirage had been shot down. Earlier the SADF refused to comment on allegations that South Africa was involved in the fighting.

The radio said Impala aircraft had been involved in attacks on the province of Cuando Cubango and that five Angolan soldiers had been killed while others had been wounded.

About 100 South African armoured vehicles had attacked areas near the town of Ngiva on September 20 while planes had bombed targets in the same area.

There had also been fighting in the same area between Angolan and South African troops.

Radio Angola said South Africa was concentrating Impala, Mirage and Buccaneer aircraft as well as Puma helicopters in Rundu and Grootefontein.

Angola's claims came a day after sources in Windhoek said South African troops had entered Angola at two different points.

The Angolan government forces now trying to capture Mavinga are believed to have thrust eastwards from assembly points in the Menongue and Cuito Cuanavale area.
SA in 'bombing raids' on Angola

LISBON. — South Africa has carried out a series of bombing raids in southern Angola and ground forces have engaged Angolan army units in heavy fighting over the past two weeks, the official Angolan news agency Angop said yesterday.

The Angolan charges came amid news reports that South Africa was intervening militarily in Angola to help UNITA rebels fight off a large-scale Soviet- and Cuban-backed offensive against its bush headquarters.

Angop said Angolan aircraft shot down a South African Mirage jet on Sunday in an air battle that broke out after South African planes bombed government forces east of Cuito-Cuanavale, wounding five soldiers.

Cuito-Cuanavale, in south-eastern Cuando Cubango province, is the main Angolan army base for its reported drive against the town of Mavinga, the rebels' last line of defence for their bush headquarters at Jamba in the remote south-east.

From page 1

The Angop report, monitored in Lisbon, said the heaviest fighting took place on September 19 and 20 when six South African Impala aircraft reportedly attacked an army position in Cuando Cubango, killing five Angolan soldiers and wounding 12 others.

A column of 100 South African armoured vehicles killed and wounded several civilians near the town of Ondjiva in southern Cunene province on the same day, according to the agency.

At the same time, South African planes bombed a zone outside Ondjiva, Angop said. Angolan ground forces that moved in the area clashed with a South African unit and captured radio equipment and arms and ammunition, according to the report.

South African planes again bombed areas of Cunene and Cuando Cubango provinces on Monday and Tuesday, Angop reported.

● SADF silent on Angola reports, page 5
Defence Force armour involved in fighting

SAAF hits Angola

The Star's Africa News Service

Angola has claimed that South African planes have been involved in a series of bombing raids in the southern part of the country and that dozens of South African armoured cars were involved in the fighting there.

In its first reaction to reports of heavy fighting in the south, Radio Angola, monitored in Johannesburg, said a Mirage fighter of the South African Air Force had been shot down near Cuito Cuanavale, an important government military centre in the south.

"A South African Defence Force spokesman said today he had nothing to add to the comments already made by the Defence Force over the past few days. But he denied that a Mirage had been shot down."

Earlier, the SADF refused to comment on allegations that "South Africa was involved in the fighting, saying it did not comment on "unsourced or speculative stories"."

Radio Angola said Angolan aircraft were involved in attacks on the province of Cuando Cubango and that five Angolan soldiers were killed and others wounded.

About 100 South African armoured vehicles attacked areas near the town of Ngiva on September 30 while planes bombed targets in the same area. In a period of 15 days there were 25 violations of Angola's airspace, the radio said.

There had also been "fighting" in the same area between Angolan and South African troops.

Angola's claims came a day after sources in Windhoek said South African troops had entered Angola at two different points.

**Offensive stopped**

The sources reported fighting around Ngiva and Xangongo in southern Angola and also in Mavinga, in the south-east, where an offensive against Unita has reportedly been stopped.

The Angolan government forces now trying to capture Mavinga are believed to have thrust eastwards from assembly points in the Menongue and
SADF silent on 'troops in Angola' reports

THERE was no official South African comment before going to press on unconfirmed news reports that at least three South African battalions had been deployed to aid Unita in Angola.

Sapa said yesterday that news reports based on 'sources' said South African troops had entered Angola in two places to assist the Unita movement in repelling a massive Angolan government offensive.

MiG fighter-bombers had been used against the South African troops and, it was reported, there had been South African casualties.

No proof was furnished to substantiate the reports.

The last official SADF statement on the situation in Angola was issued earlier this week in reaction to a report in the London Sunday Telegraph. The report said South African Mirage fighter-bombers on September 20 destroyed Soviet-commanded MPLA columns which had been advancing on a Unita base and airstrip at Mavungo.

This had been done in preparation for an assault next year on Dr Jonas Savimba's Unita headquarters at Jamba, 180km to the south.

Few signs

The SADF statement said it was not prepared to comment on speculative reports, but added that the Sunday Telegraph's report once again confirmed that the offensive against Unita was Russian and Cuban inspired and commanded.

Our Defence Correspondent Willem Steenkamp reports that if South African forces are engaged in large-scale incursions into Angola to nip at the flanks of the Fapla (Angolan government) forces attacking the Unita insurgents, there are few signs of it at the border operational area's main military headquarters.

Reliable sources say that in the past five days the area around Oshakati, headquarters of Sector 10, and near-by Air Force Base Ondangwa, has been 'very quiet'.

There have been no major military vehicle movements on the roads going out of Oshakati — where at least two crack fighting units are headquartered — and very little air activity at AFB Ondangwa.

One prominent local military observer yesterday noted that it was long-standing Fapla practice to blame Unita attacks on South Africans in order to withhold recognition from the observers.

He added that in his opinion any South-African aid to Unita was more likely to consist of air support than troops on the ground.
ANGOLA

At breaking point

Angola is planning to apply for membership of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as part of a big effort to restructure its war-torn economy and to win Western support for additional aid and a rescheduling of its US$4 billion external debt.

Senior ministers confirm the government's intention to join the IMF, adding that they expect to hold a third round of negotiations with the US over the possible withdrawal of the 37,000 Cuban troops stationed in Angola (see Current Affairs).

Both the application to the IMF and the negotiations with the US reflect Angola's acute preoccupation with its dire economic situation, despite large oil revenues. The country is seeking $116m in emergency aid from the West to help ease a near-famine in urban centres.

Western diplomats see the IMF application and the renewed contacts between Luanda and Washington, as well as a series of other goodwill gestures by the Luanda government, as marking what might be an important turning point in Angolan policy towards the West.

The economic crisis caused by the country's 12-year civil war is forcing Angola to launch a profound reappraisal of its policies. President José Eduardo dos Santos is visiting various European countries this month, starting with France, to secure Western financial and political support for his government.

Apart from the strong possibility of France being asked to sponsor Angola's IMF application, Angola is also keen to negotiate a series of major arms contracts with French defence companies as well as seeking other bilateral aid from Paris.

Pedro Tonha Pedale, Angolan Defence Minister, confirms Angola's wish to diversify its arm sources beyond its Soviet allies. He says Angola had already acquired Dauphin Gazelle and Alouette helicopters from the French Aérospatiale group. The Thompsons defence and electronics group is also supplying about $50m worth of communications equipment to Angola, and the country is now negotiating major new contracts with Aérospatiale and Thomson.

The diversification of arms purchased reflects Angola's need to reinforce its already sizeable military forces in protracted war against the Unita rebels, backed by the US and SA.

While the war shows no signs of abating, both the Defence Minister and the Foreign Minister claim Angola is now seeking to negotiate with the US on the premise of a possible solution to the debilitating conflict.

Angola has made a revised proposal to the US for the withdrawal of 20,000 Cuban soldiers in the southern part of the country over two years instead of three. However, the US is insisting on a timetable for the withdrawal of Cuban troops from the country as a whole.
Russian officers were present down to unit level, and a few Cubans, although they were mainly being used in support of the superior-equipped MPLA and 23rd fighter aircraft.

During the battle, we saw Russian officers talking in English to the Cubans and a Cuban officer talking in Spanish.

He said, "We have problems here. MPLA is being used like dogs. The people are repeated a helicopter to evacuate them."

When we got there, I saw some burnt-out tanks, a tank on fire, a Russian rocket launcher, and many troops and supply vehicles burned around the 15 square kilometres which made up for logistics base.

Lions and jockeys fed off the dead MPLA soldiers — their dead clearly seen during events.

Captured children
The captured children were apparently sent to Lunda. In the back of one truck, there were hundreds of live cattle and other supplies which had been cooked by the heat of the burning vehicles.

There was also clothing, blankets and Russian propaganda material strewn around the area.

We could monitor the Cubans by the KGB, but they stayed in 24/000 to keep well out of range of the Slingshot missiles used by Unitas.

When we left the area, both MPLA and Unitas troops were tired of the fighting. They sat on either side of the river and lobbed a few rockets and mortars at one another.

The MPLA forces also raided for more ammunition and supplies and even rummaged through the Communist, so it looks as if they are going to stay in the area, even in November.

Their lines of communication are very long and Unitas will have a bad year if they find supply vehicles if they do this.

WARHEAD: You and soldiers, above, inspect an exploded warhead of a SA-8 missile which they found.

HUNDREDS DEAD: One of the hundreds of dead government soldiers littering the area. A lorry and an MTB troop carrier are turned over.

ON PATROL: Udia forces, left, on patrol through the strategic town of Mamberia which they still control. They do not however stay in the houses in the background, but in bunkers dug in over the wide area.
Grim face of Angolan war

These are the first exclusive pictures taken at the scene of what is being described as the "biggest land battle in the history of Africa south of the Sahara". The grim scenes, photographed and described here by CLOETE BREYTENBACH, who returned to Cape Town from Angola this week, represent the ugly face of a war neither side seems able to win.

This smell of decaying bodies — some half eaten by wild animals — was overpowering and some tanks and support vehicles still embers a day after the battle between MPLA forces and Unita.

They mopped flies tried to invade every open cavity of our bodies.

About 250 MPLA troops and 60 rebels died at the huge Unita logistics base on the southern banks of the Lunda River when it was overrun by MPLA early last month.

Bloody battle

On September 13 the rebels returned and routed the government forces in one of the bloodiest battles yet in the 11-year war. It is estimated that 8000 government forces and 2000 Unita rebels were involved.

The river is about 30km north of Mavinga, which is about 200km north of the SWA/Zambia border and 200km north-west of Dr Jonas Savimbi's base at Jamba.

There were bodies lying all over the place, some half out of the trenches or in the snow on the flood plain on either side of the river.

But, let me get one thing straight. I am not a spasmaphob (for Unita, I go to the war zone just to collect photographic material).

"Killed like ducks"

Russian officers were present down to unit level, and a few Cubans, although they were mainly being used to fly the super sipmlessnice MiG-21 and 23 fighters aircraft.

During the battle, we met a Russian officer talk.
SA denies Mirage downed in Angola

THE South African Defence Force denied yesterday that a Mirage jet fighter of the Air Force had been shot down in action in Angola.

The SADF was reacting in a telex to Sapa early yesterday morning to claims on Wednesday by the Angolan news agency, Angop, that a South African Mirage had been shot down on Sunday in an air battle that followed after South African jets bombed Angolan troops east of Cuito-Cuanavale.

Angop said five Angolan soldiers had been wounded in the incident.

Reacting to the Angop claims, an SADF spokesman said he had nothing to add to the comments already made by the Defence Force over the past few days and denied that a Mirage was shot down.

The Angop claims were repeated yesterday by Angola's President Josè Eduardo dos Santos, who said his Cuban-backed army had scored major victories against invading South African forces in fierce fighting during the past two weeks.

"Several South African planes and helicopters have already been shot down and even South African officers have died in combat," President Dos Santos told reporters at the close of a five-day visit to Portugal.

He said the invasion took place to aid Unita guerillas, who were threatened by a major government offensive near the southeastern Angolan town of Mavinga.

South African news reports on Wednesday said three South African battalions had penetrated up to 200km into Angola and had been attacked by Angolan MiG-21 and MiG-23 jet fighters.

President Dos Santos said independence for Namibia held the key to peace in the region and that talks with Washington on the issue were showing progress.

Main base

"The United States appears more flexible and more interested in finding a quick solution to the problem," said the president.

He repeated a pledge that the estimated 30,000 Cuban troops in Angola would withdraw after Namibian independence.

The war claims came as Unita was reported to be bleeding off a large-scale offensive against its Jamba headquarters in southern Angola. The offensive is reported to be Cuban and Soviet backed and led.

Cuito-Cuanavale, scene of the supposed downing of the South African jet, is said to be the Angolan army's main base in the drive against Unita.

Meanwhile, our Lisbon correspondent, Ken Pottinger, reports that Unita sources there said yesterday that more than 5,000 Angolan government troops died during fierce fighting around Mavinga, on the banks of the Lomba River.

The bloodbath, in which a large number of Soviet and Cuban forces also perished, is one of the biggest defeats ever suffered by the army of the ruling MPLA government in 12 years of fighting South African-backed Unita rebels in Angola.

Unita leader Dr Jonas Savimbi has called a press conference for today, Unita officials in Lisbon said.

They said he is expected to announce the massive death toll and show foreign journalists the battle-ravaged site where his forces, allegedly aided by South African Mirage bombers and ground troops, stopped Luanda's advance.

Twelve government brigades — a total of 14,000 men — commanded by General Konstantin Shapovalov, the highest-ranking Soviet officer ever stationed outside the Soviet Union, have spent the past month marching on Mavinga. Unita officials said the government had hoped to announce the fall of Mavinga before President Dos Santos left Lisbon. — Own Correspondent and Sapa
War and peace
Angolan leader Jose Eduardo dos Santos this week passed around sweetened carrots in western European capitals, while back home his Russian-advised military forces were swinging an aggressively big stick. The Marxist president, on a visit to four EEC countries including Portugal, pleaded with Western European capitals, while back home. In exchange, he claimed he had changed his views about free market economics and shifted away from his Eastern bloc alliances.
Back home, meanwhile, half a dozen Angolan brigades, backed by Soviet and Cuban advisers, advanced massively towards rebel-held Mavinga, gateway to Unita's Jamba base. Their aim was to retake Mavinga, seized by Unita in 1981, and advance on Nambo, where SA has according to overseas sources, preventedly deployed troops.
Unita officials said the government hoped to announce the fall of Mavinga before President dos Santos left Lisbon on Thursday. However, the Unita news agency Kwanza Unita Press (KUP) said on Tuesday that the government offensive was being pushed back over the Lombo river with great loss of life for Luanda's forces. KUP said a number of Russian advisers had been killed or seriously wounded in the battle.
Luanda was silent on the progress of the battle, which began earlier in the month and has been hampered by the rainy season.
The KUP dispatch came at a bad moment for Dos Santos, who has steadfastly refused to acknowledge any guerrilla war problem or admit the possibility of talks with Unita.
Asked here about the continuing instability caused by the devastating 12-year civil war, Dos Santos said: “There is no civil war in Angola, merely a war of South African aggression which marshalls armed Angolan bands (meaning Unita) dressed in labels from the past.”
His trenchant attitude did not help his effort to convince local businessmen of the soundness of investing in Angola.
But the Angolans have expressed an inter-

...est in buying a shareholding in a Portuguese diamond polishing firm, Dialup, in which De Beers has a 13% stake; and in sending oil pumped from Cabinda offshore wells to the southern Portuguese port of Sines for refining and storing for the open market.
Luanda and Unita are also skirmishing on the diplomatic front. As the MPLA government tries to undermine US support for the rebels, Unita has worked on getting open backing from a number of African countries.
These (so far) unidentified nations are preparing a public declaration of qualified support for the rebels — the first such move since Angolan independence in 1975.
'PLANES FROM SA IN BOMBING RAID'

Angola radio accuses SADF

A South African Defence Force spokesman said yesterday he had nothing to add to the comments already made by the Defence Force over the last few days.

But he denied that a Mirage had been shot down.

Earlier the SADF refused to comment on allegations that South Africa was involved in the fighting saying it did not comment on "unsourced or speculative stories."

The radio said Impala aircraft had been involved in attacks on the province of Cuando Cubango and that 45 Angolan soldiers had been killed while others had been wounded.

About 100 South African armoured vehicles had attacked areas near the town of Ngiva on September 20 while planes had bombed targets in the same area.

There has also been fighting in the same area between Angolan and South African troops.

In a period of 15 days there had been 20 violations of Angola's airspace.

Radio Angola said South Africa was concentrating Impala, Mirage and Buccaneer aircraft as well as Puma helicopters in Kudul and Grootfontein.

Angola's claims came a day after sources in Windhoek said South African troops had entered Angola in two different points.

The sources reported fighting around Ngiva and Xangongo in southern Angola and also in Mavinga in south east Angola where an offensive against UNITA has reportedly been stopped.

SOWETAN Africa News Service

SOWETAN Africa News Service — ANGOLA has claimed that South African planes have been involved in a series of bombing raids in southern Angola and that dozens of South African armoured cars were involved in fighting in Angola.

In its first reaction to reports of heavy fighting in southern Angola, Radio Angola, monitored in Johannesburg, said a Mirage fighter plane of the South African Air Force had been shot down near Cuito Cuanavale, an important government military centre in southern Angola.
Angola scarred by signs of war

Story and pictures by Cloete Breytenbach, Special Correspondent

The smell of decaying bodies — some half eaten by wild animals — was overpowering and some tanks and support vehicles still smouldered a day after the battle between government MPLA forces and Unita rebels.

About 250 MPLA troops and 40 Unita rebels died at the huge Unita logistics base on the southern banks of the Lomba River when it was overrun by MPLA early last month.

On September 13 the rebels returned and routed the government forces in one of the bloodiest battles yet in the 11-year war. It is estimated that 10,000 government forces and 8,000 Unita rebels were involved.

The river is about 30 km north of Mavinga, which is about 250 km north of the Namibia border and 200 km north-west of Dr Jonas Savimbi’s base at Jamba.

There were bodies lying all over the place, some half out of the trenches or in the shona (the flood plain on either side of the river).

But let me get one thing straight: I am not a spokesman for Unita. I go to the war zone just to collect photographic material.

Russian officers were present down to unit level as well as a few Cubans, although they were mainly being used to fly the super sophisticated MiG-21 and 23 fighter aircraft.

During the battle we monitored a Russian officer talking in English to the Cubans at Quito Cuenevalo.

He said: “We have problems here, MPLA is being killed like ducks.” He then requested a helicopter to evacuate them.

When we got there I saw three burnt-out T55 tanks, a Stalin Organ (multiple rocket-launcher) and many troop carriers and supply vehicles strewn around the 15 square kilometres which made up the logistics base.

Lions and jackals fed off the dead MPLA soldiers — their spoor clearly seen during the day — while vultures flew above the shona.

The smell got so bad that the Unita troops, under the command of Colonel Jose Tarzan, had to bury them.

One of the Unita officers involved in the battle said they had captured 15-year-old boys who had been pressed into uniform and given two weeks’ training before being sent to the front.

He said it was terrible to watch the children get up screaming and run away.

In the back of one truck there were hundreds of tons of meat and other supplies which had been cooked by the heat of the burning vehicles.

There was also clothing, helmets and Russian propaganda material strewn around the area.

We could monitor the Cubans flying the MiGs but they stayed at 30,000 feet to keep well out of range of the Stinger missiles used by Unita.

When I left the area last week both MPLA and Unita troops were tired of the fighting. They sat on either side of the river and lobbed a few rockets and mortars at one another.

The MPLA forces also radioed for more ammunition and supplies and even raincoats from Quito Cunvalo, so it looks as if they are going to dig in when the rains come in November.

Angola claims battle ‘successes’

OPORTO (Portugal) — President Jose Eduardodo dos Santos of Angola claimed yesterday his forces had gained “significant successes” in recent fighting against South African forces and said both Pretoria and Washington were more open to finding a regional peace settlement.

“Several South African planes and helicopters have already been downed and even South African officers have died in combat” during the past two weeks in southern Angola, Mr dos Santos told a news conference.

A South African Defence Force spokesman in Pretoria said Mr dos Santos’s statement must be seen against the background of, firstly, the deteriorating conditions in Angola caused by the civil war and, secondly, Unita’s reported successes against the Russian and Cuban-led offensive against them in southern Angola.

Speaking at the close of a five-day official visit to Portugal, Mr dos Santos said South African ground and air forces moved into Angola from Namibia in aid of Unita on September 20, the eve of his departure for an 11-day European tour.

Mr dos Santos said his army had scored “significant successes” against the “invaders.” Earlier, the Unita rebels of Dr Jonas Savimbi said they broke a government offensive against their south-eastern bastion of Mavinga on September 19 and 28, decimating four Unita brigades along the Lomba River. — The Star's Foreign News Service.
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Angola claims to have shot down Mirage

PRETORIA — The South African Defence Force denied yesterday that a Mirage jet fighter of the Air Force had been shot down in action in Angola.

The SADF was reacting to claims by the Angolan news agency, Angop, that a South African Mirage had been shot down on Sunday in an air battle that followed after South African fighter craft bombed Angolan Government troops east of Cuito-Cuanavale.

Angop said five Angolan soldiers had been wounded in the incident.

An SA Defence Force spokesman said he had nothing to add to the comments already made by the Defence Force over the last few days and denied that a Mirage was shot down.

Angop said in a report monitored by international news agencies and radio stations in Lisbon that South Africa had carried out a series of bombing raids in southern Angola.

Ground forces had engaged Angolan army units over the past fortnight in what Angop said was heavy fighting.

The allegations came as the rebel anti-Marxist Angolan movement of Unita — backed by the United States and South Africa — was reported to be sending off a large scale offensive against its Jamba headquarters in southern Angola.

The offensive is reported to be Cuban and Soviet backed and led.

MiG fighter-bombers had also been used against the South African troops and, it was reported, there had been South African casualties.

No proof was furnished to substantiate the reports.

Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos said yesterday his country had scored major gains in recent fighting with South African forces backing Unita rebels.

"We have had big successes... South African planes and helicopters were shot down in combat," the Angolan leader said.

Mr. Dos Santos told a news conference in the northern Portuguese city of Oporto that independence for Namibia held the key to peace in the region and that talks with Washington on the issue were showing progress. — Sapa-RNS
SA artillery, jets strike — report

LISBON. — South African forces, engaged in a major incursion into southern Angola, bombed and shelled army positions near the strategic town of Cuito Cuanavale this week, the official Angolan news agency, Angop, said yesterday.

South African troops used heavy artillery to shell an area east of Cuito Cuanavale in southeastern Cuando Cubango province early on Wednesday and South African planes bombed the zone later the same day, Angolan military officials told Angop.

The report made no mention of casualties.

Contacted last night for comment on the report, a Defence Force spokesman referred the Cape Times to an SADF statement made on Sunday in response to a report in the London newspaper, the Sunday Telegraph.

The newspaper said the biggest land battle in the history of Africa south of the Sahara was presently raging in southern Angola.

An SADF spokesman said although the Defence Force was not prepared to comment on speculative reporting, the Telegraph report confirmed once again that the massive offensive against Unita in south-east Angola was Russian- and Cuban-inspired, controlled and commanded.

“This has been repeatedly stated by political and military spokesmen in South Africa,” the spokesman said in the statement on Sunday.

Cuito Cuanavale, 300 km north of the Namibian border, is a strategic Angolan base for a reported offensive against the bush stronghold of the rebel National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (Unita).

South Africa is reportedly involved in a major military intervention in Angola to help Unita fight off a large-scale government offensive directed by a top Soviet general against the Unita headquarters at Jamba, in the remote south-east.

Unita has been fighting since 1975 to topple the Marxist Angolan Government, reportedly supported by an estimated 37,000 Cuban soldiers and an undetermined number of Soviet advisers.

The Angop report, monitored in Lisbon, said South African forces had been operating in vast areas of southern Angola since August. — Sapa-AP
The battle against the Angolan People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola yesterday continued in southern Angola.

This allied attack in southern Angola is coming between Angolan, Goum, and the Angolan People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola, crucial to defeating the Angolan People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola. Now, the Goum, who are currently engaged in logistical operations, are on the move. Though some reports say they are still in the Angolan People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola, it is not confirmed. It is not clear where Egypt's forces are located, but they are stating that they are returning to their original positions.

After the battle, pictures released in Angola yesterday:

**Final Showdown**

Biggest Angola Battle: Leading Warns Sayable

By Ken Verizon, Weekend Angus

Major-General Arafat, a key showdown -- crucial to defeating the Angolan People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola. Now, the Goum, who are currently engaged in logistical operations, are on the move. Though some reports say they are still in the Angolan People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola, it is not confirmed. It is not clear where Egypt's forces are located, but they are stating that they are returning to their original positions.

**After the battle — picture released in Angola yesterday:**

[Image of battle scene]
Captive Cubans not swapped yet

MAVINGA.—Seven captive Cubans included in the recent four-way Maputo swap of prisoners have not been returned to Angola yet — and the ball was in France's court to conclude the deal, Unita leader Dr. Jonas Savimbi said yesterday.

He told a news conference at Mavinga that a French government envoy negotiated the exchange with him in a very underground bunker where the news conference was being held. The envoy had sat next to Foreign Affairs Minister Mr. Pik Botha.

The onus was on France to conclude the exchange, Dr. Savimbi said.

He added that "France is dealing with Angola as though it is only an oil spot."

Dr. Savimbi released some 135 Angolan soldiers in the exchange which included Frenchman Pierre Albertini, Dutchman Klaas de Jonge and SADF soldier Maj. Wynand de Toit.

A 24-year-old MPLA helicopter pilot, shot down by Unita, was introduced to the press at Mavinga yesterday.

Sub-Lieut. Manuel Sebastian, interviewed next to the wreck of his Soviet M125 chopper, while Unita troops sang and danced nearby, said he was shot down at Capun on September 16.

"I don't know what hit me," he said.

He hurt his back in the incident.

The helicopter, which carried two passengers at the time, was wrecked.

Lt. Sebastian said he was an Angolan and received his training in the Soviet Union.

He appeared to be in good health and posed for pictures quite willingly. — Sapa
tactical future of the entire sub-continent.

Dr Savimbi told three dozen South African and international newsmen at Mavinga, target of a massive Angolan government offensive:

"It will be the biggest battle...you will find thousands and thousands of bodies." There has already been one major conflict on the banks of the Lomba River in which the MPLA government forces were routed.

According to Dr Savimbi, four Angolan brigades totaling 18,000 men are being guided into battle against Unitas's 6,000-plus troops by Russia's General Konstantin Shagnovitch.

The forces were entrenched at the Lomba between 40km north of Mavinga.

Mavinga, which has an important Unitas airstrip, is 250km from the SWA/Namibian border and 180km from the Zambian border.

Target

Dr Savimbi said the Soviet-commanded MPLA offensive was a precursor to an assault on his headquarters to the south - Canga.

But he said the battle would also serve to test the Russians' and Cubans' military performance against South Africa's.

 Asked about reports that MiG-21 fighter-bombers from South Africa had been used against the MPLA columns, he replied that he had not been informed by South Africa that it would carry out air strikes.

Reporters saw a jet fighter flying at low altitude along a valley just outside Mavinga, but were unable to positively identify it.

Unitas's officer commanding the Lomba front, General Ben Ben, said in an interview at the front that the MPLA brigades were supported by 56 Russian T-55 and T-54 tanks. A total of 48 tanks were being deployed at the front and another 48 formed a tactical force at the rear of the 40km-wide front.

Routed

The toughest battle to date, a four-hour engagement called the Battle of Lomba, took place on September 13.

Three battalions - or 750 MPLA troops - were routed when they tried to cross the Lomba. Ten Unita and 70 MPLA soldiers died, General Ben said.

A Russian MiG fighter was shot down and three tanks destroyed, he said.

He said Unitas had been using Stinger missiles against the MiGs.

The chief of staff of Unitas's military intelligence, Brigadier Peregino Chin-djui, said four Russians, 20 Cubans, 1,023 Fapla troops and 86 Unitas troops had been killed since the offensive started on July 10.

Thirty-one Russians, 75 Cubans and 522 Unitas soldiers had been wounded.

He said Unitas had destroyed 56 of the 150 Russian T-55 and T-54 tanks in Angola, three MiGs, four Soviet reconnaissance aircraft, 11 helicopters and 13 mobile rocket-launchers.

About 150 Fapla troops and four pilots had been captured.

Unitas officers said that Soviet equipment, such as helicopter gunships, D-30 cannons and 120mm, 107mm and 80mm mortars, had significantly strengthened the MPLA offensive this year.

Bunker

But Unitas missiles ensured that the MiGs remained at high altitudes.

All Unitas personnel carriers - big trucks openly moving around the Unita-held territory by day and night - appeared to have at least one anti-tank weapon on board.

Dr Savimbi told a news conference at an underground bunker at Mavinga that Angola's President Eduardo dos Santos had intended to seize Mavinga by September 17, three days before he left to meet European leaders, so that he could derive the maximum political benefit from Unitas's defeat.

Dr Savimbi said he would be prepared to negotiate a political settlement in a unitary state with dos Santos, and that he would be prepared to occupy a ministerial position below the President.

He said the US and South Africa should play a role in such negotiations, and that the Russians and Cubans in Angola should leave.

But first a crucial battle had to be fought within the next two or three weeks, which would "have an impact on the whole sub-continent for years to come."

If the Angolan government won the battle, the Soviet Union could use Angola as a base for attacking...
Malan confirms SA's in Angola

The South African Defence Force has confirmed its presence in south-eastern Angola, where Angolan government forces are locked in a swaying semi-conventional battle with Unita forces.

General Magnus Malan, Minister of Defence yesterday described the South African presence as "limited".

At the same time he expressed full support for Dr Jonas Savimbi's Unita rebels in the fierce battles being waged along the Lomba River.

The confirmation comes after a week of speculation about the extent of South African involvement in the Angolan battles and follows a statement on Friday by Dr Savimbi that Pretoria was providing "medical" support.

General Malan said South Africa's presence primarily concerned South African interests. The undisturbed movement afforded to Swapo and ANC units by Angolan Paipa-forces obliged South Africa to continue its presence in southern Angola.

It was a pity, he said, that the Angolan government ignored South Africa's offers to establish a joint security mechanism. This meant South Africa had to take care of her own interests.

General Malan repeated earlier statements that South Africa gave moral, material and humanitarian support to Unita and apologised to nobody for doing this, as Unita was in the forefront of blocking Moscow's objectives in southern Africa.

Claims

It was not in South Africa's interests to stand indifferent towards Unita.

General Malan observed that South African forces were acting with great motivation and effectiveness.

This is seen as the firmer confirmation yet of Angolan government claims that the SADF has acted in support of Unita in the battles that began in mid-August.

See Page 15
Unita claims win in heavy fighting

LISBON — Angola's Unita movement claimed yesterday its forces had driven off government units backed by Cuban support troops in a 10-hour battle in the southern Cuando Cubango province.

Unita claimed its forces killed 262 government troops and seven unidentified Soviet nationals while suffering losses of 20 dead.

In a statement issued here, Unita said its forces drove units loyal to... President José Eduardo dos Santos' Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) government away from positions on the northern banks of the Lunda River in the fighting.

The head of state, General Amadeus de Chindongo, said Unita forces had captured 100 vehicles.

A MPLA government spokesman in southern Angola said the fighting was a result of a large-scale offensive launched in Cuando Cubango province in recent weeks.

The opposing unit in the offensive was said to be a Joint Front commando group, which was backed by Cuban troops, and to have been carrying out a serious threat to South Africa's territorial integrity.

The chief defence spokesman for the Conservative Party, Mr Koos van der Merwe, said he had no reservation about supporting South Africa's actions.

"It is necessary to help Unita and we are proud of the achievements of our limited forces there," he said.

Mr Peter Garslow of the Progressive Federal Party, who had not been briefed on the situation, said he wanted more details.

If the MPLA forces' and their East Bloc commandos' intervention was deemed necessary, Garslow said, the move would be justified.

"General Malan should tell us if this is the case or whether South Africa is involving itself more in a civil war in a foreign country," he said.

Military observers suggested yesterday that South Africa's "limited" presence in the area was largely to keep a watch over Unita and to ensure that it didn't get into trouble — DDC-Sapa
Major clash is on the way in Angola

ELISABÉ WESSELS

THE stage is set for a major confrontation in southern Angola between Unita, with SA backing, and the MPLA with Cuban-Russian support.

Unita leader Jonas Savimbi, speaking to journalists at Mavinga, 50km north-west of the front line, said "there was a total commitment on the side of the Russians to wipe out Unita".

The rebel leader said the latest offensive was launched not only "to wipe out Unita bases, but to test Cuban-Russian forces in confrontation with SA".

Referring to fierce battles that have raged since September 13 on the Lomba River, approximately 50km north-west of Mavinga, Savimbi said the onslaught was the "greatest Russian offensive ever against Unita".

Although denied by both Savimbi and Malan, Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos has claimed a strong SA presence in the Lomba offensive.

Following days of Angolan government claims and speculative reports on SA's involvement, Minister of Defence Magnus Malan confirmed at the weekend that the SADF was "maintaining a limited presence in southern Angola".

SADF involvement in Angola had been denied by Savimbi at his Mavinga headquarters on Friday.

Justifying SA's presence, Malan said SA was forced to protect its interests, and to counteract Swapo and ANC movement in Angola and the protection they received from Fapla forces.

"SA apologizes to no one for its support to the rebel movement. Unita is in the front line against Russian intervention and is blocking Moscow's objectives in southern Africa," Malan said.

Journalists airlifted to the war zone by Unita on Thursday night were constantly reminded that Unita had withstood Fapla's biggest offensive to date. Savimbi said they had crippled an entire MPLA brigade.

On Friday, there were no signs of fighting at the front line position currently held by the rebels.

During a lengthy Press conference at his Mavinga bunker headquarters, Savimbi said the Soviet-guided MPLA column intended demolishing the northern Unita stronghold of Mavinga, a key base on the plateau above the Lomba river 180km north of Savimbi's Jamba capital.

According to Unita figures, the 12,000 strong Fapla force used sophisticated Russian armour. Savimbi was less forthcoming on the extent of his foreign backing, but said 8,000 rebels were involved in the offensive.

According to Unita, the MPLA losses since July 10 amounted to four Russians, 20 Cubans and 1,023 Fapla soldiers, against 30 soldiers lost by Unita.

In Oporto, Portugal, Dos Santos claimed "significant success" for his Fapla forces. "Several SA planes and helicopters have been downed and even SA officers have died in combat during the past two weeks in southern Angola," he said at a Press conference.
**CP support SA presence in Angola**

Political Staff

The Conservative Party gave whole-hearted support to South Africa's military presence in Angola and the PNP said intervention in Angola could only be justified if SA's territorial integrity was threatened.

The Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, confirmed at the weekend that South Africa maintained a "limited" presence in southern Angola.

Mr Koos van der Merwe, chief defence spokesman for the Conservative Party, had no reservation about supporting South Africa's actions but Mr Peter Gastrow of the Progressive Federal Party wanted more details.

Mr van der Merwe said his party supported the government's action whole-heartedly. He had been briefed on the situation, he said.

Mr Gastrow said he had only weekend newspaper reports to go by.

If the MPLA forces and their back-up posed a threat to South Africa's territorial integrity, intervention could be justified, he said.

"But, General Malan should tell us if this is the case or whether South Africa is involving itself now in a civil war in a foreign country."

"We have no business doing that just as no foreign country has the right to be militarily involved in our internal strife."

Military observers suggested yesterday that South Africa's "limited" presence in the area was largely to keep a watch over Unita and to protect the movement if it was seriously threatened.

It was felt that the size of the South African presence would fluctuate, depending on the threat to Unita.

---

Savimbi parades ANC captives, Angolan pilot

MAVINGA. — Dr Jonas Savimbi introduced two ANC members, captured by Unita, to visiting reporters here.

The men, Mr Michael Bupise of Port Elizabeth and Mr Thembani Ypini of Johannesburg, said they had been hunting game in a Soviet car when they were captured in the Mavinga province, 230km from Luanda, on June 23.

Mr Bupise said they grew vegetables on an ANC farm in Angola.

He said he was unaware of any ANC alliance with the MPLA or Swapo.

Dr Savimbi said he did not want to extradite them to South Africa because they were "just young men" who could not help that their leaders had formed an alliance with the Soviet Union.

A 21-year-old MPLA helicopter pilot, shot down by Unita, was also paraded.

Sub-Lieutenant Manuel Sebastiao, interviewed next to the wreck of his Soviet Mi-25 helicopter, while Unita troops sang and danced nearby, said he was shot down at Capulo on September 16.

"I don't know what hit me," he said.

He hurt his back in the incident.

The helicopter, which carried two passengers at the time, was wrecked.

Lieutenant Sebastian said he was an Angolan and had received his training in the Soviet Union.

He appeared to be in good health and willingly posed for photographs. — Sapa

SA officer dies in action
10-hour battle in Angola — ‘hundreds die’

LISBON. — UNITA says its guerrilla forces drove off government units backed by Cuban support troops in a 10-hour battle in Angola’s southern Cuando Cubango province.

UNITA claimed its forces killed 232 government troops and seven unidentified Soviet nationals yesterday. Twenty UNITA men were killed.

UNITA chief of staff General Demosthenes, Amos Chilinguita, said his forces drove MPLA units away from positions on the northern banks of the Lomba river in the fighting.

Nearly 200 vehicles were seized from the retreating government force, including four Soviet-built T-55 tanks and mobile radar units.

Angolan government troops, backed by Cuban support units and Soviet military advisers, have been engaged in an large-scale offensive in Cuando Cubango province, spearheading a drive against the UNITA-held city of Mavinga.

On Saturday South African Defence Minister Magnus Malan admitted South Africa had troops in southern Angola following repeated charges over the past month by the Angolan government that South African forces had carried out operations in Cuando Cubango and neighbouring Cunene province.

But General Malan said nothing of Angolan charges that South African forces in Angola were actively supporting UNITA in the fighting.

General Malan was today accused of being vague about the South African involvement in Angola.

Mr Peter Gastrow, MP, Progressive Federal Party spokesman on military matters, said General Malan had kept his reference to a “limited presence” in South-West Africa as vague as possible.

Vagueness and rumour-mongering about South Africa’s involvement increased the concern of many South African families who had servicemen on the borders, added Mr Gastrow. — Political Correspondent and Supa-AP.

Serviceman killed

JOHANNESBURG. — Second Lieutenant Adrian Hodgson Hind, 19, of Potchefstroom, was killed in action in the operational area on Saturday. — The Argus Correspondent.
Cuban-backed forces driven off

Unita claims big victory in bush battle

Angola's Unita rebel movement claimed yesterday that its guerrilla forces had driven off government units backed by Cuban support troops in a 10-hour battle in Angola's southern Cuando Cubango province.

Unita claimed its forces killed 232 government troops and seven unidentified Soviet nationals in the weekend action while suffering rebel losses of 20 dead.

In a statement issued in Lisbon, Unita said its forces drove units loyal to President Jose Eduardo dos Santos's MPLA government away from positions on the northern banks of the Lomba River in the fighting.

The statement, signed by Unita chief of staff General Demostene Amos Chilinguitila, said his troops captured 185 vehicles from the retreating government forces, including four Soviet-built T-55 tanks and mobile radar units.

Angolan government troops, backed by Cuban support units and Soviet military advisers, have been engaged in a large-scale offensive in Cuando Cubango province in recent weeks, spearheading a drive against the Unita-held town of Mavinga, 80 km south-east of the site of the weekend battle.

The offensive has been mounted annually in recent years in the local dry season by government forces in the hope of pushing south from Mavinga towards Jamba, Unita's bush capital.

The rebel movement is backed by the United States and South Africa.

On Saturday, South African Minister of Defence Magnus Malan admitted publicly that South Africa had troops in southern Angola, confirming repeated charges over the past month by the Angolan government that South African forces had carried out operations in Cuando Cubango and neighbouring Cunene provinces.

Not mentioned.

But General Malan said nothing of the Angola charges, backed by reports in South African and British newspapers over the past week that South African forces inside Angola were actively supporting UNITA units in the fighting against government troops.

South Africa has claimed that its forces have entered Angola in the past to aid Unita but in pursuit of Angolan-based SWAPO guerrillas.

UNITA's Lisbon spokesman Mr Alcides Sakala said he knew nothing of General Malan's statement.

"So far, there's just this South African statement," he said.

Mr Sakala refused to confirm or deny that South African troops were fighting alongside Unita contingents, saying: "It's quite difficult. I'm in Lisbon, I've got a clear picture of what's happening in the Angolan fighting."

SAPA-AP
Savimbi: Major battle looms in Angola

Own Correspondent
Johannesburg. — The stage is set for a major confrontation in southern Angola between South African-backed UNITA and the Cuban and Soviet-supported MPLA.

UNITA leader Dr Jonas Savimbi, speaking to journalists at Mavinga, 50km north-west of the frontline, said there was a total commitment on the side of the Russians to wipe out UNITA.

He stressed the latest offensive was launched not only "to wipe out UNITA bases but to test Cuban/Russian forces in confrontation with South Africa".

Referring to the fierce battles that raged since September 13 on the Lomba River, approximately 50km north-west of Mavinga, Dr Savimbi said the onslaught was the "greatest Russian offensive ever against UNITA".

And the Angolan President, Mr Jose Eduardo Dos Santos, has said there was a strong South African presence in the Lomba offensive.

(AFP/Porto, Portugal) Mr Dos Santos said there had been "significant successes" for his TAPLA forces.

"Several South African planes and helicopters have already been downed and even South African officers have died," he said at a press conference.

The Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, said at the weekend that the SADF was "maintaining a limited presence in southern Angola".

"South Africa apologises to no one for her support to the rebel movement. UNITA is in the frontline against Russian intervention and is blocking Moscow's objectives in Southern Africa."

During a press conference at his Mavinga bunker headquarters, Dr Savimbi said the Soviet-guided MPLA column intended demolishing Mavinga, situated 180km north of Savimbi's Jamba capital.

According to UNITA the MPLA losses since July 10 amounted to four Soviets, 20 Cubans and 1,023 Tapla soldiers, against 80 soldiers lost on the side of UNITA.

- ANC captures paraded
- Losses claimed
- Reaction to SADF presence in Angola
Angola warns SA involvement could have 'serious results'

Argus Africa News Service

JOHANNESBURG. — At least four South African battalions are inside Angola fighting government troops involved in operations against Unita, the Angolan authorities have claimed.

They have warned that the South African attacks could have "serious consequences".

At the same time Radio Angola said Unita had launched attacks in the oil rich Cabinda enclave killing several civilians.

**ARTILLERY, AIRCRAFT**

The Africa News Organisation, ANO, reported from Luanda that a defence ministry communiqué said four South African battalions had attacked troops in the country's south eastern province of Kuando Kubango.

South African army units were equipped with artillery and backed by eight to 10 aircraft and had attacked Angolan positions along the Lomba river between Thursday and Sunday, the report said.

On Friday, Unita leader Jonas Savimbi told journalists that his army had defeated an MPLA offensive across the Lomba River.

South Africa has admitted it had a "limited presence" inside Angola to protect its interests.

The Angolan government communiqué said Pretoria had moved "three more battalions" in the south east and south of Angola "with the objective of intensifying its acts of aggression".

The communiqué did not make it clear whether the three battalions were in addition to the four they claimed were operating in Kuando-Kubango.

An SADF spokesman said the claim was an attempt to avoid giving Unita any credit for the successes it had achieved in the region.
G-5 is Savimbi's secret weapon

By WILLEM STEENKAMP
Defence Correspondent

The secret weapon which is helping Dr Jonas Savimbi to hold off a strong Angolan attack across the Lomba River line is South Africa's 155mm G-5 artillery piece, capable of hitting targets as far away as 35km from it.

An undisclosed number of G-5s, rather than South African aircraft or ground troops, appear to have played the major role in stopping the Angolan advance dead in its tracks and imperilling Luanda's entire long-planned scheme to capture the important Unita airfield stronghold of Mavinga south of the Lomba.

The presence of G-5s in the battle area was revealed to me yesterday by a reliable source amid unsubstantiated claims from the official Angolan news agency that "four South African battalions" had "intensified" their attacks on Angolan forces along the Lomba River since October 1.

The source said that as far as he knew no troops of the Defence Force or the South West Africa Territory Force were "attacking at short range", but the artillery was being used "very effectively".

The G-5s are said to be among the best guns in the world. They are towed artillery — although they can move short distances with the aid of a small engine built into the carriage — but a self-propelled version called the G-6, mounted on an armoured wheeled chassis, is now in production for the SADF.

According to Sapa-Reuters the official Angolan news agency Angop yesterday quoted its country's Defence Ministry as saying that South African forces, backed by "between eight and 10 warplanes and heavy artillery", had inflicted "considerable casualties" on government troops in south-east Angola in the past few days.

"Four South African battalions have intensified their attacks on our forces along the Lomba river since October 1, causing considerable casualties," Angop said in a brief despatch received in Lisbon.

Few details of the fighting were given in the dispatch, issued two days after South Africa confirmed for the first time that its troops were fighting in Angola, saying their main role was fighting Swapo insurgents rather than helping Unita rebels who are facing a big Angolan government offensive.

The South African Defence Force yesterday reacted to the Angop claims by saying: "It is well-known that in recent months Unita has achieved great success against the Russian- and Cuban-led offensive against it in south-east Angola. It is also known that in recent weeks Unita has inflicted heavy casualties on the Angolan forces."

"This statement is an obvious attempt by Angola to avoid giving Unita any credit for this success."

The Unita leader, Dr Jonas Savimbi, told journalists visiting Mavinga last week that the Angolan offensive had been blunted and that government casualties would run into thousands.

● Rains threaten to bog down Angolan troops — Page 15
Rains threaten to bog down Angolan troops

Defence Correspondent

An early onset of the end-of-year rains threatens to bog down the Angolan government forces tasked to capture the Unita insurgents' stronghold of Mavinga, according to local photographer Clovis Breitenbach, who was on the scene two days after the recent Lomba River battle.

"The rainy season has already begun," Mr Breitenbach said yesterday in reply to comments by local soldiers that tanks and other weaponry seen in films and photographs were badly rusted and appeared to have been there a long time.

"The rains are not in full spate yet, but there have been a number of showers already," Mr Breitenbach said, "and a Bushman at Omega (the South-West Africa Territory Force base in Caprivi) who is an expert in these matters says there will be an early rainy season this year."

A premature start to the rainy season — which normally does not begin till the end of October or the beginning of November — could spell disaster for the Fapla (Angolan armed forces) thrust into "Savimbi country" unless it can be pressed through to Mavinga before the Lomba River flood-plain turns into marsh.

Possession of Mavinga with its airfield would mean at least some form of communication with the Fapla forward base of Cuito Cuanavale. Otherwise a Fapla force bogged down near the Lomba will face months of constant line-of-supply harassment by Unita bush-fighters operating on foot.

Mr Breitenbach said yesterday he had visited the battlefield two days after Unita had stopped the Fapla advance, "and the tyres of the lorries were still smouldering... some of the captured NM-21 multiple rocket launchers were still loaded."

Fapla's 59 Brigade

He said the scene of devastation was not as dramatic as some people expected because the Unita logistics base where the battle was fought measured 5km by 5km, and the vehicles and weapons were scattered around inside it.

He said the sequence of the Lomba River battle was that earlier in September a force drawn from Fapla's 59 Brigade crossed the Lomba at a place where it was only about 30m wide, using two TMM bridge-laying trucks.

Though both bridge-layers were knocked out, the Fapla force succeeded in crossing the river and captured the Unita logistics base near by. On September 13 Unita counter-attacked and recaptured the base, inflicting a number of casualties on the Fapla troops. He added:

"When they left their trenches to run back to the river they were just shot down. Unita took me close enough so that I could look at the scene with binoculars, and hundreds (of bodies) were lying just south of the river."

"Mr Breitenbach said Unita spokesmen had told him the thrust over the river was in direct response to a directive from the Angolan president, Mr Eduardo-dos Santos, that Mavinga had to be taken before he arrived in Portugal."

"The spokesman had also told me that it appeared the Angolans-Russian advisers had started to withdraw to disabuse themselves from what was turning into a disaster."
Tutu wants SA out of Angola

SOUTH AFRICA should withdraw its troops and military hardware from Angola as it had "no business" in the country, the Archbishop of Cape Town, the Rt Rev Desmond Tutu, said yesterday.

In a message to an End Conscription Campaign meeting yesterday, Tutu said General Magnus Malan had confirmed that SA was in Angola "yet again".

"Where is the public outcry?" he asked in the message.

"When I called for sanctions as a means of forcing the government to the negotiating table, many opposed it on the grounds that sanctions would cause suffering to black people.

"When some of those who are trying to end apartheid turn to violence, they are condemned by people claiming to be opposed to violence.

"Where are all these people now? South Africa has no business in Angola. It must withdraw its troops and military hardware from Angola," Tutu said.
Battle which could change the course of Angola’s war

By MARK VERBAAN.
Windhoek

SEPTEMBER will go down in history as a month which saw the most intense and bloody battle yet between the Angolan army and the anti-government Unita rebels.

Although the primary objective of the Angolan government’s massive military offensive is to wipe out Unita’s headquarters at Jamba, near the Namibian border, Unita troops have spent the past 30 days desperately trying to capture the rebel-held town of Mavinga.

Situated in south east Angola, Mavinga is a key position for the Marxist MPLA government.

At least 12 Unita brigades, assisted by Cuban and Soviet military advisors, have persisted in a two-pronged attack in Mavinga since the beginning of September.

If Unita troops manage to capture Mavinga, not only will the path be clear for an assault on the Unita capital of Jamba, but the routes used by Unita guerrillas to infiltrate northwards on sabotage missions will be effectively blocked.

The Angolan army would also be able to establish radar and anti-aircraft missile bases, bringing Jamba within range of aerial attack.

The loss of Mavinga could mean the collapse of the 12-year-old Unita movement and the demise of president Jose Eduardo dos Santos’ arch-enemy, Dr Jonas Savimbi.

The London office of Angop, Angola’s official news agency, confirmed this week that “fierce fighting between Unita and SADF” regulars had been in progress since the beginning of September.

Though foreign and local newspapers have reported that South African aircraft and troops have been involved in the battle, an SADF representative refused to comment earlier this week on “unsourced or speculative stories.”

Angop, however, claimed an SAAF Mirage fighter had been shot down near Cuito Cuanavale, an important FAPLA military centre in the southern Angola. This was denied by the SADF.

It is widely believed that SAAF jets are launching incursions into Mavinga from the Cuito strip.

Early in September, defence minister Magnus Malan told parliament: “If our interests demand that we take action against communist incursion, then we have no choice.”

A Unita spokesman said this week that the movement had “smashed the government offensive” in southern Angola. “We have driven them back across the Lomba river and our forces are now on the offensive,” spokesman Alcides Sakaia said in Lisbon.
Bread price goes up. But the poorest buy still more

"BREAD for a black man is the same price as bread for a white man," said a worker directing a question at management consultant Christo Nel at the Five Freedoms Forum conference last weekend.

"If it costs 50 cents for a black, it also costs 50 cents for a white... This money they allocate for us will not make us live," he said.

This week, the bread price rose to 81c a loaf of white bread and 63c a loaf of brown bread. Despite the fact that increases have on the whole been below the inflation rate, those people at the bottom end will always be affected by an increase.

Over the past five years, brown bread prices have risen by 90,9 percent and white by 62 percent. The new price, which narrows the difference between the two loaves to 18c, reflects the smaller subsidies and, in turn, the shifting consumption patterns against a population increase.

In 1982, reflecting larger subsidies on brown bread, the consumption of white bread was 448,829,000 loaves against 1,040,937,000 brown loaves, according to the Wheat Board's figures. At that stage, a white loaf cost 50c and a brown loaf 33c with the subsidy 3,378,3c and 15,9012c a white and brown loaf respectively.

In the 1985/86 Wheat Board year (from October 1 to September 30) white bread consumption had increased by 0,6 percent to 451,568,000 loaves and brown bread by 16,9 percent to 217,178,000 loaves. Figures for the 12 months to July this year, show white bread consumption is up by a further 11,1 percent while brown bread consumption remained static.

Although at the time of writing the total subsidy figure that the government is paying out on bread price was not known, the trend has been to decrease the subsidy. Last year's R150-million was some 25 percent down on the year before, said a Checkers representative.

In past years this shift in the subsidy reflected directly in consumption patterns with the highly subsidised and much cheaper brown loaves selling faster and in greater quantities than the more expensive white loaves.

This year, according to the Wheat Board, the pattern of subsidies will be changed once again. Since February 1984, with the subsidy on each loaf of brown bread at R11,289c paid to the baker, the baker was required to pay to the Wheat Board's subsidy fund R1,3649c for each loaf of white bread baked.

This system, in which each loaf of white bread baked and sold effectively subsidised part of the price of each brown loaf, persisted till this year.

Now, however, this negative subsidy on white bread will again become positive and each loaf of white will be subsidised by about 2c a loaf and each brown loaf by 12,842c if the cabinet approves these figures.

This, together with the narrower difference in the price of white and brown, is likely to continue to push the consumption towards white bread.

Although the figures seem to indicate a slight increase in the consumption of bread all round in the country, it has to be seen against the population growth which has been increasing at 2.5 percent a year. In effect it means less white bread is being consumed and the change in brown is small.

By PAT SIDLEY
SOUTH AFRICA: Meanwhile, the business unions in the country have taken a message to an End Conscription Campaign meeting yesterday. Where is the public outcry? I called for sanctions as a means of enforcing the government to the negotiating table. Groundplane sanctions would cause suffering to our people who are enduring in the countries where the sanctions are imposed. The people who are suffering are the people who are being opposed. There is no business in Angola. In Angola, he said.
More weapons, less food for Angola

WASHINGTON. — A State Department official said yesterday that Angola would be able to feed its people if it used more of its rising oil revenues on food imports instead of Soviet weaponry.

Mr Roy Stacy, deputy assistant secretary of state, said Angola's oil revenues for 1987 will reach $1.3 billion (about R3.6 billion) which is about R1 billion more than last year.

"While oil revenues and buying power are up in 1987, commercial food imports by Angola have been cut by about one-third from 1986, or to one-half of 1986 levels," Mr Stacy told the House of Representatives select committee on hunger.

A report released in June by a United Nations organization estimated Angola has 600,000 displaced people and a million urban destitute, requiring 242,000 metric tons of food — worth about R70 million — and R230 million in other aid.

Republican Representative Mr Bill Emerson said the Angolan government had bought $1.3 billion (about R2 billion) worth of arms from the Soviets last year, an increase over previous years.

The food shortage in Mozambique was far more serious, he said, with about 3.2 million people in danger of hunger.

US humanitarian aid to Mozambique in the 1987 fiscal year, which ended on September 30, was $75 million (about R150 million) about one-third of its total international aid, Mr Stacy said. — Sapa-AP
Angolan forces ‘pull back’

Defence Correspondent

ANGOLAN government forces, reeling after two shattering defeats in the Lomba River area, have halted their advance on the vital Unita stronghold of Mavinga and appear to be pulling back to their jumping-off place at the Cuito Cuanavale base, according to sources.

It is believed the Unita leader, Dr. Jonas Savimbi, might now decide not only to harry the government forces all the way back to Cuito Cuanavale but actually to attack the strategically important base, the sources added.

Yesterday’s revelations came amid reports of heavy fighting in the Lomba River area in which, according to the Luanda news agency Angop, about 2,000 Angolan soldiers have died — at least partly through the involvement of four South African infantry battalions and ground attacks by 10 aircraft.

Local military observers described the Angolan casualty figure yesterday as “probably inflated” and possibly part of an effort at self-exculpation to account for the Lomba River defeat.

However, the observers agreed it was likely that the Angolan armed forces had suffered fairly heavy losses of men and equipment.

South African spokesmen have yet to give any details of forces deployed in support of Unita, although one official source said yesterday that the Republic’s commitment was “not near.

From page 1

ly” that claimed by Angop.

The confusion surrounding recent events in Angola cleared slightly yesterday when it was learnt that the Fapla force actually assigned to capture Mavinga consisted of four 1,200-man brigades which left Cuito Cuanavale in mid-August while other formations remained in the field to the north.

Of the Mavinga force, three brigades moved east and then south towards the Lomba River, one brigade in the vanguard and the two others bringing up the rear.

The fourth brigade advanced south from Cuito Cuanavale and then turned east, apparently to carry out a flanking attack on Mavinga.

In mid-September, the foremost of the three northern brigades crossed the Lomba River north-west of Mavinga, but suffered heavy casualties and retreated north over the river again.

However, the turning point in the advance came on September 30 or October 1, when the southern brigade was attacked about 90km from Mavinga and so severely mauled that it ceased to be an effective fighting force.

Its remnants moved north over the Lomba and were struggling back to Cuito Cuanavale, it was told yesterday.

It was told Dr Savimbi would follow through on his successful defence of Mavinga by assigning his elated troops to harry the retreating Fapla forces by constant attacks and ambushes.

Fapla’s crucial fight against time, page 12
Savimbi's stand

South African security observers are now more optimistic about a Unita victory against the Soviet and Cuban-backed Angolan forces in the south-east. But they point out that this is the most crucial onslaught that the charismatic Jonas Savimbi has ever faced, and the Angolan government wants him destroyed.

At the same time, amid rumours that SAAF jets have been strafing Soviet hardware, experts say a big South African build-up in the area is highly exaggerated. They claim that SA still only plays an advisory role, backed up by medical services and the supplying of provisions and diesel oil for generators.

Savimbi’s guerrillas reckon that the biggest battle of the 12-year war is looming across the Lomba River. The guerrillas, squared off against some 18,000 Soviet-offi-
Angola is going to be a long war with no winners. The war has been going on for too long, and it is time to come to a peaceful solution. The people of Angola deserve peace and prosperity, not more conflict and destruction. It is time for the international community to come together and work towards a viable solution. The time for war is over, and the time for peace has arrived.
'Trapped' MPLA army faces annihilation

Argus Africa News Service

JOHANNESBURG. — One of the largest armies assembled in Southern Africa is facing annihilation by Unita forces on the battlefields of southern Angola.

The 18,000-strong Russian-led MPLA army, consisting of the cream of the Angolan government forces, is trapped north of the Lomba River, 50km north-west of the Unita-held town of Mavinga.

The Unita army, comparable in size, is confident of victory after having defeated the government forces in a major battle last month.

The MPLA's only line of retreat, over a bridge leading to its support base of Cuito Cuanavale, has been cut off after the bridge was destroyed, possibly in an air strike by South African Mirage jets.

The MPLA claim to have shot down a Mirage in the area, which is known to be defended by Russian ground-to-air missile sites.

Unita guerrillas are harassing the 100km supply lines snaking through thick bush from Cuito Cuanavale to the begging-down army and, according to Unita, the MPLA is running short of supplies.

The coming rainy season promises to neutralise the government army's most potent weapon — its massive advantage in tanks, armoured vehicles and artillery.

Heavy rains in November turned the Angolan forests into quagmires.

It is then that the Unita leader, Dr Jonas Savimbi, has vowed to "throw everything I have" at the army.

A victory could change the course of the 12-year civil war and force the government to negotiate with Unita.

There are conflicting reports on the extent of South Africa's involvement in aiding Unita.

The South African Minister for Defence, General Magnus Malan, has admitted that South Africa has a "limited presence" inside Angola, but did not elaborate.

Dr Savimbi has admitted only that South Africa is running a field hospital near the Mavinga battlefront.

Angolan authorities have claimed that South Africa has up to seven battalions operating in their country.
Malan says why SA is in Angola

SOUTH AFRICA’S involvement in the present Angolan fighting is “supportive and defensive (and) very limited”, the Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, said at the Namaquaand capital of Springbok yesterday.

Opening the Springbok Show, he did not indicate how many South African or Namibian troops were involved in Angola, but emphasised that “we are temporarily there to prevent aggression from spilling over to our own borders; it is in South Africa’s interest to take such action”.

General Malan said South Africa was not seeking confrontation with the Angolan government, and “neither are we an enemy of the Angolan population”.

He said although South Africa wanted peace and co-operation with Angola it would not tolerate the presence of “terrorists who are being trained there and then sent on missions of violence to South-West Africa and South Africa”.

Brigades to bolster Angolan forces — Page 5
UDE calls for SA withdrawal

The Western Cape branch of the UDF has said the Defence Force must withdraw from Angola, and South Africa must stop supporting "Jonas Savimbi and his murderous gangsters".

The organization said it viewed the "invasion" of Angola by the SADF with "dismay and great shock, knowing what kind of destruction and death the strongest military might in Africa can sow".
New brigades to bolster Angolan forces — report

By WILLEM STEENKAMP
Defence Correspondent

AFTER weeks of movement and two bloody battles, the struggle for the Lomba River and the vital Unita stronghold of Mavinga may now be over, even though elements of the Fapla (Angolan government force) have been withdrawing.

A source said yesterday that two fresh Fapla brigades were believed to be moving down to the Lomba River to replace two others which suffered severe losses in battles since September 16 and which are pulling back to their jumping-off point at Cuito Cuanavale.

It was not certain yesterday where the reinforcements were coming from, but it is possible they are either two brigades which have been kept in reserve at Cuito Cuanavale, or two which have been operating well to the north of the Lomba River on peace-keeping duties in the general area of the eastern part of the Benguela railway line.

Although time is getting short for crossing the Lomba River, capturing Mavinga and preparing it for a wet-season siege — thunder-showers over eastern Namibia on Thursday might be the forerunners of a predicted early rainy season — the town and its airfield remain top military and propaganda priority targets for the Angolan government.

The existence of the Unita capital of Jamba depends on retention of Mavinga, and after two failed attempts in two successive years the Luanda government desperately needs a convincing victory over the insurgents.

If another attack materializes and is beaten off it is likely Fapla will abandon the attempt and begin a wholesale withdrawal to Cuito Cuanavale.

Sources say this is likely to leave Unita's Dr Jonas Savimbi with a crucial choice: should he be content with harrying the retreating Fapla forces — or should he launch a full-scale attempt to capture Cuito Cuanavale itself?

It is believed Dr Savimbi is seriously considering attacking the base, as he did in mid-August 1986.

In the opinion of local military observers an attack on Cuito Cuanavale might be a risky venture for Dr Savimbi because he would have to concentrate his forces, thus making it easy to launch air and artillery strikes against them, and if he captured it he would be unable to hold it.

However, it would be a great advantage if he could destroy it. Thanks to the impending rainy season, Fapla probably would not be able to re-activate the base till April next year, giving Dr Savimbi a valuable breathing space and seriously damaging Fapla plans for an advance on his capital at Jamba in 1988.

Timetable of Angolan conflict

Defence Correspondent

ALMOST two months into Angola's third successive attempt to dislodge the Unita insurgents from the Cuito-Cubango province, a chronology of the fighting is beginning to emerge from claims, counter-claims, reports and confirmed facts.

By yesterday the probable chronology looked like this:

• August 14: Exact place and outcome unknown; probably a Unita ambush or delaying action soon after the Fapla force left Cuito Cuanavale.

• August 22: Exact place and outcome unknown; probably another Unita ambush or delaying action en route to the Lomba River area.

• September 11: At least one Fapla brigade crossed the Lomba River north-west of Mavinga, advanced against Unita resistance and occupied a Unita logistics base. A fierce fire-fight ensued which ended when the Fapla brigade abandoned the base, withdrew to the river and crossed it, taking substantial casualties on the way.

• September 20: Place and outcome unknown; two Fapla columns of unknown strength were involved in a clash with a Unita force of unknown strength.

• September 20: Angola claimed South African air and artillery strikes on its forward base at Cuito Cuanavale. Unconfirmed; outcome unknown.

• September 20 — October 1: A Fapla brigade south of the Lomba River and west of Mavinga walked into a large enemy ambush, suffering heavy losses that it became non-effective and began retreating to Cuito Cuanavale.

• October 4: Unita forces crossed northwards over the Lomba River, attacked the Fapla brigade which had carried out the September 11 crossing and wreaked havoc on it in a 10-hour battle.

Later Unita issued a claim — as yet unconfirmed — that 232 Fapla members, seven Russians and 20 Unita had died in the fight, and that it had captured 200 vehicles, including four T-55 battle tanks and at least six SA-8 mobile anti-aircraft missile launchers.

• October 8: The Lomba River brigade was reliably reported to be preparing to withdraw to Cuito Cuanavale.

• October 9: Two fresh Fapla brigades were reliably reported to be coming in — either from the Benguela railway line area to the north - or from Luena (formerly Lusio), an important town on the line itself — to replace the brigades which had suffered losses.
The current massive military offensive of the Angolan government forces - Fapla - against the Unita rebels of Jonas Savimbi in Southern Angola has been described as the largest ever.

In the past week Unita has said to the international community that it was winning the war against the MPLA government of President Jose Eduardo dos Santos, backed by the Cubans and the Soviet Union. This, political and military disruptions that have dogged the economy of Angola for the past 20 years have tended to obscure the possibilities of change.

Angola is relatively rich because of its oil, which provided it in 1985 with almost N$4 billion, or 90 percent of all foreign earnings. It is also potentially rich in diamonds and coffee. This means that it cannot be economically squeezed in the same way as Mozambique and other frontline states.

In 1956, the Unita rebel movement was established under the leadership of Jonas Savimbi on a tribal basis and supported by the Ovimbundu tribe, the largest ethnic community in Angola.

Savimbi himself a Ovimbundu, is said to have been recruited in the late 1950s by Jbe Portuguese Secret Service while studying medicine in Lisbon. This was later confirmed by the CIA.

Several years later, he turned up at the United States embassy in Bern and introduced himself as the future President of Angola.

The Americans were interested in him because he displayed great hostility towards the popular movement for the liberation of Angola, the MPLA.

US support for Unita took a new turn on February 18, 1976 when the United States Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, said the US was prepared to support Unita as long as it was capable of opposing the MPLA government.

In June 1985, the US Senate, and in July the House of Representatives in the US Congress both voted for the abrogation of the 1976 Clark Amendment which prohibited financial or military support to the anti-government groups in Angola.

And in February 1986, when Savimbi visited the United States, he was given a red-carpet reception.

The practical results of Savimbi's American tour were soon to be seen. In March 1986, Unita received the first batch of ground-air Stinger missiles - putting it in a very strong position against the MIG bombers used by the MPLA government.

...It also is known that South Africa keeps in close contact with Unita in southern Angola. Evidence of this comes from reports by South African journalists who visit the Unita headquarters of Jamba on a regular basis.

What could have been described as an Angolan war between the MPLA and Unita has escalated into an international conflict.

When the US began to openly supply arms to Unita in 1986, Angolan President Dos Santos visited the Soviet Union to request more arms. His request was granted and the arms race in Angola between the two world powers was on.

The Angolan defence force now have the advanced Soviet-built MiG-23 fighter planes, MIG-24 helicopter gunships, sophisticated radar and anti-aircraft systems, and a vast supply on new T-55 tanks, motorcycles and fighter planes.

The complex military and political situation in Angola has again come to the attention of the international community during this latest military offensive, with both sides claiming to have won major battles.

Savimbi held a Press conference on October 2, to inform the international community of his victories against Fapla. The Angolan government, on the other hand, said in an official communiqué issued on October 4 in Luanda that Fapla inflicted heavy casualties on Unita.

The Angolan community also claimed that four battalions of the SADF have attacked Angolan troops operating against Unita in the country's south-eastern province of Kwanza Kabando. It warned that the South African aggression against Angola would "certainly have serious consequences."

But still the show-down, which military observers say could be "cruel to the future of the whole Southern African sub-continent," is looming between the Angolan government and Unita in southern Angola.

Savimbi is predicting that, within the next few weeks, a great battle that "could have time sands of bodies lying on the Lomba battlefield" will take place on the Lomba River some 700 north of the strategic Unita base of Mavingo. - ABO
The bush war that just gets deadlier

SA plays ‘pivotal role in Angola’

Angola’s annual dry-season fighting seems different this year.

The combat is deadlier than usual and the stakes higher, not only for Angola’s government and the rebel Unita movement which it is fighting, but also for the outside participants — Cubans and Russians on the government side, South Africans and Americans on that of the rebels.

The Angolans’ dry-season aim, as usual, is to reach and destroy the headquarters of Unita’s Dr Jonas Savimbi near the Namibian border. It seems its troops were turned back with heavy losses some time in mid-September.

Unita says, as usual, that it killed many Cubans and a few Russians. It certainly shot down a government helicopter and destroyed a good deal of Russian-supplied equipment.

The government, as usual, says the rebels would have lost had the South Africans not sent tanks and aircraft to protect them.

The South Africans do not confirm that, but have at last admitted that they keep permanent bases on Angolan territory in order to defend their puppet government in Namibia against guerrilla attacks.

Dr Savimbi’s headquarters may be safe for now, but his movement has had a risky year.

RUSSIAN AIR DEFENCE

The Americans have kept their distance from his South African friends and supplied Unita mainly through the airbase at Kamina in Zaire instead. Unita has therefore grown stronger in north-eastern Angola.

But in the south-east, South African Air Force cover from airfields in the Caprivi Strip in Namibia, is limited by a new Russian air defence network that discourages strikes at the main government bases, where the Cubans do their (remarkably unsuccessful) training of Angolan troops.

The South Africans justify their support for Dr Savimbi, and win American tolerance for their presence in Angola by pointing to the simultaneous presence of the 30,000 or more Cuban “advisers” there. A Cuban withdrawal may now be on the agenda.

Some Western optimists think they have seen signs that the Russians want to rein back the more enthusiastic Sandinistas in Nicaragua. They hope that the Angolans may get similar treatment.

The Angolan Government is dropping the Marxist aims that originally endeared it to the Russians. It has begun a set of economic reforms — privatisation, exchange-rate devaluation, freeing of domestic markets — on the usual IMF-inspired African model.

Dr Savimbi keeps hoping to be included in negotiations and win international recognition. But American support for Dr Savimbi is constrained by the need not to look like an ally of South Africa.

An Angolan settlement would have to involve many outsiders. The Americans would stop backing Unita. West Europeans would give more help — military and economic — to the Angolan Government, whose new policies should in any case ensure a somewhat better-run economy.

The Russians would stop backing the Cubans, who would then have to pull out of their African adventure — which, in turn, would make it more likely that Unita could survive the loss of American support.

But that would leave the South Africans. Their involvement in Angola matches their main strategic objectives: to keep the black countries to their north weak and to hold on to Namibia until they can fix up a government there which will survive their departure.

Both requirements are met by pushing the front line forward into Angola and paying black allies to do most of the fighting.

Neither the Americans nor the Europeans have anything to give South Africa in exchange for agreeing to peace — except the cheer it, too, would feel if the Cubans left. — The Economist.
SA’s support for Unita in her own interest — Malan

Murder accused remanded
DURBAN. — Mr Ian Poraythe, 24, who allegedly murdered his former girlfriend, 17-year-old Samantha Hardcastle, was again remanded when he appeared in court today. — Sapa.

Sats theft: Man jailed 10 years
MARITZBURG. — Gerald Peterson, 38, of Kokstad, was has been jailed for an effective 10 years for the theft of R607,000 cash from the South African Transport Services. — The Argus Correspondent.

Medicine price rise expected
JOHANNESBURG. — The executive director and general manager of SA Druggist, Mr Syd Harwitz, says he expects the price of medicines to increase by about 18 percent next year. — Sapa.

Natal students fined R300
DURBAN. — A group of Natal University students who attended an illegal gathering on May 7 have pleaded guilty to charges of contravening the Internal Security Act and fined R300 (or three months’ imprisonment) suspended for five years. — Sapa.

P K le Roux dam releasing water
PRETORIA. — The P K le Roux dam in the Free State has been releasing water into the Orange River at the rate of 320 cubic metres a second for two weeks following good rains and run-off in the upper reaches of the river. — Sapa.

Hammer ace Barnard in car crash
JOHANNESBURG. — South Africa’s greatest hammer thrower, Springbok Adam Barnard, is in Johannesburg Hospital recovering after a car accident in Benoni. — Sapa.

Meningitis treatment for team
DURBAN. — Manning Rangers Football Club players have received antibiotic treatment against meningitis following the death Wayne Darlow, 23, of Bosmont Chelsea, who they played at the weekend. — The Argus Correspondent.

Back-to-work ultimatum
JOHANNESBURG. — About 4,000 workers employed by Highveld Steel and Vanadium have been given until today to return to work or lose their jobs after the failure of a mediation meeting between the company and the National Union of Metalworkers — Sapa.

Political Staff
SOUTH AFRICA would continue to give limited support to Unita to protect her own interests, said General Magnus Malan in a speech at Springbok.

South Africa could not tolerate the Russians using Angola as a springboard for domination of all of Southern Africa nor could it be tolerated that Angola could be used by the ANC and SWAPO to launch attacks on South Africa.

He said: “We are prepared to co-operate again with the government of Angola, but co-operation means willingness must come from both sides.

“At this stage, the government of Angola does not appear to show any willingness to promote peace and stability in Southern Africa.”

General Malan said that if called to do so South Africa would respond to the call to meet the Russian challenge where it occurred in Southern Africa.

“This is precisely what is happening with Unita. Our links with them are open and known.”

The support was moral and material and based on human considerations.

“We do it because Unita is in our interests at the forefront of the battle against godless communism.”

The assistance to Unita was supportive and defensive.

Helping ANC, SWAPO
In this support, General Malan said South Africa was not seeking confrontation with Angola nor was she an enemy of the Angolan people.

The government of Angola was, however, a prisoner of Moscow and Dr Jonas Saviubhi wanted to break Moscow’s grip.

He said the Angolan government was providing assistance and protection to the ANC and SWAPO.

South Africa would not tolerate the export of violence and revolution.
Fapla training inadequate

READERS will have noticed that on Saturday morning Mr M F Blatchford of Observatory took issue with various statements made in last week's On Parade, and it struck me they might be interested in my reply to his objections.

Surely, he says, if a South African artillery group is deployed in support of Unita it would be protected by a mechanized infantry unit. I would say he is theoretically right but must consider the circumstances.

An all-scale conventional clash it would be preferable if the guns had a protective screen of mechanized infantry. However, the bad terrain and Fapla's ineptness at a war of movement makes this ideal situation unnecessary.

I am pretty sure that one of the crack counter-insurgency battalions, such as 32 Battalion or 101 Battalion, is deployed. It should be noted, by the way, that these and similar units are not only good foot infantry but are also trained to operate in light armoured vehicles like Buffels and Casspirs.

Perhaps, he says, South African anti-tank units are also present. I doubt it. In the circumstances the anti-tank defensive role could be handled by the Eland-90 armoured cars which are surely there, and infantrymen armed with man-portable anti-tank weapons; the G-5, incidentally, is so constructed that it can be deployed as an anti-tank weapon of great efficiency.

I do not think up to 2 000 "conscripts" are involved. Most of the artillerymen, the armoured-car crews, and some infantry could be national servicemen, but the SWATF light battalions are all professional volunteers.

An upward revision of last week's estimated maximum 800 would give us probably 1 500 or a little more, with half or less being national servicemen.

He says: "It is doubtful if Fapla would succeed with 32 Battalion's 'counter-insurgency' tactics. 32 Battalion operated against so-called opposition, with huge SADF support ready if needed. Unita, though, is organized for conventional war - so conventional tactics should work against it."

I think there is a misunderstanding here. I am talking about the entire war. It would have made more sense if the Angolans had formed insurgent-hunting light battalions and embarked on various community-employment schemes, a counter-insurgency campaign being only about 20% military.
SADF role in Angola says ECC

The SADF role in the Angola conflict, and in a statement attributed to the Chief of the General Staff, South African military authority, has been called for a full disclosure of the facts. The statement was read out in the Eastern Cape, South Africa, last week.

After more than an hour's waiting, the deputation handed over their signed statement to an orderly for transmission to a higher level.
West Germany's view of status game:
Angola a playground for America, Soviets

by JILL JOUBERT

GRAHAMSTOWN — Angola had become the playground of a global status game between the Soviet Union and the United States, the Border branch of the South African Institute of International Affairs was told here.

The speaker was Dr Winrich Kuhnke, Director of African Studies at the Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik in Munich and West German expert on Soviet policy in Africa.

Angola was "a very special case", he said. It was a symbol of the fact that the Soviet Union and the United States could reach out militarily. Now that the United States was supporting Unita, the Soviets would lose face if they defended the MPLA.

"You could regard the Angola involvement as an investment for global status," Dr Kuhnke said.

The Soviets did not expect to turn Angola into an ideological model state.

This was confirmed by Angola's application for membership of the International Monetary Fund.

"There were no signs of the Soviet advisers trying to prevent this," he said.

Another signal was the Soviet-United States agreement on South Africa not being excluded from the Atomic Energy Agency.

"This was a most important message revealing a far-reaching shift towards a negotiated settlement in South Africa and Angola, apparently encouraging the 'imperialist plot'," Dr Kuhnke said.

It did not indicate the Soviets were giving up their support of the ANC or the armed struggle, but that they would pursue this in a restrained manner within the rules of the global game.

Dr Kuhnke drew a very different picture of Soviet policy in Africa since the emergence of Mr Gorbachev, but warned there had been a general tendency to overstate his importance in Soviet policies.

"Under Gorbachev there have been few breath-taking changes. These are all part of an on-going process started in the late 1970s," he said.

Examples of changes in Soviet thinking were:

- Emphasis on the capitalist role and private initiative in Soviet literature. "It is accepted the state farm model has failed," he said.
- Changing perceptions of the international economic order — that interests were different — but not antagonistic.
- Different treatment of the Third World in the Communist Party programme.

But the changes were not about giving up socialism. This was too deeply rooted.

Factors indicated that these marked strategic not "just" tactical changes.

The Soviets now acknowledged that post-apartheid South Africa would retain close economic ties with the West.

Dr Kuhnke predicted that the trends Mr Gorbachev represented would persist.

South Africa could expect the Soviet Union to be cautious about getting involved ideologically or at a military level because the Soviets were very aware of the increased costs of involvement.

But the Soviets were not about to get out of Africa. Nor did it mean they were giving up their position of being a global power equal to the United States, Dr Kuhnke said.
Angolan war at its bloodiest

By MARK VERBAAN WINDHOEK - The Angolan conflict between Jonas Savimbi's Unita rebels and the Angolan government has now entered its bloodiest and most violent phase.

It is widely believed that the Fapla forces have met with strong resistance in its offensive, mainly because the South African Defence Force has stepped in to assist Unita.

A spokesperson for the official Angolans News Agency (Angop) said fierce fighting between Fapla and SAPD soldiers had been continuing since September 1.

**Battle**

Angop said that on September 27, "Angolan planes had an air battle with South African planes in the Cueto Cuanavale area. A South African mirage was brought down."

The SAPD denied that a mirage had been shot down.

On September 10, SAPD troops supported by armoured cars and the South African Airforce, attacked Fapla positions east of Cueto Cuanavale, said Angop.

**Jamba**

Situated 270km north of Jamba, it would be a key position for the Angolans to hold. If Fapla troops manage to capture the small thatched-hut village, not only will its path be clear for an assault on Jamba, but the routes used by Unita guerrillas to infiltrate northwards on sabotage mission will be blocked. The loss of Mavinga could mean the collapse of the 12-year-old Unita movement, and the end of the road for Jonas Savimbi, arch enemy of President Jose Eduardo Dos Santos.

Unita has claimed that several hundred Angolan and Cuban troops have been killed in fighting along the Lobwa River - a natural barrier for rebel bases in Kuanza Kubango province.

Fapla, comprising more than 10,000 troops and backed by Soviet and Cuban advisors, have maintained a two-pronged attack on Mavinga for more than three months.

It is believed the Soviet Union had made its largest weapons delivery to Angola to date in preparation for the campaign, but Fapla's T-54 tanks and helicopter gunships are being countered with American-supplied stinger anti-aircraft and anti-tank missiles.

**Build-up**

"Since September 26, there has been a large build-up of South African troops, equipped with Impalas, Buccaneers, Mirage and Panthers, at Rundu and Grootfontein airports in Northern Namibia."

The source said that this could mean "further large-scale military operations against the People's Republic of Angola."

The SWA territory force last week invited select members of the media to visit the Unita stronghold at Jamba.

The journalists were apparently also flown to Mavinga. Representatives of the progressive media were not invited. (NWA)
Yes, the Russians are in Luanda.
Their hearts are not

The Red-Plot theory falls smoothly into place: A Russian general leads troops in Angola. The Kremlin's next target can only be South Africa. But wait... the signals coming from Moscow itself are very different. The Russians are fed up with South Africa. They hold out little hope of an armed victory by the ANC. PHILLIP VAN NIEKERK reports

US which could put at risk crucial strategic objectives such as the arms control talks.

"They are seriously worried that if there's a real serious conflagration in Southern Africa both superpowers would be compelled by their clients, by their commitments, to become involved."

Kühne says the Soviets no longer see Southern Africa as a region where they can set up Eastern bloc-type satellite regimes which would fall under their ideological and military hegemony.

"In fact," says Kühne, "the Soviet Union no longer sees Africa as a very promising place for world revolution. They have problems of their own, as everybody knows."

This he backs up by pointing to the refusal to admit Mozambique and Ethiopia to the Comecon, the Eastern bloc's economic club, and to supply military aid to Mozambique against Renamo.

To accept this view would be to undercut the rationales which Pretoria trotted out when it periodically admitted to sending in South African troops in support of Unita's Jonas Savimbi. In 1985 — the last time Savimbi was under severe threat as he is now and the last time there was an army of South African involvement — Defense Minister General Magnus Malan came clean for the first time that Pretoria was supplying Unita with "moral, material, and humanitarian aid." The reasons have not varied over the years: "Our policy is to combat Marxist expansion in Angola it concerns a Soviet-controlled offensive against all of Southern Africa. Angola is Moscow's springboard," said Malan.

It is also a useful argument for Savimbi to attract support from the West, referring to a coming showdown between the two military forces. Savimbi's backers argue that the Angolan government won the battle, the Soviet Union could use Angola as a base for attacking Namibia. Even liberal commentators have unreservedly accepted the two most costly assumptions — that the ultimate aim of the Soviets is to wipe out Unita and to use Angola as a platform for the spread of Soviet influence in the sub-continent.

The red peril is in part a screen which has enabled Pretoria to delay independence for Namibia — and thus the transfer of the frontline to the Orange River — by linking it to the permanent stationing of some 40,000 Cuban troops in Angola.

Thus the bomb-loaded, corpse-strewn train which the MPLA and Unita are contesting is an extension of the struggles in Namibia and, ultimately, in South Africa itself.

At the same time the stepped-up Soviet presence in Angola provides hard evidence for the military belief that they are blocking Soviet expansion.

"Under Gorbachev, the Soviet Union does not want to give up its position as a global military power via a vis the United States," says Kühne. "Angola has become a symbol for the Soviet Union's ability to wage an armed struggle in the Third World."

Gorbachev as well as the military are very much committed to defending Angola because they feel their credibility as a global power is at stake — and they know this is critical for the survival of the Soviet Union.

Kühne believes that what the Soviets are doing is some kind of elaborate entanglement of Savimbi's "Their role in Angola is only a limited one. It is not that extensive. They are quite confident that they can defend the MPLA but I doubt if they believe they can completely wipe out Unita."

Behind the shooting is a desire for negotiations in the sub-continent. If Gombe does come to the negotiating table it would have to be in a substantially weakened state.

But any settlement in Southern Africa — whether it be in Angola or some joint superpower support for war-ravaged Mozambique — would have to take South Africa into account as the central problem.

To this end the Soviet Union continues to support the struggle of the ANC and the end of apartheid but with a crucial shift — the emphasis is increasingly on the political rather than the military component of the struggle.

In the Wip interview Gombe said that Soviet military support to the ANC depended on the prospects of such an armed struggle. "If we think that is useless we won't give anything," he said.

Kühne says that while the Soviet Union is not going to press the ANC, the message is that they should not only rely on armed struggle but they should prepare for dialogue. The end goal of the ANC should be a negotiating table.

Kühne says that the Soviets' first choice in South Africa would be to do something alongside the US. In this area is the joint stand which the US and the Soviet Union took on opposing South Africa's expulsion from the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Dr. Philip Nel, director of the Institute for Soviet Studies at the University of Stellenbosch who visited Moscow in August, cautioned on his return that the apparent "softening" of the Soviet line on South Africa could be a step in the wrong direction. "The last thing the Soviets want is a socialist revolution in Southern Africa."

However, in an interview with The Star he said the Soviets appeared to be "preparing the ground for the US to accept Soviet efforts to improve relations with Southern Africa."

This, he said, may have been the main purpose of the recent visit to Africa by Anatoli Gromyko, the director of the Institute for African Studies in Moscow.

If this is the case, it does not mean that State President PW Botha, and others, will be singing the Bolshoi Ballet in Moscow or sipping vodka with Mikhail and Rajaa Gorbachev.

But glasnost for Southern Africa does hold extremely important implications for all the major players strung out across the sub-continent.
New Angolan claims SA planes shot down

Staff Reporter

Claims by the Angolan Foreign Ministry that Angola had downed 16 South African aircraft, killed 32 South African troops and destroyed 12 armoured vehicles since mid-August were rejected by the SADF yesterday as "wild" and an attempt to "divert attention from Unita successes".

The official Angolan news agency, Angop, said the alleged South African air losses included seven Impalas and Mirage jets, four helicopters and a small Elettroplane.

Our London correspondent reports that yesterday's Sunday Telegraph reported that for the first time black African pilots have been taking on their South African counterparts in the air—pitting the advanced MiG 23s against the older and slower Mirage.

Two years ago, when Angolan pilots were flying MiG 21s, the South African pilots easily outflung and outmanoeuvred their opponents and shot down at least two Soviet fighters, the Telegraph reporter said.

Since then a sophisticated air defence system, maintained by the Angolan government's Soviet advisers, has been installed across the south of the country by the SADF, whose fighters fly frequent ground-attack sorties against the Angolan army and SWAPO bases in northern Namibia.

Now the Angolan military, under the direction of a Soviet general, has committed the new MiG 23s to battle for the first time.

Western diplomats in Pretoria say the South African air losses are modest, but they have led to a strategic rethink among South African military planners.

In London, a military analyst said this weekend: "Not only have the South Africans lost air superiority over southern Angola, but they are now under a northern threat to their bases in Namibia."

The SADF spokesman yesterday said there was "nothing new in these allegations".

"They are merely a rehash of old statements and yet again an attempt to divert attention away from the successes that Unita has..."
Angolan claims of SA losses rejected

PRETORIA — Claims by the Angolan Foreign Ministry that Angola had downed 16 South African aircraft, killed 32 South African troops and destroyed 12 armoured vehicles since mid-August were rejected by the SADF yesterday as "wild" and an attempt to "divert attention from Unita successes".

The SADF also rejected reports of air clashes between South African fighters and newly-deployed advance Soviet fighters that resulted in the downing of a South African Mirage and two helicopters over the past three weeks.

The official Angolan news agency, ANGOP, said the alleged South African air losses included seven Impala and Mirage jets, four helicopters and a small spotter plane.

The Daily Dispatch's London correspondent said the Daily Telegraph had reported that for the first time black African pilots have been taking on their South African counterparts in the air — pitting the advanced MiG 23s against the older and slower Mirages.

Two years ago, when Angolan pilots were flying MiG 21s, the South African pilots easily outfought and outflew their opponents and shot down at least two Soviet fighters, the Telegraph report said.

Since then a sophisticated missile defence system, manned by Angolans and their Cuban advisers, has been installed.

This advance system has presented considerable problems for the SADF, whose pilots fly frequent ground attack sorties against the Angolan army and SWAPO bases, the paper said.

Western diplomats in Pretoria said the South African air losses were modest, but they had led to a strategic rethink among South African military planners.

In London, a military analyst said this weekend: "Not only have the South Africans lost air superiority over southern Angola but they face a conventional threat to their bases in Namibia." A SADF spokesman said there was "nothing new in these allegations".

"They are a rehash of old statements and yet again an attempt to divert attention away from the successes that Unita has scored against the Russian and Cuban-led offensives against them in south-east Angola.

"These allegations are so wild they do not warrant any further comment."

The Marxist government meanwhile conceded "considerable losses in personnel and materiel" in a battle along the southeastern Lomba River.

The US-armed Unita rebels earlier claimed they had cut in half four army brigades along the Lomba in counter-attacking a government offensive aimed at taking the guerrilla-held town of Mavinga.

South Africa has acknowledged aiding the guerrillas in the offensive that reportedly involves 15,000 to 20,000 Soviet-supplied tanks and armoured cars, and several hundred Cuban and Soviet advisors.
SA bombed us — Angola

LISBON. — Angola accused South Africa today of bombing troops and civilians deep in Angolan territory in support of the Unita rebels.

A report by the official Angolan news agency, Angop, received in Lisbon, said South African troops were carrying out air raids up to 500 km inside Angola.

The report, quoting official military sources, said that from October 9 to 20 the South African Air Force violated Angolan airspace 41 times, carrying out at least eight bomb attacks against Angolan forces and defenceless villages.

Angop said Angolan troops had shot down 16 South African aircraft, including Buccaneer, Impala, Mirages and helicopters.

"The largest number of clashes were located in the Cuando-Cubango province where the racist South Africans are intervening in defence of Unita, and in the Cunene province where they are preventing supplies from reaching local populations," Angop said.

Angop said on Saturday that Unita forces had fled in disarray from combat areas and were powerless against the government offensive.

Thursday's Angop report mentioned no casualties.

Allegations that South African-backed rebels in southern Angola had defeated a major government offensive commanded by Soviet officers were not new and were merely an exaggerated repetition of earlier claims, says an SADF spokesman.

"It is widely known that the Angolan forces, led and commanded by Russians and Cubans, have suffered severe military setbacks at the hands of Unita in southern Angola.

"These allegations are part of their continued effort to divert attention from Unita's successes against their offensive," he said. — Sapa-Reuter.
Portraits of ordinary life. In a battle zone

In our area there is often war, says Graca Hangula matter-of-factly. She is one of thousands of Angolan peasants for whom war has joined the other tribulations of daily life.

PAUL WEINBERG reports from Namibia

When Graca Hangula wants to see her husband, a northern Namibian, she must trek 250km through a war zone. She has stayed in Angola, in the MPLA-controlled village her husband left two years ago to seek work in Windhoek. Her cousin Zacharia has also stayed behind — but in the ranks of Unita. Once a year the fragmented families meet together, in October, before the rainy season starts and the guerrilla offensive escalates. They meet in the Omshabind village where Graca's husband and brother have made their homes.

The obstacles the Hungulas must overcome to meet in Ombashind each spring is evidence of an ongoing military confrontation which only makes the headlines when, as in recent weeks, reports filter through of a major Angolan government offensive against Unita. Their accounts contain information not reflected in official communiques — whether issued by South Africa or Angola, Unita or Swapo.

Using her brother as an interpreter (he is a teacher who has been detained three times in the past two years), Graca Hangula, 26, tells how she and her 15-year-old daughter traveled to Ombashind with goats, cattle and chickens which they bartered for food and sugar. She has also

Fragile peace in the war zone: But there are grim reminders that the visit to see an annual medical check-up as doctors are scarce in Angola.

On the way down they saw a convoy of trucks and soldiers, she says. On more than one occasion, they made a detour to avoid a village where they were told people had been killed.

And the journey back is likely to be risky, "We have always to be careful," she says. "If we are caught by Unita they will steal the goods from us."

She waves a grass basket which she will use to carry goods back to Angola's Cunene province. She is barefoot and for the 250km trip home she will don walking shoes. Others in the group will walk the three-day journey barefoot, most carrying at least 25kg on their heads.

In the area there is often war," she says. "First Unita attacks and then comes the South African army."

In June this year a jet fighter crashed near her village. She says when the villagers went to see what had happened, soldiers arrived and beat them. "They accused us of supporting Swapo," she says. "Two people died after the beating."

Her husband had been a teacher in the village. Now he works as a park ranger in a supermarket.

Gracia and George Hangula's cousin, Zacharia, lives in western Angola sky (top left), and the start of the 250km trek (above left).

Pictures: PAUL WEINBERG, Atimphe. On the last day of the annual reunion, a taxi arrives early in the morning to take George to work while Gracia and her group prepare to leave.

The driver shows George shatting bonds with his wife and family. The taxi rests off, leaving a trail of dust as Gracia and the Angolan contingent begin to run the 250km gauntlet back home.

When I woke up this morning, my car was standing on bricks in the middle of the road. It's a lovely way to start your day. When you

head is feeling like a pillbox, still on a push hour away, va.
MPLA offensive is apparently stymied

By Gerald L'Ange, The Star's Africa News Service

The biggest offensive mounted by Angolan government forces against the Unita rebels appears to have been defeated after only one major battle.

With the rainy season about to start in south-eastern Angola, making large-scale fighting impossible, the big armies painstakingly assembled in the area by the MPLA government have almost certainly run out of time.

The one big push they made, striking eastward towards the key town of Mavinga, was rolled back in a bloody battle on the Lomba River in which South Africa's mobile G5 cannon may have played a crucial role.

Diplomatic sources have claimed that the gun, which has a 40km range, was used with great effect in the battle, but the SADF has refused to comment on the claim.

Unita leader, Dr Jonas Savimbi was quoted as saying the Marxist government's forces were in retreat after fighting near the Lomba River.

Dr Savimbi, claiming to control a third of Angola, said the drive on his frontline stronghold of Mavinga had been "practically stemmed".

This is the third year the dry season push has failed.
Will Unita turn tables on Fapla?

With the Angolan attempt to capture the Unita stronghold of Mavinga apparently abandoned, the question now looming over the South-Eastern battle theatre is whether the Unita leader, Dr Jonas Savimbi, has decided to turn the tables by capturing the Cuito Cuanavale air base, the Angolans’ jumping off point.

There is at least a possibility that a strong anti-Angolan force is already moving towards the base, and has been for several days.

Although a fairly hazardous operation, considering the weather and the lightly armed nature of Dr Savimbi's forces, it would be of enormous strategic value to him if he could destroy or badly damage Cuito Cuanavale. Because it is the Angolans' most forward base in their long war against him, it could buy him up to two years' time before his 'capital' of Jamba comes under serious threat of ground attack.

In the opinion of local military observers an attack on Cuito Cuanavale is feasible if Dr Savimbi can muster the appropriate force and weapons and operate in spite of the rainy season, which has reportedly started early, as predicted. His aim would be to lay in ruin whatever his forces could not carry off and then retreat before the Angolans can counter-attack from the next base in the chain they have been extending south-eastwards in the past few years.

By late yesterday there were strong indications that the Angolan forces, defeated by a combination of Unita resistance, South African military aid, hostile terrain and early rains, had abandoned their advance on Mavinga and were pulling back to Cuito Cuanavale.

Diplomatic sources quoted by Sapa-Reuter this week confirmed Unita statements that Fapla (the Angolan government forces) had suffered serious casualties in the September-October fighting.

The onset of the rainy season is a hindrance to both sides, but more to Fapla than Unita's forces, which are not as road-bound, have more experience at fighting in wet weather, and will benefit from the fact that the Angolan air force's flying activities will be restricted.

It is also believed the Fapla forces have suffered a powerful blow to their morale after the fighting of the past six weeks - Luanda's third failed offensive against Unita in three successive years.

However, Dr Savimbi could still encounter stiff opposition, particularly if he attacks Cuito Cuanavale. Experience has shown that Fapla troops are skilled at preparing elaborate defensive positions and usually defend them stubbornly in the face of attack.

Local observers believe that Angolan claims of South African air raids deep in the interior actually represent an attempt to disguise attacks by Unita fighters who are taking advantage of the withdrawal of Fapla troops from other areas such as the Cunene province for the Mavinga operation.

South African and Namibian losses of men and material in the recent round of fighting are thought to have been very low so far. Although South African spokesmen are saying nothing new, it is thought the Angolans have inflicted little damage, and no aircrew losses have been released so far.
LONDON. — Major Wynand du Toit was captured in Cabinda through information passed to Western intelligence by one of the double agents accused of plotting to kidnap leading ANC members in London, sources here revealed yesterday.

Mr Evan Dennis Evans, one of the men against whom charges of conspiracy to kidnap were dropped this week, was a former RAF officer and had for many years faithfully served MI6, British intelligence's foreign arm.

Mr Evans, 55, Mr John Wheatley, 28 and the particularly shady Mr Prank Larsen, 53, were charged earlier this year with conspiracy to kidnap leading members of the ANC in London and bring them back to South Africa.

The charges were dropped this week amid protest that there had been a cover-up. All three were also mentioned in the unsuccessful coup attempt against the socialist government of Mr Albert Rene in the Seychelles.

According to his own evidence, Mr Evans's last job was as quartermaster to the South African Recce Commando. He is quoted on record as saying that he helped plan the fatal raid on the Cabinda oilfields on May 21, 1985.

Only survivor

However, it is claimed that Mr Evans informed London of the plan to strike at American oil installations in Cabinda, and London in turn informed Washington.

The angry Americans then tipped off the Angolans. The usual Cuban guard was taken out of the sabotage zone and Major Du Toit and his sabotage team walked straight into the arms of an ambush set up by Fapla, the Angolan army.

The only survivor was Major Du Toit, who recently returned to South Africa in the spy swap involving Angola and Mozambique.

Mr Evans returned hastily to his native Wales, where he set up a business in Anglesey in October 1985, after 15 years' service as an officer in the Rhodesian and South African forces.

According to reports Mr Evans left in haste because he feared the revenge of the Recce Commando — and in particular he feared Mr Johann Niemoller, the Upington businessman rumoured to be the mastermind of the plot to kidnap such leading members of the ANC as its London representative, Mr Solly Smith.

After his arrest, Mr Evans's wife Judith admitted the family was terrified when Mr Niemoller suddenly arrived on their doorstep in late 1986.

Her husband's sole wish, she said, was to put distance between himself and Mr Niemoller and to safeguard his family.

She supported evidence given on Mr Evans's behalf in court that Mr Niemoller asked him to get involved in either "blowing up" the ANC offices or kidnapping its members, particularly former military wing leader Mr Joe Slovo.

According to his statement, Mr Evans agreed to become involved in surveillance of the ANC offices but told them to "get lost" when they asked him to join the alleged kidnap plot.

Mr Evans has since refused to discuss the case. But there is a glaringly obvious security screen around his house. Journalists who have made approaches have found themselves followed by plainclothes police.

A storm of protest broke in England this week when the kidnap charges were dropped against the three on Wednesday.

Britain's Attorney-General, Sir Patrick Mayhew, yesterday defended the decision to drop the charges and also denied any government involvement.

Sir Patrick told the House of Commons that the decision was reached by the Director of Public Prosecutions alone, without reference to Prime Minister Mrs Margaret Thatcher.

He said there was "no connection whatever--
21 Years of Unwinnable War
Private divers cheating, says export chief

Staff Reporter

The chairman of the Cape Lobster Exporters’ Association yesterday alleged that unscrupulous private fishermen were over-exploiting crayfish and said a survey conducted last year had shown that private divers removed more than 90 tons of crayfish from Kommetjie.

Mr Jeff Louw, of Lighthouse Fisheries, said commercial fishermen’s catches were carefully monitored and weighed each day, while members of the public were much less closely monitored.

Last year each person was allowed five crayfish a day but he had seen people using teams of children to catch much more than 200 crayfish a day.

“The boat owner collects a few children on the beach and pays them a few bob, he then goes out and catches the quota for each person on the boat and he repeats this several times.

“If he is inspected by officials at any time he will be found to be within the law,” Mr Louw said.

Mr Louw said two people had monitored the public’s catches at “The Komb” beach near Kommetjie for 28 days, from March 27 to April 27.

Members of the public caught 22,500 crayfish—about 11 tons.

Based on these figures they had calculated that members of the public would have removed 90 tons of crayfish from the area last season.

“We accept that the public have as much a right to catch crayfish, but we are catching within the parameters of law and our quotas are monitored.

“I’ve got a quota of 54 tons but the public are catching almost double this amount and are probably over-exploiting the area.”

When asked yesterday whether the survey figure of 90 tons was accurate, the assistant director-general of Environment Affairs, Dr Chris Serfontein, said it “could very well be, although I have not heard of anything of that magnitude”.

He admitted that unscrupulous fishermen could go to sea “several times a day”
Beaufort West men jailed for murder, public violence

GRAHAMSTOWN — Two Beaufort West men have been sentenced to 25 years each and five years for assault in connection with the public violence that occurred last week.

The men were charged with murder and assault after a group of youths, mainly residents of the Wildenau district, rioted in protest against police allegedly beating a local resident. One of the accused, aged 17, was charged with murder after he allegedly fired a gun at police, injuring two officers. The other accused, aged 18, was charged with assault.

CTPA in publication launch

THE Cape Teachers' Professional Association (CTPA) is launching two alternative education publications at its Represenative Council Meeting next week.

The meeting, on December 3, will also discuss the association's international programme and its position on the Freedom Charter.

All interested educators and students are invited to attend.

Africanist movement

Ama-Africa to be launched

FORT ELIZABETH — An Africanist movement called Ama-Africa, will be launched on the Day of the Vow, the day when the Xhosa forefathers took the vow to fight against the British.

The movement has been formed by a group of Xhosa who are disillusioned with the ANC and its failure to address the needs of the Xhosa people.

Police swoop on vigilantes

DURBAN — Police launched a big swoop on alleged vigilantes in the Golden Mile last night and arrested four of them.

One of the accused was arrested when he tried to flee after police had cordoned off the area.

Red Alert

TOWNSEND — An alert was issued by the local police after reports of suspicious activities in the area.

The alert was triggered by a number of recent incidents, including a reported burglary and a car theft.

No bail granted for Wayne Malgas

BAIL was not considered for any of the 15 people who were charged in the Cape Town Magistrate Court last week.

The court found that the accused had no reasonable cause to believe that they would not be present for the next hearing.

Local body gets a 'peace risk'

FORT ELIZABETH — The George Civic Association has been awarded a grant for a community project aimed at promoting peace in the area.

Wayne Malgas, who was arrested last week for suspected burglary, has been granted bail.

Another accused was sentenced to 25 years each for murder and assault.

A Visit to the Savimbi strong

BY SYLVIA Vollenhoven

JAMBA, the headquarters of Unita leader Jonas Savimbi, is not on any ordinary road.

To get there you have to report to a change-of-cloth called Wender Agosta at the Wonderboom military base in Pretoria. After a short drive, you are deposited at the entrance to the base, where you are searched.

You are then given a short tour of the base before being escorted to a small hut where you can relax and enjoy a cup of coffee.

In the hut, you are welcomed by a Unita official who informs you that you are now part of the group that will be going to Jamba.

There are no vehicles to take you there, so you have to walk the last part of the journey.

You will then be driven to the camp, where you will be greeted by a Unita official who will take you to your accommodation.

You will then be shown around the camp and told about the history of Unita and its fight for independence.

You will then be given a chance to meet and talk to the various individuals who are involved in the fight for independence.

You will then be taken to a nearby village where you will be able to see the daily life of the people who are fighting for independence.

You will then be taken back to the camp, where you will be able to relax and enjoy the facilities provided.

The visit will end with a farewell dinner, where you will be able to meet and talk to the various individuals who are involved in the fight for independence.

You will then be taken back to the Pretoria airport, where you will be given a certificate of appreciation for your visit to Jamba.

The certificate will be presented to you by the Unita official who met you at the camp.

The certificate will be a reminder of your visit to Jamba and your contribution to the fight for independence.
Bloodied and bowed! Cuban-led army flees

A HUGE Cuban-led army is in flight across Angola after a battle that could be the turning-point in the 12-year war.

The tattered columns of the biggest force yet mobilised by the MPLA government — 14 brigades were yesterday retreating northwards after taking an unprecedented hammering from Dr Jonas Savimbi's Unita guerrillas.

Authoritative sources say that "at least" 2,000 Fapla (Angolan) soldiers have been killed in the past six weeks, with as many seriously wounded.

In Lisbon some reports said Fapla casualties could be as high as 6,000. Field observers report that, unlike the last big Fapla-Unita clash in 1985 when Dr Savimbi was reported to have been savaged by South African air support — Unita units have fought largely on their own.

American-supplied Stinger missiles had an important demoralising effect on Cuban pilots.

Published reports in Lisbon say that the formidable SA-made artillery weapon, the long-range G6, was deployed only rarely — but with deadly efficacy — at key stages of the conflict.

Conventional

But Western intelligence sources have characterised South Africa's involvement as "massive", with up to 70 strike aircraft and helicopters involved.

This year's Fapla attack was to be the one that finally dislodged Dr Savimbi from his south-eastern stronghold.

Over many weeks, a huge force was assembled north of the Lombe River. Its target: the nearby town of Mavinga and, ultimately, Unita's "capital" in Jamba.

The massive army — under the command of a Soviet general — never got beyond the Lomba.

The force, organised for conventional warfare — many of its troops with only a month's training — was no match for Unita's tough, battle-hardened guerrillas.

Disastrous

In addition, Fapla logistics were poor. Overextended supply lines to the remote region broke down. Food became scarce and morale low. Cuban and Fapla commanders became hesitant.

But orders came from elsewhere — diplomatic sources believe direct from Moscow — for the attack to proceed, with disastrous results.

Yesterday the retreating force was approaching a key Fapla base at Cuito Cuanavale. Dr Savimbi's aim is to take the base.

Unita says the recent campaign was a rout of Fapla; some Western sources argue it is a strategic retreat.

Also, Western sources claim. Fapla is building advance bases with concrete helicopter pads in the territory for a possible counteroffensive.

By FRED BRIDGOLD
in London and KEN POTTINGER in Lisbon
Heads roll after Angolan defeat
Offensive against Unita a failure

Argus Africa News Service

JOHANNESBURG. — Unita rebels appear to be making a major effort to turn a retreat by the MPLA government's Fapla army into a rout as Fapla pulls back from its failed offensive against the Unita stronghold in southeastern Angola.

Reports that the Cuban-supported Fapla troops are in full flight have not been confirmed but they have clearly suffered a serious defeat in their third offensive in as many years against the rebels.

While denying Unita's claim of a major victory, the MPLA government has virtually admitted that its forces are in trouble by issuing a statement that they have not lost control of the situation.

The MPLA's claim of intervention by South African forces has been dismissed by the SADF as "an exaggerated repetition of old allegations".

Unita has claimed successes on both fronts of the Fapla offensive -- the northern front based on Luena and Lucusse and the western one based on Cuito Cuanavale and Menongue.

Having thrown back the Fapla forces on the western front in the crucial battle of the Lomba River in September, the rebels apparently struck at Fapla's extended supply lines to force it to pull back.

These strikes are believed to have been intensified in a bid to either trap the communist army in the mud as the rainy season begins or to stampede it into a rout.

According to recent reports, however, the fighting has not reached Cuito Cuanavale.

On the northern front, Unita has claimed the recapture of Casmamba and Lutuai, which they had lost in a previous MPLA offensive. These towns are well to the north of the positions at which the MPLA was reported to have massed troops in August for a thrust to the south. If Unita's claim is accurate it would mean Fapla has suffered a major defeat on this front as well as on the western one.
US support for Unita likely to grow — report

From NEIL LURSENB
The Argus Foreign Service

WASHINGTON. — Unita’s success in turning back the Angolan army’s biggest effort in 12 years has strengthened the Reagan administration’s support for covert-military aid to the Savimbi-led rebels, according to a report here.

US officials have until now avoided public comment on the heavy fighting in Angola between Sa- backed Unita forces and Angola’s MPLA Government troops, supported by Cuba and the Soviet Union.

But in an interview in the Washington Post, some senior US officials suggested that the administration should increase its annual $30-million aid grant to Unita to reduce the dependence of the rebel force on South Africa whose long-range artillery and air power played a decisive role in turning back the MPLA offensive.

Asked to comment on the Post’s report, State Department spokesman Mr Charles Redman said it appeared that Unita had stopped the MPLA offensive in south-eastern Angola, inflicting substantial losses in men and equipment.

“This underscores our longstanding view that the problem of Angola’s internal divisions cannot be resolved on the battlefield, but only by a political settlement among Angolans once foreign forces have withdrawn.”

While Mr Redman said nothing about increasing US military aid to Unita, he did not deny the Post’s report.

The report supports the view here that President Reagan is determined not to abandon Unita and other anti-communist rebel forces elsewhere in the world in spite of efforts to achieve wider international agreements with the Soviets.

The administration wants the MPLA Government to recognise that peace is impossible unless it is ready to include Unita in reconciliation negotiations on the future of the country. As long as Unita depends on South Africa, this will be difficult to achieve.

According to the Post, US officials do not believe Angolan reports that 13 SAAF aircraft were shot down. The officials said they believed only one SA fighter-bomber was destroyed and maybe one Mirage fighter-bomber.
Angola raid leaves 11 SA soldiers dead

NINE SA and two Namibian troops have died in Angola in what the SA Defence Force (SADF) yesterday described as a “pre-emptive” strike which left 150 Swapo guerrillas dead at the weekend.

The deaths were announced by the SADF in Pretoria at the end of a weekend which also saw battles raging between retreating Angolan government troops (Fapla) and the Unita rebel movement led by Jonas Savimbi.

An SADF spokesman said there was no connection between the Unita action in south-east Angola and this operation which took place towards the west of Angola. He said the SADF strike had aimed to counter a Swapo insurgency campaign during the coming rainy season.

The weekend’s losses are among the biggest single losses in recent years. Seven SA troops died in a clash with Cuban and Angolan forces in January 1984 when their Ratel troop carrier was attacked, while the biggest single loss took place in August 1981 when a Puma helicopter was shot down and 15 SADF members lost their lives. Yesterday’s SADF statement read: “Defence headquarters announced in Pretoria today that a pre-emptive attack was carried out on a Swapo terror-
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“More than 150 Swapo terrorists were killed in this operation which was aimed at Swapo elements preparing for their seasonal infiltration of South West Africa and ensuring terrorist activities against the inhabitants.

“The Defence Force also regrets to announce that 11 members of the Defence Force and the SWA Territory Force died in action.”

The weekend’s Fapla retreat was reported to be taking place after the Angolan government’s (MPLA) Cuban-assisted offensive launched in September failed to gain significant ground against the SA-assisted Unita movement.

The MPLA had made Unita “capital” Jamba its target, but by the weekend the Cuban-led forces were beating a hasty retreat back north out of Savimbi’s south eastern stronghold.

The SADF statement made no reference to the Unita battles. It referred to its operations as being against Swapo targets “north of Ovamboland”, Namibia’s

11 SA soldiers die in Angola

northernmost district south of Angola.


The statement gave no more details of the operation and made no mention of the number injured or losses of military hardware.

The SWATF said its two dead were

Rifleman W Abrahams, 25, and Rifleman B Petrus, 21, both of Ovamboland.

Sapa reports that Defence Minister Magnus Malan said last night after the the deaths were announced: “Those harbouring terrorists must remember SA is prepared to pay this price in the interests of its people and its territorial integrity.

“Terrorists are conducting an undeclared war against Namibia and SA but the ultimate objective is SA.”

He expressed his deepest sympathy with the next-of-kin of the 11 men killed in the operation.
United advances on Cuito Cuanavale

CAPE TIMES, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1987

[Image of a page from a newspaper, featuring a headline about military advances on Cuito Cuanavale.]
He went back to fight — only to lose his life

One of the officers who died in the fierce battle in southern Angola at the weekend was Second Lieutenant Dwane Bosch (29) from Malanville, who returned to the operational area — only to lose his life.

Second Lieutenant Dwane Bosch (29) from Malanville, who returned to the operational area — only to lose his life.

Lieutenant Bosie turned 20 on October 21. He went into the area straight from the Swartkop Fighter Wing, where he trained in the F-16. His ambition was to become a pilot in the South African Air Force, but his life was cut short.

After spending six weeks in hospital, Second Lieutenant Dwane Bosch was on his way back to the operational area. He was one of seven children of Mr. and Mrs. Bosch. The family was devastated by the news.

No Angolans involved in clash with Swapo

Four soldiers killed were paratroopers

“No connection”

SA ‘ready to pay price’

Those who were harbouring terrorists had to remember that South Africa was prepared to pay a high price for freedom. The Minister of Defence, General Magashule, said this.

The director of the Institute for Strategic Studies at the University of Pretoria, Professor Mike Shearer, should not be automatically funded by the South African government. The director of the Institute for Strategic Studies, Professor Mike Shearer, should not be automatically funded by the South African government.

It should be noted that the Institute for Strategic Studies has been funded by the South African government in the past. The director of the Institute for Strategic Studies has been funded by the South African government in the past.

However, in the past, the Institute for Strategic Studies has been funded by the South African government in the past. The director of the Institute for Strategic Studies has been funded by the South African government in the past.
Pik sends UN a note on Angola

UNITED NATIONS — Angola has become a playground for the superpowers, and the Security Council should concern itself urgently with the situation, Foreign Minister Pik Botha said in a note to the UN.

In the note, released yesterday, Botha said SA was not at war with Angola, but had a duty to protect the inhabitants of neighbouring Namibia — which it rules in contravention of numerous UN resolutions.

The Security Council last week authorised Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar to try arrange a ceasefire between SA and black guerrilla forces in Namibia.

In his letter to de Cuellar, Botha said if SWAPO ceased "acts of terrorism," there would be no need for counter-action by SA troops.

"The Security Council should urgently concern itself with the domestic crisis in Angola which has become the playground of the superpowers with tragic consequences for the Angolan populace," Botha said.

He repeated SA was ready to take part in a conference among all interested parties for peace in Angola and a resolution of the Namibian issue.

As long as the Angolan government was bolstered militarily by Cubans and other foreign troops and advisers, a peaceful resolution to the internal situation in Angola would be frustrated, he added. — Sapa-Reuters.
attack on Swazoland
From page 1

never hesitate to strike terrorists in their hideouts wherever they might be.

"This is how South Africa serves the interests of all its peoples," General Malan said.

The SWAPP base's location is not known, but according to local observers there are two possibilities:

- It was in the so-called "Doxa Triangle", the area between the towns of Evale, Nchone and Doana, about 60km from the Angola-Namibian border, which for years has been used as a SWAPP forward assembly area where last-minute training is carried out before southward infiltration.

Almost exactly two years ago, in September of 1985, a number of SWAPP "romero miles" (vehicle-mounted reaction-force teams) crippled the November-December short rainy season infiltration by hitting and totally dispersing several hundred SWAPP members gathered in the Doxa Triangle for retraining.

- It was in the area immediately south and south-west of Cassinga, a former mining town about 250km inside Angola, which suffered a parachute attack in 1978 in the first large-scale South African "external operations".

However, the observers added, it was unlikely SWAPP and SWAPP forces would operate in Angola, especially at the start of the rainy season.

One commented: "The fact that our losses were the heaviest this year does not necessarily mean it was the biggest battle. If they were to hit a troop carrier, for example, they could kill that many with one rocket."

The nine members of the SWAPP and two of the SWATP who died in Saturday's attack are:

- Major Andries Hercules Radeb, 27, who is survived by two brothers and a sister.
- Second Lieutenant Deon Botes, 20, who is survived by his parents, Mr and Mrs J D Botes, of 4 West Street, Malmsbury.
- Second Lieutenant Dylan Chevalier Cobbold, 20, who is survived by his parents, Mr and Mrs R G Cobbold, of Long Reach, Winterton.
- Corporal Nico Smith Olivier, 19, who is survived by his parents, Professor and Mrs L R Olivier, of 155 Anderson Street, Brooklyn, Pretoria.
- Lance-Corporal Raymond Mark Light, 21, who is survived by his parents, Mr and Mrs R H Light, of 13 Tracy Watts Road, Pinetown.

- Rifleman Dirk Wilhelm van Rooyen, 26, who is survived by his parents, Mr and Mrs D W van Rooyen, of 21 President van Rensburg, Phalaborwa.
- Rifleman Wayne Valentine Ewels, 21, who is survived by his parents, Mr and Mrs G R Ewels, of 6 Epsom Road, Stirling, East London.
- Rifleman Hugues Norbert de Rose, 21, who is survived by his parents, Mr and Mrs R de Rose, of 11 Smith Street, Wieters Park, Harrismith.
- Sapper Erasmus Albertus Steyn, 19, who is survived by his parents, Mr and Mrs H J Steyn, of Plot 118, 5 Orange Street, Bloemfontein.
- Rifleman W Abrahams, 25, of Ovambo.
- Rifleman B Petrus, 21, of Ovambo.

Families grieve their dead

BY ROMIE MORRIS

He is survived by his parents and his five brothers and sisters. The funeral for 26-year-old "red-blooded" Mr D W van Rooyen was held in Pretoria on October 22, 1987, two days after the attack.

For two years he had been a "red-blooded" SA soldier. The day he was killed, he was 26 and had been married for six years. His wife, a teacher, is pregnant with their fifth child.

The family home was in Pretoria and the van Rooyen family had lived there for 20 years. Mr van Rooyen was the second of five brothers and the only one to marry and have children.

He had played rugby at the Cape Town Grammar School and also played for the University of Pretoria. He then completed a degree in industrial relations, and worked in the machines industry before being recruited as a nature conservation officer. He was born in Pretoria.

With SWAPP and SWATP training, he was the last of a long line of van Rooyens who had served in the military. His father, his brother John, and a number of other relatives also served in the military.

With the news of his death, the family was in mourning. "He was a good husband and a perfect family man," his wife said.

Mr van Rooyen's other brothers are Philip, 24, and a student at Wits University; at the weekend, was a rugby player and a perfect family man; and his brother, Mr T W van Rooyen, and his brother, Mr W G van Rooyen, are serving in the military.

Mr van Rooyen was survived by his parents, Mr and Mrs D W van Rooyen, of 21 President van Rensburg, Phalaborwa.
The Argus Correspondent

PRETORIA. — At least 12 South African Defence Force/South West Africa Territorial Force troops and 150 Swapo members have been killed in one of the bloodiest battles in the more than 20-year war in SWA/Namibia.

A SADF spokesman has confirmed that the 12 soldiers were killed in an attack on a Swapo base 150km north of Owamboland on Saturday.

Swapo lost 150 members in the battle, he said.

Eleven soldiers were reported yesterday to have been killed, but the SADF announced today that Rifleman Jean Mark Schuurman, 20, had died of his wounds, raising the death toll to 12.

Military observers said the South African casualties were the result of a bloody and intense firefight as SADF/SWATF forces launched an all-out assault on a Swapo base in southern Angola.

Ground battle

It was reported to be a ground battle. The SADF rejected claims that a helicopter was shot down.

Although the exact location of the base is not known, it is believed to be in the vicinity of Cuvéral, where SADF forces destroyed a major Swapo base during Operation Askari in late 1983.

The battle was not to be related to the defeat of a Cuban-led Fapla force by Unita rebels.

An officer from Malmesbury who died in the battle had survived war wounds earlier this year and returned to the operational area.

Second Lieutenant Dean Botes, 20, was wounded in a skirmish on July 25, said his mother, Mrs Ena Botes of Malmesbury.

"He went back to 101 Battalion at the end of September, and was there for 14 days before he came home for his last pass," said Mrs Botes.

"We put him on a plane on October 23 and he was killed seven days later."

Lieutenant Botes knew what was waiting for him when he returned for duty after his pass.

"He was told that he had to go into Angola," said Mrs Botes. She and Mr Danie Botes, who works for the Department of Posts and Telecommunications, have two other sons.

"Outdoor type"

Lieutenant Botes turned 20 on October 21. He went into the army straight from Swartland Hôërskool, where he played for the first rugby team and for Boland schools. His ambition was to become a nature conservationist and he had planned to study in Cape Town next year.

"He was keen to go, he was an outdoor type of person. He was genuine and was just marvellous. His death is a terrible shock," said Mrs Botes.

Another victim of the battle, Sapper Erasmus Albertus Steyn, 19, was one of seven children of Haim and Louise Steyn of Bloemfontein.

"The Lord lent me my son and He has now taken him back," Mrs Steyn said.

Mr Steyn was treated for shock at the news of his son's death.

Sapper Steyn was to have finished his national service at the end of the year, but he had not formulated plans for next year.

The mother of Rifleman Hugo Nolbert de Rose, 21, said she had last seen her son on her 50th birthday in September.

Mrs Therese de Rose said her son was a paratrooper and had spent most of his national service on the border. He was also due to finish his service next month. Rifleman de Rose is survived by his parents, who live in Harrismith, a brother and a sister.

"It is a terrible thing, he was such a lovely boy. They told us there were quite a few injured," said Mrs de Rose.

Mr P Cobbold said he was in no condition to speak about his men.
Anti-tank blast killed five in Angola attack

The Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG.—Five South African soldiers were killed when a troop carrier was hit by an anti-tank missile during an attack on an established Swapo base in Angola, a Defence Force statement has confirmed.

In all, 12 members of a combined South African Defence Force/SWA Territorial Force attack group and more than 150 Swapo fighters died during heavy fighting between 1pm and 8pm on Saturday, the statement said.

In another incident some troops were wounded when a mortar bomb exploded while they were deploying from a combat vehicle.

The Swapo fortifications were extremely well hidden in a difficult, densely wooded terrain, the statement said.

The latest engagement brings Swapo's death toll this year to 726.

The remnants of the Swapo force have broken up into small groups and are trying to link up with other established Swapo bases in the area.

Although it is not possible to account for each and every terrorist in such difficult terrain it has been confirmed that Swapo suffered heavy casualties, including more than 150 dead and hundreds wounded," the statement said.

The success of the pre-emptive strike has crippled Swapo's annual rainy season infiltration of SWA/Namibia and it remains to be seen to what extent Swapo can reorganise, it added.

Transplanted kidney a killer

The Argus Foreign Service

NEW YORK.—When Kenneth Kolator had a kidney transplant he thought the organ had saved his life. But the kidney was cancerous and killed him.

Now his widow, Mrs Rae Ann Kolator, is suing for R7-million, claiming that the cancer in the transplanted kidney spread almost immediately to his brain, causing him an agonising death.

The kidney donor had died of multiple brain tumours. Mrs Kolator claims that the Downtown Medical Centre in Brooklyn failed to examine the kidney properly or to monitor her husband for signs of cancer.

The hospital denies any negligence and claims there is no proof that the kidney was cancerous.
Poor man's war

THE fact that each Angolan anti-Unita offensive of the recent past seems to have been planned and led by Russians and/or Cubans might be interesting to students of the total-onslaught concept, but it certainly does not seem to have done the Angolans much good.

My impression now that the third successive Angolan thrust appears to have failed is that these gentlemen do not seem to know what they are about — or maybe I should say they are trying to fight Russian-style in Africa, a sly old continent which has long specialized in making fools out of raw whites.

In Africa God is not necessarily with the big battalions; more than in the case elsewhere, the successful commander must know his enemy, his terrain and, above all, his own troops.

I believe this was not fully borne in mind by the expatriates, and they were sunk by their typically Russian obsession with rigid steam-roller tactics, employing large forces and enormous fire-power. In addition, they seem to have suffered from poor logistics — a vital aspect, given the feeble communications network — and to have failed to take account of the weather.

That is bad news in Africa, the place of the poor man's war, based on mobility, fairly small forces, good logistics and plain old-fashioned cunning.

As a result their much-vaunted thrust appears to have been a bloody flasgo. I can quite believe reports that South African aid to Unita was selective rather than large: given the circumstances, no more was required.

Perhaps the Angolans should award their "advisers" the Order of the Boot, First Class, and run their own show.

Lomba River slenter?

IS THE SADF pulling a slenter by disguising Lomba River fatalities as the result of a mythical or partly mythical attack on a Swapo base hundreds of kilometres away? I fear that the first impulse of many people would be to say "probably" thanks to the general distrust of all official pronouncements and the paucity of information released about the latest military activities.

After making some roundabout inquiries I am satisfied the SADF statement in this regard was accurate. However, let us look at how these things work.

SADF's standing policy is to inform the next of kin as soon as possible, although public announcements might be frozen for several days till the operation in question is completed or largely completed.

I have never known this policy to be deviated from, and in fact purely practical reasons would make such a deviation extremely difficult.

If yesterday's announcement was a slenter, it means the SADF may have withheld news of at least some casualties for a month or more, which (to say the least) appears highly unlikely.

It is true Angola has been claiming substantial South African casualties for a long time. But this is no criterion: the Angolans have been doing so for years and have been proved wrong every time.

It is regrettable that so few details have been released; past experience has proved time and again that this is not the best modus operandi.

However, if normal procedures are followed it is likely that within the next few days an extensive press conference will be held at Oshakati or elsewhere. But a few early crumbles usually go down better than a whole loaf later on.
PRETORIA — The SADF's pre-emptive strike into southern Angola last week had broken up a Swapo group at an established base north of the Angolan border, Defence Headquarters said last night.

Nine SADF and two SWATF members were killed in the attack — and it was confirmed yesterday that another has since died.

An SADF spokesman said Swapo had suffered heavy casualties. Apart from the 150 killed, hundreds had been wounded. The Swappo group had now been broken up into smaller groups which were trying to link up with other Swapo bases.

Describing Saturday's operation, the spokesman said the base's fortifications had been well hidden in difficult, densely wooded terrain. Some of the SADF casualties had been incurred during heavy fighting in the area from 1pm to 6pm.

In one incident, a troop carrier had been hit by an anti-tank weapon and five soldiers had died. In another, a number of soldiers had been wounded when a mortar bomb exploded among them as they were getting out of their combat vehicle. There was no evidence of support for Swapo by Angolan troops.

Although it was not possible to account for every terrorist in such difficult terrain, it had been confirmed that Swapo had suffered heavy casualties.

"In the light of the success of this operation, during which the security forces acquitted themselves excellently, it is expected Swapo's annual rainy-season infiltration of South West Africa will be seriously hindered."
Dr Nujoma has had talks in London with British Foreign Office Minister of State, Mrs Lynda Chalker, who said in a written parliamentary reply that she had expressed to the Swapp leader British concern about alleged human-rights abuses by the organization.

Meanwhile the Unita claim that they had beaten back a combined Soviet, Cuban, East German and Angolan assault on its bush headquarters at Jamba unaided, was disputed by American and European intelligence sources which reported that the victory was achieved with the help of American Stinger and Tow missiles and South African artillery, bombers and fighter aircraft.

Pretoria so far has declined to confirm or deny a major role in the successful Unita counter-attack and has not announced any casualties in the eastern region around Jamba.

Western diplomats in Lisbon also alleged on Monday that Pretoria "fabricated" the story to account for losses against Angola's Soviet-backed army.

However, local military observers suggested that Swapp's continuing denial that any attack had taken place had been seen against the background of heavy losses by its military wing. Plan (People's Liberation Army of Namibia), since 1989.

Meanwhile, the End Conscript Campaign (ECC) said in a statement released by press officer, Ms Tracy Clayton, that "the deaths of these young conscripts is the price paid for the military aggression of the Nationalist government."

From Lisbon, Unita claimed yesterday that its forces attacked retreating government troops in southern Cuando-Cubango province on Monday, killing 25 Angolan army regulars and destroying 10 military vehicles, including two tanks.

They said the army was in full retreat from "free Angola."
Angolans want a just solution — Dos Santos

The Argus Foreign Service
LISBON.— Angola's President Jose Eduardo dos Santos has told Soviet leaders "we want a negotiated, honourable and just solution for Southern Africa's problems," and has asked for continued support.

Mr dos Santos told a joint session of the Soviet Union's Communist Party Central Committee and Supreme Soviet in Moscow that his country does not want "peace at any price"

"The solution should safeguard the rights of peoples and not put at risk the principles of our socialist option."

The text of his speech was released here by the Angolan news agency Angop.

Mr dos Santos, in Moscow for celebrations marking the 70th anniversary of the Bolshevik revolution, appealed to the Soviet leaders to continue with their "decisive support" for his Marxist regime which "has not lived a single day of peace" since independence from Portugal in 1975.

"VERY FIRM"Mr dos Santos reiterated his call for a "global accord" in the region between South Africa, Angola, Cuba and Swaziland.
The latest clash between the SA Defence Force (SADF) and Swapo — with a battle count of more than 162 — underlines the importance of the balance of military powerplay in the region, rather than quiet diplomacy as may be practised by Pik Botha's Department of Foreign Affairs.

Much as Botha's diplomats may be talking to their US counterparts behind the closed doors of Union Buildings, State Department or even embassy walls, it is Magnus Malan's troops who determine the future of Namibia. And, for that matter, Angola.

The SA Institute of International Affairs' André du Pisanie says outright that the SADF is intent on destroying Swapo. "I am not convinced that the overriding factor in the latest clash was to force Swapo to the negotiating table."

If the operation, in which SA lost 12 men (at going to press), had been calculated to weaken Swapo to get them to negotiate it served a purpose, says Du Pisanie.

"But I think the SADF is wrong if it thinks that Swapo losses will translate into a political setback for it in Namibia. Swapo's appeal in Namibia is still very strong and will not be affected by these losses."

Professor Mike Hough of the University of Pretoria's Institute for Strategic Studies also sees SA's action as a preventive strategic move rather than anything else.

"I am not optimistic that the latest operation will enhance the negotiating process. There are still quite a few hindrances before the parties reach that stage. Apart from the Cuban presence, questions like Swapo's insistence that Walvis Bay be incorporated into Namibia will prolong the process."

But Hough does not fully agree with Du Pisanie's view that the recent bloody battle will not harm Swapo's political image. "If you accept that Swapo only uses about 1 500 men from its 8 000-strong force as part of its insurgency team in Namibia, the organisation has been hurt."

"I agree however that a revolutionary organisation relies on its visibility. And Swapo has been accentuating its political image in Namibia during the past few months."

From army sources it also becomes clear that the SADF regarded this latest operation more as a pre-emptive strike than retaliation. The sources say the rainy season is on hand and a setback to Swapo at this stage will seriously hamper its future strategic plans.

Both Du Pisanie and Hough reject rumours that SA's losses were due to helping Unity during the recent battle of Mavinga against Soviet-backed Angolan troops. The SADF has several times denied involvement.

Du Pisanie says the latest confrontation is a classic example of Swapo being caught in a base camp. He says that because of territorial competition with Unity, Swapo forces have moved closer to the Namibian border.

"Swapo has a sizeable ground presence in Angola, as well as an extensive defence system. It has been using newly established transit bases to give access to Ovamboland," says Du Pisanie.

He does not however doubt SA's strong military assistance to Unity in other areas.

"Unity receives, according to US intelligence sources, about R460m annually from SA. That includes joint ventures, training, intelligence gathering and assessment, air and logistical support. And there is a strong bond with the Unity leadership."

So far overseas sources are having great difficulty in getting substantiated reports from Angola on the latest clash. Usually well-informed sources in London tell the FM that there has been some astonishment in the British capital about the recent claims of a big Unitia victory at Mavinga.

The sources say that Angola has not yet responded to these claims. It did however state that it has been subjected to long-range bombardment — which commentators accept as further proof that SA's G5 guns were used in the skirmishes.

SADF claims that 150 Swapo troops have been killed were denied in a statement by Swapo leader Sam Nujoma in Dublin, Ireland. He says if anyone was killed, it could only have been Angolan citizens.

The London sources say rumours have been surfacing of a new diplomatic deal between Angola and the US. Against that background they see SA's latest attack on Swapo as similar to the attack on Botswana during the visit of the Commonwealth Eminent Persons Group (EPG) to Pretoria.

All in all, it does look as if Du Pisanie is correct: a negotiated settlement in Namibia is still but a dream.
Angolan peace force plan gains support

Daily Dispatch Correspondent

LONDON — Nigeria and Kenya have become the first black African countries to respond positively to the call by the Unita leader, Dr Jonas Savimbi, for the removal of all non-African troops from Angola.

"South Africa prefers military solutions to negotiations," the communiqué said.

President José Eduardo dos Santos of Angola told the meeting: "Today we have proof that South Africa, playing the role of gendarme in the region, is increasing its destabilisation of Angola and other front-line states."

"This country will take the necessary steps to defend itself," he said.

The head of the organisation of African Unity, President Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, chaired the meeting, which was held amid reports of heavy fighting in south-eastern Angola between Soviet and Cuban-backed government forces and South African troops supporting Unita.

President Dos Santos said 3,000 South African soldiers, backed by 70 armoured vehicles as well as by aircraft and artillery, were currently inside Angola and had clashed violently with Angolan forces. A further 30,000 South African troops, supported by tanks, aircraft and artillery, were concentrated on the northern border of Namibia poised to go into action, he said.

South Africa acknowledged on Wednesday its troops were inside Angola helping Unita and said they had clashed directly with Soviet and Cuban troops.

President Dos Santos said South Africa was trying not only to destabilise his country but also to force his government to accept talks with Unita.

In their communiqué, the frontline leaders condemned President P.W. Botha for the visit he had made with some of his ministers to the war zone.

*Appr*
Angola: Has Fapla lost the war? Or just a battle?

The indications are that a new phase has been reached in the Angola war. PATRICK LAURENCE reports

General Magnus Malan

Cuanavale, west of the strategic Unita-held hamlet of Mavinga, is still intact. As long as Cuito Cuanavale is in Fapla hands — its fall would certainly be trumpeted across the world by Unita’s adroit propagandists — Fapla is still poised to make another push against Savimbi during the next dry season.

Cuito Cuanavale is one of several Fapla military bases which form what Africa Confidential has called a “line of steel”. They stretch across southern Angola from Lubango in the West through Jamba (not to be confused with Savimbi’s headquarters of the same name) to Menongue.

The immediate aim in Fapla’s latest offensive was to capture Mavinga, and more particularly its airfield, and add it to the “line of steel”.

Capturing Mavinga would have brought Fapla close enough to the SADF lifeline to Unita from Namibia to threaten it from the air, Angola having acquired MiG23s and trained pilots to fly them.

The threat was not realised. To that extent, Fapla suffered a reverse and Unita and its South African backers scored a victory. But the threat is still there.

Angolan air power is a vital new factor in the politico-military equation, with Fapla MiG23s and their reportedly well-trained pilots now threatening the air supremacy of the SADF’s ageing Mirage. The seriousness of the threat to South African aerial supremacy over Angolan skies has been acknowledged by SADF generals, including the past chief of the South West African Territory Force, George Meiring.

Seen in that context it is clear Fapla still poses a substantial threat to Unita.

According to some observers, Fapla strategy is not to launch a frontal assault on Unita’s highly-motivated, well-trained and mobile guerrilla forces but to entangle Unita by cutting off its supply line.

In short, it may be deploying what Captain BH Liddell Hart called the “strategy of indirect approach”.

Against that, however, another factor needs to be thrown into the equation: the supply by the United States of Stinger ground-to-air missiles to Unita and the reactivation of the old US airbase at Kamina in Zaïre, from where missiles could conceivably be flown to Unita in south-east Angola.

The SADF’s loss of 12 men — ten from South Africa rather than Namibia, including a captain and two lieutenants — raises a potentially critical question: at what point, if at all, will political resistance in South Africa to the death of young men in Angolan battlefields manifest itself?

Judging by the build-up of Fapla forces over the past two years and the continued survival of Swapo, despite repeated SADF claims of having inflicted crushing blows, more young South African lives will be in jeopardy in months ahead.

The financial cost of the war to South Africa is mounting, too. In 1984 it was estimated to be costing South African taxpayers R14-million a day, or nearly R1-million a day to save one Swapo guerrilla.
Time to discuss

SADF’s role in
sub-continent

THE loss in action of 10 South African service-
men beyond our borders
in Angola, which was
disclosed to the public
this week, has raised ur-
gent questions about our
interventionist military
role in the sub-conti-

White public opinion
has tended to accept that
General Magnus Malan
and his advisers know
what they are about in
their strikes across our
borders, clandestine or
otherwise.

The tax-paying public
has been happy enough
to cough up huge sums
for the defence budget

year after year, having
been persuaded that
there is a “total on-
tslaught” to be repelled
and the menace of com-

The recent military
losses were apparently
incurred in operations
against Swapo, which,
operating from Angolan
bases, maintains an in-
creasingly fitful and spo-

There is also some
reason to believe that
the SADF is now also
directly involved beyond
our borders in the An-

MNR rebels

South African assis-
tance has transformed
Unita into a military
threat to Luanda of an
order which has prompt-
ed the MPLA govern-
ment to call for and re-

Then there is also the
clandestine assistance
which we have given to
the Renamo (MNR) re-

Political Survey
By GERALD SHAW

ors of Ian Smith’s intel-
ligence chief, Ken
Flower*, are published,
as they have been re-

As Flower noted at the
time, it was plain from
what the South Africans
said that Vorster’s diplo-
matic “detente” was out
and that military influ-

No compromise

There would be no fur-
ther compromise over
Namibia, where South
Africa expected to be in
control for at least an-
other decade. It would
suit the South Africans
to keep southern Angola
destabilized, helping
Unita and further hin-
dering Swapo, as Flower
told his government. The
South Africans expected
Mozambique to become
an active ANC base and
so would respond ac-

It is well known what
happened a year or so
later, with the MNR
scourge being unleashed
by Pretoria on a already
torturing Mozambique.

Flower, a police offi-
cer in his early career,
who was very much in
the British tradition of
non-partisan sevice to
the government of the
day, was retained by Mr
Robert Mugabe after the
latter’s 1980 election vic-
tory, as noted in this col-

MNR rebels

South African assistance transformed Unita into a military threat to Luanda of an order that has prompted the MPLA government to call for and receive massive Soviet assistance in expertise and sophisticated weaponry.

There is also the clandestine assistance which we have given to the Renamo (MNR) rebels who are laying waste Mozambique on the other side of the continent and cutting off Zimbabwe from its outlets to the sea, while carrying out massacres of innocent civilians on a scale which must give pause to even the most callous of observers.

Yet General Malan does not agree that we are “destabilizing” these countries. He tells us that it is the Soviet Union that is destabilizing the sub-continent. Many, perhaps a majority of white South Africans are still inclined to accept this.

There are other views however. Some analysts in the West, such as Dr Chester Crocker, take the view that it is precisely South Africa’s aggressive military posture in the region which is drawing the Soviet Union into the sub-continent. Mr Gorbachev would much rather use his resources more productively at home and has a common interest with the West in maintaining the stability of the region.

Delaying

If it was not for South Africa’s role in keeping Unita’s insurgency on the boil, we may conclude, Luanda would have been able to scale down its praetorian guard of Cuban protectors long ago or may even have been able to dispense with them entirely.

South Africa, as part of its delaying tactics, has made a Namibian settlement conditional on the withdrawal of the Cubans. At the same time it is able to ensure the Cubans remain by continuing and increasing aid to Unita!

What ultimate goal is the SADF trying to achieve? With the limited information available to us it is not easy to form a balanced judgment.

Yet occasional flashes of illuminating information penetrate the fog of evasion and disinformation, as when the mem-

Motive

Flower, admitting this major error of judgment, ultimately concluded that Pretoria believed it had an interest in wrecking the economy of its neighbours to ensure the failure of black government — and so confirm the superiority of white government.

Is this really the underlying motive for destabilization?

Obviously, there are other considerations — including the discouragement of our neighbours from allowing the ANC to use their territory as military bases against South Africa. But Mugabe’s Zimbabwe has never allowed such bases and Mozambique sent the ANC packing at the time of Nkomati.

In the remote border and bush conditions of southern Africa, furthermore, movements of guerrillas back and forth will continue to some extent, whatever the official attitude of neighbouring governments and whether or not Pretoria is intent on destabilization.

So let us hear the case for destabilization, openly and honestly stated. And let us hear the case against it.

It is time for a vigorous public debate about the SADF’s regional role, and some discussion of alternative political and diplomatic strategies which would be less calculated to sow mayhem and misery around us.

* Serving Secretly by Ken Flower (John Murray).
SA soldiers hit by troops, air force — claim

The Argus Foreign Service

LONDON — Angolan troops with fighter-support attacked withdrawing South African troops during last week’s bloody clash in Angola, it is claimed here.

Four South African soldiers were wounded in the clash, which followed an attack on a Swapo base. They were caught by a cluster bomb dropped by an Angolan MiG-23, says Simon O’Dwyer-Russell of the Sunday Telegraph.

“Angola’s reaction to the raid has alarmed senior South African officers who see Angola’s willingness to intervene with air strikes as an ominous sign in the war against Swapo."

“Chastened South African commanders realise that in any future across-the-border actions they risk heavy casualties and the loss of replaceable equipment, facing fighters flown by Angola’s ‘Top Gun’ pilots, combat-trained by Soviet instructors and spoiling for a fight,” he said.

O’Dwyer-Russell also claims South Africa lost two Mirage fighters in recent clashes — one in air combat over Cuito Cuanavale three weeks ago and the other hit by ground fire over Mavinga. The pilot was killed when he crash-landed.

The Angolan Air Force’s 55 MiG-23s and 73 Mig-21s, combined with sophisticated air-defence systems, have made South African pilots realize they face a price for intervention, he says.
UK press report dismissed as ‘absurd’

Angolan air raid ‘alarms SADF’

The Star Bureau

LONDON — Angolan troops with fighter support attacked withdrawing South African troops during last week’s clash at a Swapo base in Angola, says a report published in London.

Four South African soldiers wounded in the clash, which followed an attack on a Swapo base, were caught by a cluster bomb dropped by an Angolan MiG-23, says Simon O’Dwyer-Russell, of the Sunday Telegraph, reporting from the Angolan border.

He says Angola’s reaction to the raid has alarmed senior South African officers. They see Angola’s willingness to intervene with air strikes as an ominous sign for the future in the war against Swapo.

“Chastened South African commanders realise that in any future across-the-border actions, they risk heavy casualties and the loss of irreplacable equipment, facing fighters flown by Angola’s Top Gun pilots, combat-trained by Soviet instructors and spoiling for a fight.”

O’Dwyer-Russell also claims that South Africa lost two Mirage fighters in recent clashes — one in air combat over Cuito Cuanavale three weeks ago and the other hit by ground fire over Mavinga. A pilot was killed when he crash-landed in Namibia.

The Angolan Air Force’s 55 MiG-23s and 73 MiG-21s, combined with a sophisticated air-defence system, have made South African pilots realise they face a price for any future intervention in Angola, he says.

An SADF spokesman said last night that the report was absurd.

“No journalists accompanied the SA forces during the attack on a Swapo base last weekend nor on any other so-called operations in Angola.

“This report is a hodge-podge of official statements, discredited Angolan allegations, speculative reports in newspapers and other inaccuracies.

“It is in fact so far-fetched that the SADF is surprised it is given any credibility at all,” said the spokesman.

He referred to an earlier SADF statement in which it was said there was no interference of support for Swapo by the Angolan armed forces during the recent operation.”
Witness tells of course in combat tactics

Terror trial accused 'trained by ANC' at camps in Angola

By Dirk Nel, Northern Transvaal Bureau

MESSINA — The two accused in the Messina terrorism trial attended African National Congress training camps in Angola, a state witness testified during the Supreme Court hearing yesterday.

The witness may not be identified.

He said he attended a camp where accused No 1, Mr Mithetheleli Mncube, was a firearm instructor. Other training offered at the camp included combat tactics, map reading, the history of freedom struggles in other countries, and anti-aircraft weaponry.

He said Mr Mncube, with whom he had daily contact, was known as "Caesar" or "Scissor".

"I recognised him as soon as I entered this courtroom," the witness told the judge. He added that he had encountered the other accused, Mr Mzondeleli Nondula, at another training camp.

An explosives expert, Lieutenant J H Loubsler, demonstrated to the court how various so-called terrorist devices are activated. These included a Czech-made land mine, a Russian anti-personnel mine and various hand grenades.

He said the weapons had been brought into South Africa from Zimbabwe and Botswana.

The accused have pleaded not guilty to charges of murder, attempted murder, terrorism, and illegal possession of arms and ammunition.

The case arose from a series of landmine blasts which killed eight people in the Messina area in 1985, and a shooting incident which claimed the lives of two policemen in 1986.

The State also alleges that the two men promoted the aims of the ANC, and that they were involved in attempts to overthrow the Government by violent means.

'It would be like talking to a ghost'

Northern Transvaal Bureau

MESSINA - The Supreme Court trial of two alleged terrorists took a dramatic turn yesterday when Mr Justice J P O de Villiers ordered that the evidence of a state witness be heard in camera.

Mr Frans Roets, for the State, wanted the witness to wear a balaclava and also wanted the press barred from court.

He said disclosure of the identity of the witness and the nature of his testimony could endanger his life.

Mr Rodney Black, appearing for the two accused, Mr Mithetheleli Mncube (27) and Mr Mzondeleli Nondula (24), objected, saying it was unheard of to have a disguised witness testifying in court.

"I do not want a disguised person in the witness stand — it would be like talking to a ghost," said the judge. He suggested that, if the press was barred, a joint statement concerning the evidence would have to be issued by the prosecutor and counsel for the defence.

After an adjournment, Mr Roets told the judge that the State acceded to the defence's insistence that the press remain and the witness be undisguised.
Angola denounces 'SA strikes'

NEW YORK. — Angola has denounced what it said were recent South African military strikes deep inside its territory and called for UN intervention.

In a letter to the secretary-general circulated yesterday as a UN document, Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos said Pretoria was preparing to unleash its eighth tank division against the Angolan province of Kunene.

The letter said the fighting may reach as far as 300 km inside the country.

Early last month, it said, South Africa bombed territory as far as 500 km inside Angola.

It also charged Pretoria with concentrating military aircraft in northern Namibia.

In a statement from Lisbon on Monday, Unita said its forces attacked and demolished the 19th Brigade in five hours of combat along the banks of the Chambinga River.

It said they “demolished” 33 army barracks, in the battle in southeastern Angola, killing 63 soldiers and destroying or capturing 34 military vehicles, including six tanks. — Sapa-Reuters, UPI
Signs that talks are nearer as Angola celebrates

Angola News Service

JOHANNESBURG. — Angola is today celebrating the 120th anniversary of its independence from Portugal.

There are, however, signs that after a recent bloody battle in southern Angola the Unita rebel group and the MPLA government are now more willing to make concessions than a few years ago.

After victories against the MPLA, Unita leader Dr Jonas Savimbi is expected to announce a new peace plan to end the war.

Foreign journalists have been flown to his headquarters in Jamba to attend independence celebrations and they are also expecting to interview two captured Cuban air force officers.

In Luanda, where the MPLA has announced events to celebrate independence, the authorities have shown a willingness to negotiate a withdrawal of Cuban troops.

They have submitted a plan for the withdrawal of Cuban troops stationed south of the 13th parallel over a two-year period, but the United States has demanded a shorter timetable.

Reports say the Angolan government is ready to accept American demands and agree to a Cuban withdrawal over 15 months.

After the defeat of its offensive against Mavinga there are also reports of growing political pressure on President José Eduardo dos Santos to seek a solution to the war.

President dos Santos returned from the Soviet Union on Sunday and indicated in an interview with Soviet journalists that he was ready to consider an "internal solution" to the Unita problem once the United States and South Africa stopped supporting the rebels.
Regional wars take high toll

South Africa continues to rise in the face of undiminished internal and external opposition to the apartheid regime.

"Zimbabwe's defence budget went up by more than 40 percent in 1986/87... which may partially indicate the costs of its operations to protect rail and oil lines in Mozambique from attacks by South African-backed MNR (Mozambique National Resistance) guerrillas.

"The MNR campaign has had disastrous consequences on the Mozambican economy, threatening up to one quarter of the population with starvation..."

Defence was the largest single item in the 1987 Mozambique budget, at around 43 percent of the total.

The effect of the war on Angola is described as disastrous.

"Its agriculture has been devastated and its trade and transport network disrupted."

The report says that in Namibia security forces "continue to maintain control."

"Swapo has suffered severe casualties, and although incursions continue to be attempted, they have little effect."
Dos Santos calls for peaceful settlement

The Star's Africa News Service

Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos has called for a negotiated and peaceful settlement to South Africa's apartheid problem.

His views, expressed during an interview with Soviet journalists, appear to be a rejection of the armed struggle as the only means to end white political domination in South Africa.

Mr dos Santos indicated, however, that in his opinion it was still too early to expect such negotiations.

The Angolan news agency Angop said yesterday Mr dos Santos had told the Soviet news agency Tass at the end of a visit to the Soviet Union that there was a need to find a negotiated and peaceful way to resolve the apartheid problem "once contradictions within South Africa reached greater proportion".

South Africa was on the verge of a social explosion "which can have very serious consequences on the future of our region and put world peace and security in danger".

Mr dos Santos said his government had tried to negotiate with the United States and South Africa but there had been no understanding from Washington and Pretoria.

His plans for negotiations were aimed only at finding a solution to the problem of Namibia and were not an attempt to solve the question of apartheid.

Mr dos Santos also said an "internal solution" to the war with Unita could be found once the US and South Africa stopped supporting the rebels.

The Unita question should be regarded as an Angolan problem for which an Angolan internal solution should be found.

"We have often said that once the members of Unita shook off traces of South Africa and their allies, they would become true Angolans and should be integrated in the country's social and economic reconstruction for the consolidation of national unity."

Mr dos Santos reaffirmed his "unshakable solidarity with the peoples of Namibia and South Africa in their struggle for independence and freedom," Angop said.
4 SA SOLDIERS KILLED IN ANGOLA

Gen MAGNUS MALAN

PRETORIA — The SA Defence Force today announced the death of four soldiers in the latest fighting in southern Angola.

In a statement in which the first details of the fighting against Soviet and Cuban forces were given, Defence Headquarters said the four had died on Monday, November 9, in "an action" in south-east Angola.

"All four soldiers died after elements of the Defence Force involved in limited support to UNITA were ambushed by Cuban and other Communist forces in the Cuando Cubango province on Monday," the SADF said.

Those killed were:
- Sergeant Pierre James Digue, 25, who leaves his parents, Mr and Mrs L J Digue, of 10 Wattie Street, Tygerberg Hills, Bellville.
- Corporal Theunis Anthony Duvenhage, 19, who leaves his wife, Mrs E Duvenhage, of 17 Roombach Street, Witbank.
- Rifleman Anthony Steward, 18, who leaves his mother, Mrs G M D Lantsoogt, of 17 Essenhouf Street, Ottery, Cape Town, and his father, Mr S Stewart, of 25 Ryan Street, Pinrow.
- Rifleman Piet J Gerrit Claassen, 19, who leaves his parents, Mr and Mrs N A J Claassen, of 81 Raven Street, Els Park.

"During the battle a brigade supported by Cuban tanks, artillery, anti-aircraft weapons, ground-to-air missiles and aircraft was successfully forced to withdraw from its position," the SADF said.

"A number of enemy tanks, armoured cars, anti-aircraft weapons and logistics vehicles were destroyed during the action.

Indications were the Cubans were instructed to be evacuated by helicopter as soon as their personal safety was threatened, leaving the rest (Angolan Fapla troops) to carry on.

The South African soldiers in the action had "acted with inspiration and determination, and helped to deliver a serious blow to the Russian-inspired offensive and their Communist aspirations in the sub-continent", the statement said.

The Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, said today that South Africa had had to halt Soviet aggression in southern Angola or face the defeat of Dr Jonas Savimbi's UNITA forces.

UNITA had had the Angolan forces "on the run" in the current offensive, placing Moscow in a dilemma.

"It either had to stand by and witness the defeat of the MPLA forces, using Russian weapons, or it had, in desperation, to become actively involved," Gen Malan said.

"The present Cuban-Russian offensive indicates it opted for the latter course.

"This, in turn, forced South Africa into a clear-cut decision: accept the defeat of Dr Savimbi or halt Russian aggression."

South Africa's action had been directed at its own national interests and security.

Dr Savimbi cherished the same values as those held by South Africa and if he fell, the door would be opened to further impoverishment and enslavement as a result of Russian penetration.

"The suffering of Africa would be intensified and Southern Africa could then well be brought to the brink of the abyss." — Sapa
SA forced to take Angola action — Geldenhuys

PRETORIA. — The Chief of the Defence Force, General Jannie Geldenhuys, said in a full statement South Africa had been “compelled to take limited action” against the Russians and Cubans, who had intervened in the battle between Unita and Angolan Fapla troops in south-eastern Angola.

He said yesterday the South African involvement was not only in support of Unita, but also to prevent Swapo from gaining greater freedom of movement to infiltrate South Africa.

“Russians and Cubans, using tanks, sophisticated ground-to-air missiles, fighter aircraft including MiG 23s and attack helicopters, entered the battle after Fapla were badly beaten by Unita and suffered serious setbacks after launching their offensive a few months ago.

“As a result of these setbacks they withdrew from the Lomba River area to regroup.

“Russian and Cuban-backed Angolan forces are desperately trying to capture the Cuando-Cubango province in southern Angola and therefore they pose a very real threat to Unita’s position in the territory.

“If the Russian and Cuban-supported Angolan forces succeed in gaining control of this area, which is dominated by Unita, then the situation would revert to that of the early 1970s.

“Then Swapo were able to activate the east and west Caprivi and the Kavango from Angola’s Cuando-Cubango province and thereby directly threaten the lives and safety of innocent people in SWA/Namibia.

“The security forces’ intervention is not only in support of Unita but, as the Minister of Defence (General Magnus Malan) has repeatedly said, it is in South Africa’s interest to safeguard SWA/Namibia from Swapo terrorist activities.

“Furthermore, MPLA control of southern Angola would give the ANC greater freedom of movement, which would facilitate infiltration to South Africa. As it is the Angolan government provides them with bases and training facilities.

“The Defence Force’s action is in line with the policy of the South African Government to protect its own interests whenever or whenever necessary.

“The Defence Force will therefore continue to act as long as Russian and Cuban forces intervene in south-east Angola.

“For tactical and security reasons the Defence Force can reveal no further information at this stage.”

General Geldenhuys said the action by elements of the Defence Force and the SWA Territory Force was “limited”.

Of the communist involvement he said: “This intervention is further evidence of periodic active Cuban destabilisation in Angola which started in mid-1975.

“At that time Cuban troops assisted the MPLA to abrogate the Alvor Agreement, which provided for free elections and a democratically elected government in Angola.” — Sapa.
Land, air clashes in southern Angola

SADF, Reds battle for supremacy

PRETORIA — SA air and land forces have clashed with a combined Russian-Cuban force in a fierce battle for supremacy in southern Angola.

SA Defence Force (SADF) chief Janie Geldenhuys announced in Pretoria yesterday that SA and SWA Territory Force (SWATF) units had engaged a joint Cuban-Russian force armed with tanks, ground-to-air missiles, Mig-23 jet fighters and attack helicopters.

SA troops stepped in to "take limited action" against the "surrogate forces" which had moved south to assist Angolan government troops (Fapa) trying to dislodge Jonas Savimbi’s Unita forces from Cuanza-Cubango province in the southeast of Angola. Geldenhuys’s statement did not indicate whether SA troops had been killed or injured or whether the battle was continuing. Neither did it indicate exactly when the battle took place, saying it had been "in recent days."

Reuters reports the Angolan news agency (Angop) as saying that 230 SA troops have died in the conflict in the last few months.

An SADF spokesman said in reply:

"The SADF makes known all of its operational losses and this is a matter of public record."

BARRIE STREEK and WILLEM STEENKAMP report that Geldenhuys’s unexpected statement is the first direct confirmation that Pretoria’s forces have been present in Angola in significant strength and that they have been in toe-to-toe confrontations with surrogate forces.

The fact that SA’s contingent apparently fought on its own instead of as a stiffening for the Unita troops indicates a substantial force level of at least battalion size (a minimum of about 1,000 men) and probably more.

The statement said Fapa forces had withdrawn north to the Lobwa River area to regroup.

"Russian and Cuban-backed Angolan forces are desperately trying to capture the Cuanza-Cubango province in southern Angola and therefore they pose a very real threat to Unita’s position in the territory," Geldenhuys said.

He said SA forces wanted to prevent a

SA in fierce clashes with Reds

return to the situation in the early 1970s when Swapo was able to "activate the east and west Caprivi and the Kavango from Angola’s Cuanza-Cubango province and directly threaten the lives and safety of innocent people in SWA/Namibia."

"The security forces' intervention is not only in support of Unita, but, as the Minister of Defence has repeatedly said, it is in SA’s interest to safeguard SWA/Namibia from Swapo terrorist activities."

"MPLA control of southern Angola would give the ANC greater freedom of movement which would facilitate infiltration into SA."

"As it is the Angolan government provides them with base and training and facilities."

"The SADF action is in line with the policy of the SA government to protect its own interests wherever or whenever necessary."

"The defence force will therefore continue to act for as long as Russian and Cuban forces intervene in south-east Angola,“ Geldenhuys said.

"For tactical and security reasons the defence force can reveal no further information at this stage."

Meanwhile, DIANNA GAMES reports that the battle of Mavinga, which took place in southern Angola last month, has changed the entire balance of forces in southern Africa, according to the influential London-based newsletter Africa Confidential.

It said the Unita-SA victory had resulted in the repulsion of 10,000 Luanda government troops backed by Cuban and Soviet advisors.

"There is now less pressure on the SA military, their confidence sky-high after Mavinga, to agree to an Angolan Namibian settlement," it said, effectively ending Chester Crocker’s peace process.
IN ANGOLA:

CAPTAIN, TWO OTHERS KILLED

Four soldiers, two of them from the Western Front, were killed in an ambush near the village of Viana, according to the army.

The attack, which took place near the village of Viana, is the latest in a series of attacks on military targets in the region.

The army has been conducting operations in the area in an effort to combat the rebels of the rebel group, who have been active in the region for several years.

The rebels have been accused of carrying out attacks on civilians, as well as targeting military objectives.

There were no immediate reports of any casualties on the rebel side.

The government has been working to establish peace and security in the region, but the rebels have remained active despite the efforts of the government to negotiate a peace deal.
Russian aggression

The Defence Force said the Cubans were ordered to leave by helicopter as soon as their safety was threatened, leaving the rest to carry on alone.

South Africa had to halt Russian aggression in southern Angola or face the defeat of Dr Jonas Savimbi's Unita forces, the Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, said today.

The decision to intervene in Angola was taken "in the full knowledge of and with recognition of the responsibility involved in respect of the sacrifices that would be required", General Malan said.

He said: "The price of peace is high but cannot be compared with the price of permanent domination of our part of the world by Russian and other alien powers.

"It is thus imperative for South Africa to protect, in its own national interest, the independence of our own country.

"The combined forces of Unita and South Africa have inflicted a crushing defeat on Russians, Cubans and Angolan Government forces, according to sources today.

"Confirmation of the extent of the battle was received from well-informed sources today following the announcement yesterday by Defence Force chief General Jan van der Merwe that South Africa was involved in a battle in southern Angola.

"Indications are that the Unita and their Russian and Cuban allies are in retreat with Unita hard on their heels and South Africa continuing to provide limited assistance.

"Hard rearguard battles are understood to be continuing as Angolan forces are driven from south-east Angola.

"In a statement issued in Pretoria today, General Malan said South Africa had been exploiting the assault for some time, and he reaffirmed South African support for Unita.

"He said Russia had been placed in the dilemma of having either to stand by and witness the defeat of the MPLA forces or get involved actively.

Clear-cut

General Malan said: 'The present Cuban-Russian offensive indicates that it opted for the latter course.

"This, in turn, forced South Africa into a clear-cut decision: accept the defeat of Dr Savimbi or halt Russian aggression.'

"General Malan said a Unita move would result in the borders of SWA/Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe and Zambia being "thrown wide open", and these countries would then be overwhelmed by Russian-Cuban aggression, the whole of southern Africa destabilised and subjected to Russian domination.

"Such moves would also give Swapo a free reign.

"South Africa identifies itself with Africa. The progressive development of the sub-continent, and of the continent as a whole, is of utmost importance to South Africa.

"South Africa is accordingly committed to stability and progress in the region and to the enhancement of the quality of life of its people."
Angolans, Cubans forced to retreat in clash

4 SADF soldiers killed in fierce fight

Four South African soldiers have been killed in fierce fighting with a Cuban-backed Angolan brigade in south-east Angola, South African Defence Force headquarters announced today.

The battle took place on Monday. An Angolan brigade supported by Cubans "and other communist surrogate forces" and armed with tanks, artillery, anti-aircraft weapons, ground-to-air missiles and aircraft was "successfully forced to withdraw from its position", the SADF statement said.

General Magnus Malan, Minister of Defence, said today South Africa had gone into the battle realising that sacrifices could be involved.

"The price of peace is high... but cannot be compared with the price of permanent domination in our own part of the world by Russia and other allied powers," General Malan said.

Defence sources today indicated that the operation was continuing. South African and South West African Territory Police forces were involved.

My son lived for the army, says father

Rifleman Gerrit Claassen (19) of Eikbank was one of four soldiers who died in Angola on Monday. Rifleman Claassen was to have completed his military service three days before Christmas. His family had planned to spend the Christmas holidays together.
Captured Cuban days before his expected release. Recently captured, he was held in the United States for questioning by the U.S. government. His release was confirmed by authorities. The Cuban government expressed relief to learn of his impending freedom.
SADF/SWATF/
UNITA weaponry

Not all these weapons are common to all three parties. Only UNITA possesses the Stinger anti-aircraft missile, while the artillery, aircraft and armour are operated only by the SADF and SWATF.

ARTILLERY

G-5
- **Origin**: RSA
- **Type**: Gun-Howitzer
- **Calibre**: 155mm
- **Range**: 35km effective, 40km maximum
- **Shell**: 45.5kg
- **Move**: Towed
- **Remarks**: Can be used in anti-tank role

ANTI-AIRCRAFT MISSILES

Stinger
- **Origin**: USA
- **Type**: Man-portable, heat-seeking
- **Range**: Unknown
- **Efficiency**: Capable of "killing" any Fapla aircraft
- **Remarks**: Ultra-modern system which has proved extremely efficient in both Angola and Afghanistan

COMBAT AIRCRAFT

**Mirage F-1**
- **Origin**: France
- **Type**: Air-superiority/ground attack fighter
- **Max speed**: 2,335km/h (Mach 2.2)
- **Range**: Maximum 1,000km (radius of action)
- **Armament**: Two 30mm machine cannon, air-to-air missiles, bombs and unguided rockets up to 4,000kg
- **Efficiency**: Can handle MiG-21 and MiG-23; efficient ground-attack fighter
- **Remarks**: SAAF's most high-performance aircraft

**MiG-23**
- **Origin**: USSR
- **Type**: Interceptor, secondary ground-attack role
- **Max speed**: 2,440km/h (Mach 2.3) at 12,000m
- **Range**: 1,000km (operational radius)
- **Armament**: One 23mm machine cannon and four Apex or Aphid air-to-air guided rockets or bombs and unguided rockets
- **Efficiency**: Not very highly rated by Western experts

HEAVY ARMOUR

Olivant
- **Origin**: Britain (Centurion rebuilt and updated by Armocon)
- **Type**: Main battle tank
- **Gun**: 105mm
- **Veh Range**: Classified

**USSR**
- **Origin**: Main battle tank
- **Type**: 100mm
- **Veh Range**: 600km (on ideal hard surface with external auxiliary fuel tanks)
Angolan/Cuban Russian weaponry

Unita claims big victory

JAMBA, Angola — Rebel leader Dr Jonas Savimbi yesterday said his forces had won their most important victory in 12 years of civil war, crushing a Soviet- and Cuban-backed offensive without requiring aid from United States-supplied weaponry.

He said the rebels killed or wounded more than 7,000 of the Marxist government's 10,000-man assault force without requiring aid from South African ground troops or air power. He told foreign journalists he was "very surprised" by South Africa's announcement this week that its combat forces had intervened in support of the rebels.

Angola said on Wednesday that 230 South African troops had been killed in recent fighting. It has acknowledged that several hundred of its own troops had also been killed, but has not yet conceded that its offensive has failed.

Unita commanders said 1,884 Angolan soldiers, 28 Soviets and 21 Cubans had died in more than 1,000 were wounded since the offensive began in July, compared to rebel casualties of 1,559 killed and 662 wounded. They said Unita attacks on retreating battalions were continuing.

Dr Savimbi, who disavows any hopes of toppling the government by force, told a news conference at his headquarters that South Africa had assisted Unita in some fashion during the recent fighting, but he refused to elaborate and insisted that this support involved neither ground troops nor air power.

Dr Savimbi suggested that the South African statements were an attempt by its generals to share the credit for Unita's success.

Swapo praises Angolan govt

HARARE — Swapo has hailed the Angolan government for "supporting the struggle of the Namibian people" in spite of "incessant military aggression by South Africa," the Zimbabwean news agency, Ziana, reported here.

The congratulatory message was sent by Swapo's secretary-general, Mr Ambamba Toivo ya Toivo, to the MPLA Workers' Party on the occasion of Angola's 12th anniversary of independence.

The Swapo message, a copy of which was released here, said: "Your (Angola's) victory and the combat actions by Fapla which safeguard the independence and territorial integrity of your country will always serve as a source of courage and inspiration to our fighting people."

Since independence on November 11, 1975, Angola had played a vital role and continued to support the struggle of the Namibian people, Swapo said.

"This support has been in spite of racist South Africa's aggression which has resulted in the extensive destruction of the economic infrastructure, social dislocation and loss of lives," it added.

It added that the "military aggression and destabilization of Angola" by the "racist Pretoria regime goes unabated."

Swapo also called for the "immediate unconditional withdrawal" of South African troops from Angola and the cessation of the support given to the "Unita bandits" by the Reagan Administration and the "Pretoria regime."
Reds on the retreat as battle rages

SA FORCES remained locked in battle with Cuban and Soviet-assisted Angolan forces yesterday as Unita leader Jonas Savimbi claimed his biggest victory against govern-ment forces in 12 years.

Four SA soldiers died on Monday in what the SA Defence Force (SADF) described as "a limited action" to drive back the Cuban and Soviet-assisted forces to secure south-east Angola for Unita.

The SADF announced in Pretoria yesterday that the four died when SA forces came to Unita's support in operations against Cuban "and other communist surrogate forces" in the Cuanda-Cubango province.

"All four soldiers died after elements of the defence force involved in limited support to Unita acted in operations against Cuban and other communist surrogate forces in the Cuanda-Cubango province on Monday," the SADF said.

"During the battle a brigade supported by Cubans with tanks, artillery, anti-aircraft weapons, ground-to-air missiles and aircraft was successfully forced to withdraw from its position."

A number of tanks, armoured cars, anti-aircraft weapons and logistic vehicles were destroyed during the action, the statement said.

It added there were indications the Cubans were evacuated by helicopter as soon as their personal safety was threatened, leaving the Angolans to go it alone.

Business Day Reporters

Defence Minister General Magnus Malan said yesterday SA had been forced into a clear-cut decision to either accept the defeat of Savimbi and his Unita forces or halt Soviet aggression.

SA's decision to act against the Soviet and Cuban-controlled offensive against Unita was taken responsibly and in the knowledge of the sacrifices that would be required, said Malan.

He called on Western powers to "ponder carefully" the impact on the free world of large scale Cuban and Soviet involvement in battles against the pro-Western and democratic-orientated Unita.

He said Unita's action had placed Moscow in the dilemma of either standing by and witnessing the defeat of Angolan government forces using Soviet weapons, or to become actively involved.

"The present Cuban-Soviet offensive indicated it opted for the latter course," Malan said.

He said SA's action should also be seen as a warning to those who continued to accommodate terrorists and to permit revolution to be exported to SA.

Unita leader Jonas Savimbi told AP yesterday that propaganda provided by the US, particularly anti-aircraft missiles, had been "decisive" in enabling Unita to repel the offensive launched by 18 000

Reds on retreat in Angola

government troops in July.

"This offensive is over. My command-ers are here," Savimbi told foreign jour-nalists at his headquarters at Jamba.

He said the Angolan government would "not be in a position to launch another offensive in 1988".

Savimbi expressed "surprise" at the statement by the SADF that its forces had intervened on behalf of Unita.

Savimbi said SA had assisted Unita "in some fashion", but he refused to elabo-rate.

BARRY STREEK reports that independent MP for Claremont Jan van Eck said in Cape Town yesterday that SA's involvement in the war boiled down to a declaration of war against the sovereign government of Angola and turned South Africa into an aggressor.

SAPA reports that SADF headquarters yesterday declined to comment on reports quoting military sources in Namibia saying an SA-led battalion of black Angolan soldiers had suffered heavy losses in battle against Soviet and Cuban-backed government troops.

The reports quoting the Namibian sources said there might never be a public report of the losses suffered by the SADF's 32 Battalion, made up of black Angolans who left their country in 1975.

Approached for comment, a defence force spokesman said he had "nothing to add to earlier statements".
Victory at the Lomaba River
‘We beat MPLA alone’

By Ken Vernon,
Argus Africa News Service

“A victory has many fathers, but defeat is an orphan.”

That is the way that the Unita leader, General Jonas Savimbi choose to comment on the apparent contradiction between the Unita and SADF versions of the role of the SADF in the victory that Unita is claiming over the MPLA offensive in southern Angola.

Just hours after the head of the SADF, General Jan- nie Geldenhuys, stated that SADF and SWADF soldiers were engaged in fighting Russian and Cuban forces which had come to the aid of apparently defeated MPLA forces, General Savimbi said that the fighting in southern Angola had come to an end.

“The MPLA have all retreated to their base in Cuito Cuanavale, and the 1987 offensive is effectively ended,” he told newsmen at his headquarters at Jamba in south-eastern Angola.

No help needed

General Savimbi rejected outright any suggestion that the SADF, or anyone else, had had to come to the aid of Unita in its fight against the 18 000 strong Russian led army that has been threatening Unita held territory in the south of the country for the past three months.

He denied categorically that any SADF soldiers — or aircraft — were fighting with Unita forces at any stage in the offensive, but sidestepped questions on the possibility that South Africa’s long range GS artillery pieces had at one stage intervened to stop the MPLA advance.

It was impossible for the South Africans to be engaged with “Russian and Cuban forces” in south-eastern Angola, “because there is no fighting going on” he said.

In his statement, General Geldenhuys said that the SADF would “continue to act” for as long as the Russian and Cuban forces continued to intervene in south-east Angola.

The Unita secretary for information, Colonel Jaka Janbo, said that the last major contact with the MPLA had occurred on Monday, when 65 MPLA soldiers had been killed, adding that since then there had only been one brief skirmish on Wednesday, when one soldier had been killed.

General Savimbi said that he had been taken by surprise by the SADF statement, and told visiting newsmen that they would have to clarify the meaning of the statement with General Geldenhuys.

But clearly he was of the opinion that the SADF was trying to claim credit for a victory over the MPLA offensive that he says is his, and his alone.

MIG PILOT: The captured Cuban pilot of a MIG-23 downed by Unita, Lt Col Manuel Rojas Garcia looks General Savimbi in the eye as he says he is “prepared to die”. Looking at his senior office is the co-pilot of the Mig Captain Ramon Aguilar Quezado.

SWEDES: The two Swedish nationals captured by Unita almost two months ago after they were shown to the Press at Jamba on Thursday. They are, from left, Gunnar Speeberg and Kent Anderson.
Victory under siege — Scandal SA must not become too involved.

Families speak of dead men:

The sons and husbands who died fighting for the SADF in Angola battle.
The Transvaal National Party annual congress starting in Pretoria today takes place under the pall of South Africa at war with the Soviet Union in Angola.

President F W Botha and Defence Minister General Magnus Malan are certain to address the matter during the two-day meeting, and emotion is likely to run high during debates and speeches.

The right wing in particular has recently come under fire from Nationalist leaders for dividing South African unity in times of turmoil.

Opening the Cape National Party congress in Cape Town earlier this week, President Botha said South Africa was caught up in an undeclared Third World War between the superpowers.

He called on the opposition media to help the Government "more efficiently.

Unlike the other three provincial parties, the Transvaal National Party fared less well in the May general election than in the previous election, so Transvaal leader Mr F W de Klerk is likely to give delegates a pep talk to prop up morale.

The Conservative Party captured all 22 of its Parliamentary seats in the Transvaal.

The CP has also publicly vowed to fight for political control of every Transvaal rural town council in next year's municipal elections, to enable it to wreck Government plans for regional services councils and local control of own affairs from within.

Council 18 named Coetsee silent on quotes issue.
They've taken him away,
Now it’s head-on conflict as SA tackles Soviet forces

SOUTH AFRICA is involved in a deadly conflict of will with the Soviet Union over the fate of Angola.

That was the unmistakable message in a statement yesterday from Minister of Defence Magnus Malan, announcing the death of four South African soldiers in a battle against Soviet and Cuban forces in Angola.

The four soldiers, three of them under the age of 19, were killed in a Cuanda-Cubango province in southern Angola, an area normally controlled by South African-backed Unita rebels.

The Unita stronghold, however, as Malan made clear yesterday, was under threat from the Angolan government’s Soviet and Cuban allies in the latest phase of the drive to destroy Unita.

The intervention by Soviet and Cuban “surrogate” forces equipped with modern weapons, including tanks, MiG-23 fighter aircraft and attack helicopters, threatened the survival of Jonas Savimbi’s Unita guerrillas, Malan said.

The Soviet-led offensive confronted South Africa with a grave decision: “accept the defeat of Dr Savimbi or nuest Russian aggression”.

South Africa, according to Malan, had no option but to intervene, as the fall of Savimbi would open the way to further Soviet penetration and bring the sub-continent to the “brink of the abyss”.

At Unita’s Jamba headquarters, Savimbi told visiting journalists yesterday the South African statement was an attempt to share credit with Unita for the repulsion of the attack by Angolan government forces.

Two Cuban air force officers were displayed to journalists. They were captured when their MiG-23 fighter aircraft was shot down by an American-built Stinger missile on October 28. Exhibited with the captured Cubans were 300 Angolan prisoners-of-war, some as young as 14, and a vast array of captured military equipment.

By PATRICK LAURENCE

South African soldiers clashed with a Soviet-led force on Monday. The four soldiers killed in the ensuing battle died less than a fortnight after 12 of their compatriots perished during a cross-border attack on a Swapo base.

“The price of peace is high,” Malan said, declaring that the alternative to intervention and loss of life was Soviet domination.

He named South Africa as the ultimate target of Soviet ambitions in Southern Africa, citing as evidence of his thesis the presence of a high-ranking Soviet officer, General Konstantin Schagenovich, in Angola and his role of commander of the offensive against Unita.

Developing his argument, Malan said: “It has become abundantly clear since October 1986 when the United States Congress imposed economic punitive measures on South Africa, and thereby tried to isolate the country from the Western community, that Russia had been offered a unique opportunity to penetrate the country.”

Malan’s announcement of South African casualties yesterday came after the chief of the Defence Force, General Janie Goldenhuy, officially disclosed that South African forces had been in action against Soviet and Cuban forces.

Geldenhuys gave two central reasons for the South African entry into the Angolan conflict: capture of the Unita’s Angolan stronghold would expose the north-east of South African-administered Namibia to direct raids by Angolan-based Swapo fighters; at the same time, it would open up new infiltration routes by African National Congress guerrillas from camps in Angola into South Africa.

“The Defence Force’s action is in line with the policy of the South African government to protect its own interests wherever or whenever necessary,” he said.

“Small Force”

It is for that reason that the Soviet Union has helped its Angolan ally build up a formidable army, equipping it with MiG-23 fighter aircraft and training Angolan pilots to fly them.

It is for that reason, too, that the Soviets helped Angola’s Fapla forces build a string of forts, the “line of steel”, as the journal Africa Confidential has dubbed it, across Southern Angola, from Cubango in the West to Cuito Cuanavale, within striking distance of Unita-held Mavinga.

South African support for Unita has now brought it into a bloody confrontation with the Soviet Union. It is a fight both sides will find hard to walk away from.

Footnote: Goldenhuy described the SADF intervention as “limited”. The Fapla commander, Antonio dos Santos Franca Ndalu, has spoken of an “excessive concentration of sophisticated equipment” by the SADF in southern Angola and the deployment of between 30 000 to 35 000 South African troops on Namibia’s border with Angola.
Battle is over, but troops still in Angola, say SADF sources.
Castro threatens to send more Cubans

by NEIL LURSSEN
Weekend Argus
Foreign Service

WASHINGTON. — Cuban leader Fidel Castro is considering an increase in military support for Angola's embattled communist regime.

According to reliable information from Havana President Castro discussed stepping up military support with Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos in Moscow this month.

They were there to celebrate the 70th anniversary of the November 7 Russian revolution.

President Castro also discussed the communists' Angola problems with Soviet leader Mr Mikhail Gorbachev — who is also likely to be confronted by the issue when he meets President Ronald Reagan at a three-day superpower summit starting here on December 7.

Unwilling

President Reagan is trying to persuade Mr Gorbachev to agree to a plan that will remove all foreign forces from Angola, sponsor negotiations among the internal parties and guarantee international economic support for a new government of reconciliation.

The Russians and Cubans, unwilling to fall into the 'trap that may see as a defeat for a revolutionary regime in the Third World.

Estimates of the number of Cubans in Angola vary between 30,000 and 40,000.

Defectors say that many of the Cubans are unhappy about their service in a bleak,

PW WAS IN ANGOLA — MALAN

PRETORIA — President Botha was in southern Angola yesterday, the Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, officially disclosed for the first time today.

Addressing the Transvaal National Party congress in Pretoria, General Malan said that Mr Botha had visited the country.

The visit showed his empathy, involvement and personal responsibility.

Reconciliation

The Americans are not trying to defeat the MPLA regime but want to demonstrate that UNITA must be involved in reconciliation negotiations on the future of the war-torn country. They have said there will be no military solution.

The report from the Cuban capital said that President Castro and President dos Santos talked about "the future strengthening of Cuba's internationalist co-operation in the defence of Angola's sovereignty and territorial integrity".

This was a "fundamental premise for the solution of the problems of the Southern Africa region".

President dos Santos told communist leaders and other guests — such as PLO leader Yasser Arafat — that the US and South Africa had "prevented the total defeat" of UNITA by introducing important war equipment and forces to fight alongside the communists.

As the Marxist leaders discussed their Angola security crisis their combined forces had a major military setback at the hands of American-armed UNITA rebel troops with South African support.

Their problems may worsen. There are reports of a strong move within the Reagan Administration to increase military aid to UNITA, including ground-to-air missiles.

See page 4 and page 17.
The Faces of Conflict

Victors and Vanquished. Top left. Unit leader Dr.
The dead soldiers: family members talk

STAFF REPORTERS

Relatives and friends of the five SAU soldiers killed in the latest fighting in Angola reacted with shock and grief last night to the loss of their loved ones.

The death of Rifleman John Mark Howes, 19, came as a great shock to his family. "We took it badly," Mr Benjamina Howes said from his Bothasig, Cape Town, home late last night.

Rifleman Howes, a former pupil of Cape Town High School, was the youngest of four children. "He was the apple of his mother's eye," said Mr Howes.

The shock of his death has been expressed in letters from Mr Howes' family, including his parents and four sisters. Mr and Mrs Howes live in Bothasig, Cape Town, and are now in Cape Town, where Mr Howes was stationed.

"John was to have finished his national service at the end of the year. His parents took him to the hospital in July for a five-day period when he was operated on. Mr Howes, now on pension, was a painter with the Department of Public Works in Cape Town.

TURNED DOWN

Rifleman Howes wanted to join the SADF next year, but his application was rejected because he was 19. He did not have the right qualifications yet.

Mr Howes was at the University of Cape Town, where he was studying to become an architect, his father said.

Mrs Batista van Zyl, of Edenvale, in the Free State, said her son Rifleman Daniel Willemen Hendrik van Zyl, 19, was to have finished his national service on December 1.

"It was the fifth of my seven children. I had a boy and a girl. He was a quiet, friendly boy," said Mrs van Zyl.

She said Daniel had not made definite plans for the future. "Sometimes he spoke about going to university, but at other times he wanted to go and work," she said.

Rifleman van Zyl matriculated in Philippolis and had many friends but no one special.

"We heard of his death on Thursday evening. It was a great shock," said Mrs van Zyl.

The 20-year-old Rifleman Pieter Marthinus van Zyl, of Edenvale, was killed in the latest fighting in Angola.

UNITA PRISONERS: Unita leader Dr Jonas Savimbi talks to two captured Cuban pilots, Lieutenant-Commander Manuel Rojas Garcia (centre) and Captain Roman Quevedo Aguilar.

MARK GLEESON

SAF headquarters in Pretoria has announced the deaths of two South African soldiers in the fighting in Angola.

The announcement was made by Defence Minister Stephen Tshabalala. The soldiers were killed in action on Tuesday in the province of Lunda-Cubango.

The soldiers were killed during a day of intense fighting near the border with South Africa. The deaths bring the total number of South African soldiers killed in action in Angola to 11.

The soldiers were identified as:
- Rifleman Adriano Thoms, 20, of the South African Infantry, killed in action near the border with South Africa.
- Rifleman Jacobus Malan, 21, of the South African Infantry, also killed in action near the border with South Africa.

The deaths bring the total number of South African soldiers killed in action in Angola to 11.

The government has announced that the soldiers will be commemorated in a special ceremony to be held at Pretoria on Monday.

The government has announced that the soldiers will be commemorated in a special ceremony to be held at Pretoria on Monday.
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The government has announced that the soldiers will be commemorated in a special ceremony to be held at Pretoria on Monday.
5 more die

MARK GLEASON

SADF headquarters in Pretoria has announced the deaths of another five South African soldiers in fighting with Angolan forces in the Cabinda-Cubango province of Angola.

The announcement was made last night by General Janule Geldenhuys, Chief of the South African Defence Force. It means the number of SADF soldiers killed in action in Angola in the past two weeks has gone up to 23— including two Namibian soldiers.

The latest killed are:

- Rifleman Adrian Thom (19), who leaves his parents, Mr and Mrs G S Thom, of 46 Mckenzie Street, Botha’s -lacht.
- Rifleman Frederick Augustus Mullerbeck (30), who leaves his mother, Mrs R H Mullerbeck, of 56 Newfoundland Street, Rosettenville, and his father, Mr J A Mullerbeck, of 50 Orlando Road, Roodepoort.
- Rifleman Peter Alexander Huldieke (30), who leaves his parents and stepmother, Mr and Mrs T A Schutte, of Zoeteloesluis, Elandenburg.

- Rifleman John Mark Howes (19), who leaves his parents, Mr and Mrs B Howes, of 56 Steenhoven Street, Bethanie.
- Rifleman Daniel Willem Hendrik van Zyl (29), who leaves his father, Mr C van Zyl, and his mother, Mrs I van Zyl, of 24 Mark Street, Elandenburg.

Rifleman Thom and Rifleman Mullerbeck died in action on Monday. The others died in skirmishes on Wednesday.

The late announcements of the deaths of Rifleman Thom and Rifleman Mullerbeck were because of "operational circumstances," and the requirement to inform next-of-kin first, said Geldenhuys.

He added that the soldiers' commanding officers would personally visit relatives to give them more details of the circumstances of their deaths. The visits would be made as soon as the officers could be made available.

General Geldenhuys expressed his sympathy with the relatives, friends and colleagues of the soldiers and assured them of all possible support from the SADF.

The SADF said Swapp had lost more than 190 men in the attack on the Swapp base on October 31. The fighting was reported to be the "Bloodiest" in the 20-year battle war. The security forces losses were among the highest of the war and the worst in one movement.

TO PAGE 2.
A soldiers capture top-secret Soviet weapons.

In Angola War.

The deaths of the more.

ADVANCED RAVENHOUS.

BY WILLIAM STEINSHAMPS.

Ken, in action.
The announcement of the deaths last night came as a shock to many who had been following the situation closely.

SADF spokespersons confirmed that at least 2,000 Angolan government forces had been killed in the recent fighting.

According to reports, South American forces have been heavily involved in the recent fighting, with reports of heavy casualties on both sides.

The SADF has so far refused to comment on the reports, saying only that the situation is under control and that the country is safe.

In other news, the US has announced that it will increase its military presence in the region to support anti-communist forces.

The move comes in response to a recent surge in communist activity in the area, with reports of increasing violence and clashes.

The US has been a key ally of the SADF in its fight against communism, and the increase in military presence is seen as a way to strengthen the alliance.

Meanwhile, the UN has called for an immediate cease-fire and the withdrawal of all foreign troops from the region.

The UN has been working to broker peace between the various groups involved in the conflict, but so far, efforts have been met with resistance.

The situation remains tense, with reports of continued fighting and violence on both sides.

Source: Associated Press
A S the Russians, Cubans, South Africans, MPLA and Unita counted their gains and losses this week after one of the toughest battles yet on Angolan soil, fascinating new insights were offered on how it all started.

What is emerging is a story that thickens with intrigue every new fact, claim or disclaimer added — of undercover dealings, of deceit, breathtaking bungling and vast misunderstandings and miscueslculations that led to this protracted, mostly low-key war that has at times, like the past weeks, broken into full-scale battle.

And every time these flare-ups have happened, the global implications of what started off as Angola's domestic muddle for post-colonial power have increased dramatically, making it more difficult for the powerful foreign military forces involved to withdraw.

This way it started was sinister by any East-West, cold-war standards, as further revealed this week by American diplomat Bruce Porter who was based in Luanda at the time and by Peter Stocken who flew from Vietnam to head the secret CIA task force assigned to assess and protect US interests in Angola.

By then matters were already in a mess.

J. DEON du Plessis, deputy editor of The Argus, was in Angola at the time as a reporter for the Argus Company's Africa News Service. He recalls:

Nobody slept very much in Luanda during the second half of 1975 because that once-beautiful city had become a killing ground. The armed forces of the three liberation movements, MPLA, Unita and the FNLA, now comprising an uneasy government of national unity, each occupied their own sectors of the city's muceques — the, mainly black, slum areas.

At times the armed fighters were separated by no more than a road. And increasingly the soldiers turned to settling their differences with rockets, rifles, even recoilless cannon. The crdle and clang of gun battles in the muceques resonated over the city every night, together with the siren wail of the ambulances of the fast-disintegrating municipal hospital services.

Everything was collapsing, even the brewery. I remember being served a beer in the dining hall of Luanda's smartest hotel by a black-garbed waiter with a white napkin over his arm. He poured it as ceremoniously as if it were the finest champagne. In a sense it was.

The hotel, the waiter said, would run out of beer that day and after that there was no more...

People who were not killing people or trying not to be killed themselves were packing. It was the time of the great airlift. The roar of zero engines from the airport was unceasing as tens of thousands of Portuguese (many Angolans) headed back for the motherland. Perhaps some 300,000 Portuguese in all were airlifted to a home many did not even know— mostly aboard mercy flights provided by Western Air Forces. They left with what they could carry. It was possible to stand at Luanda airport and receive, for example, the keys to a fleeing Portuguese's Mercedes Benz for 50 American dollars.

On the black market American dollars were traded for Angolan escudos at more than 200 times their official value. At least dollars were something you could take with you.

As the MPLA gained the upper hand in the battle for Luanda the FNLA fled to the north where they made a last and doomed stand with mercenaries recruited from the seedier bars of Britain before finally dribbling back into the bush or across the Congo River to Zaire.

Unita simply vanished. At the time of their brief participation in the government of national unity, correspondents used to call at their party headquarters every day to find out what was new. One day we called as usual and their headquarters office was quiet and deserted. So were their military positions in the muceques... But as the world knows by now, Unita at least lived to fight another day...

The surrounding foreign-power game was confusing to all except the Russians. As recounted on SABC TV's News programme this week by the two Americans, little then appeared to be known about Unita, except that its leader, Jonas Savimbi, was not an admirer of the US. The leaders of the MPLA had been drawing the limelight and it was regarded as the central power-grabbing and natural heir to the vacated Portuguese throne.

As confusion spread and tensions mounted, US diplomat Porter was amazed to see the quantities of Soviet weaponry pouring from Luanda's harbor into the city at night and later to discover that the clean-cut foreigners standing round in hotel foyers were not Spanish tourists but Cuban soldiers in civilian dress.
SAGA OF DECEIT

by LEON MARSHALL and FRANS ESTERHUYSE

THIS is a story that thickens with intrigue with every new fact, claim or disclaimer added — of under-counter dealings, of deceit, breathtaking bungling and vast misunderstandings and miscalculations that led to this protracted, mostly low-key war that has at times, like the past weeks, broken into fullscale battle.

Recently admiral Antonio Alva-Rosa Coutinho, who became military governor of Angola after the Portuguese revolution of April 1974, revealed how he visited Havana to secure Cuban help in installing the MPLA in government without elections, turning the prior Alvor agreement to the contrary into nothing but a fraud.

For the Americans the options were diminishing. Nothing covert could be done to stop the Russian-Cuban advance. Congress would not allow it. Which is how CIA agent Stockton came to turn to the South Africans, who, in his words, seemed only too eager to please.

Thus came about a military excursion, afterwards satirically described by renowned Afrikaners newspaper editor and commentator Schalk Pienaar as a lygte mistykie (a slight mistake). Mr John Vorster was Prime Minister at the time. Mr PW Botha, Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, chief of the Defence Force, and General Hendrik van den Bergh the security chief. The operation embarked on was called Savannah.

Much about how it came about is still shrouded in official secrecy. But in a biography of Mr PW Botha, entitled PW: the author, Drk and Johannes de Villiers, noted the then Minister of Defence’s role.

One of the options the Government considered was: If it did not help in the Angolan conflict, it would alienate moderate leaders in that country. With the necessary backing, Unitas and the FNLA could be helped to resist the MPLA if they formed a united front.

By then South Africa had already sent troops into Angola to defend the Cabinda oil station. And the Americans had indicated they would supply arms to the anti-communist forces. In the circumstances it was hardly possible for South Africa to refuse the requested assistance and approval was given by Mr Vorster.

The political and military moves after the decision to enter Angola have been pieced together by Professor Deon Goldswain, head of the political science department at the Rand Afrikaans University, who claims there were only a limited number of key players in top-level decision-making in Pretoria at the time.

In his book, The Diplomacy of Isolation, he writes that as head of the Bureau for State Security, General Van den Bergh was opposed to the venture and that neither the full Cabinet nor the National Party had been consulted.

But once the decision had been taken to commit South African military personnel and arms to the conflict in Angola, the Defence Force devised a four-phase plan for a military offensive. It was an operational plan, identifying specific military targets and calculating the resources required to achieve them.

The phases were progressively more ambitious. Phase Four provided for the capture of Luanda, the ultimate military objective.

The decision to escalate from one phase to another was left to the political decision-makers and day-to-day operational control to a special committee composed of military chiefs was set up in Pretoria. Representatives from the Department of Foreign Affairs and the Bureau for State Security were on occasion invited to participate in meetings, but their presence may have been little more than symbolic since the military saw the war as very much its responsibility.

Amid all the operational planning, the political objectives of South Africa’s military involvement remained unclear. The forces were given permission by Vorster and PW Botha to proceed to Phase Three, which included capturing the towns of Cela and Nova Redondo — targets that were in fact reached by the South Africans.

It was when the South African forces were executing the third phase that the US Senate blocked any further American military involvement in Angola. It left Pretoria with a crucial political and military decision: Should South African forces be allowed to proceed with Phase Four, or should they start pulling back?

It was decided in principle to withdraw, Vorster and PW Botha again being the key figures involved.

After two years of clamping down on corruption in the operation, Mr PW Botha in 1978 officially accused the US of having ‘left South Africa in the lurch’ in the Angolan campaign.

Responding in Parliament to accusations against South Africa in the UN Security Council resolution relating to the arms embargo, he rejected charges of ‘persistent acts of aggression’ by South Africa against neighbour states.

“Against which neighbour states have we ever taken aggressive steps? I know of only one occasion in recent years when we crossed a border and that was in the case of Angola when we did so with the approval and knowledge of the Americans.”

“But they left us in the lurch. We are going to retell that story. The story must be told of how we, with their knowledge, went in there and operated in Angola with their knowledge, how they encouraged us to act and, when we had nearly reached the climax, we were ruthlessly left in the lurch by an undertaking that was broken. It is necessary that we should say this…”

During the same debate on the Defence budget vote, Mr Botha disclosed that he himself had witnessed the off-loading of American arms in Angola. After referring to “the collapse of American leadership in Angola”, he said: “We are being condemned because we were in Angola on a limited scale, but there was a time when American aircraft offloaded arms at military positions and bases in Angola which were held by South African troops.”

“I was there myself and I saw those arms being offloaded. What happened then? President Ford spelt it out for us when he said: ‘It was a disastrous decision by Congress’.”

“Why was that Congress misinformed? I think the reason is that influences are at work in the West which achieve two things. In the first place there is an attempt to out-Moscow Moscow…... Be a Hungarian professor on the way in which Marxism is manipulating the Christian world to achieve its own purpose’.

Mr Stockton’s version of this week of how it happened was startling in its simplicity: The South Africans thought that going in they would gain US support for their policies. This the US was not prepared to give, and we called it off.

On the effect of the Clarke amendment in the US Congress which stopped military intervention in Angola against the MPLA, the US diplomat, Porter, remarked: “It happened in the belief that up till then we were backing the wrong side — Unitas. And so defeat was snatched from the jaws of victory.”

The intensity of the border conflict remained high after the Angolan invasion had been called off. Swapo took advantage of the protection of MPLA and Cuban units which had been sent into the south of Angola in an attempt to defeat Unita.

There were persistent reports abroad that South Africa was assisting Unita in its war against the MPLA. The reports were officially denied by South African Government spokesmen, though the Red Cross Administration and other Western governments openly declared that they believed them to be true.

One of the most ominous aspects of the war is its effect on the extent to which it has escalated. Armoured bulldozers have continued, the death toll and casualties have risen, and there appears no end to the devastation caused by the conflict. At the same time the political issues involved have become more complex and infinitely more difficult to unravel.

The situation is bedevilled by the SWA/Namibian independence issue and the condition of Cuban withdrawal from Angola as a pre-requisite for independence. The longer the Angolan conflict drags on, the more remote the chances seem to be of a Cuban withdrawal.

A further complicating factor is that the South African Government seems to regard the war as an increasing as a direct struggle against what it sees as a possible invasion of Southern Africa by the Russians and Cubans.

Defence Minister General Magnus Malan this week, as usual, denied the Government’s involvement in these terms: “The reality facing South Africa is that if Unita is defeated, the borders of SWA/Namibia can be those of countries such as Botswana, Zimbabwe and Zambia would be thrown wide open. These countries would then be overwhelmed by the Russian-Cuban aggression. The whole of Southern Africa would be destabilised and be subjected to Russian domination.”

MPLA soldiers brandished ancient Soviet weapons when they were visited by Dr Agostinho Neto in 1975.
The sting of the Stinger

by HENRI du PLESSIS
Weekend Argus Reporter

UNITA leader General Jonas Savimbi this week admitted American and South African support and supplies had been "decisive" in his movement's successes in Angola.

Having succeeded in pushing back a huge Soviet and Cuban backed MPLA force attacking Unita strongholds in southern Angola during the past months, the rebel leader's relatively lightly equipped troops had faced the might of modern Soviet weaponry — and overcome it.

This could in no small way be ascribed to America's selective but strategic supply of Stinger anti-aircraft missiles and TOW anti-tank weapons and South Africa's willingness to share its newest artillery technology in the form of the long-range G-5.

The controversial United States announcement in 1985 that it would supply the Stinger to Unita forces must have come as welcome news for the General who has no air support under his own command.

An air force dominating the skies above battlefields has become a vital strategic need for conventional operations such as that launched by the Angolan government against Unita recently and without protection, things might not have turned out so well for Savimbi's forces.

The Stinger, according to Jane's Weapon Systems 1985/86, is the successor to the US Redeye, a portable shoulder-fired guided missile system.

Officially designated as the FIM-92A, it is the current US Army and Marine Corps man portable air defence system (MANPADS) and has a range believed to be in excess of three kilometres.

It is an infra-red seeking missile which enables the soldier to combat effectively low-flying jet-propelled or propeller-driven aircraft and helicopters.

With its weight of 15.3kg, it would not be a piece of equipment commandos would take with them on secret long-range missions, but in a semi-conventional situation such as in Angola, an infantryman armed with a Stinger could be highly effective in countering strafing or low-level bombing runs.

It is propelled by a solid fuel rocket at a supersonic speed, normally manned by two crew and has been designed to be adaptable for the threat beyond the 1980's.
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Once and for all, battle still rages in Angola.
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Divorce lawyer is sued over affair with wife

By SHAUN HARRIS

A POPULAR divorce lawyer is being sued — for having an affair with a client’s wife.

Attorney Jeffrey Fobb admitted in court to having the affair with the pretty blonde woman while mediating in her divorce.

And while Mr Fobb was having the steamy affair, his lover’s husband and client — restaurant owner Mr Errol Mande — was pouring his heart out to the lawyer.

The woman at the centre of the affair, the former Mrs Debbie Mande, who now calls herself Cope- man, her maiden name, says she is now “caught in the middle” between her former lover and former husband and that it has become “a nightmare”.

Details of the affair were heard in the Supreme Court, Maritzburg, on Friday.

Mr Mande, who owns a Mongolian restaurant in Dur- ban, is claiming R11 000 damages from his former at- torney for committing adultery with his wife.

It is believed to be the first case of its kind to be heard in the Supreme Court, and has no legal precedent.

The Judge President of Natal, Mr Justice Milne, is presiding.

The case has also resulted in Mr Fobb appearing before a Law Society disciplinary board, the results of which are still pending.

Mr Fobb, in papers before the court, admitted committing adultery with Mr Mande while she was still married.

He also admitted he was Mr Mande’s attorney when he was acting as mediator in their divorce action.

This hurt Mr Mande, who told the court he felt “sickness” when he learned his wife had begun the affair with Mr Fobb only days after she had instigated divorce proceedings.

**Suspicion**

He said he learned that his wife and Mr Fobb had spent a weekend together in the Drakensberg mountains, and to confirm his suspicions that they were having an affair, he hired a private detective.

“Mr Fobb was being pursued by my wife, and I was told that this continued until her departure.”

Mr Mande said that after their affair ended, his wife had told him that she was pregnant with his child.

He said he told the court he was “heartbroken” and that he had “lost everything”.

**Details**

It is expected that the case will be heard over several weeks and will be watched closely by the legal community.

The court was told that the affair had lasted for several months and that Mr Fobb had failed to stop it.

The case has been described as a “landmark” by legal experts, who say it could set a precedent for other cases of this nature.

The judge presiding said he was “impressed” by the evidence presented and that he would take the case “very seriously”.

**Conclusion**

The court has adjourned to continue hearing the case next week.

Debbie Mande: the “in the middle” whose home was bugged. Picture: JIMMY HUTTON
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PW in war zone

Jubilant

But it was near the small town of Cuito Cuanavale, on the Cunene River and about 100km north-east of the Luanda River battle, that the real test of mettle came this week.

Angolan forces, backed by Cuban armour and artillery and advised by Russians, dug in and Cuito Cuanavale determined to defend the base with its hard-topped helicopter landing sites.

The reason: without Cuito Cuanavale the Angolans would be unable to launch another assault against the UN troops held south-east next year.

UN forces, jubilant victors at Lomba, clashed with entrenched Angolan forces and suffered heavy casualties from artillery, armament and air strikes.

It was then that the South African Government decided to intervene.

The full extent of the South African attack force is unknown.

The outcome of the recent battles, however, appears beyond dispute.

The defenders of Cuito Cuanavale broke before the combined UN – SA – SADF attack and have begun retreating ever further west towards other defended sites.

Generals Malula reported yesterday that the Cubans had been among the first to desert their Angolan allies under the hammer blows from the South African forces.

Uncertainty still exists about what happens next. The defeat near Cuito Cuanavale has set back whatever the Cubans had of launching another major offensive against Dr. Samshiba in the near future.

Stresses

But it could mean considerably more. The severe hammering of Angolan and Cuban forces may introduce new stresses within the Angolan government and could lead to renewed efforts at a reconciliation in the war-torn country.

This week's battle ends the longest and bloodiest clash on conventional and semi-conventional lines in the history of the southern sub-continent.

The campaign, directed by Russian General Shogovitch, began in April this year as the Angolan forces slowly pushed towards their key targets Cabinda and Cabo Calvino in east-central Angola and Mavinga north of Dr. Samshiba's headquarters in Zambesi.

The overall losses in the three months of heavy fighting are difficult to assess because of the wildly conflicting claims by opposing sides. Independent assessments, however, claim that Cuban losses are well over 2000 men killed while UN losses are considerably less.

Vast amounts of material, including tanks, armoured personnel carriers and artillery, have been captured by the Cubans.

From Page 1
Historic Moment for Landowners

Mandla Shidule

A War

four SA soldiers die in Angola

Friends and family of the victims gathered for a memorial service at the site of their deaths.

The Kazeri Chiefs, Mpho Kitso, and his brother, Mpho Kitso, were killed in action on November 9, 2023, while on a mission to secure the border region from insurgent groups.

The victims were part of the Namibian Defence Force, tasked with maintaining peace and security along the Namibian-Angolan border.

Mpho Kitso, a respected leader in the community, was known for his dedication to serving his people and protecting their land.

His death has left a void in the community, and his family and friends are mourning his loss.

Memorial services were held in his honor, with people coming from all over the region to pay their respects.

The Namibian government has promised to continue the fight against those responsible for his death, and has urged the international community to support its efforts.

In a statement, President Hage Geingob said, "Mpho Kitso was a hero and a leader, and his sacrifice will not be in vain. We will continue to fight for the safety and security of our people."
MOST people know a 500kg gorilla when they see one. They do not have to wait for the gorilla to describe his dimensions before they get the message.

It is therefore somewhat strange that Generals Magnus Malan and Jamie Geldenhuys should feel it necessary to trumpet the SANDF’s involvement in last month’s events in southern Angola.

The chest-thumping is entirely superfluous. Indeed, something would have been profoundly awry had the Defence Force not been involved. So what’s with all the sudden candour? Cut, as lawyers like to say, basta?

Certainly not Unita, which, brag the generals, would now be history but for their intervention. Even if that were true, and Dr Savimbi insists it isn’t, why say it? Why humiliate the man in his apparent hour of triumph?

Savimbi, as the generals must be aware, has a little problem of legitimacy, a problem which is entirely Pretoria’s fault. Militarily, South Africa may be one hell of an ally. Diplomatically, she’s the pox.

Were it not for South Africa’s poisonous affection, there could be little question in the West about the relative merits of Unita and the MPLA. Savimbi would win the international battle for hearts and minds hands down.

By a terrible irony of geography and circumstance, the one man who could make the Reagan doctrine fashionable (and thereby effective) is rendered a stitch-up by the neighbour he is forced to depend on, and his cause, the defeat of bala-bala-ibekleenism in Angola, is made to appear racist.

PREJUDICES

Now it may not be all that important in the overall scheme of things, but there have been small signs here lately that Unita is managing to escape from the deadening shadow of its patron.

Last Tuesday, a group calling itself African-Americans for Peace and Democracy in Angola held a news conference at the National Press Club. The event was thinly attended, in part because the whole idea whiffed of prevailing prejudices of Uncle Tom.

This was a pity, because Apartheid (as it rather laboriously acronymises itself) is nothing of the sort. Indeed, it counts among its members Dr Ralph Abernathy, the man in whose arms (pace the Rev Jesse Jackson) Dr Martin Luther King really died.

The chief speaker was the Rev T.L. Lewis, a Baptist minister who is leading the Shell boycott in Birmingham, Alabama. Also present was Mayor Charles Evers of Fayette, Mississippi, brother of the late Medgar Evers, a brutally murdered martyr of the civil rights struggle.

Following a recent visit, Mayor Evers had Jamba officially declared Fayette’s sister city and arranged for the Medgar Evers Foundation to send Unita a RH4 000 mobile clinic plus a rotating team of doctors and surgeons to man it.

"For the democratic form of government, and that’s what I saw," he told us. "The initiative and the spirit of the people impressed me greatly."

OPTIMISTIC

Furthermore, the group is agreed that the Cubans, along with all other foreign forces, should leave, and that free elections must be held, to which end, and perhaps a trifle optimistically, it has enlisted former UN ambassador Andrew Young to offer his services as a mediator between the two sides.

To anti-apartheid leaders like TransAfrica’s Randall Robinson, this verges on thoughtcrime, the more so since the originator of the thought appeared to have been Unita itself. Prominent on Apartheid’s board is the Rev Maurice Dawkins, until recently a registered Unita lobbyist.

Now it is worse than ironic that in the very week that this group introduces itself to the world to push the idea that Unita and Pretoria are not the same thing, the generals should get up and make the opposite case so convincingly.

Evidently, they like the idea that Savimbi should be theirs and theirs alone. Who cares if the US Congress turns round and cuts off his aid? They knew he was going to give a triumphant Press conference on Thursday and they didn’t want him getting too uppity.

HORRIFYING

More to the point, they clearly didn’t want him using this latest and most crushing defeat of the Angolan army (Fapla) and its allies to pursue anything subservient. A settlement, for example. Even the remotest chance that peace might break out must be horrifying. It might even mean having to give up Namibia. Heaven forfend.

So what do the generals do? They re-stogae their man, and then publicly rub Moscow’s face in their own military prowess for good measure — lest anyone forget that the war is really all about.

They can now be assured that nothing untoward is going to happen in Geneva this week when Under-Secretary of State Michael Armacost sits down for pre-summit talks on the issue with his Soviet opposite number.

Not that much would likely have happened anyway, but the generals, in their sublime arrogance, have brought themselves a little more insurance. That will no doubt be a comfort to the families of the returning body bags.
Nigeria, Kenya in peace plan for Angola

The Argus Foreign Service

dateline: LONDON

NIGERIA is ready to contribute a peace-keeping force of 10,000 and 15,000 towards an African solution to the 12-year Angolan war, according to a report here.

The Observer newspaper yesterday reported that the Nigerian President Major-General Olusegun Obasanjo and Kenya's President Daniel Arap Moi have indicated that they are ready to "respond positively" to last week's call from the Angolan rebel leader, Jonas Savimbi, for the removal of all non-African troops and the start of power-sharing talks with the Communist-backed government of President Eduardo dos Santos in Luanda.

The announcement follows South African Defence Minister General Magnus Malan's announcement that South Africans died in recent fighting in Angola.

Key battle

In a key battle last Monday close to the Loma River, Dr Savimbi claims to have sent Luanda forces into retreat. The failure of the latest Luanda offensive against Savimbi and the direct clashes between South African and Soviet forces have added urgency to the search for an Angolan solution.

Leaders of the Frontline states were considering the crisis at a meeting in Botswana at the weekend.

Other African countries, including Ivory Coast, Zaire, Senegal, Togo and Gabon are likely to back the peace moves, the Observer claims.

The new African initiative, which is supported by Washington, will require an invitation from the beleaguered MPLA Government in Luanda. President Dos Santos was in Moscow last week and his attitude to the new peace plan will depend on how far the Russians are prepared to go on backing him.

Ill-disciplined

GERALD L'ANGE of The Argus Africa News Service reports from Johannesburg that the relatively high casualties suffered by South African troops in Angola recently suggest they have been involved in some of the heaviest fighting there since 1975 when South African forces penetrated almost to Luanda.

The losses also suggest that the South Africans encountered sophisticated opposition in the form of armaments, if not troops.

The largely conscripted Fapla soldiers of the MPLA government, many of whom are press-ganged off the streets, are notoriously ill-disciplined and trained and said to have little stomach for fighting United States.

Their poor performance in action against the highly motivated Unita forces is said to have caused despair among their Russian instructors who are reported to have been with them in relatively large numbers in the latest campaign.

The Cuban soldiers are said to have no great desire either to fight in Angola, but to be better-trained and more effective than the Fapla troops.

In the past, the Cubans have been based mainly to guard towns, bases and communication lines while FAPLA fights at the front.

Heavy air strikes

The SADF's claim that the Cubans deserted the Fapla soldiers in engagements with South African troops indicate that the South Africans came up against either heavy air strikes or artillery fire.

The crushing defeat suffered by Fapla in the offensive against Unita in Cubango in recent months has also been a severe setback for the Soviets who armed and trained them.

The extremely brief accounts of the fighting given by the SADF suggest that the Soviets sent in Cuban troops in a desperate and all-or-nothing bid to save the situation before the onset of the rains made conventional warfare impossible.

Looming defeat

There is an apparent contradiction between the SADF's assertion that its troops went in to save Unita from looming defeat and Unita's claim that they did not need saving, having defeated the enemy on their own.

The skinny evidence available indicates that the South Africans were not necessarily fighting alongside Unita, but in another area of the action, possibly in an attack on the Fapla-Cuban flanks or rear.

While the SADF has described the action as limited engagements and skirmishes, the casualty rate, apparently spread over several days, indicates fairly heavy fighting compared to anything the SADF has been engaged in since 1975.

The area in which the action took place has not been disclosed but appears likely to have been on the western rather than the northern front of the Fapla offensive.

Crucial battle

The offensive in the west was launched from Menongue and Catoia Cuanavale and was turned back by Unita at the crucial Lomba River battle last September.

The northern front was based on Luena and Larcue and while some fighting appears to have taken place on that front in recent weeks, it is unlikely that the South Africans would have been involved there.

AFTER THE BATTLE: A soldier surveys the scene after heavy fighting in Angola recently.
Plan for an Africa force in Angola

LONDON — Nigeria and Kenya have become the first black African countries to respond positively to the call of the Frontline states for a peacekeeping force in Angola.

According to a report in the London Observer yesterday, Nigeria is ready to pledge between 10,000 and 15,000 men to a peace-keeping force in an effort to end 12 years of bloodshed in the troubled country.

The newspaper said Nigerian President Ibrahim Babangida and Kenyan President Daniel arap Moi have both indicated they are willing to support the Frontline states' plan to withdraw non-African troops from Angola and start power-sharing talks with the Marxist-led government in Luanda.

Other African countries, like Ivory Coast, Zaire, Senegal, Togo and Gabon, were likely to back a peace initiative, the Observer said.

The move has become more urgent with South Africa's acknowledgement for the first time that it is fighting alongside Unita.

In the past two weeks, 23 South African and Namibian soldiers have died, according to the SA Defence Force. Nine of them were killed last week.

Leaders of the Frontline states gathered in Luanda yesterday to consider the crisis, reports Reuters. No details were immediately available.

The London Sunday Telegraph said SA warplanes in Angola were equipped with Israeli-developed electronic systems to counter advanced Soviet air defence missiles.

This was seen as reflecting the growing sophistication of Soviet air defence of Angola and SA's difficulty in obtaining Western equipment to combat it.

Apart from advanced Israeli countermeasures attached to SAAF Mirage fighters, the Israeli equipment was said to include small, remotely piloted vehicles to jam the radar and electronic systems directing anti-aircraft missiles.

The paper said, the SAAF, 'aided' by Israel, was understood to have converted a Boeing airliner into an airborne electronic warfare control centre to direct air strikes.

Nigeria offers peace force

It said Israel's experience in destroying a similarly advanced Soviet air defence system, deployed by Syria in Lebanon's Bekaa Valley in 1982, had proved invaluable to SA during the latest clash.

In the last five weeks, SAAF intelligence officers claimed SA forces destroyed three Soviet-built mobile SA-8 missile launchers and one SA-12 launcher, according to the Sunday Telegraph report. They also claimed Angolan forces lost two SU-22 Fitter ground-attack aircraft, three MiG-23s and one Mig-23 Flogger fighter, as well as four attack helicopters.

During the Mavinga battles, Angolan missiles were moved round the battlefield rather than being dug into static positions — tactics which caused the loss of one SAAF Mirage, hit by an SA-8 missile.

SA military sources were quoted as saying the pilot flew the badly damaged plane back to Namibia but crashed on the edge of an airfield. He ejected but was killed.

"Another disturbing development for the South Africans is the Angolans' recent use of Soviet-made 'beyond visual range' air-to-air missiles such as the AA-7 Apex, which has a range of more than 30km.

Apart from possibly trying to develop a local fighter using Israeli technology, Pretoria hoped to use the Lavi radar and electronic counter measures in the Cheetah aircraft, said the Sunday Telegraph.

In return for Israel's electronic counter measures for use in the Angola battles, SA has supplied its G5 155mm gun (believed to be the longest range gun of its type in the world) to the Israelis.

Armscor spokesman Johan Adler yesterday rejected most of the claims in the report. He denied Israeli involvement in the development or supply of electronic anti-missile systems or remote-piloted radar-jamming vehicles.

He said they were SA-developed and were definitely not Israeli systems.

He refused comment on the Boeing said to have been converted into an airborne electronic warfare control centre.

An SADF spokesman said it was not SADF policy to comment on the procurement of arms.
Nigeria ready to send peace force to Angola

The Star Bureau

LONDON — Nigeria is ready to contribute a peace-keeping force of between 10,000 and 15,000 towards an African solution to the 12-year Angolan war, according to a report here.

The Observer newspaper yesterday reported that Nigerian President Major-General Ibrahim Babangida and Kenya's President Daniel Arap Moi have indicated that they are ready to respond positively to last week's call from the Angolan rebel leader, General Jonas Savimbi, for the removal of all non-African troops and the start of power-sharing talks with the communist-backed government of President Eduardo dos Santos in Luanda.

CRISIS MEETING

The failure of the latest Luanda offensive against Savimbi and the direct clashes between South African and Soviet forces have added urgency to the search for a solution.

Leaders of the Frontline states were considering the crisis at a meeting in Botswana at the weekend.

Other African countries, including Ivory Coast, Zaire, Senegal, Togo and Gabon are likely to back the peace moves, The Observer claims.

The new African initiative will require an invitation from the MPLA government. President dos Santos was in Moscow last week and his attitude to the new peace plan will depend on how far the USSR is prepared to back him.

Frontliners blame SA for war in Angola

The Star's Africa News Service

MAPUTO — Leaders of the six Frontline states ended a weekend meeting in the Angolan capital yesterday with a statement condemning South Africa's involvement in the war.

They heard a report, by President José Eduardo dos Santos according to which there were 5,000 South African troops in Angola.

In a report from the Angolan capital, the Mozambique News Agency said the leaders of Mozambique, Botswana, Zambia, Tanzania and Zimbabwe were told by President dos Santos that those troops were supported by 70 armoured vehicles.

In addition South Africa had 30,000 troops, 435 tanks and armoured vehicles, more than 80 planes and 400 pieces of artillery concentrated on the Namibian border, the agency said.

Mr dos Santos told his guests that South African troops were involved in fighting in the provinces of Cuando-Cubango and Cunene.

The Frontline states also condemned the visit to Angolan territory by South Africa's President FW Botha, describing it as proof of South Africa's continued aggression and occupation of parts of Angola.

It was clearly a war of invasion and destabilisation by South Africa, they added.

An SADF spokesman said today the SADF had nothing to add to recent statements by President Botha, Defence-Minister General Magnus Malan and SADF-chief General Jannie Geldenhuys.

See Page 4.
Son’s raw deal — dead soldier’s father

JOHANNESBURG. — Mr Jimmy Muhlenbeck had no idea his son was in Angola till the army called to tell him Freddie was dead, incinerated by a Soviet T55 rocket that hit his Ratel armoured car hundreds of kilometres outside South Africa’s border.

Freddie Muhlenbeck, 29, was within six weeks of his discharge when he died somewhere in Cuando Cubango province, possibly 500km across the Namibian border into Angola.

His death was among four reported on Thursday. The deaths of nine soldiers were reported last week.

“My son got a raw deal,” Mr Muhlenbeck told reporters at his home in Roodepoort. “Freddie had no choice.

“It is so unfair to send boys who have not even had the chance to mature to the frontline. Why can’t the paid professionals face the fighting,” he said.

“The government has already handed over the country to the blacks,” said Jimmy Muhlenbeck, whose call-up papers coincided with news of his brother’s death. “I don’t see why we should be fighting.”

Professor Mervyn Frost, an international affairs expert at Natal University, warned: “South Africa’s action amounts to kicking the shins of a giant. There is no way the Soviets are going to give up or retreat in the face of a small power like SA.

“What South Africa has done is to enter a conventional war with a superpower, which is extremely dangerous,” he said.

Professor John Barritt, of the South African Institute for International Affairs, said the Angolan conflict had the seeds of a major confrontation that could eventually involve the United States.

An SADF spokesman rejected the suggestion that Permanent Force members rather than young national servicemen be sent to the frontline in Angola.

“With reference to remarks about the use of a force consisting of professional soldiers only, the Geldenhuis Commission investigated all aspects of the composition of the SADF and this was subsequently debated in Parliament. It was found that the present structure of the SADF is the most effective.” — UPI
Angolan forces on the retreat

PRETORIA — South African forces were maintaining a position near the battle zones in south-eastern Angola while Angolan government troops were retreating, military sources indicated here yesterday.

They said although this marked a second stage in the conflict between South African troops and Russian and Cuban-led Fapla forces, flare-ups could recur at any moment.

The sources said that a number of Fapla brigades, which suffered heavy losses in terms of men, weaponry and logistics support machinery, had retreated from the Mavinga area to near Cuito Cuanavale.

Giving indications of the extent of South Africa's "genuinely limited support" operations in the area, the sources emphasised it is Unita's fight, and they are the ones who are chasing the Angolan Fapla forces.

Although reluctant to give details of the strength of South Africa's forces on the "Eastern Front" because "lives are at stake, and we obviously don't want to show our cards", the sources said the number of troops was "way below the many thousands claimed by the Angolan armed forces.

From July 13 to November 3, when the fighting was between Unita and Fapla, 3,037 Fapla troops and six Soviets or Cubans were killed, the sources said.

From November 4 to November 13, when South African forces are understood to have given "limited" support to Unita, 293 Fapla cadres were killed.

Losses of tanks and armoured vehicles numbered over a hundred.

Nearly 300 "logistical" items, being mainly vehicles, seven aircraft, seven helicopters, and dozens of missiles were lost, and three radar installations were "taken out".

The sources were again reluctant to disclose details of South African losses but emphasised that the death of every South African killed so far had been announced already.

Nineteen deaths have been announced so far and the sources indicated the same 3:1 ratio could be applied for the number of wounded.

Losses of "hardware" in the form of armoured vehicles and other weaponry had been minimal.

The fate of the SA Air Force Mirage fighter aircraft claimed by Angolan forces to have been shot down recently in fighting in south-east Angola was also laid to rest yesterday by military sources.

They confirmed that in recent weeks an Air Force Mirage jet fighter had been hit by "enemy forces" and damaged.

The pilot had, however, managed to return the aircraft back to base.

Upon landing, the jet fighter's brake parachute failed to open and the Mirage overshot the landing strip.

Owing to a technical fault as a result of the damage incurred by the aircraft, the pilot's ejection seat was activated and the pilot was ejected.

The pilot was seriously injured and is in hospital. — Sapa
Unita seems set to attack retreating Fapla troops

By BRUCE CAMERON, Political Staff

UNITA appears set to launch a major attack "against" the key Cuito Cuanavale staging post of the Fapla army as the Angolans' retreat continues.

A battle for the town could be preceded by a tough fight to stop retreating Fapla brigades crossing a bridge over the Chambinga River. It appears the ravaged Fapla forces have fallen back 100km towards Cuito Cuanavale.

South African forces are still in the battle region but their numbers are limited.

BRIGADE WIPED OUT

The two-pronged Fapla attack has been a dismal failure for Angola, with Unita thrashing one prong of the attack on its own while driving back the second leg of the attack on the Lomba River with limited South African support.

One entire Fapla armoured brigade has been wiped out while others have been mauled.

Military analysts estimate Fapla's losses at topping R2 000-million. They include a substantial number of vehicles, including almost 80 tanks, almost 300 support vehicles, artillery and missile systems as well as six Mi-26 helicopter gunships and six fighter aircraft.

The attack on Unita has clearly failed and although the Fapla forces have not been defeated, they are in no position to renew their offensive. Fapla has repeatedly broken off engagements halfway through, with Cuban-troops and East bloc advisers being pulled out by helicopter when in danger.

SEPARATE OPERATIONS

It has become clear that South African troops have been involved in two entirely separate operations. One was a raid on Swapo's regional headquarters about 250km north of the Owambo border of SWA/Namibia. The second has been limited but key aid to Unita about 300km to the east at Mavinga.

There has been no announcement of South African withdrawal on either front but it is not clear if SADF troops are involved in the pursuit of the Fapla forces.

SADF sources would say only that the situation could be compared with a Currie Cup final. "After winning the first half you don't give away your tactics for the second half."

They said Unita was tying down Fapla and Cuban troops all over Angola, using sabotage, mines and hit-and-run attacks.

See page 3.
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Majors clash with Sadex

Peace talks resumed
Angolan government forces are preparing for major battles against South African troops in the south of the country. But at the same time, reports from Mozambique say Pretoria and Luanda will soon be involved in talks mediated by the United States.

In another development, the Angolan rebel group Unita has indirectly criticised South Africa for its recent statements on its involvement in the war in Angola, describing them as "counter-productive." Angolan Chief of Staff, Lieutenant-General Francisco dos Santos, told the Mozambique News Agency, AIM, that the Angolan army was preparing for heavy battles with the SADF in the coming weeks.

"We are now fighting mainly in Cuando-Cubango province but we expect fighting to break out in Cunene province as soon as the South Africans move their 8th Motorised Division from northern Namibia into Cunene," he said.

AIM said that, in the recent fighting, the Angolan army had suffered 242 killed, 728 wounded and 16 missing. In addition, it had lost 126 vehicles, four helicopters, two MiG fighters and 27 tanks.

The agency said 606 Unita rebels had been killed and the SADF had lost 12 tanks, 24 vehicles and 29 planes.

AIM said the Angolan army was preparing itself for a massive South African attack as it did not want to allow South Africa "to create a de facto South African-controlled area in much of the south prior to the new round of US-mediated talks between Luanda and Pretoria."

AIM did not give any details about the proposed talks.

Talking directly

Last week Unita leader Jonas Savimbi said at a news conference at his Jamba headquarters that South Africa and the United States were engaged in direct talks with the MPLA.

It is not clear from General dos Santos' statement yesterday whether the US-mediated talks between Angola and South Africa to which he referred would be about Namibia or the war in Angola. If the latter, it would be the first suggestion from Luanda that the MPLA was preparing to hold discussions with South Africa.

Reports from Lisbon say that Unita has criticised statements that it had been saved by SADF action.

Although no direct mention of South Africa was made, a statement released by the rebels described as unacceptable "counter-productive and contradictory statements" made by its allies.

Unita plans to send delegations to Washington, Pretoria and "friendly African countries" to explain the situation in southern Angola.

The Angolan government has put on display the tail of a plane it claims is a South African Mirage shot down by its forces.

In a report from Luanda the Mozambique News Agency, AIM, said the plane was shot down in Cuando-Cubango province on August 14.

South Africa has acknowledged that a Mirage crashed and landed in Namibia but has denied that any other Mirage was shot down.

Also on display were five vehicles, including a South African Casspir and a "Deutz" B-12 cannon, an unexploded napalm bomb and a 127mm rocket.

The Angolan government also displayed the identity documents of South African and Namibian soldiers they claimed were killed in combat.

One of these belonged to Melvin Ashley Benecke who, according to the Angolan authorities, was killed in Cuando Cubango on August 20.

The SADF announced in September that a lance corporal named M Beeneke had died on September 6.

Military sources in Pretoria said that "in recent weeks" an Air Force Mirage jet fighter had been hit by enemy forces and damaged.

The pilot had managed to return from the conflict zone back to base in Namibia. On landing, the jet fighter's brake parachute had failed to open and the Mirage overshot the landing strip.

Due to a technical fault, as a result of the damage, the pilot's ejector seat was activated and the pilot was ejected.

The pilot was seriously injured and he was being treated at No 1 Military Hospital at Voortrekkerhoogte, Pretoria. - The Star's Africa News Service and Sapa.
Swapo claims of mutiny in SWATF 'hilarious''

The Argus Foreign Service
LONDON.—Black soldiers in the South African forces in SWA/Namibia are mutinying against being sent to fight in Angola, according to a Swapo communiqué.

In the latest of its "war dispatches" Swapo says low morale, frustration and lack of discipline "continue to beset the army of occupation".

The claims were denied in Windhoek today by a spokesman for SWATF headquarters who described the Swapo statement as "poor propaganda and wishful thinking".

According to the Swapo communiqué, two units of the notorious 202 Battalion of the so-called South West Africa Territory Force mutinied on October 28 against their commanders' orders to go and fight in Angola.

The 202 Battalion units based at Omuwoke and Omauni in Kavango, Swapo said, had deserted their military bases on the Angola-Namibia border near Unita's headquarters at Jamba.

"After a special six-week commando training course at the Betsuho base in Kavango they refused to obey orders to go and fight in Angola."

The communiqué said the mutineers trekked to SWATF headquarters in Windhoek on November 10 and demanded their demobilisation. "The occupation army is now interrogating the men and has threatened heavy punishment against them."

Swapo said suicide, desertion and drug addiction were also "rampant" in the ranks of the occupying forces. "In many cases enemy soldiers have refused to go into combat action against the People's Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN) combatants for fear of being eliminated."

The spokesman for SWATF headquarters said the Swapo statement was "such poor propaganda that it is hilarious."

"Since June 1983 Kavango has been clear of Swapo terrorists and there is no threat by them in that area."

"If the troops had to exist on fighting Swapo alone they would die of boredom. At present they are helping the local population with community projects and are also deployed in other areas."

"The morale of the unit is exceptionally high and they recently walked away with many prizes a SWATF winners' evening. They also have time to take part in cultural events."

"As for the alleged march from Randu to Windhoek, it will create great mirth for those in the know because there is more than 800km separating the two centres."
Part of 'SA plane' put on show in Angola

Argus Africa News Service

JOHANNESBURG. — The Angolan Government has put on display the tail of an aircraft it claims is a South African Mirage jet fighter shot down by its forces.

In a report from Luanda, the Mozambique News Agency, AIM, said the plane was shot down in Cuando-Cubango province on August 14.

South Africa has acknowledged a Mirage crash-landed in Namibia, but has denied any other Mirage was shot down.

Also on display in Luanda yesterday were five vehicles, including a South African Casspir and a Deutz, a B-12 cannon, an unexploded napalm bomb and a 127mm rocket.

AIM said there were also several South African or Western-made firearms.

The Angolan Government also displayed the identity documents of South African and SWA/Namibian soldiers it claimed were killed in combat.

One of these belonged to Melvin Ashley Benecke, identity card number 671215 50596007 who, according to the Angolan authorities, was killed in Cuando-Cubango on August 20.

There were some letters in Afrikaans, possibly written by the soldier.

The SADF said in September a lance-corporal named M Benecke had died on September 6 "in action against terrorists in the operational area".

**Damaged**

Military sources in Pretoria said "in recent weeks" a South African Mirage had been hit by enemy forces and damaged.

But the pilot had managed to return from the combat zone to its base in SWA/Namibia.

On landing, the fighter's brake parachute had failed to open and the Mirage overshot the landing strip.

A technical fault, caused by damage to the plane, activated the pilot's ejector seat.

The pilot had been seriously injured and was being treated at No 1 Military Hospital at Voortrekkerhoopt, Pretoria.
LUSAKA — The Frontline states have called for international support to help Angola defeat a South African invasion.

In practice, diplomats say, such assistance is likely only from the communist bloc which has already committed an estimated 55,000 Cuban troops, an unknown number of Soviet commanders' and large quantities of arms and other aid to the Marxist government’s war effort.

Angola's President Jose Eduardo dos Santos, who has been under prolonged Western pressure to get rid of the Cubans, said at the weekend that his country would seek help from anyone who would give it.

This month, South Africa confirmed for the first time that its troops were fighting alongside pro-Western rebels in southern Angola. It said the Unita rebels would have been wiped out by a Soviet and Cuban-backed government offensive if Pretoria had not gone to their aid.

Leaders of the six Frontline states met in Luanda on Sunday and strongly condemned what they called South Africa's open war on Angola. They urged the international community to send material and financial support to the Angolan government.

"This is an open war of invasion, aggression, occupation and destabilisation by South Africa," the heads of state of Angola, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Botswana and Mozambique said in a communiqué issued after the meeting.

The Luanda meeting focused on the South African incursion in support of Unita.

**CALL TO OAU**

In their communiqué, the heads of state called on Organisation of African Unity nations to help Angola to drive back the South African army.

Western and African diplomats in Lusaka questioned whether African nations, many with security problems of their own, would be either able or willing to provide anything more than moral and political support to the beleaguered Angolan government.

They said it was also extremely unlikely that any Western nation would become involved militarily in defending Angola against South Africa and Unita.

"Basically, we are on our own out there on the ground; it is our troops who are doing the fighting," an Angolan diplomat said in Lusaka yesterday.

Asked about South African claims that its forces had clashed directly with Soviet and Cuban troops, the diplomat said: "You won't see any Cubans or Soviets fighting there on the ground."

The Angolan government has not permitted foreign reporters to visit the war zone in the south-eastern provinces of Cuando Cubango where Unita and the South Africans have fought Soviet and Cuban-backed government forces.

The Cuban troops stationed in Angola and the millions of rand of Soviet military aid it receives each year have been the major obstacles to Angola developing closer ties with the West.

Mr dos Santos said the South African force in Angola had 3,000 troops backed by armoured vehicles, heavy artillery and air cover.

A further 30,000 South African soldiers, supported by armour and aircraft, were poised on the Namibian border ready to enter Angola, he said.

— Sapa-Reuters.
WAR CASUALTIES

LUANDA CLAIMS:
Angolan losses:
242 dead, 728 wounded and 16 missing.
126 vehicles, 4 helicopters, 2 MiG fighters and 27 tanks.

Unita losses:
606 dead.

South African losses:
12 tanks, 24 vehicles and 39 planes.

PRETORIA CLAIMS:
Angolan losses:
3,600 Fapla and pro-Cubans dead,
10,000 wounded.
73 tanks, 7 armoured vehicles, 78 artillery, or谬art weapons, 280 other vehicles, six aircraft, seven helicopters, dozens of missiles and three radar installations.

Unita losses:
2,000 dead.

South African losses:
23 dead.

Loss of tanks, armoured vehicles and other weaponry "minimal".
SA JET PILOT IS LOST IN ANGOLA

PRETORIA — A South African Air Force pilot is missing after his Impala jet aircraft crashed in southern Angola during a night operation against SWAPO forces, Defence Headquarters announced today.

The search for Captain Andre Anthony Sapa, 30, was continuing, but more details of where the Impala crashed would not be released for the time being, a spokesman said.

An earlier brief statement from the SA Defence Force said an aircraft "crashed during a night operation against SWAPO terrorists north of Ovambio".

This, the spokesman confirmed, meant the aircraft crashed in southern Angola. The missing pilot's wife, Mrs C F Sapa, had been notified.

Top military sources in Pretoria also confirmed yesterday that "in recent weeks" an SA Air Force Mirage jet fighter had been hit by "enemy forces" and damaged.

This follows Angolan claims that a Mirage had been shot down recently in fighting in south-eastern Angola.

The sources said the pilot had, however, managed to return the aircraft to base in SWA/Namibia.

After landing, the jet fighter's brake parachute had failed to open and the Mirage overshot the landing strip due to a technical fault as a result of the damage incurred by the aircraft.

The pilot's ejector seat was activated and the pilot was ejected from the aircraft.

The pilot was "seriously injured" and was being treated at No 1 Military Hospital at Vredefort, Pretoria.

A spokesman at Defence Headquarters in Pretoria said today the tailpiece of an SA Air Force Mirage jet fighter the Angolan Government claims its forces shot down recently was part of the wreckage of a Mirage III which "crashed" in southern Angola in 1979.

The wreckage being displayed is part of a Mirage III fighter aircraft which crashed near N'Giva (about 40 km from the SWA/Namibia border) in 1979. The pilot escaped unharmed. — Sapa

Winner of Port Elizabeth modelling school Mod Scene's Model of the Year Competition, CORNE GROSBLER, has captured the attention of Cape Town modelling agents. The nineteen-year-old matric pupil has been awarded a modelling contract with a leading Cape agency, Top Mod.
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Frontline states seek world aid for Angola

LUSAKA — The Frontline states have called for international support to help Angola defeat an SA invasion.

In practice, diplomats say, such assistance is likely only from the Communist Bloc, which has already committed 30,000 Cuban troops, an unknown number of senior Soviet commanders and large quantities of arms and other aid.

Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos, under prolonged Western pressure to get rid of the Cubans, declared at the weekend that his country will seek help anywhere it can get it.

SA has this month confirmed for the first time that its troops are fighting alongside pro-Western Unita rebels.

Leaders of the six Frontline states, Angola, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Botswana and Mozambique, meeting in Luanda on Sunday condemned "SA's open war on Angola".

Western and African diplomats in Lusaka questioned whether African nations would be either able or willing to provide anything more than moral and political support to Angola.

They said it was also extremely unlikely that any Western nation would get involved militarily in defending Angola against SA and Unita, which receives military aid from the US.

The 35,000 Cuban troops in Angola and the Soviet military aid it received have been the major obstacle to Angola developing closer ties with the West.

Dos Santos said the South African force in Angola had 5,000 troops backed by armoured vehicles, heavy artillery and air cover, with a further 50,000 waiting in Namibia. — Sapa-Reuters
SA troops stay put in Angola

Defence Correspondent
SOUTH AFRICAN troops are in southern Angola to stay — at least for the immediate future, according to information received yesterday from reliable sources.

It is understood that the two separate South African and Namibian presences — one in Swaziland territory due north of Ovamboland, the other several hundred kilometres away between the Lunda River and Chito Cunavale — will not leave Angola till they have completed "certain tasks".

These are thought to include actions to ensure that:

- Swappo is not able to gather its forces for the customary rainy-seasoon infiltration of Ovamboland;
- There is no chance that the Fapla (Angolan government forces) attempt to capture the United Nations-held Cuando-Cubango province can be resumed this year.

It is now clear that a relatively small contingent of South African troops — put at 3,000 by President Eduardo dos Santos of Angola — has helped to achieve what appears to be a remarkable victory over Fapla by the guerrilla and semi-conventional troops of Dr Jonas Savimbi's Unita movement.

According to reliable information, Unita has been repulsed not only but two large-scale advances on its strategic stronghold of Mavinga by a total of about 25,000 Angolan, Russian and Cuban troops armed with some of the most sophisticated military equipment currently in service.

- The first, launched southwards from the Benguela railway line town of Lusua (formerly Loulo), was met and destroyed by Unita forces along the Lunda River by Unita forces assisted by a South African-Namibian element, and then severely mauled as it began to withdraw to Cuito Cunavale.
- The second, moving from the forward base of Cuito Cunavale, was blunted along the Lunda River by Unita forces assisted by a South African-Namibian element and, then severely mauled as it began to withdraw to Cuito Cunavale.

Now four Fapla brigades, all damaged to a greater or lesser extent, are about 30km south-east of Cuito Cunavale, withdrawing slowly but in reasonable order.

The whereabouts of another formation, 47 Brigade, which was virtually wiped out, is not known and it is possible it has disintegrated.

Meanwhile, reliable sources claim that staggering losses in men and materiel were suffered by the Fapla columns.

The total Fapla death-toll by the end of last week is said to have been over 3,600, with an estimated 10,000 wounded.

Fapla is said to have lost equipment and weaponry worth more than $2 billion so far, including:
- Twenty-nine T-55 main battle tanks;
- Nine pieces of field artillery;
- Seven anti-aircraft guns;
- Three SA-9 mobile anti-aircraft missile-launchers;
- One SA-9 mobile anti-aircraft missile-launcher;
- Fifteen other missile launchers;
- Ninety-eight logistics vehicles;
- Seven combat aircraft, mostly Mig-21s and Mig-23s, and one of Angola's six operational SU-22 fighter-bombers; and
- Seven helicopters, most of them the fearsome Mi-25 gunships.

To make matters worse, the withdrawal of troops from other parts of Angola — one 1,500-man brigade was actually dispatched from counter-insurgency duties in the far north of Cabinda enclaves oilfields — has resulted in a nationwide uprising of Unita insurgents.

The Fapla presence is understood to have been driven out of 90% of the vital strategic "Cunene-Saínta" corridor, which projects into Zambia and Zairean territory on Angola's eastern borders, with only the town of Cunene itself still in Angolan hands.

South African-Namibian losses between September and November total 1,500 dead — four regulars and eight national servicemen of various units and two Ratel infantry fighting vehicles destroyed. Another Ratel and two other armoured vehicles were damaged but were all repairable.

Aircraft losses are said to total one light spotter aircraft shot down with the loss of its two occupants, while a Mirage fighter was returned to its base damaged and crashed-landed, injuring the pilot.

Pilot hurt as Mirage crash lands

PRETORIA. — An SA Air Force Mirage jet fighter crashed landed in Namibia after it was hit during fighting in Angola, military sources said.

Angola recently claimed to have shot down a Mirage.

The sources confirmed that in recent weeks a Mirage was hit by enemy forces and damaged. The pilot brought the jet back to base in Namibia.

On landing, the fighter's brake parachute failed to open and the Mirage overshot the landing strip.

Because of a technical fault as a result of the damage incurred by the aircraft, the pilot's ejection seat was activated and the pilot was ejected from the aircraft.

The pilot had "seriously injured" and was in No 1 Military Hospital at Voxetine, Vredefort. — Sapa

Swappo claims SWATF mutiny

LONDON. — A Swappo spokesman here last night claimed that "two units" of the South West Africa Territorial Force's 202 (Bushman) Battalion had "mutinied on October 29 against their commanders' orders to go and fight in Angola."

The soldiers, based at Omuarendi and Omausa in Kavango, revolted "and deserted from their military bases on the Angola-Namibia border, near the Unita headquarters of Jamba near the Cuando-Cubango province", the statement added.

"The mutineers trekked to the SWATF headquarters in Windhoek on November 10 and demanded demobilization from that concept army. The occupation army is now investigating the men and has threatened heavy punishment against them."

The Cape Times Defence Correspondent comments: Reacting to claims about the all-volunteer battalion — regarded as one of SWATF's top fighting units — a SWATF spokesman last night said that he had "no comment to make at this stage", but added that a Swappo claims would be investigated today.
US, Israeli officials with Unita forces

By WILLEM STEENKAMP and CHRIS ERASMUS

HIGH-LEVEL United States military observers are attached to Unita forces, evaluating the effectiveness of the TOW anti-tank and Stinger anti-aircraft missiles. High-level Israeli observers are also said to be present, overseeing sources said yesterday.

And, according to informed sources in Washington, Cuito Cuanavale, the Angolan government's strategic forward base in the battle for the Cuando-Cubango province, is almost certainly the next target for Dr Jonas Savimbi's Unita forces.

It is believed the South African forces in the area will play only a limited role - possibly by providing the base with artillery while Unita soldiers physically attack it.

As a result of totally defeating an attack on the north a few weeks ago, Dr Savimbi now has an estimated 25,000 battle-tested troops at his disposal, some of them his "regular battalions" who are trained for conventional warfare and armed with anti-tank and anti-aircraft missiles.

The sources said last night that the South Africans were securing the area up to Cuito Cuanavale on the Cuando River, about 30km from Cuito Cuanavale.

The aim of the area operation was to clear theway for a Unita advance towards Chambinga, site of the only bridge across the Cuito.

They added the South Africans appeared to be avoiding direct contact and that it seemed the Angolans were aware that the South Africans were not "pushing as hard as they could".

The area between Chambinga and the Vempuco River to the south might be the scene of more fighting between Unita and Fapla forces.

According to the latest information, two Fapla elements, 21 and 25 Brigades, are located around the Vempuco River. Both brigades are seriously under-strength after suffering heavy losses in the fighting along the Lomba River in September and October.

Covered by a tactical fighting group on their eastern flank, the brigades are withdrawing slowly but in good order towards the Chambinga bridge, where another Fapla element, 59 Brigade, is reportedly located on the northern bank of the Cuito River close to the Chambinga bridge.

The most likely plan would be for the South Africans to secure the eastern flank while Unita forces attack 21 and 25 Brigades, destroy or disperse them and then drive north to cross at Chambinga.

If the Unita forces succeed, they will attack 59 Brigade and advance on Cuito Cuanavale.

The sources said that a "great deal of significant military information" was emerging, adding that the Angolan fighting had proved "good public relations" for the South African 6-5 155mm artillery pieces.

Among the equipment captured from Fapla so far was part of a sophisticated radar system capable of tracking missiles and artillery shells. This has been confirmed by reliable military sources in Pretoria.

Unita: We shot down Soviet plane

LISBON. - Unita guerrillas said yesterday they shot down a Soviet-manned Iljushin transport plane over central Angola.

They also claimed Cuban-backed government troops were abandoning "much armor" in fleeing advancing rebel forces in the southeast.

In a statement released in Lisbon, the insurgents said they downed "the giant Soviet transport plane" 10km from the highland city of Huambo at 2.30pm on Saturday.

The Iljushin's "entirely Russian crew all died", the statement said, without providing further details. - UPI

Unita 'ready for talks' - Savimbi

Owne Correspondent

LONDON. - Unita is ready for peace talks with the government in Luanda, with Kenyan President Daniel Arap Moi as an intermediary, according to Unita leader Dr Jonas Savimbi.

In an interview in the West German newspaper Die Welt, Dr Savimbi conceded that Unita does receive South African help in the war against the Soviet-backed Angolan regime and its Cuban force in Angola.

He denied, however, that South African troops were engaged in the civil war.

Mr Savimbi denounced the provision of aid for the Angolan government by West Germany and other Western countries, claiming that such money would only be used to escalate the war.

"These diplomats obviously do not want to recognize reality," he said. "They believe that Portugal would never withdraw from Angola. When that happened, however, they were left without a sensible policy in Africa. The Russians, on the other hand, had one."

The Unita leader said that he was ready to work alongside the Marxist President Dos Santos in a coalition government, but that he doubted whether the Luanda regime would agree to such a solution.
Impala pilot is missing in Angola

CAPE TOWN — South African pilot Captain Andre Stapa, 30, was still missing late last night after his Impala ground attack fighter "crashed during a night operation against Swapo terrorists" in southern Angola.

There was no indication whether Stapa was still alive. SA Defence Force HQ in Pretoria said the search for him was continuing and that his wife CF Stapa had been informed.

Stapa was reported missing on Sunday. Defence sources said the exact location of his plane was not known but that it was probably in the region where SA forces overran and destroyed a Swapo base on November 9.

The SA contingent was remaining in Angola to prevent Swapo regrouping for the wet season infiltration of Owambo land in northern Namibia, sources said yesterday.

Stapa's Impala is the second SA aircraft to be lost in action in southern Angola since September. A similar plane was shot down and a Mirage fighter damaged by groundfire was forced to make a crash landing at Kavango in north-eastern Namibia, during which the pilot ejected.

He is in a serious condition at 1 Military Hospital in Pretoria. His name has not been released. The incident was claimed as a "kill" by Angolan forces, SAPA reports. The plane is currently being repaired.

Meanwhile, rebel Unita leader Jonas Savimbi has told the West German newspaper Die Welt that Unita is ready for peace talks with the MPLA government — with Kenyan President Daniel arap Moi as an intermediary.

Unita said in Lisbon yesterday its forces shot down a Soviet transport plane in central Angola last week and that all the aircraft's Soviet crew were killed.

It said the Ilyushin carrier was shot down on November 14, 10km from Huambo in central Angola.

The SADF yesterday denied that the Mirage tailfin being exhibited in Luanda was part of a plane that had recently been shot down. It said the tailfin was part of the wreckage of a Mirage III that crashed near Ongiva in southern Angola in 1979. A spokesman said no other Mi-
The search continued in southern Angola today for the missing SAAF pilot, Captain Andre Stapa, who faces a desperate journey to safety — if he is still alive.

Although nothing has been heard from 30-year-old Captain Stapa since his Impala jet went missing in an action against SWAPO on Sunday, it is possible that he could have baled out.

At this stage the only deduction that can be made is that he has not been captured by Angolan forces, who would have rushed him immediately before the world's Press.

"As far as we are concerned he is alive until we get a body. And that's the basis we're working on," an air force spokesman said today.

Angola forces have claimed to have shot down three South African planes in southern Angola this week — two Impalas and one Mirage. However, the SADF has denied losing any Mirages in Angola.

While the search for the missing pilot continues, the South African Defence Force is extremely reluctant to release any details of where his jet disappeared for fear of jeopardising his chances.

However, it is probable that he could have ditched up to 100km into Angola and faces a desperate march back to safety through dense bush, facing searing daytime temperatures of over 35 deg C.

**Russian plane downed**

The rainy season has not yet started in the area, and once the rains come they will make his journey that much tougher.

However, the hardest task will be his battle for survival. He will have to use every trick learnt in the tough SAAF survival course all pilots undergo to survive.

Meanwhile, Unita guerrillas say they have downed a Soviet-crewed Ilyushin transport plane over central Angola and claim Cuban-supported government troops are abandoning "much armament" to flee rebel forces in the south-east.

The guerrillas said they shot down "the giant Soviet transport plane" 10km outside the central highlands city of Huambo, Angola's second largest city, on Saturday.

"The entire Russian crew were killed."

Ilyushin planes, normally manned by at least three people, are used by Angola for both military and civilian missions.

Unita also said its forces were pursuing government units in south-eastern Cuando Cubango province and had seized the central Bie province garrison town of Kandalana.

**Government stronghold**

The Angolan army was leaving behind "much armament" in its hasty withdrawal across the Cuito River to the government stronghold at Cuito Cuanavale. Unita added it had captured 23 soldiers.

Two more South African soldiers have died in action in south-east Angola.

They were Corporal Jacob Carel van Heerden, 20, of Tulbagh Avenue, Extension 4, Bethal, and Lance-Corporal Johannes Jacobus Redelinghuys, 20, of West Avenue, Ferndale, Randburg.

Both soldiers were fatally wounded in the same action in Angola's Cuando Cubango province, Defence headquarters said. Corporal van Heerden died on Monday and Lance-Corporal Redelinghuys yesterday.

Corporal van Heerden is survived by his parents, Mr and Mrs H van Heerden, and Lance-Corporal Redelinghuys is survived by his parents, Mr and Mrs J J Redelinghuys.

Twenty-four South African soldiers wounded in recent battles in southern Angola are still being treated in No 1 Military Hospital at Vredefortkraagheide in Pretoria.

Five of them are in a serious condition, but 18 of the 42 soldiers admitted to the hospital have already been discharged.

The warfront in south-east Angola was confused today with scanty reports reaching South Africa of desperate attempts of retreating Fapla forces trying to push past Unita. — The Argus Foreign Service, Argus Africa News Service, Staff Reporters, Sapa.
It's a desperate struggle for regional supremacy

The conflict in Angola which in recent months has claimed close on 6,000 lives, including about 30 South Africans, is a complex struggle between different interests and groups.

It has turned the troubled former Portuguese colony into a swirling vortex of forces, making it one of the hottest trouble spots on the globe.

In one respect the conflict in Angola is one of about two dozen fronts in the undeclared war between the Soviet Union and the United States.

In another it is a struggle about regional supremacy.

Contradictions

And in the final analysis it is a power struggle inside Angola between an embattled government and a desperate guerrilla movement.

Because of these complexities, the situation in Angola is fraught with contradictions. America, for example, has found itself giving aid to the MPLA government as well as military assistance to the UNITA rebel movement.

American oil companies have massive investments in Angola, protected by the MPLA government, yet American-backed UNITA has made numerous attacks on these same installations.

UNITA, with American and South African backing, is fielding between 20,000 and 30,000 conventional troops and about the same number of guerrillas. This enables it to not only occupy and "administer" a third of the country, but also to wreak havoc across the length and breadth of the remaining two-thirds in the form of sabotage and hit-and-run attacks.

Into this maelstrom has stepped Cuba, the Soviet Union, East Germany and other East European powers - and South Africa.

South Africa's interests in the country are plain: it seeks to retain total control of the Caprivi Strip, that most strategic finger of bush and swamp that extends from Zimbabwe and Zambia across the northern border of Botswana to join up with the rest of Namibia.

South Africa also has the responsibility to defend Namibia from guerrilla attacks by the South West African People's Organisation (SWAPO), which uses southern Angola as a sanctuary for its 8,000-man forces and as a springboard for operations against Namibia.

President Botha has often stated that he will not for South Africa's role in defending Namibia from communist insurgency, the war against South Africa would now be on the banks of the Orange River.

Not only that, but Botswana would most likely have also become a Marxist state, forming part of a solid phalanx right along South Africa's northern borders.

Instead, South Africa supports UNITA, enabling this movement to control the south-eastern third of Angola, effectively closing the Caprivi Strip to SWAPO.

President Botha ... warding off Soviet advancement in Southern Africa

Few South Africans realise that UNITA ties down some 80 percent of SWAPO's forces, and that a limited South African presence in Angola north of Ovamboland has largely neutralised the rest.

According to South African sources, SWAPO has so effectively been cut off from Namibia that it is no longer able to make any significant recruits, explaining why its numbers have dwindled from 12,000 to less than 9,000 in the last four years.

The war against SWAPO is boasted about in certain circles as one of the most successful in the history of counter-insurgency. But there is little doubt that it would not have been so successful were it not for the South African and UNITA control of a vast part of southern Angola.

Whatever the cost to South Africa of supporting and equipping UNITA, it is estimated to be substantially less, particularly in human lives, than a heavy SA Defence Force presence along the entire northern Namibian border would be.

Faced with the magnitude of UNITA's attacks on every part of Angola, aimed particularly at disrupting the economy, the MPLA Government long ago turned to the Soviet bloc for assistance.

This has come in the form of upwards of 30,000 Cuban troops and thousands of Russians and East Europeans to act as "advisers" and trainers.

The Cubans and other "surrogates" are dispersed mainly around Luanda, other large towns and economic key points in that part of Angola not controlled by UNITA.

Soviet Equipment

The MPLA's own army, Fapla, makes up the great bulk of the forces fielded against UNITA.

South African information is that Fapla committed 25,000 troops in this latest concerted attack against UNITA's "capital" at Viremba. In the fighting since July Fapla lost 3,000 troops to UNITA's 2,000. Another 16,000 Angolans were estimated to have been wounded between the two sides.

The Fapla side is known to have lost equipment worth in the region of R2 million, almost all of it provided by the Soviet Union.

Fapla has been unable to absorb losses of this magnitude, so once again, for the fourth year in a row, it has been forced to abandon a campaign to rout UNITA.
DID South Africa win Dr Jonas Savimbi’s battle for him? It is worth examining this question, which is a matter of speculation among the population at large and a source of considerable embarrassment to Dr Savimbi himself (and, needless to say, glees on the part of his opponents).

The answer is “no”. Unita committed most of the manpower (about 25,000 men, I am told), did most of the fighting and suffered by far the most casualties — 2,500 dead seems the generally accepted figure.

It seems clear that Pretoria’s commitment in the Lunda River – Cuito Cuanavale battles was, in fact, a fairly limited one, as the Minister of Defence has claimed — albeit an important one. “Invaluable help” would probably be a better description.

One can say the following:

● The South African commitment was limited to one of the two major campaigns fought in the September-November period, namely the thrust on Mavinga from Cuito Cuanavale. In this campaign, the South Africans and Namibians helped by way of artillery and air attacks, and participated (as far as is known) in one medium-sized and one large action.

● South African help in the other campaign — in which Savimbi repulsed a thrust southwards from the Benguela railway line — consisted, I have it on good authority, of a lone medical officer.

This is particularly interesting because Unita could not have smashed this latter attack without deploying its so-called “regular battalions” — shoot-and-boost guerrillas cannot stop a conventional advance.

What this indicates is that Unita has now moved into the third or semi-conventional stage of insurgency. According to the book, the government in question now either collapses, having been bled dry by the long war, or falls into a state of conventional warfare with the insurgents, and loses.

What the future holds is anybody’s guess. The Angolan economy is certainly wonky, to say the least, but it still has a lot of military bite. There is a great difference between fielding some “regular” forces and having enough of them to defeat the government, and Dr Savimbi has a long way to go in that regard.

On the other hand, the Russians and Cubans have been curiously unenthusiastic in their participation, by reliable accounts.

● The South African commitment appears to be no more than 3,000 men, counting both “teeth” and “tail” — even the Angolans concede this.

Another point which has since become clear is that the South Africans’ revelation of their commitment was no mere expression of braggadocio; they would sooner have said little or nothing about it, but their hand was forced because insufficient were suffered and it is impossible for them to conceal this.

Why us?

There is one question many readers have asked me about the recent battle in Angola: “If the South West Africa Territorial Force is so efficient, as we’re told, why are South African national servicemen fighting in Angola?”

The answer is that SWATF’s all regular border battalions are light infantry units, equipped and organized primarily for counter-insurgency warfare, not the semi-conventional mechanized-infantry operations that have been going on in Angola in the past fortnight.

The result is the required “mech” troops were obviously brought in from one of the SADF’s national service battalions trained in this specialty.

This being so, I believe there are three good reasons why SWATF should speedily acquire its own mechanized infantry battalion or battalion group.

● It would provide SWATF with a better structural balance.

● The days are gone when Namibia had no defence force of its own and had to rely on South Africa — and make no mistake about it, the Angolan fighting is not mere military adventurism aimed at bringing down the Luanda government: it is an extension of the border struggle, designed primarily to prevent the Swako insurgents from operating in the border areas.

● Many South Africans, even pro-government ones, have mixed feelings about the war. Some have doubts about its morality, others do not know what to think and yet others do not see why South Africans should be fighting someone else’s war in a third party’s country.

This is not a matter of facts or strategy, but a question of perceptions which can easily be harnessed to anti-conscriptionist propaganda.

Not like that

With all due respect to Mr Pik Botha, he is off-beam when he says (apropos his recent visit to the Angolan fighting zone) that “you sleep next to your fox-hole and eat army rations. You really become part of a battle.”

You become part of it when you are shot at, when you have felt the tread-filled excitement of battle, when you see death and wounds, the memories of which haunt you for years afterwards. That other business about sleeping next to a “foxhole” (an archaic word in today’s army) is just camping out.

On the other hand, to his credit it can be said it is not often a cabinet minister comes that close to the actual fighting — particularly in this era of long-range weapons and stray aircraft.
War toll rises, 42 wounded

The recent fighting in the region has been intense, with the number of casualties rising. In the latest update, 42 wounded have been reported. This brings the total number of wounded in recent fighting to 152. It is expected that the number will continue to rise as the conflict escalates. The situation remains uncertain, and residents are advised to stay indoors and avoid unnecessary movements.
Nigerian troops for Angola?

Own Correspondent

LONDON. — Nigeria and Kenya have become the first black African countries to respond positively to the call by Unita leader Dr Jonas Savimbi for the removal of all non-African troops from Angola.

According to a report in London's Observer newspaper yesterday, Nigeria is ready to deploy between 10,000 and 15,000 men to a peace-keeping force in an effort to end 12 years of bloodshed in the troubled territory.

The newspaper said the Nigerian President, Major-General Ibrahim Babangida, and Kenya's President Daniel Arap Moi have both indicated they are willing to support Dr Savimbi's call to withdraw non-African troops from Angol on and start power-sharing talks with the communist-backed government in Luanda.

Leaders of the frontline states met in Botswana last weekend to consider the Angolan crisis. Other states such as the Ivory Coast, Zaire, Senegal, Togo and Gabon were likely to follow Nigeria's lead and back the peace initiative, the Observer said.

In another report at the weekend, the Sunday Telegraph said South African warplanes operating over Angola are now equipped with Israeli-developed electronic counter-measure systems against advanced Soviet air defence missiles.

3,000 SA troops in fighting — claim

LUANDA. — Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos yesterday said South Africa has more than 3,000 troops and 70 armoured vehicles in his country and 30,000 along the border.

Speaking at a meeting of the leaders of the frontline states, President dos Santos warned that South African troops and armour were massing along the Namibian border for new strikes in support of the Angolan Unita guerrillas.

He said the South African armed forces have concentrated 30,000 men along Angolan's border with Namibia. He said South Africa had more than 450 tanks, 69 warplanes and 400 pieces of artillery in the territory it administers in defiance of United Nations resolutions.

Mr dos Santos said Angolan armed forces were equipping to repel South African forces and Unita fighters.

He called the six Southern African leaders to an emergency summit in Addis Ababa on April 12.

The South African government has been accused of trying to destabilize both Angola and Namibia.

The newspaper quotes unnamed "senior South African military sources" as saying Israel's experience in destroying a similarly advanced Soviet air defence system, deployed by Syria in Lebanon's Bekaa Valley in 1982, has proved invaluable to South Africa during the latest clash.

In the past five weeks, while backing the Unita forces, SADF intelligence officers claim South African forces destroyed three Soviet-built mobile SA-3 missile launchers and one SA-12 launcher.

They also claim Angolan forces lost two SU-22 fighter ground-attack aircraft, two MiG-21s and one MiG-23 Flagon fighter as well as four attack helicopters.

During the Mavinga battles, Angolan missiles were moved round the battlefield rather than being dug into static positions, tactics which caused the loss of one SAAF Mirage, hit by an SA-4 missile.

SA military sources said the pilot flew the badly damaged plane back to Namibia but crashed on the edge of an airfield. He ejected but was killed.

* Son got raw deal, says dead soldier's father — Page 2
* Reds 'ultimate goal' in SA — Page 7
Two more SA troops killed in Angola

PRETORIA — Two more South African soldiers have died in action in south-east Angola, Defence headquarters announced here last night.

They were Corporal Jacob van Heerden, 20, of Bethal, and Lance-Corporal Johannes Redelihuya, 20, of Randburg.

Both soldiers were reportedly killed in the same action in Angola's Cuanza-Cubango province, Defence headquarters said.

Corporal Van Heerden died on Monday and Lance-Corporal Redelihuya yesterday. Both were killed in separate incidents.

Defence headquarters said their next of kin would be personally visited and given more details of the action.

Meanwhile, there was still no indication last night of whether Captain Andre Stapa of the South African Air Force was alive or dead after his ground-attack fighter crashed during night operations against SWAPO insurgents in Angola.

Capt Stapa was reported missing after his Impala went down north of Ovamboland. He has not been found in spite of extensive searches.

Although the exact area of the crash is not known, it is thought to be in the region where South African and SWAPO-Namibian ground forces overran and destroyed a SWAPO headquarters on November 8. Defence headquarters said if he survived the crash he had either been taken captive or was walking south for home, possibly a journey of hundreds of kilometres through dense bush.

"As far as we are concerned he is still alive until we get a body — and that is the basis we're working on," a Defence spokesman said.

"If we find him before they do, we will obviously inform the public immediately."

So far, SWAPO and SWAPO forces have remained silent on the Impala's crash.

While the search for Capt Stapa will continue, the Defence Force declined yesterday to reveal Mrs Stapa's whereabouts, saying she should not be approached by the media while her husband's fate was unknown.

The Impala is the second South African aircraft to be lost in action in southern Angola since September, although the anti-SWAPo operations north of the Ovamboland border are not connected with SAAF operations hundreds of kilometres away in the Mavinga-Cuito Cuanavale region where a spotting plane was shot down and a Mirage fighter damaged.

Military spokesmen in Pretoria said yesterday the tail section of a Mirage fighter on public display in Luanda was not from the jet said to have been shot down in the Angolan fighting.

The spokesmen admitted the tail section was indeed from a SAAF Mirage, but added the aircraft in question went down in 1979.

In fact, the Mirage fighter claimed as a "kill" by Angola is already being repaired after crash-landing at its base. The pilot, whose name has not been released, is in a serious condition at 1 Military Hospital in Pretoria.

The Mirage was damaged, apparently by ground fire while on a strafing run.

After it landed, however, its braking parachute malfunctioned and it overshot the runway, resulting in what was described yesterday as "not a crash-landing, but a hard landing." In the process the ejection seat was triggered, throwing out the pilot.

The 24 South African soldiers wounded in recent battles in southern Angola are still being treated in 1 Military Hospital at Voortrekkerhoogte.

Five are in a serious condition, but 18 of the 42 soldiers admitted have been discharged.

The Deputy Minister of Defence, Mr Wynnand Breytenbach, said after visiting the hospital that the morale of the soldiers was high.
Angola -- a cold war -- a hot war -- and a power struggle

Is this the last battle for Angola?

As Fapla makes for home, he analyses the new opportunities for the war-torn area.
45 wounded but many already out of hospital

2 more SA soldiers killed in Angola

Two more South African soldiers have been killed in fighting in Angola's Cuando Cubango province, bringing the number of Defence Force and South West Africa Territorial Force (SWATF) members killed in Angola recently to 23. The SADF also announced that 45 soldiers had been wounded.

South African sources today rejected Mozambican news agency reports that the SADF was about to be engaged in major battles with Angolan government forces in southern Angola.

The SADF was in a consolidated position in the south-eastern part of the country from which the MPLA was retreating, the sources said.

Although the SADF was still present in the area, no major battles were projected. The South African forces were in tactical positions.

But the sources did not rule out the possibility of further major battles between the MPLA and Unita, north-west of the SADF positions, near the town of Cuito-Canavala.

The Defence Force has confirmed that an Impala jet was shot down over the western operational area where South Africa is engaged against Swapo. The fate of the pilot is not known.

The loss of the Impala brings to three the number of aircraft downed over Mozambique.


Soviet plane downed, says Unita

The Star's Foreign News Service

LISBON — Unita guerrillas said yesterday they had downed a Soviet-crewed Ilyushin transport plane over central Angola and claimed Cuban-supported government troops were abandoning armaments in their flight from the rebel forces.

The guerrillas said they shot down the plane near Huambo late on Saturday, killing the all-Russian crew.

Ilyushin planes are used by Angola for both military and civilian missions.

Unita also claimed that its forces were pursuing fleeing government units in south-eastern Cuníco Cubango province and had seized the garrison town of Kakuanga.

In their hasty withdrawal across the Cuito River, the Angolan army was leaving behind much armament and Unita had captured 23 soldiers.


2 SAAF planes 'destroyed, one damaged'

Two South African Air Force planes have been destroyed and another seriously damaged in operations in Angola since September 3, according to SADF reports.

On September 3, a light reconnaissance aircraft, believed to be a Bosbok, crashed while on a mission in the Namibia/Angola area, killing pilots Commandant Johan du Randt and Lieutenant Richard Glynn.

Captain Andre Stapa, pilot of an Impala jet fighter thought to have crashed in Angola during an operation against Swapo forces on Sunday night, is still missing.

SADF patrols are continuing their search for Captain Stapa (39).

A spokesman at SADF headquarters in Pretoria said yesterday: "As far as we are concerned (Captain Stapa) is still alive until we get a body."

So far, the Angolans and Swapo have been silent about the Impala crash.

If Captain Stapa has been captured it will be of enormous propaganda value to them.

The Star's Africa News Service reports that Angola has claimed to have shot down two South African Impalas and one Mirage on November 13 and 14.

The pilot of one of the Impalas had died, it said.
Two more SA soldiers die
SOUTH Africa said two more of its soldiers were killed in southern Angola, raising to 21 the number of its troops who have died fighting in Angola in the past three weeks. Four SWATF members have also been killed.

Defence headquarters in Pretoria also said an Impala jet fighter had crashed in Angola while attacking SWAPO forces and that its pilot was missing.
Is a settlement in Angola imminent? Due to super-power impatience and Fapla’s recent failure to capture Mavinga, experts think it may well be.

**Glimmer of hope for swift Angolan settlement**

SOME political and military thinkers as far afield as Pretoria and Washington are becoming increasingly optimistic about the chances of a settlement between Dr Jonas Savimbi and the Angolan government to be followed reasonably swiftly by the long-awaited settlement in Namibia.

The optimism may be unfounded but there can be no doubt that one reason why so many pundits were wrong about the real chances of a Namibian settlement is because they have not considered the regional military factor.

A settlement in Namibia will not get off the ground, never mind succeed, till there is an end to the war in Angola because the politics in Angola and Namibia are actually functions of one another.

One of the main reasons why Angola supports the Swapo insurgents is that it believes a Namibian government would protect its southern flank from Unita. It retains its large Cuban garrison to protect itself from South Africa. On the other hand, supports Unita primarily to ensure there is no heavy Swapo infiltration, not from Angola but also from Botswana.

The common factor in both situations, therefore, is Unita. If Unita becomes part of the Angolan solution, both countries’ problems fall away.

Another hopeful factor at present is that both the Americans and Russians are becoming ever more weary of the endless Angolan-Namibian conflict.

This is why the abandonment of the Angolan government forces drove on the Unita-held town of Mavinga should not be seen as merely another episode in the bloody 12-year-old spectacle of the civil war.

Mavinga is not simply another Unita-held dot on the map. In military parlance it is “vital terrain” for both Fapla the Angolan force) and Unita. It is Unita’s main airhead and supply base; without it, the Unita “capital” of Jamba becomes untenable. On the other hand, Fapla needs it to re-conquer the Cunza-Cubango province and thus Jamba.

That is why the Fapla commanders threw virtually everything they had into their attempt to capture Mavinga before the onset of the rainy season.

If Fapla could have taken Mavinga, it would appear to have been one step closer to a 1988 advance on Jamba. It would also have scored its first propaganda victory—surely needed after 12 years of fruitless warfare—because it would have put to lie the claim to control a “liberated zone”, one of the most prestigious feats to any insurgent can aspire.

More than that, however, Dr Savimbi would have had to ask himself if it would be worthwhile to try to stop Fapla’s drive on Jamba in 1988.

Yielding up Jamba, the scene of so many spectacular military conferences in the past, would have been an even greater propaganda blow than losing Mavinga. In the end, however, military realities would probably have prevailed and there may have been an evacuation, which certainly would have set back the Unita war effort by several years.

The Fapla failure must be seen as a grave setback for President Eduardo dos Santos because in the eyes of the new Soviet leader Mr Mikhail Gorbatchev, a victory for Unita per se might not go beyond very important.

The Russians have long since achieved their main purpose in Angola, to acquire a base from which to operate in the south-western Atlantic and run their electronic surveillance of South Africa and Africa. No doubt they would also retain a loyal voting ally in the United Nations.

The Angolons would be able to send the Cuban base facilities from which to operate in the south-western Atlantic and run their electronic surveillance of South Africa and Africa. No doubt they would also retain a loyal voting ally in the United Nations.
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Path to Peace: All along the Maginot Line.
Strangely, this battle may lay a

SNIFFER BY SNIFER: THE STORY OF THE SECRET AGENT WAR IS SLOWLY BEGINNING TOGETHER...

WEEKLY MAIL REPORT

US Report claims link to Comoros

By Don P. and Thaddeus of the Washington daily news

The latest intelligence reports from the Comoros Islands indicate a significant increase in activity by suspected agents of the Comoros government. The reports suggest that these agents have been involved in a series of operations aimed at disrupting the political stability of the region. The operations include the infiltration of local political groups and the dissemination of misinformation to create unrest and divide the community. The reports also indicate that the agents have been using social media platforms to spread their influence and manipulate public opinion. The situation is expected to remain tense as the agents continue their operations. The local authorities have taken measures to address the situation and are working with international partners to ensure the safety and stability of the region. The reports highlight the need for increased vigilance and coordination to prevent further incidents and ensure the security of the area.
Our report claims to come from
"20th Century Limited". The diploma, which we have received from them,
proclaims us to be of an ancient lineage. We are from an old family,
who have been living in the United States for many generations. Our
ancestors were among the first settlers of the country. They
established themselves in the eastern part of the United States, near
the coast. Our family has been involved in various fields, including
business, politics, and finance. We are proud of our heritage and
pursue excellence in all that we do.

We believe that our family has a
designed for us to take
responsibility for society. We
are committed to making a
difference in the world and to
making our mark on history. Our
values include integrity,
honesty, and hard work. We
are dedicated to serving our
community and to making our
positive impact on the world.

Thank you for considering our
candidacy. We would be
honored to become a member of
this prestigious group, and we
look forward to contributing to
its mission and to being a valued
member.
Hundreds of troops in 101st Battalion refuse to fight

Dissent in ranks of Ovambo unit leads to detentions

Resignations appear men given Unita uniforms to fight

Mutiny as troops say no to Angola

By MARK VERBAAN

MORE than 400 members of the 101st Battalion of the SWATF have mutinied by refusing to fight inside Angola on the orders of Jonas Savimbi’s UNITA movement. Two days ago, a mutiny among soldiers of 101st Battalion, an infantry unit under the command of Ovambo-speaking troops and based in the southern Namibian borderlands, led to a number of resignations and detentions of soldiers.

The mutiny was triggered by a number of factors, including dissatisfaction with the political situation in Angola, the lack of clear orders from the command, and the desire for better living conditions. The mutiny spread quickly, and within two days, more than 400 soldiers had resigned or been detained.

The mutiny is the first significant sign of discontent among South African and allied forces in the invasion of southern Angola. It comes as the government faces growing criticism over the way the war in Angola has been handled.

The mutiny has raised questions about the future of the SWATF and its role in the Namibian conflict. Critics say that the SWATF is being used as a puppet for the Angolan government, and that its actions are causing unnecessary suffering and death.

Previous military operations in Angola have been met with resistance from locals, who have opposed the invasion of their country by foreign forces. The mutiny by South African soldiers could lead to further resistance and could threaten the stability of the region.

The mutiny is a significant development in the ongoing conflict in southern Africa, and it will be interesting to see how it will affect the military operations in Angola.
What Angolans are being told of the war

The Argus Africa News Service reports on news from 'the other side'.

The Angolan public has been told for the last few days that an invasion from "racist South Africa" is taking place in the Southern parts of the country. But details of the fighting against the "troops from racist South Africa and the Unita armed bands" are restricted to government communiques or condemnations of South Africa's actions by foreign countries.

Radio Nacional de Angola broadcasts its main news bulletin from Luanda at 9 pm every evening and, by now Angolans should know that 1987 is "the year of consolidation of people's power and the 10th anniversary of the party".

Unlike South Africa, where radio news bulletins are sponsored by commercial products, Radio Angola always starts its news broadcasts with the same slogan, a reminder that in Angola the MPLA Workers' Party is supreme.

From its news broadcasts it is also obvious that one man in Angola is ensured the main story in the news whenever he does or says something publicly.

That man is of course Comrade President Jose Eduardo dos Santos who, Radio Angola sometimes reminds its listeners, is also the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces.

Since South Africa's intervention in Angola was confirmed by the South Africans themselves Radio Angola has tried to keep the war story on top of its news bulletin.

On Tuesday listeners were told that Comrade President Jose Eduardo dos Santos had sent his Foreign Minister, Francisco Dianem, to Biafra with a "personal" message to the Congolese president regarding "the military intervention of racist South Africa in Angola".

Comrade President Jose Eduardo dos Santos also sent a message on the same subject to the Algerian President.

The messages were the main story on the news bulletin and this was followed by an announcement that three planes from "racist South Africa's air force" had been shot down.

It said two were Impalas and one a Mirage and added that the pilot of one of the Impalas had died.

On Wednesday evening Radio Angola's news bulletin started unusually late as the MPLA/Workers' Party radio programme Combatant Angola, which precedes it, had been longer than usual.

A lively Caribbean rhythm ended Combatant Angola and carried on after 9 pm delaying the news broadcast for about five minutes.

After reminding its listeners that 1987 is the year of consolidation of people's power and the 10th anniversary of the party, the radio told its listeners that the head of a visiting Spanish delegation had expressed his support "for the integrity of Angola's sovereignty threatened by racist South Africa".

It ran a long interview with the Spanish Secretary of State for Co-operation which was broadcast in Spanish.

This was followed by a story which the announcer emphasised had come from the French news agency, AFP, saying that "racist South Africa" had announced the death of two more of its soldiers and that "24 members of racist South Africa's army had been wounded".

It recalled the previous evening's story about the three planes which it claimed had been shot down and then said the Organisation of African Unity had called on the United Nations Security Council to take measures against "the war of aggression launched by the South African racists".

Cuba had also come out against South Africa's "war of aggression" and had promised to continue its support to Angola.

This, the radio said, had been said in an editorial published by the Cuban Communist Party newspaper Gramma.

France, Burundi and Tanzania had condemned the visit that "President Pieter Botha of racist South Africa" had made to his troops inside Angolan territory.

The sports news on that day concentrated on sport in Africa but even there there was condemnation of South Africa.

The Australian tennis player Pat Cash had been strongly condemned for his decision to play "in racist South Africa".
PW's visit to Angola, made him an outlaw.

BUSINESS DAY, Friday, November 20, 1987
Luanda has agreed to the setting up of an international company with an operating concession on the railway — the Caminhos de Ferro de Benguela (CFB).

In exchange, Angola, presently owning 10% of the company, will get total control over the line. The deal has broken a seven-month deadlock — the Angolans have consistently opposed the idea of turning the CFB into an internationally-controlled operating company.

Compromise

CFB’s majority shareholders, Societe Generale Belge (SGB) — with a 90% stake through a subsidiary company — proposed the new arrangement in response to an attempt by Luanda to take over a majority shareholding in the CFB. The Angolans had proposed dividing up the remainder of the shares with the national railways of Zaire and Zambia.

Diplomats in Lisbon say Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos personally agreed to the compromise, during a meeting in Brussels in September with SGB governor Rene Lamy, and Viscount d’Avignon, the administrator of the CFB multinational.

The capital of the new company will be divided between Angola, Zaire, Zambia, SGB and financial groups involved in fixing up the railway — a prime target in the past decade for sabotage by Unitas guerrillas. Getting the line back to work, which involves restoration of the track, bridges and tunnels and the repair of rolling stock, is scheduled to cost some US$300m.

Luanda, however, seeks to incorporate the rehabilitation of the line into a wider project known as the Lobito Corridor Project, involving further investments to improve ports, roads, transport and coastal shipping firms, and raising the estimated cost of the overall project to US$500m.

The European Community and other western institutions are potential financiers. The Lobito Corridor Project is due to take 10 years. The first phase, designated an emergency, is designed to get the CFB open to international traffic. Transport experts calculate this will take until 1989, as long as there are no unforeseen hold-ups and if security does not become a problem. Intelligence sources claim that Luanda has military plans (including the relocation of people) to diminish the vulnerability of the 1200 km line.

In 1978 Luanda established an independent military force to safeguard the line. It was known as the Iron Plan, initially commanded by a Captain Kiamuxinda and later by a Lt-Col Margoso. The plan hinged on reinforcing highly mobile brigades in Lobito, Longonjo and Luena. With air cover they provided escorts for trains and protection against guerrillas along the line.

It was abandoned in 1984, after proving less than successful. No details are available of Luanda’s latest security efforts, but most observers are sceptical that a purely military strategy can secure the line.

BENGUELA LINE

New management

Legal and financial obstacles to getting trains running on the Benguela railway line appear to have been overcome, in a recent compromise between the Angolan government and foreign shareholders in the line’s operating company.

According to reliable reports reaching Li-
The final battle?

SA's current involvement in Angola will not be coupled to a timetable. The country's military chiefs are determined to "finish the job" before returning the 3,000 troops to friendly territory.

Military sources say the importance of the SA Defence Force's support to Jonas Savimbi's Unita lies not only in the rebel leader's opposition to Soviet expansionism, but in Unita's potential to keep Swapo at bay. At present about half of Swapo's 7,000-8,000 men are being kept busy by Unita.

There are strong arguments from certain quarters that if the Angolan MPLA government's Fapla forces succeed in pushing Unita out of the south-east of Angola, even the situation in Botswana could change drastically and the country could be used as a springboard against SA.

Swapo's activities and cross-border incursions have suffered greatly since Unita took charge of that part of the south-east. White farmers in the Grootfontein, Tsumeb and Otavi areas on the northern borders of Namibia have been prime targets of Swapo raids.

Currently, Swapo's incursions take place only through Ondangwa. But military sources warn that if Unita gets pushed out by Fapla, SA will find itself in the previous position of having to contend with Swapo raids from three directions.

Intelligence reports suggest that only about 19% of Swapo's total force is presently conducting cross-border raids into Namibia (see graph). The SADF has, however, recently clashed with Swapo's anti-Unita battalions between the north of Ovamboland and the Cunene province of Angola. In that skirmish a Swapo HQ was hit by South African troops.

Conventional Swapo forces, which comprise about 31% of its total force, are used to combat Unita and are integrated into the Angolan army. These forces use armoured vehicles and other modern equipment.

Although no timetable is set for SA's withdrawal from the war zone on the route between Menongue, Cuito Cuanavale and Malange, military intelligence may well advise that there is a purpose beyond a successful military operation. Some strategic experts are convinced that to push further north will speed up the deterioration of already strained relations within the Angolan Cabinet. This might enhance a political settlement.

The sources go as far as to say this may be the final battle, and that it is becoming increasingly difficult politically for the Angolans to muster forces for this kind of operation.

Still, indications are that SA's present involvement is not greater than it was during Operation Protea in 1975. It is completely coincidental that the two battles — in Cunene province and the one near Cuito Cuanavale — were raging at the same time, say the South African sources.

(See Leaders)
SADF invasion slammed

THE Reverend Frank Chikane, the general secretary of the South African Council of Churches, has condemned the involvement of the South African Defence Force in Angola.

At a press conference in Johannesburg on Wednesday, he called the invasion in south-east Angola by the SADF a "blatant act aimed at ensuring the protection of apartheid."

Mr Chikane has just returned from visiting London, Belgium, West Germany and other countries, including Angola.

Mr Chikane said the invasion by the South African troops, with the help of the United States Government, had forced the Angolan Government, the MPLA, to seek support of the Cuban soldiers.

"As long as the South African Government continues to occupy Angolan territory with the support of the USA, the government of Angola will have no option but to continue its request for the provision of Cuban troops as protection against these foreign invaders," Mr Chikane said.

Mr Chikane also appealed to the SADF to pull out of Namibia and allow people there to elect their own government.

So far, 21 South African soldiers have died in the recent fighting in Angola.
SADF RAID IS CONDEMNED

THE United Democratic Front yesterday condemned the invasion of Angola by South African soldiers.

"The army that is threatening Soweto and East Rand residents with evictions in early morning raids is the same army creating death and destruction in Angola," the UDF said in a statement.

The UDF said statements by the South African Defence Force about pitched battles with Russians and Cubans were attempts to obscure the fact that the SADF "is fighting against the army of Angola in an attempt to bring down the government of that country."

"We call on the people of South Africa to demand the immediate withdrawal of all South African troops from Angola," the statement said.

* This article has been censored in terms of the emergency regulations.
Angola tells a story of ‘invasion by racist SA’

The Star’s Africa News Service

The Angolan public has been told for the last few days that an invasion from “racist South Africa” is taking place in the southern parts of the country.

But details of the fighting against the “troops from racist South Africa and the Unita armed bands” are restricted to government communiques or condemnations by foreign countries of South Africa’s actions.

Radio Nacional de Angola broadcasts its main news bulletin from Luanda at nine every evening and by now Angolans should know that 1987 is “the year of consolidation of people’s power and the 10th anniversary of the Party”.

Radio Angola starts news broadcasts with the same slogan, a reminder that in Angola the MPLA Workers’ Party is supreme.

From its news broadcasts it is also obvious that one man in Angola is ensured the main story in the news whenever he does or says something publicly.

That man is, of course, Comrade President Jose Eduardo dos Santos, Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces.

Listeners were told on Tuesday that Comrade President Jose Eduardo dos Santos had sent his Foreign Minister, Mr Franca van Dunem, to Brazzaville with a personal message to the Congolese president regarding the “military intervention of racist South Africa in Angola” and had sent a message on the same subject to the Algerian president.

THREE RACIST PLANES SHOT DOWN

The messages were the main story on the news bulletin and this was followed by an announcement that three planes from “racist South Africa’s airforce” had been shot down.

It said two were Impalas and one a Mirage, and added that the pilot of one of the Impalas had died.

On Wednesday evening Radio Angola’s news bulletin started unusually late as the MPLA Workers’ Party programme “Combatant Angola” had been longer than usual.

After reminding its listeners that 1987 was the year of consolidation of people’s power and the 10th anniversary of the Party, the radio said that the head of a visiting Spanish delegation had expressed his support for the integrity of Angola’s sovereignty “threatened by racist South Africa”.

Then it ran a long interview in Spanish with the Spanish Secretary of State for Co-operation.

This was followed by a story which the announcer emphasised had come from the French news agency, AFP, saying that “racist South Africa” had announced the death of two more of its soldiers and that “24 members of racist South Africa’s army had been wounded”.

It recalled the previous evening’s story about the three planes which it claimed had been shot down and then said the Organisation of African Unity had called on the United Nations Security Council to take measures against “the war of aggression launched by the South African racists”.

Cuba had also come out against South Africa’s “war of aggression” and had promised to continue its support to Angola.
NEW YORK — One of the most important South African military units, the Eighth Tank Division, with all equipment, is advancing in combat order towards Cunene province under heavy air cover, the Angolan President has claimed in a letter to the United Nations.

President Jose Eduardo dos Santos called on the UN Secretary-General in the letter, published yesterday, to halt what he said were large-scale South African incursions deep inside Angola.

Angola has introduced a resolution to the UN Security Council condemning South Africa's presence there and demanding her withdrawal.

And last night the South African Foreign Minister, Mr Fik Becha, accused Angola of attempting to "twist the facts" about South Africa's intervention and of disguising the Soviet-Cuban involvement.

The South African Embassy at the UN and all foreign missions had been fully informed about the Soviet and Cuban involvement and the threat this involvement held for the security of this region, he said.

The South African Embassy at the UN had also been instructed to inform the Security Council fully about the facts.

"South Africa is not a party to this civil war, but South Africa cannot sit with folded hands and allow Russian and Cuban-supported violence to threaten our country's security interests in southern Africa."

Mr Dos Santos's letter, addressed to Secretary-General Dr Javier Perez de Cuellar, was circulated as the Security Council prepared to meet later in the day in response to a motion on Thursday from Angola alleging aggression by South Africa.

Over the past few days, he added, the South African army had been carrying out large-scale armed incursions in Cuando-Cubango province. — Sapa-Reuters-AP, UPI
DURBAN. — The South African Youth Congress (Sayco), one of the biggest and most militant affiliates of the United Democratic Front (UDF), has telephoned the President of Angola, Mr. Jose Eduardo dos Santos, hailing the Angolan army (Fapla) for "keeping the apartheid army at bay.

In a statement signed by Sayco's president, Mr. Peter Mokaba, Sayco sent revolutionary greetings to President Dos Santos on behalf of "the millions of youths struggling against apartheid."
Hope for deal after MPLA's setbacks

by NEIL LURSEN
Weekend Argus
Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — White House officials are hoping that military setbacks suffered by MPLA forces in Angola will encourage the Government in Luanda to come up with reasonable proposals for a Cuban troop withdrawal from the southern part of the country.

The Americans believe that the fighting during the past two months has proved Washington's point that the war cannot be ended by military means and that the Unitas, rebel forces shown they can fight conventional battles as well as wage the hit-and-run guerrilla warfare of the past.

The MPLA's Fapla army, with Cuban and Russian assistance, planned to wipe out Unita with a final conventional onslaught. But their effort failed.

The feeling here is that the climate is becoming more favourable for renewed talks between US and Angolan officials in which the Americans will again emphasise their readiness to act as brokers in a deal which would meet the security needs of Angola and South Africa.

Resolution 435

The basis of the deal would remain the United Nations Security Council's resolution 435 with SWA/Namibia acting as a buffer state between South African troops south of the Orange River and Cuban troops north of the 16th parallel in Angola.

Renewed talks could take place in the next few weeks, probably in Luanda itself, and they could have important consequences at the December 7 summit meeting in Washington where Angola is likely to be on the agenda when President Reagan sits down with Mr Gorbachev.

The Americans are anxious to bring East-West confrontation in Angola to an end — primarily by getting the Cubans out — but the problem is to convince the Russians that their interests will not be harmed by Angola's emergence as a non-aligned country free of foreign troops.

Face-saving

Another problem is to provide the Cubans with a face-saving reason for leaving Angola. Some American analysts believe that an independent SWA/Namibia could be that reason — allowing President Castro to claim that his military intervention in Southern Africa set in motion the events leading to SWA/Namibia's independence.
SA death toll in Angola climbs to 23

By REVELATION NTOLWA

The death toll of members of the South African Defense Force killed in recent fighting in Angola now stands at 23.

Defence Force Headquarters in Pretoria announced early this week that two more soldiers had died in clashes with the Angolan army.

They were Corporal Jacob Carel van Heerden (23), of Bethulie, and Lance Corporal Johannes Jacobus Redelinghuys (20), of Randburg.

Both were fatally wounded in the same action in Angola's Cunene-Cubango province, an SADF spokesman announced.

The losses of the SADF in South West Territorial Force is believed to be the biggest in a single clash with the Angolan forces, said to be backed by Cuban and Russian troops.

South Africa has claimed that about 239 Angolan, Cuban and Russian forces were killed in the skirmish while Luanda claimed to have killed the same number of South African and Unita forces.

SADF aircraft, according to Pretoria, has been flying combat, intelligence, reconnaissance and other missions into Cunene-Cubango as part of the operation with Jonas Savimbi's SA-US backed Unita movement.

The aim, the SADF has said, was to drive back the annual Fapla offensive in which Angola is trying to overrun Unita.

Further major battles between South Africa and Angolan troops were "unlikely," according to sources close to the government.

From Luanda, however, Angola's Chief of Staff, Lieutenant-General Franco dos Santos, told the Mozambican news agency Alin that the Angolan army was preparing for further major battles with the SADF in the next few weeks.
Key Line of Defence at Retreating MPLA’s
Unita poised to strike
THE dry season in Angola is drawing to its close, and with it this year’s offensive by the Angolan government and its Cuban helpers against Dr Jonas Savimbi’s Unita rebels.

Dr Savimbi’s men have held on to their stronghold in Angola’s south-eastern corner. They will now presumably re-expand through the eastern half of the country in the wet season, as they have done in the past.

Dr Savimbi’s men have fought well enough, and Dr Savimbi himself speaks for enough Angolans to repeat his side’s claim to a place in the governing of that still ungoverned country.

But his very success poses a question to South Africa, which has helped with the success.

This year, South Africans have helped Unita on the ground as well as from the air. For the moment South Africa’s Defence Minister, General Magnus Malan, is happy to be seen doing that.

Expensive

General Malan, however, has no clear-cut victory in view. Like the Israeli army that invaded Lebanon to support its local friends in 1982, his troops cannot expect to install Dr Savimbi in power, and then retire elegantly home. The most they can do is keep Dr Savimbi in play until his Angolan enemies warmly agree to do a deal with him.

Keeping Dr Savimbi in play is getting expensive. Since September, when the fighting began in earnest, it has cost more than 20 white South Africans their lives. This is the moment to urge on South Africa the case for a settlement of its north-west frontier.

South Africa has two reasons for putting soldiers into Angola. The publicly professed reason is that, if Dr Savimbi were to fall, the 30 000 or so Cuban troops in Angola would threaten South Africa itself. But the Cuban army in Angola justifies its presence by pointing to the South African army in illegally occupied Namibia, next door.

Empty coffers

So does Russia, which has 1 000 advisers in Angola and has sent R10-billion worth of military supplies since 1985. Russia will send more weapons and advisers rather than let its Angolan clients collapse, but Mr Gorbachev’s new cash-conscious Russia might accept peace if it were offered a deal that suited it.

So might the Angolan government, which has demonstrated empty-coffered pragmatism by saying it would like to join the IMF.

The deal that could suit Russia and Angola — and get rid of the Cubans — is the one which Dr Chester Crocker, President Reagan’s Africa man, has long advocated: the Cubans should leave Angola in exchange for South Africa’s withdrawal from Namibia.

Angola’s President Eduardo dos Santos has long refused to agree. This year may be different. In August he said the Cubans would leave Angola within two years of South Africa’s withdrawal.

When he met Dr Crocker in September, he may have cut that to 18 months. A shift or two more from Mr dos Santos will make South Africa’s fear of those Cubans a rotten excuse for not changing policy.

South Africa’s second, undeclared, and probably stronger reason for not changing policy is that it wants to hold on to SWA/Namibia. Dr Savimbi’s war in effect protects South Africa’s puppet government in Namibia from the guerrillas of the South West Africa People’s Organisation (Swapo), who have their bases in Angola.

President Botha and General Malan are trying to keep Swapo out of power in Namibia, even if that means a fuzzy, open-ended commitment to Dr Savimbi.

No regrets

They should recall South Africa’s policy towards Rhodesia in the late 1970s. Instead of backing the doomed white government led by Mr Ian Smith, South Africa accepted the idea of a black-ruled Zimbabwe. It has had no cause to regret that decision. Zimbabwe, like South Africa’s other black neighbours, has been too weak to cause it any serious trouble.

The same would certainly be true of an independent, black-ruled Namibia, whose 1.5m people would remain dependent on South Africa’s economy and at the mercy of South Africa’s army.

If getting out of Namibia is the price of getting Cuba and Russia out of Angola, it is a price South Africa can afford and a price the West would love it to pay.
It is time to think seriously about holding an international conference under the auspices of the United Nations to deal with the problems of the southern African region. The core members of such a conference would be the two superpowers, Cuba, and the local parties involved in the region’s conflicts.

The factors that have contributed to the present dangerous conflict in the African sub-continent are complex. However, they are no more complex than those in the Middle East which have not discouraged the superpowers and some of the key governments in the region from the current initiative to arrange an international conference to try to resolve the Arab-Israeli conflict.

It may, in fact, be easier to reach agreement over an international conference in southern Africa than in the Middle East. The international climate is propitious and the situation in southern Africa has reached a stage in the rapid intensification of military conflict and destabilization as to cause much concern to Pretoria as to the Frontline States, and to the United States, as to the Soviet Union.

The greater urgency is due to two major developments: the current fighting in Angola, where the Cuban and, more reluctantly, the Soviet forces, have, for the first time, come into direct confrontation with the South African army, and the extent of destabilization along South Africa’s borders necessitating the military intervention by some of the Frontline States in Mozambique.

In Angola, the South African army — fighting in an alliance with Jonas Savimbi’s Unita forces — has been to suffer heavy casualties on a scale that has shocked the white South African community. More important, it has embroiled the region’s widening conflicts.

Similarly, the United States has a strong interest in preventing greater violence in the region. Unlike the Botswana Government, the Soviet Union, not knowing where the conflict will end, has not been able to arrive at a commitment to the MPLA regime in Angola and toSwapo and the African National Congress. It has no wish to become operation in helping to reduce regional conflicts.

Although the United States has reacted positively to this idea in the Middle East, it has so far refused to extend it to southern Africa.

South Africa’s Defence Minister, General Magnus Malan, recently expressed Pretoria’s wish to see the elimination of Soviet and American military involvement in southern Africa. This requires the agreement of both superpowers, which can be achieved only in terms that satisfy the interests of both countries.

In deciding the agenda for an international conference it is important to include only those issues that are likely to prove negotiable. It is therefore necessary to exclude from the agenda the question of the internal struggle within South Africa for the elimination of apartheid.

This is a subject where the strong conflict of interests between Pretoria and its challenges cannot be settled through international negotiations, but only through a negotiating process involving South Africans.

To be continued tomorrow.

LAST WE FORGET

THE SWOON TAL is today remembering journalists who are in detention.
Unita 'on verge of split' with Pretoria

OWN CORRESPONDENT

LISBON.—Unita appears on the verge of a split with South Africa, according to reports reaching here at the weekend.

Unita leader Dr Jonas Savimbi is said to be furious over Pretoria's claim 10 days ago that its forces had intervened massively in southern Angola to 'save' Unita from annihilation at the hands of Soviet- and Cuban-backed government troops.

The leading weekly paper "Expresso" said South Africa's claim was a clear bid to affirm its importance as a regional military and economic power on the eve of the December 7 Reagan/Gorbachev summit — where Southern Africa is on the agenda.

Dr Savimbi's response was to call an emergency meeting of his central committee to re-examine Unita's relations with its allies — in the main Pretoria and Washington.

In private, according to sources quoted by "Expresso", Dr Savimbi alleged that South Africa had sabotaged Unita's current strategy in favour of peace talks and national reconciliation.

Diplomatic sources here said Dr Savimbi had been greatly embarrassed by the statement and had remonstrated forcibly with Pretoria.

His movement has attributed its claimed military successes against the government's dry-season offensive to the supply by Washington of Stinger anti-air missiles and TOW anti-tank weapons.

Analysts here have suggested that Moscow is re-thinking its involvement in Angola.

PFP calls for urgent session on Angola

OWN CORRESPONDENT

JOHANNESBURG.—The PFP called yesterday for Parliament to be summoned "as a matter of extreme urgency" to discuss the SA Defence Force's involvement in Angola.

In a statement issued by MP Ken Andrew on behalf of the federal council, the party said it understood that matters of national security can be sensitive, but that "MPs at least must be kept informed".

A spokesman for the Office of the State President said last night that Mr P W Botha and the Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, had commented fully on SA's position in the situation, and had nothing to add at this stage.

Analysts here have suggested that Moscow is re-thinking its involvement in Angola.

- Angolan army commander tells of defeat—
Angolan army commander tells of defeat

MAPUTO. — An Angolan army commander, in an interview reported here on Saturday, acknowledged that one of his brigades was defeated recently by rebel and South African forces but denied his troops suffered heavy casualties.

Lieutenant-General Antonio Dos Santos, Angola's armed forces' chief of staff, was quoted by the Mozambian news agency AIM as saying 243 of the Marxist government's soldiers had been killed in recent fighting.

SAF claims more than 3,000 government troops have been killed in the past few months.

General Dos Santos, interviewed by AIM director M. Carlos Cardoso during a recent visit to Luanda, Angola, said the army's 47th Brigade was beaten back last month when it reached the Lomba River in south-eastern Angola.

The brigade "ran into lots of problems and lots of its equipment was captured or destroyed," General Dos Santos was quoted as saying. "This was due to faulty logistics — the brigade was not resupplied in time with fuel or ammunition."

The general reiterated Angola's claim that 230 South African soldiers had been killed in the recent fighting. SA has announced the deaths of 25 soldiers in the past three weeks, but General Dos Santos claimed that the deaths of some black soldiers were not being reported.

General Dos Santos said the government's recent offensive was not aimed at capturing UNITA's headquarters in Jamba but at cutting rebel supply routes to its guerillas in central Angola.

Angola has asked for an emergency meeting of the UN Security Council to demand the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of South African troops from its territory. — Sapa-AP
Unita officer ‘cut throats to flee Luanda jail

A UNITA officer, Capt. Francisco da Silva, has said in Windhoek that he escaped from Luanda’s Sao Paulo jail after seven years of a 30-year sentence by cutting the throats of three guards with a sharpened spoon.

Heavily tattooed on his forearms, Capt Da Silva said he had met both Major Wynand du Toit, and ‘Sappers Van der Merwe’, captured ‘South African’ soldiers released after negotiations between Pretoria and Luanda.

Capt Da Silva said the strict prison regimen became too much for him after seven years and he began spending days and nights sharpening a spoon on the cell’s cement floor in preparation for escape.

On a Saturday evening when most of the prison warders were out on the town, he kicked up a row in his cell and cut the throat of a guard who came to investigate. He claimed he overpowered another guard in an office and drove to the prison gates where he killed a third guard.

From the prison, Capt Da Silva said, he drove to Luanda harbour where he hid in a container waiting to be shipped and at sea showed himself to the ship’s captain who helped him get to France.

With the help of the International Committee of the Red Cross and the South African Embassy in Paris, he found his way back to Windhoek. — Sapa
Angola: The way to peace

THE Internal conflicts in Angola between the MPLA regime and the Unita rebels, and in Mozambique between Frelimo and Renamo, should be treated as domestic concerns which cannot be solved by outsiders, although their gravity can be diminished considerably by eliminating external support for the rebel movements.

Defusing the conflicts along South Africa's borders and removing the threat - however imaginary - felt by Pretoria from the Soviet and Cuban military presence in the sub-continent, could contribute substantially to persuading white South Africans to adopt a more realistic attitude in facing up to the true nature of their internal crisis, which is not caused by communism but by the country's long history of gross racial inequities. It would also remove the main reasons for the external support given to Unita and Renamo.

The agenda of an international conference should include the following seven main points:

2. Withdrawal of the South African army from the territory of Angola.
3. The rapid phasing out of the Cuban combat forces from Angola once agreement has been reached over Namibia's independence and the complete withdrawal of South African troops from Angola.
4. The ending of South Africa's military support for Renamo and Unita.
5. An international agreement subscribed to by all the major powers to reduce substantially the flow of arms to the region beyond reasonable levels required for internal defence purposes by the Frontline States.
6. An undertaking by South Africa not to attack, directly or indirectly, the communications lines being developed through Mozambique and Tanzania as a means of reducing the Frontline States' dependence on transport routes through South Africa.
7. An understanding over the ways of reducing the climate of violence in the region.

Insurgents

The most difficult problems will arise over what can be expected to be a major demand from South Africa: That its neighbours should prevent armed ANC insurgents from operating from their territory.

Such an undertaking was included in the aborted Nkomati Accord of 1984 between Mozambique and South Africa. The governments of all the Frontline States bordering on South Africa have committed themselves to not allowing the ANC to establish bases on their territory.

It is inconceivable that the Frontline States of the Organisation of

African Unity (OAU), would agree to ending their support for the ANC and Pan Africanist Congress unless and until a serious negotiating process had begun in South Africa with the representatives of all four major communities.

The Frontline States and the OAU are pledged to discourage armed violence against South Africa once such negotiations have begun. Therefore, the key to ending the armed struggle by the opponents of apartheid is in Pretoria's own hands.

If agreement could be reached on the points of the proposed agenda an entirely new situation would be created. It would remove what the Pretoria regime offers for its reason for not implementing the UN proposals on Namibian independence - the presence of the Cuban insurgents in Angola.

If such a large contingent of delegations is thought to be too cumbersome, it might be possible to arrange for the Frontline States to agree to a composite delegation, since they invariably act in unison.

We must say a final no to his self-defeating black-on-black violence!
PRETORIA. — South Africa was prepared to withdraw its troops from southern Angola from December 9 if all other foreign troops were also withdrawn from Angola, the UN Security Council was told last night.

South Africa’s ambassador to the UN, Mr. Lek Mabizane, was addressing the Security Council debate on a motion condemning South Africa’s “aggression” in southern Angola and calling for the Republic to withdraw. The text of his speech was released in Pretoria.

“The South African government is not unaware of the fact several African leaders would like to see the withdrawal of all foreign forces, including the South African troops, from Angola.” Mr. Mabizane told the UN. “I have been authorized by my government to reaffirm that South Africa will be able to support such a proposal and my government proposes that December 9 be set as the date of implementation for such an agreement.”

It remained his government’s firm conviction that the only route to peace in the sub-region — Angola, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique and South Africa — “lies...in the real willingness of all parties to come together to address their differences and thereby contribute towards stability and progress to the benefit of all our peoples”.

Responding to criticism of State President P.W. Botha’s recent visit to the southern Angolan battlefront, he said Mr. Botha had a duty, as commander-in-chief of the SADF, to visit the area.

“South Africa is determined to defend its interests against foreign aggression in the region.”

● From Harare, meanwhile, Sapa reports that Swapo claims that South Africa is infiltrating more troops into Namibia “to reinforce the more than 100,000 occupation troops there”.

In a statement yesterday, Swapo secretary for defence Mr. Peter Mweshikane said that because of the escalating war in and around Namibia, South Africa was landing troops in Walvis Bay.

“More than 1,000 anti-personnel carriers have been detected being transported from South Africa to Namibia,” he said.
SA ready to pull out of Angola

PRETORIA — South Africa was prepared to withdraw its troops from southern Angola from December 9 if all other foreign troops were also withdrawn from Angola, the United Nations Security Council was told last night.
Botha rejects demand by PFP

Parliament won’t meet over Angola

PRETORIA: President P W Botha last night rejected a PFP demand that Parliament should meet urgently to discuss the SADF’s involvement in southern Angola.

President Botha informed the UN Security Council that there was insufficient motivation for the convening of Parliament.

"What is needed is a clear understanding of the situation in Angola and that it is in our national interest to protect the integrity of our borders," Botha added.

Botha said he had been informed of the situation in Angola and that the decision had been made at the time of the operation.

He claimed that the operation was necessary and that all the necessary information had been provided to the council.

"The SADF is not a body of people who are prevented from operating in the interests of the country," Botha said.

SA UN Ambassador Lee Manley was addressing the Security Council debate on a motion condemning SA’s "aggression" in southern Angola and calling for the republic to withdraw its forces.

He said SA was not aware of the fact that some African leaders had been talking about the withdrawal of all foreign forces, including the South African troops, from Angola.

"We have been authorised by our government to withdraw our forces from the area," Manley said.

"There has been no request for our withdrawal," he added.

"South African participation is limited and constitutes less than 5% of the total force in the area," he said.

PW rejects plea on Angola

Reuter reports that Nigeria said yesterday it was ready to mediate in the civil war in Angola.

"Nigeria is ready to play a mediating role in the Angolan war," a foreign ministry statement said.

"This would be on condition that the mediation was acceptable to all the parties in the conflict and the objective was in the overall interest of Angola and Africa," the statement added.

Unita, which was at the UN last week, renewed its call on the UN to ensure the withdrawal of the paratroopers which was being carried out in the civil war in Angola.

A statement read at the UN by the representative of the pro-Western Afrikaans party, the World Wide Rights, described the mediation as an "opportunistic" move by the UN.

"The mediation is a calculated attempt to divert attention from the conflict in Angola," the statement said.

MIKE ROBERTSON reports from London that while the SA military had won the battle of Mavinga, it was losing control of the skies over Angola, according to the authoritative British journal on African affairs, Africa Confidential (AC).

AC said retreating Angolan forces had regrouped around Cuito Cuanavale and

established a major air base from which MiGs were able to dominate the skies as far as the border with Namibia.

The report said that contrary to recent SADF statements, "Angola’s Soviet allies have taken no part in the actual fighting so far."

It said: "SA pilots have developed a healthy respect for their Angolan opposite numbers trained at the pilot school at Lubango by Soviet instructors. From Xangongo to Jamba, SA is losing control of the skies, bearing out the worst fears of the SA generals."

AC estimated that 230 SADF personnel have been killed. The figure includes "black Angolans from the 32 ‘Buffalo’ Battalion which has been decimated."

It said up to 3 000 SA soldiers were fighting alongside Unita in Cuando Cubango province, while the 3rd Tank Division is active in Huila province.
Diplomacy takes Angola war stale

By David Braun, Political Correspondent

The conflict in Angola is moving into the diplomatic arena after the military stand-off in the south-east of the country which has cost nearly 6,000 lives in the past few months.

Diplomatic sources said today that Unita was trying to get permission to put its case to the UN Security Council, which is currently hearing a request from the Angolan government that it order South African forces to withdraw from the country immediately.

If the request is turned down, the rebel movement intends to hold an international news conference in New York to put its case to the world.

Yesterday South Africa told the Security Council that it would withdraw its troops from Angola by December 9 if all other foreign troops left the country.

Includes Cuban troops

This included the estimated 30,000 to 40,000 Cuban troops in Angola and thousands of Soviet and other Eastern bloc “advisers”.

Other recent developments include an offer by Nigeria to act as a broker in the war, provided all interested parties agreed, and a request by Unita that Kenya and Nigeria be involved in finding an “African solution” to the conflict.

Local sources indicated today that South Africa was not interested in any mediator being appointed.

South Africa is known to be anxious that Unita and the MPLA talk and believes it is supported in this by most African and Western countries.

In this regard, the fact that Angola has gone to the Security Council at this late stage in the latest military hostilities in the country (the first big battle was in mid-September) is being interpreted diplomatically as an admission by the MPLA that it has failed in its attack on Unita.

According to diplomatic sources, the hawks in the Luanda government had confidently predicted that this year’s campaign against Unita would be victorious.

The retreat of the MPLA attacking forces, in spite of being equipped with the most sophisticated Soviet weaponry, has been a huge setback for the hawks and, in turn, a victory for the doves who favour talks with the guerrilla movement.

NEW YORK — South Africa was prepared to withdraw its troops from southern Angola from December 9 if all other foreign troops were also withdrawn, the United Nations Security Council was told last night.

South Africa’s Ambassador to the UN, Mr Les Munby, told the Security Council, debating the motion condemning South Africa’s “aggression” in southern Angola and calling for the Republic to withdraw: “The South African Government is not unaware of the fact that several African leaders would like to see the withdrawal of all foreign forces, including the South African troops, from Angola.”

Nigeria said yesterday that if it were acceptable to all parties in the conflict, it was ready to mediate in Angola. — Sapa-Reuters.
Powerful Angola peace moves

By TOS WENTZEL
Political Correspondent

A POWERFUL initiative for peace in Angola has started and the struggle today moved from the battlefield to the diplomatic circuit.

South Africa's main aim appears to be getting the Angolan rivals Unita and the MPLA to start talks without Pretoria becoming directly involved.

The offer to withdraw South African troops from Angola provided other foreign forces are withdrawn is a part of the peace initiative.

There is said to be considerable interest in the rest of Africa in efforts to have foreign troops withdrawn from Angola. Members of the Organisation of African Unity are in favour of a withdrawal which includes Cubans and Russians.

An indication of growing African desires for peace was Nigeria's offer to mediate in the civil war.

In the United Nations Security Council South Africa's ambassador, Mr Les Manley, said there had been distortions about South African attacks.

South Africa's limited military involvement had become necessary as a result of the invasion of non-African soldiers.

South Africa was determined to defend its interests against foreign aggression in the region.

The Government, he said, knew that several African leaders would like to see the withdrawal of foreign troops.

Mr Manley also announced that South Africa would support such a proposal and that December 9 could be the date for implementation.

It was understood today that Unita would seek an opportunity to put its case to the United Nations. If this is not allowed, the movement plans to hold a Press conference in New York.

Although the Security Council debate was called to condemn South African involvement in Angola and to call for its withdrawal, the debate was not entirely unwelcome to the Government.

In a way it was a concession of defeat by the MPLA and it gave South Africa the opportunity to make the offer of withdrawal as part of a new diplomatic move to get peace talks under way.

Meanwhile President Botha has turned down a request from the federal council of the Progressive Federal Party to have a special session of Parliament to discuss South African involvement in Angola.

Parliament, he said, was meeting in two months and the matter could then be discussed extensively.
Now is the time for SA to seek peace in Angola

Like Zimbabwe, a black-ruled Namibia would be too weak to cause serious trouble, argues The Economist.

South Africa has two reasons for putting soldiers into Angola. The publicly professed reason is that, if Dr Savimbi were to fall, the 30,000 or so Cuban troops in Angola would threaten South Africa itself. But the Cuban army in Angola justifies its presence by pointing to the South African army in illegally occupied Namibia, next door. So does Russia, which has 1,000 advisers in Angola and has sent $1.5 billion worth of military supplies since 1985.

Russia will send more weapons and advisers rather than let its Angolan clients collapse, but Mr Gorbachev's new cash-conscious Russia might accept peace if it were offered a deal that suited it. So might the Angolan government, which has demonstrated empty-coffered pragmatism by saying it would like to join the IMF.

The deal that could suit Russia and Angola — and get rid of the Cubans — is the one which Dr Chester Crocker, President Reagan's Africa man, has long advocated: the Cubans should leave Angola in exchange for South Africa's withdrawal from Namibia. Angola's President Eduardo dos Santos has long refused to agree. This year may be different. In August he said the Cubans would leave Angola within two years of South Africa's withdrawal. When he met Mr Crocker in September, he may have cut that to 18 months. A shift of two more from Mr dos Santos will make South Africa's fear of those Cubans a rotten excuse for not changing policy.

South Africa's second, undeclared, and probably stronger reason for not changing policy is that it wants to hold on to Namibia. Dr Savimbi's war in effect protects South Africa's puppet government in Namibia from the guerrillas of the South West Africa People's Organisation, who have their bases in Angola. President Botha and General Malan are trying to keep Swapo out of power in Namibia, even if that means a fuzzy, open-ended commitment to Dr Savimbi.

They should recall South Africa's policy towards Rhodesia in the late 1970s. Instead of backing the doomed white government led by Ian Smith, South Africa accepted the idea of a black-ruled Zimbabwe. It has had no cause to regret that decision. Zimbabwe, like South Africa's other black neighbours, has been too weak to cause it any serious trouble. The same would certainly be true of an independent, black-ruled Namibia, whose 1.5 million people would remain dependent on South Africa's economy and at the mercy of South Africa's army.

If getting out of Namibia is the price of getting Cuba and Russia out of Angola, it is a price South Africa can afford: and a price the West would love it to pay.
Nigeria denies Angola policy change

LAGOS.—Nigeria moved rapidly yesterday to quell speculation that it had changed its Angolan policy.

Foreign Minister Mr Bolaji Akinyemi denied suggestions, arising from a statement he made on Monday night, that Lagos was rethinking its total support for the MPLA regime.

"Nothing we have said marks a shift in policy," Mr Akinyemi said.

He denied that his statement that Nigeria was willing to play a mediating role in the Angolan war if all parties requested it implied any recognition of Dr Jonas Savimbi's South African-backed rebels.

British Deputy Foreign Secretary Mrs Lynda Chalker is to further sound out frontline leaders' views when she visits Mozambique and Malawi from Friday.

Although the main reason for the visit is to carry out an on-site inspection of British aid projects— in particular the Limpopo line— a spokesman said it was inevitable that she would discuss Mozambique's security problems. "We would also be interested to hear Mozambique's views on the situation in Angola," the spokesman said. —Own correspondent and Sapa
Angolan war: Anger over PF role

READERS' feedback indicates there is widespread public anger because of the perception that national servicemen have to do all the fighting while the home fires burn the Permanent Force as it lolls at its collective desk in Pretoria.

In all fairness, this is not correct. For example, as far as I can ascertain, at least two-thirds of the fighting troops in the Mavinga-Cuito Cuanavale theatre were regular Namibians of the border battalions, and PF losses there have actually been disproportionately high.

However, the above does not alter people's perceptions, which are based on the undeniable fact that virtually the entire PF (Army) has non-combatant tasks; and the military would be wise to take account of that perception.

Let us look at national service casualties in more detail: Why have there been so many of them over the years? Why have there been any at all?

The answer is to be found in the structure of the South African Army.

First of all, generally speaking, the average army has a regular fighting element and a conscript element to provide full-time or reservist bulk.

This was the way the SADF looked in 1912. The fighting Army comprised five regular regiments of mounted riflemen and some artillery, and trained citizen-soldiers for various part-time regiments which could be mobilized as needed.

The mounted riflemen were disbanded in the 1920s, mainly to save money, and so World War II was fought almost totally by mobilized citizen-soldiers. After World War II, generally speaking, the trend was maintained because there were no wars in sight and it was enough to have a trained reserve only.

This dispensation was made obsolete by the emergence of a new type of warfare: The decades-long counter-insurgency campaign. At first national service training battalions were used for all first-line tasks. Later various indigenous border units were raised, but for certain tasks, particularly those needing mechanized infantry, the training battalions are still called in.

Wrong question

Reader M F Blatchford of Observatory takes exception to my statement last week that the Angolan fighting was won by Unita, "even though the SADF did most of the fighting. Couldn't one also say that South Africa won World War II with a little help from Britain, Russia and America?"

South Africa did not do most of the fighting. Numbering about 3 000 men (compared to 28 000 Unita troops), the ground forces fought a couple of actions in one of the two combat theatres and provided artillery backup, while the Air Force flew some strike missions.

Unita, on the other hand, fought a series of toe-to-toe battles and suffered something like 2 000 dead in the process.

Willem Steenkamp is a Citizen Force reserve officer.
LONDON — British deputy Foreign Secretary Lynda Chalker will sound out Frontline leaders' views on the ongoing battle in Angola, when she begins a tour of the region on Friday.

Chalker is to visit Mozambique and Malawi.

Although the main reason for the visit is to carry out an on-site inspection of British aid projects — in particular the Limpopo line — a spokesman said it was inevitable that she would discuss Mozambique's security problems.

MIKE ROBERTSON

"We would also be interested to hear Mozambique's views on the situation in Angola."

It is Chalker's second visit to Mozambique — she attended the funeral of President Samora Machel — and the first by a British minister to Mozambique since President Joaquim Chissano visited Britain earlier this year. It is the first British ministerial visit to Malawi since President Kamuzu Banda came to Britain in 1983.

An Foreign Office spokesman said the main reason of the visit was to look at aid projects, in particular the rehabilitation of transport routes.

Outlining the British position on Angola, the spokesman said: "We strongly support UN resolution 435 and all that entails, but believe one way to move towards a resolution of the conflict would be for all foreign troops to withdraw from the country."
EDITORIAL OPINION

Angola: a way out

Angola is a synonym for chaos. A country that badly needed development when Portuguese rule ended has been set back for generations by 12 years of civil war.

This has been exacerbated by super power and surrogate involvement and by active and passive South African aid to Unita that is becoming increasingly expensive in terms of lives lost, material and cost. It is in a sense another struggle for power that evokes Vietnam: easy to become an antagonist (at first low key), commitment piles upon commitment, and extrication becomes difficult in terms of pride and honour.

There will be no winners out of war. The Russians, who lately under Mr Gorbachev have become increasingly more concerned at the poor quality of life in their own land and the defects of the communist system, have poured billions of rands into weapons in an effort to crush Unita and to prop up the Luanda government.

Even if there was a crushing defeat of Unita, the fighting would go on. Savimbi's men would melt into the bush, regroup, and resort to guerilla tactics with continued support from countries that abhor communism. Peace for Angola is in compromise.

Luanda must come to terms with Savimbi and fulfill the promise made before independence that there would be a place for them in government. Russian and Cuban troops must leave Angola, if necessary to be replaced by a United Nations peacekeeping force and by skilled civilian workers genuinely concerned with the development of a third world country.

South Africa's pledge to the United Nations Security Council to withdraw its troops from Angola by December 9 if all other foreign military personnel were also pulled out is to be applauded, even if it is impracticable given the level of the Russian/Cuban involvement and the dependence of the country upon them.

If it is construed merely as a ploy in the game this, coupled with Savimbi's peace offering and muted noises for settlement coming out of Luanda, indicates a weariness, a realisation that any battles ahead might be more bloody and expensive in casualty and material even than the recent one along the Lomba river.

It is in South Africa's interests to be out of Angola and South-West Africa, with reasonable safeguards for the integrity and security of its own borders. The money, resolve, energy and manpower at present involved in both those countries should be invested in trying to build up this land and in solving problems to the non-discriminatory benefit of all who live here.
WASHINGTON — The United States has come out against South Africa’s offer to withdraw its troops from Angola if all other foreign troops do likewise.

The United Nations gave a decidedly cool reception to the offer made by the South Africa ambassador to the UN, Mr Les Manley, to the Security Council on Monday.

“We do not believe South Africa’s withdrawal from Angola can be pre-conditioned on the withdrawal of Cuban forces,” a US State Department official said yesterday.

A spokesman for the UN Secretary-General, Mr Javier Perez de Cuellar, said: “We have always rejected any linkage between the South African forces and the Cuban troops in Angola, whose presence is a matter for the Angolan government.”

Repeating a belief that the Angolan and SWA/Namibian conflicts could not be settled militarily, the American official said the US was seeking a political settlement that would lead to all foreign forces leaving the region.

— "SA RIGHT" NOT RECOGNISED —

While the US was working to get the Cubans out of Angola to facilitate independence for Namibia, “we do not recognise any South African right to use Namibia as a base to intervene militarily in the Angolan civil war.

“We have consistently urged an end to cross-border violence in the region, including by South African forces,” the official said.

The US did not believe South Africa should remain in Angola until the Cubans were out.

The UN spokesman, Mr Francois Gobell, said: “It is a bilateral matter for the Angolans and South Africa. It is not a matter for the Security Council.”

Diplomats said there was no chance that the proposal would be acceptable to the other parties.

The Security Council was expected to vote today on a resolution to condemn South Africa for sending troops into Angola although Mr Manley said South African troops represented only about five percent of the total personnel involved in recent fighting in southern Angola.
Beaufort West men jailed for murder, public violence

GRAHAMSTOWN — Two Benefi West men were sentenced to 21 years for murder and public violence.

Sithole Duma and a 17-year-old youth were part of a group of 23 residents sentenced to 21 years in prison for murder and public violence.

A victim of the incident was stabbed by the main offender at the scene of the incident. Both men received two year's suspension on charges ranging from public violence to culpable homicide.

Five left the court before the trial started, and two more were not present. Four were granted bail pending sentencing.

CTPA in publication launch

THE Cape Town Express Professional As-

sociation is set to launch two alternative education publications in its Rep-

resentative Support Card in the next few months.

The event, on December 3, will also discuss the association's interna-

tional program and its position on the Freedom Charter.

Africanist movement, Amalita to be launched

PORT ELIZABETH — An Africanist movement, Amalita, will be launched on the day of the Vow, the day that the Chief Justice was knighted.

Amalita will include black people who have been dispossessed of their land and are seeking justice.

The movement will be launched on the day of the Vow, with a march through the city.

Police swoop on vigilantes

DURBAN — A police swoop on alleged vigilantes in the street has been announced.

The operation was carried out at a suspected location in the area.

The operation followed complaints that the vigilantes were harassing residents in the area.

Stofile's wife, five others, detained in Ciskei

EAST LONDON — Several people were detained in Ciskei on Thursday.

The detentions were made after a protest against the police for allegedly killing a man.

The detainees were taken to the police station in Ciskei.

No bail granted for Wayne Malgas

BAIL was not considered for any of the 13 people who appeared in the Cape Town Magistrate's Court last week on charges of public violence.

They are accused of causing disorder in Ciskei.

SOUTH-Africa incorrectly reported that one of the accused, Mr. Stofile, was arrested.

Local body a 'peace risk'

PORT ELIZABETH — The George local authority has been accused of being a black local authority for lawlessness.

Representing townships resident at a meeting held in George, the George Association (GCA) objected to the proposed construction of a black local authority saying it would lead to public peace at risk.

Two weeks ago the government was accused of doing nothing to stop the rise of lawlessness in the townships.

The GCA said the government was looking for any excuse to establish local government for residents in Ciskei.

The GCA said it had no authority to publish a newspaper that showed the government.

They demanded that the GCA be replaced by the townships' representatives.

A visit to the Savimbis

By SYLVIA VOLLENHOVEN

JANRA, the headquarters of Umzimvubu holds a visit to the visitors' center.

There are heavy vehicles tracking around and we have to duck to avoid getting hit by any of them.

Wayne Malgas, had been granted bail.

Although the court was recommending that he should go to jail, he was granted bail and is free.

Two weeks ago the government was accused of doing nothing to stop the rise of lawlessness in the townships.

The government was accused of doing nothing to stop the rise of lawlessness in the townships.

The government was accused of doing nothing to stop the rise of lawlessness in the townships.
FEATURE

No end in sight to Angola's 12-year war

From MARK VERBAAN
WINSTON TELFAUR - 14 years ago, with the start of South African involvement in Angola, the country's war against the MPLA regime began. Today, some 14 years later, the war continues unabated.

At the beginning of this month, SADF forces captured a South African border post at Tete in Mozambique, and a similar incident occurred on the border between Angola and Namibia. Both incidents reportedly involved the infiltration of small groups of SADF troops into the respective countries.

The South African intervention in Angola is part of a larger regional conflict involving several countries in southern Africa. The conflict has been characterized by repeated border incidents, sneak attacks, and cross-border maneuvers.

The war has taken a heavy toll on the population of Angola, with estimates of over a million people internally displaced and hundreds of thousands externally displaced. The conflict has also had a significant impact on the economy, with widespread destruction of infrastructure and loss of human capital.

The international community has been divided on how to respond to the conflict. While some countries have called for a negotiated solution, others have supported the South African intervention, arguing that it is necessary to contain the spread of instability and to protect South African interests.

Despite the various attempts at mediation and peace talks, the war in Angola continues to escalate, with no end in sight. The situation remains precarious, with both sides showing no signs of willingness to compromise.

The ongoing conflict has raised concerns about the durability of the current regime in Angola and the potential for further regional instability. The future of the war in Angola remains uncertain, with a resolution seeming increasingly elusive.
Caught in web of apartheid education

The Cape Teachers Professional Association said it could not condone actions of students who attempted to force teachers to give lessons in English, which they said was a condition for their education of the school.

The CTAP believes that these actions may instigate conflict and violence, which could cause harm to teachers and students.

The Supreme Court of Appeal has ruled that the state must provide education in all languages.

The court noted that the state's failure to do so had led to widespread protests and legal challenges.

The government has been criticized for its slow response to the issue, with many educators saying they feel undervalued.

Students have been demanding better conditions, including higher salaries and better facilities.

The government has promised to improve education systems, but many educators say they need more than just promises.

The CTAP called on the government to take immediate action to address the issue.

Education is a right, and it should be accessible to all learners, regardless of their language.

The CTAP is calling on the government to provide education in all languages, and to address the underlying issues that are driving the protests.

Image: A group of students stand in front of a school building, holding signs and chanting.

Text: "We demand education in all languages!"

Franklin Sonn"
Beaufort West men jailed for murder, public violence

GRAHAMSTOWN — Two Beaufort West men were sentenced for an effective 21 years and five years for murder and public violence.

Sunday Dawson, a 17-year-old youth was part of a group of 31 residents who, at the time, were residing in a township on the outskirts of Grahamstown.

Mr. David Mntwane, the 46-year-old man, was sentenced to 21 years in prison for murder and public violence. The other men were arrested on charges ranging from public violence to culpable homicide.

Five lived in the same house at the time of the incident. The house was charged at the end of the state's case.

CTPA in publication launch

The Cape Teachers' Professional Association launched their publication, "The Teacher's Guide to Alternative Education," at a special event held at the Teachers' Charter Meeting next week.

The meeting, on December 3, will also discuss the organization's international programme and its position on the Freedom Charter.

All interested teachers and students are invited to attend.

Africanist movement

Ama-Africa to be launched

PORT ELIZABETH — An Africanist movement, Ama-Africa, will be launched on the Day of the Dying, the day when the Zulu warriors were slaughtered at the Battle of Blood River.

Ama-Africa leader the Rev. Shepherd Kanyane said December 16 was significant because "whites today will have to come face-to-face with the Africans" fighting for a new South Africa.

Anama, "an African with a dream," said, "I have seen Africa as a part of my destiny." He added that the movement is "a new South Africa." Kanyane also added that the movement will have "a firm and steady foot in the struggle for liberation." Concord News Agency.

Police swoop on vigilantes

DURBAN — Police launched a huge swoop on alleged vigilantes in the state-owned town of KwaMashu township this week.

One resident said it was a relief when the operation had ended in the town last week, she said.

Stoffel's wife, five others, detained in Ciskei

EAST LONDON — Several people from the town of Stoffel's home in Ciskei have been arrested, including his wife and five others.

The detainees were arrested under the security laws, which have been in force since the Supreme Court overturned a previous decision.

No bail granted for Wayne Malgas

BAIL was not considered for any of the 15 people who appeared in the Cape Town Magistrates Court last week, and a decision on bail will be made within 10 weeks, four months in detention for the accused.

The accused are charged with ANC activities.

South Africa's first black leader was reportedly shot dead in the town.

Local body a 'peace risk'

PORT ELIZABETH — The George Civic Association has denounced the local council for its alleged misuse of funds.

The association said that the council had failed to keep an eye on the community and that the misuse of funds was a "serious threat to the peace and stability of the town." The association also expressed its concern about the "lack of accountability" of the council.

"There are those who think they can do whatever they want without being accountable," the association said. "We are calling for a change in the way things are done in the town, and we believe that the council is not doing its job properly."
Mr. Pik Botha

tactics
astonish
Botha

Political Staff

IN HIS reaction to the United Nations resolution last night, the Foreign Minister, Mr. Pik Botha, also revealed that he and President PW Botha were closer to the action in Angola than had been supposed.

He said it had been "astonishing" to see how the Russian advisers, who had desperately wanted a victory, had sent young black MPLA soldiers over the Lomba river in waves to be shot by UNITA forces.

A conservative estimate of the MPLA losses was 4,000 dead and more than that number wounded.

He said that, six brigades, each of between 1,100 and 5,000 men, had been wiped out by between 60% and 80%.

It was also estimated that more than $2 billion of the most sophisticated weaponry in Russia's armoured had been destroyed by UNITA.

Rejecting the Security Council resolution, Mr. Botha said: "We cannot allow people to prescribe to us about our security."
UN orders SA out of Angola

NEW YORK.—The UN Security Council has unanimously demanded that South Africa unconditionally withdraw all its forces from Angola, where they have been involved in heavy fighting in recent weeks.

The resolution also condemned South Africa for its "continued and intensified acts of aggression" against Angola and requested the Secretary General, Dr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, to monitor the ordered pullout and report back by December 10.

The resolution did not mention a South African proposal during the council debate to withdraw its troops by December 9, if all foreign forces did the same.

The council demanded that South Africa "cease immediately its acts of aggression" against Angola, "unconditionally withdraw all its forces occupying Angolan territory," and scrupulously respect that country's sovereignty, airspace, territorial integrity and independence.

A number of speakers in the debate, including Angola's deputy foreign minister, Mr. Venancio de Moura, expressed indignation that the State President, Mr. P.W. Botha, and several Cabinet colleagues, recently crossed into southern Angola to visit their troops.

Pretoria acknowledged last week that its forces were fighting on the side of rebels of the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA), battling the Luanda government.

The resolution also contained a strong condemnation of South Africa for using SWA/Namibia as a springboard for acts of aggression and destabilisation against Angola.

Speaking after the vote, the US representative, Mr. Vernon Walters, said he had supported the resolution because his government objected to the crossing of borders by foreign forces.

But he had reservations about some of the language in the resolution, while noting the US did not recognise the Angolan Government.

The resolution also did not take into account "the fact that in Angola there is a civil war and a conflict involving foreign expeditionary forces in addition to those of South Africa," Mr. Walters said.

"It is the position of the US that all foreign combat forces in the region must be withdrawn. This means not only the withdrawal from Namibia and Angola of South African forces, but also the withdrawal from Angola of Cuban and other foreign troops as well."

He said the US would continue to pursue negotiations with Angola aimed at achieving peace and security.

Britain's deputy UN representative, Mr. John Birch, speaking before the vote, said his government deplored and condemned South Africa's "undesirable conduct" and was deeply concerned at its consequences.

"A solution to Angola's problems — and those of the region as a whole — would be facilitated by the withdrawal of all foreign troops."

The Angolan representative, Mr. Elissio de Figueiredo, addressing the council after adoption of the resolution, said it was no coincidence that a number of speakers had "used the analogy of the fascist Hitler when referring to the illegal visit of the racist junta leaders to our sovereign territory."

"They came like thieves in the night, because that is what these racists are — they have stolen not only the birthright of their own people, but also that of the people of Namibia," he said. — Sapa-RNS
Missing
SA pilot's body found

By CHRIS STEYN

The body of Captain Andre Stapa, the South African Air Force pilot whose Impala jet was shot down in Angola last week, has been recovered by Angolan troops in the south of Cunene province about 200km north of the Namibian border.

The defence Force was yesterday still waiting to verify the alleged find, but, according to the official Angolan news agency Angop, troops found the wreckage and the "helmet with portions of the pilot's skull and the safety belt", near the town of Cujuali.

Angop, monitored in Lisbon, said the 39-year-old Capt Stapa's body was found still strapped to his seat close to the wreckage of the jet.

A spokesman for the SAAF yesterday said the search for the pilot and his plane would continue until there had been some official confirmation of the Angolan report.

If the Angolan report is correct it would seem to indicate that Capt Stapa did not have enough time to eject before the aircraft crashed.

Capt Stapa is one of more than 20 South African military casualties who have died fighting alongside UNITA in the past month.

An SADF spokesman told the Cape Times yesterday that they had "nothing to add to the statement made on November 17 that Captain Andre Anthony Stapa, 39, of the SAAF, was reported missing after his aircraft crashed during a night operation against Swapo terrorists near Ovamboland on Sunday November 15".

But an Angolan military spokesman quoted by Angop, said the jet was downed by Angolan anti-aircraft fire on November 16 as it bombed "Angolan defensive positions".

Although the SADF declined yesterday to disclose the whereabouts of Captain Stapa's wife, Mrs CF Stapa, it is believed that she is staying with family somewhere in the Cape.

Defense Headquarters announced last night that Rifleman Marius Johannes Mitton (23) died yesterday morning in 1 Military Hospital in Voortrekkerhoogte of wounds suffered in a skirmish on Wednesday November 11, 1987, in the Cuando-Cubango province of south-east Angola. He is survived by his mother, Mrs M H Mitton of 29 Orange Street, Oberholzer, Carletonville.
SA SCORES THE WORLD ON ANGOL
SADF won't withdraw from Angola, says Pik

PRETORIA — Mr Pik Botha has blamed the aggression in Angola on the “MPLA regime” and said South African forces would not pull out — in accordance with a United Nations Security Council resolution — until all other foreign troops were withdrawn.

Mr Botha said the SADF would only withdraw when South Africa’s security interests were no longer directly affected by the “present Russian-Cuban supported campaign”.

The South African Government’s rejection of the UN resolution was outlined in a statement by Foreign Minister Botha last night.

Mr Botha said it was “significant” that the majority of countries who took part in the UN debate did not attempt to reply to the argument that the civil war in Angola was the direct result of the MPLA’s violation of the Alvor Agreement of January 15 1975.

ELECTIONS

“Nothing that the Security Council can decide can change this fact.

“Up to the time of, and even during 1974/75 collapse and subsequent-withdrawal of the Portuguese from Angola, one sees Unita as initially the only movement led, in action by a leadership that based itself inside Angola,” said Mr Botha.

The signatories to the accord had pledged themselves to the principle of Angolan territorial integrity and elections to be contested by the three main parties in Angola at the time — the FNLA, MPLA and Unita — were set for November 11 1975, prior to independence.

At the time an agreement was reached between the Portuguese, the FNLA, whose leader was Dr Holden Roberto; the MPLA, under Dr Augustinho Neto; and Unita, led by Jonas Savimbi.

But, said Mr Botha: “With the ink barely dry on the agreement, clashes began between the FNLA and the MPLA which eventually led to Soviet and Cuban interference, resulting in the MPLA being put into power by the Soviet Union and Cuban forces.”

It was the MPLA who broke the Alvor Agreement. The people of Angola had not yet had the opportunity to voluntarily choose a government, he said.

The government in Luanda was now maintained by more than 40 000 Cuban troops and a large number of Soviet and other Eastern Bloc advisors and experts.

The civil war which had continued for the past decade was therefore the direct result of the “unjust actions” of the MPLA, supported by Cuban, Russian and other communist forces, said Mr Botha.

South Africa was not a party to the war, but obviously had, as the most important regional power, a direct interest in the security of the region as a whole, and had to look to its own security.

South Africa’s limited participation amounted to no more than five percent of these numerical strengths, and comprised mainly artillery protection for Unita forces that simply did not have the “lethal and sophisticated modern weaponry” such as had been supplied to the MPLA by the Soviet Union.

The MPLA government, the statement said, had attained power through force with the aid of the Soviets and also allowed ANC and SWAPO “terrorists” to be trained in Angola to carry out violent deeds in South Africa and Namibia.

The South African Government rejected the UN decision, the statement said, and would decide itself when South African troops would be withdrawn from the “present battle field”.

SA SOLDIER

The statement said South Africa would welcome a visit by the UN Secretary-general, Dr Javier Perez de Cuellar, to the affected part of Angola.

● A South African soldier who was wounded in fighting in southern Angola died in a Pretoria hospital yesterday, the SADF announced.

Riflemen Marius Johannes Mitton, 20, died at a military hospital of wounds sustained in a skirmish on November 11 in the Cuando Cubango province of south-east Angola”, an SADF spokesman said.

Riflemen Mitton is survived by his mother, Mrs M H Mitton of 20 Oranje Street, Obersholzer, Carlstonville.

The death brought the number of reported fatalities this month to 26. — Sapa and the Argus Correspondent.
'Necklace' not the ANC's method, terrorism trial told

Staff Reporter

THE "necklace" was not a method of execution endorsed by the African National Congress but a "people's initiative", Mr Mxolisi Edward Petane, 29, of KTC told the Supreme Court.

Mr Petane, a member of Umkhonto we Sizwe, the armed wing of the ANC, is on trial on three charges of terrorism and two of attempted murder.

One of the terrorism charges relates to a car bomb found outside the Dion Shopping Centre in Parow last year. Mr Petane told the court that the bomb did not have a primer and could not explode.

Asked yesterday whether the "necklace" was a method used by the ANC to deter collaboration with the State, Mr Petane said it was not.

"It's the people's initiative and not the policy of the ANC. In fact the president (Mr Oliver Tambo) has just endorsed this at the recent Harare conference," said Mr Petane.

"Our people"

"Then how do you justify necklace murders?" asked State counsel Mr D Rothwell SC.

Mr Justice Conradie disallowed the question, saying this was a collateral issue.

Mr Petane told the court he had returned to South Africa after ANC military training in Angola and the Soviet Union.

"I returned to defend our people against the State's terror by attacking Casspirs, Hippas, collaborators and any other military targets," he said in cross-examination.

Mr Petane described himself as a soldier of Umkhonto we Sizwe who took orders like any soldier. He had no regrets about joining the ANC and felt "no remorse" about shooting at Constable Johan Kotze or detonating a hand grenade near four policemen.

Mr Rothwell: And if the Dion bomb had gone off, would you have had any remorse about that?

'Mr Petane: Yes sir.

Mr Rothwell: The ultimate aim of Umkhonto we Sizwe was to fight a war.

'Mr Petane: Yes sir.

Mr Rothwell: And if you win the war what happens?

'Mr Petane: We defend our victory.

Mr Rothwell: And the first thing you do is kick out the present Government?

'Mr Petane: Correct sir.

Mr Rothwell: And what government will replace it?

'Mr Petane: A democratic government.

Mr Rothwell: There are democracies and democracies. A socialist government?

'Mr Petane: No sir. We have a programme for the takeover, the Freedom Charter, that does not promote socialism.

Mr Rothwell: You know the Freedom Charter then ... it was part of your political indoctrination ... ?

'Mr Petane: It was part of my political education, yes.

Mr Justice Conradie is sitting with assessors Mr L. P. Francis and Mr W. R. Vivier. Mr Rothwell is assisted by Mr M. Stowe, Mr M. Donen, instructed by R. Vassen and Co, appears for Mr Petane.
We stay, declares defiant Pik

SA rejects UN call to quit Angola

MPLA to blame for war, says Pik

It was significant that the majority of countries which took part in the debate in the UN Security Council on South Africa's involvement in Angola did not attempt to reply to the argument that the current civil war was the direct result of the MPLA's violation of the Alver Agreement of 35 August 1975, Foreign Minister Mr Pik Botha said last night.

"Nothing that the Security Council can decide can change this fact," Mr Botha said.

"Up to the time of, and even during, the 1975/76 collapse and subsequent withdrawal of the Portuguese from Angola, one sees Unita as initially the only movement with a leadership based inside Angola.

The Portuguese included Unita in the Alver Agreement which was hammered out and signed in the Portuguese Algarve over a period of five days ending on January 15 1975.

"It followed a trilateral accord signed earlier that month by Neio, Roberto and Savimbi under pressure from the OAU.

The signatories to that accord pledged themselves to the principle of Angolan territorial integrity, to work in co-operation and to join in a peaceful reconstruction.

"The actual Alver Agreement named the three major nationalistic movements as the legitimate heirs to Angoland appointed personnels in a coalition government, with a right to produce a presidential constitution and to hold elections prior to independence, set for November 11 1975.

"Provisions were also made for a national army to be formed of 8,000 men from each movement, matched by 24,000 men from the Portuguese army.

"With the ink barely dry on the agreement, clashes began between the FNLA and the MPLA which eventually led to Soviet and Cuban interference in Angola, resulting in the MPLA being supplanted by the Soviet/Cuban-backed government.

"Ditola refused to accept this situation and, after six months of civil war, has risen in Angoland.

South Africa has flatly rejected a United Nations' demand to withdraw its troops unconditionally from southern Angola and says it will remain there as long as it feels its security is threatened.

The UN Security Council unanimously demanded yesterday that South Africa halt acts of aggression against Angola, unconditionally withdraw its forces and respect the country's territorial integrity and independence.

The South African Governor of South Africa will not be procumented in this manner regarding its security," Foreign Minister Mr Pik Botha said in a television interview hours after the Security Council call.

South Africa says it has lost 12 men this month in fighting against Angolan government forces backed by Soviet advisors and an estimated 16,000 Cuban troops.

It is helping Dr Jonas Savimbi's rebel movement, Unita, which is fighting a guerrilla war against the Marxist Lunda government from its powerbase in south-eastern Angola.

Mr Botha said in a statement that South Africa could not ignore the right to fight for its security interests.

South Africa would pull out of Angola when other foreign troops left or when its security was no longer threatened.

If Angolan government forces defeated Unita and occupied all of southern Angola, neighbours Botswana and Zambia could be sucked into conflict "with untold consequences for southern Africa".

He said UN secretary-general, Mr Javier Perez de Cuellar, was welcome to visit the war zone and see the extent of Soviet and Cuban involvement.

For the first time, Mr Botha's statement gave some indication of the extent of South Africa's military role in Angola.

He said South Africa's force was less than five percent of the 25,000 men fielded by both Unita and the Angolan government.

He also said the South African role had been mainly limited to artillery support for Unita, Diplomats have said that South Africa's G-3 gun played a key role in driving back the MPLA offensive." -- Sapa-Reuters.
ANGOLA

Signs of peace

The high cost of the recent battle between the South African-backed forces of Unita and the Soviet and Cuban supported Fapla troops of the MPLA could well lead to a diplomatic breakthrough. A stalemate has been reached in terms of military strategy, reckons Andre du Pisani of the SA Institute of International Affairs.

He says Unita has made no major inroads during the fierce battle. "The costs to all sides have escalated tremendously. For SA it has meant the loss of equipment, lives and political risk, whereas the Soviets have gone as far as they can technologically."

"The Soviets will run big risks if they upgrade the equipment they have been giving to the Angolans. They may lose it to Unita, and SA will be able to copy some of the sophisticated equipment, as Magnus Malan has just announced."

Du Pisani lambasts as tactless President PW Botha's recent visit to Angola. "It gives SA a credibility problem in the diplomatic process; already the country is not trusted as an honest broker."

The international reaction to the visit was further aggravated by SA's military presence in Namibia, says Du Pisani. "It would have been less damaging if he had flown directly to Angola. Our presence in Namibia is highly tenuous in terms of international law."

Deon Fourie of Unisa's Strategic Studies department agrees that the visit was tactless in the international context. But he says Botha's visit should also be seen as an act of strength and a message to Angola, "a sign of enormous self-confidence in the capabilities of his troops."

Fourie agrees that the Angolans would be wise not to attach too much importance to continuous future support from the Soviet Union. "There are many signs that the Soviets are tired of their involvement in Afghani-stan. And although victory in Angola would mean a lot to party leader Mikhail Gorbachev, defeat would not go down well in the Politburo."

Fourie says the role of the Cubans has also changed during the last year. According to military sources, it is clear that the Cubans are in most cases only used to guarding connecting routes and coastal towns, says Fourie.

Du Pisani does not attach any importance to UN Ambassador Les Munley's offer involving a total foreign troop withdrawal from Angola by December 9. He says this is an old South African trick — one which they have used with success in their dealings over Namibia.

"What is important is that it is part of SA's bargaining position. As long as they keep sending up these signals, SA keeps the other countries engaged in the diplomatic and political process. It is then difficult for these countries — the US, the Soviets and the Angolans — to withdraw from negotiation."

It does look as if there is some movement on the diplomatic front. If Munley's offer will be taken seriously, then of course there should be no further impediments to some kind of a ceasefire — providing SA keeps to its side of the bargain.
'Thank God I'm alive' last letter

By CHRIS STEYN

A SOLDIER who was killed in Angola on Wednesday sent a letter to his parents in Oudtshoorn four weeks ago in which he wrote: "I can thank God that I am still alive."

Defence headquarters announced yesterday afternoon that Trooper Johann Raubenheimer Meyer, 20, died in action in the Cuando-Cubango province of south-east Angola.

The chief of the South African Defence Force, General Janie Geldenhuys, expressed his sympathy with the next-of-kin, relatives and friends of Trooper Meyer and assured them of all possible support.

In an interview with the Cape Times yesterday evening the dead soldier's father, Mr J P Meyer, of Langenhoven Avenue, said: "The shock is too great for me."

A distraught Mr Meyer said the family last saw their son eight months ago, but were expecting him home in 14 days' time.

"We've been preparing for his return. We would have given him a party," Mr Meyer said.

He also disclosed that the Meyer family had received a letter from their son about four weeks ago.

"He wrote to tell us that he was fighting in Angola, and said he could thank God that he was still alive," Mr Meyer said.

Trooper Meyer, who attended school in Oudtshoorn, was a keen rugby player and intended going to university next year. He was not married.

Observers said the death brought the total number of SADF casualties in Angola, since October 31, to 23. This excludes SWA Territory Force casualties.
Angola: what will SA do now?

The West is turning its back on South Africa in the Security Council over Angola this week, after South Africa's military invasion of the Angolan civil war has led to international condemnation. The invasion has also embroiled South Africa in a territorial dispute with Namibia, which it had previously occupied. The invasion has led to international sanctions against South Africa, including a trade embargo.

As far as the world is concerned, South Africa has no business to be in Angola, or anywhere else in Namibia, according to this week's edition of the Sunday Times. The invasion of Angola by South African forces is seen as a violation of Namibia's territorial integrity. The invasion has also led to increased tensions between South Africa and the United Nations Security Council, as the council has begun to take action against South Africa for its involvement in the Angolan civil war.

The invasion of Angola has also led to increased scrutiny of South Africa's foreign policy, as it has become apparent that the country is struggling to maintain its influence in the region. The invasion has also led to increased scrutiny of South Africa's relationship with the United States, as the two countries have had a long history of cooperation in the region.

The invasion of Angola has also led to increased scrutiny of South Africa's human rights record. The invasion has led to increased concerns about human rights abuses in South Africa, as well as in Angola. The invasion has also led to increased scrutiny of South Africa's role in the region, as it has become apparent that the country is struggling to maintain its influence in the region.
MPLA holds war

SATURDAY STAR AFRICA
NEWS SERVICE

Two South African mechanized forces are still inside Angola and the latest edition of the authoritative James's De Jong Weekly,

And in another development, a South African team, led by General Stow, MPLA Central Committee member and former guerrilla leader, has been moving since Wednesday to capture the town of Cunene.

According to James's De Jong Weekly, one South African team is operating in Cunene province, while another is near the capital.

In what is described as the toughest operation to date, the South African forces deployed in southern Cabinda province are reportedly on the offensive.

It is claimed that the South African forces have made significant progress, including the capture of several towns and villages.

Soldier to be buried in heroes’ acre

SADF member Marcus Milton Botes, who died from injuries sustained in Angola, will be given a military funeral.

The Department of Defence on Friday said in a news release that the service would be held in the Pretoria National Monument.

He would be buried in the heroes’ acre at the Carletonville cemetery.

Top Unita man warns of ‘big push’

BONN – Unita plans to launch an offensive against Angola’s Marxist MPLA government next year, their military intelligence chief said on an interview published by the Welt newspaper.

The West German daily quoted the leader of the independence movement, Jonas Savimbi, as saying that the offensive was being prepared for the coming months.

“Unita is preparing for the coming month,” he added.

The South African-backed Unita forces comprised 20,000 regular troops and 50,000 guerrillas. The regulars operated in battalions of 1,000 men, former guerrillas in units of 500 – or in special commands of 80.

He said Unita controlled two-thirds of the former Portuguese colony, and the other third had been the “field of operations for penetration specialists”.

Asked about a possible Unita attack on the Guinea Oil Company’s refinery at Cunene, where United States technicians are working, he said that would be a highly political move.

“Africa has been a battle of American and British forces as well as by French, British, and others.”

Of the forces fighting on the side of the Marxist government in Angola, General Chevyrostrovich commanded the 2,000 Soviet troops in Angola, General von Status the 2,600 East Germans, General Kramm the 47,000 Cubans, Colonel Lezio Monteiro the 3,500 Portuguese (former colonists).

He said Unita’s government’s forces numbered 6,000, with 2,000 serving in the navy and 1,000 in the air force. To this had to be added 7,000 from the South African People’s Liberation Army (SAPLA) and 1,000 from the Popular National Congress (CNDP) who were operating in Angola, as well as 2,500 Cuban and 2,500 Angolan regulars, and 7,000 Kalingas, gobernars from the former Belgian Congo.

Chandendro said the Soviet military leadership had split Angola into two regions and had built up a network of military training schools, infantry bases, airfields, and naval bases.

Cannon guard

Reporters from the United Press said that the last 70 of the 140 cannons were loaded with shells in the Lunda River battle and they were ready for a heavy bombardment.

The South African forces deployed in southern Cabinda province are reportedly on the offensive.

It is claimed that the South African forces have made significant progress, including the capture of several towns and villages.

A mortar minefield near the town of Cunene is reportedly in place to prevent any possible heavy air support.
MPLA holds talks on war failure

A man warns of 'big push'

SOUTH AFRICA NEWS SERVICE

Two South African mechanized forces are still inside Angola, says the latest edition of the authoritative Jane's Defence Weekly.

And in another development, Katjirasuro and Angola's ruling MPLA Central Committee had been meeting recently to discuss the future of the rebellion.

According to Jane's Defence Weekly, the South African force is operating in western Angola to support the government's efforts to defeat the MPLA. The FS reconnaissance unit, with 1,000 South African troops, was involved in a battle in the northern province of Namibe.

But the South African forces are being bolstered by a FAPLA brigade and a support from Cuban troops in the province, the magazine said.

Cannon guard

Reports earlier this month had said South Africa had sent up to 100 of its 40-ton cannon to the Luanda River battle zone, and that they had been involved in the fighting.

But the battle, said the magazine, involved 1,000 South African, 800 Cuban and 2,000 Angolan troops. The total casualties were nearly 27 percent of the force.

More than 14 percent of the 3,000 troops FAPLA committed to the battle died. If one adds up the estimated 1,000 wounded, this would mean that FAPLA lost 15 percent of its troops in the battle.

In addition, Jane's Defence Weekly estimates FAPLA was suffering 12,000 wounds of which 2,000 are fatal. In addition, FAPLA was losing 15 percent of its troops.

The MPLA Central Committee meeting is also expected to hear explanations for the bad fighting that had occurred against FAPLA.

The Angolan government has already decided to deploy additional FAPLA forces in the Luanda River battle zone, including a brigade on the front. This includes a total of 38,000 troops in Angola, including a brigade on the front. This includes a total of 38,000 troops in Angola, including a brigade on the front.
Red Cross

Mr. Dear:

I am writing you today in the hope that you will be able to help me with a problem that is causing me a great deal of concern. I have been volunteering at the local Red Cross office for the past few years and have had the opportunity to help many people during their times of need.

Recently, I was approached by a family who is facing a difficult situation. They have two children who are attending school in the area, and their home is located in a remote area that is not easily accessible. The family is struggling to make ends meet and is unable to provide for the basic needs of their children.

I have been working with them to try to find a way to help, but I have been unable to come up with a solution. I was wondering if you might be able to offer some assistance or guidance in this matter.

Thank you for your time and consideration. I appreciate your help in this matter.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
bring about a "general African war" in Angola.

The war has been a high-casualty affair, with an estimated 30,000 to 35,000 military and civilian deaths reported so far. The United Nations has estimated that the war has cost Angola about $10 billion in damages.

Economically, the war has also had a significant impact. The Angolan economy, which largely depends on oil exports, has been severely affected. The International Monetary Fund has estimated that the war has reduced Angola's GDP by about 50%.

Despite these challenges, there have been some positive developments. The Angolan government has taken steps to improve its economic situation, including introducing measures to attract foreign investment and liberalizing its economy.

The future of Angola remains uncertain, with ongoing political instability and economic challenges. However, there are hopes that a durable peace can be achieved, allowing the country to chart a new course of development and prosperity.

In conclusion, Angola's war has been a costly and destructive conflict that has had a profound impact on the country's economy, society, and political landscape. While there have been some positive developments, the road to peace and reconstruction remains a long and difficult one.
UNITA controls As Terras Livres de Angola, the Free Lands of Angola — the south-eastern third of the country.

The administrative capital, Jamba, is reached by a semi-clandestine flight from a point of departure in black Africa whose identity one is asked to conceal.

Even impeccably liberal visitors are not too disturbed to learn that the plots are South African, and the atmosphere in the blacked-out aircraft is lightened considerably when they demonstrate the use of the refrigerated drawer with cold beer (South African beer).

Jamba is in an arid and otherwise uninhabited corner of the country, known to the Portuguese as the End of the World, to which officials were sent as punishment.

I was surprised, I confess, to see such well-turned-out soldiers, and even military policemen in white gloves and helmets with red bands performing salute duty on dusty tracks, directing the almost nonexistent traffic.

There is no money in As Terras Livres: soldiers receive rations, while peasants in agricultural areas barter their surpluses in government-run stores.

The goods come from South Africa, where they are paid for in ivory, timber and diamonds (when Unita controls the mines).

Our tour was well organised, to say the least.

Yet the word Free in the Free Lands of Angola is used in its idiocentric sense, which bears no resemblance whatsoever to the meaning of the word as understood in Europe or America. (This, of course, is at the heart of the Afrikaner nationalism, if not of all nationalism).

There is an inescapable personality cult in the Free Lands, for which Savimbi might perhaps be a more appropriate name. Savimbi’s face, his words, are everywhere. Children learn to recite his speeches and poetry, not very good poetry, by all accounts, but the only poetry there is in that it is therefore essential to ensure a reliable supply of the humble consumer goods that African peasants need.

All this may sound trite, but it has escaped the notice of the majority of Saviours, Teachers, Marshal, Emperors and President-Eternal who have arisen in Africa since independence.

Fears are that it is therefore essential to ensure a reliable supply of the humble consumer goods that African peasants need.

His aim had been to bring the MPLA to the realisation that they could never win the war either.

Once they realised that, they might be willing to negotiate. Indeed, there was said already to exist a faction within the MPLA in favour of such negotiations.

There are difficulties with this strategy, and one fears it is either military victory or nothing. The MPLA government is not a free agent. It is likely that the Cubans now cannot afford to see there to be no war in Angola.

Thus, it is likely that if the MPLA government began seriously to negotiate there would be an Afghan-style coup. So long as the Cubans encircle is under MPLA control, the war will continue in its present form.

Savimbi is frank and unabashed about the South African aid he receives. Someone who is drowning does not examine too closely the motives of the man who throws him the lifebelt (an argument the MPLA could use, of course).

South Africa supplies Unita with free fuel and sells it most of its supplies. West Germany is its largest financial backer and Morocco trains its troops.

But if he didn’t take supplies from South Africa, Savimbi ‘asked, from where would he take them? Zambia, or Zaire perhaps? But everything obtainable there comes from South Africa anyway.

And South Africa, despite the inflated rhetoric, poses much less of a threat to the rest of Africa than the Soviet bloc because it is powerful as it is, with half of all Africa’s industrial output — it cannot begin to match the resources of the Soviet Union and its satellites.

Furthermore, apartheid is not an aggressively expansionist doctrine capable of attracting African elites to communism.

Unfortunately, once you understand personal experience that communism does not work, to say the least, it is already too late.

Savimbi is rather less frank about the personality cult surrounding him. He said to us it was not his idea, and one heard tell several times that he did not care for it at all (as Stalin did not care for his cult).

He talked of the new multi-party Angola that would arise in the wake of peace, where a man be Unita or MPLA according to taste, or even apolitical if he so chose. Frankly I didn’t believe a word of it.

Compulsory reformation of one man’s thoughts is not to the age of six are not good training for futurists of a pluralist democracy.

Savimbi pleaded the exigencies of war. Can I tell the people to speak of anything like that, he asked but not of me?

And did Churchill and De Gaulle, during the war, not symbolise the resistance is the British and French people? I thought the point inexequable of the whole amounted to mendacity.

Perhaps it is true that the circumstances demand a personality cult, the without the movements would never have grown would have fallen apart.

But the imposition of the most drastic intellectual and political freedom and truthfully be presented such.

Moreover, history is exactly replete with examples of dictators who granted liberty to their subjects.

But Extract from The Spectator Magazine London.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

CASE STUDY NO.5 : ORKNEY BISCUIT COMPANY LTD

Percy Jones, managing director of Orkney Biscuit Company, Ltd., was trying to decide whether to expand the company by adding a new product line. The proposal seemed likely to be profitable and adequate funds to finance it could be obtained from outside investors.

Orkney Biscuit has long been regarded as a well company. It had succeeded in keeping its present lines up to date and had maintained a small but position in a highly competitive industry.

The accounting value of total assets presently on the company was approximately R4 000 000, and was to remain at this level if the proposal for the new line was rejected. Net income after tax from operations amounted to about R400 000 a year, and best forecast was that this would continue to be obtained from present operations.

Introduction of the new product line would require immediate investment of R400 000 in equipment and in additional working capital. A further R3 800 000 working capital would be required a year later.

Sales of the new product line would be relatively low in the first year, but would increase steadily until the end of the year. After that period, changing tastes and increased competition would probably begin to reduce annual sales. After ten years, the product line would probably be withdrawn from the market. At that time, the company would sell the equipment for its scrap value and liquidate the working capital at cash value of the equipment and working capital at cash value of the equipment and working capital at a loss of R50 000.

The low initial sales volume, combined with promotional outlays, would lead to heavy losses in two years, and no net income would be reported in the next three years. The profit forecasts for the new project are summarized in Exhibit 1.

Jones was concerned about the effect this project would have on Orkney's overall reported return on investment next three years. In response to this concern, the company accountant provided him with the following figures (in thousands):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Investment Start of Year</th>
<th>Net Income after Tax</th>
<th>Reported Return on Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R4 000</td>
<td>R160</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 500</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 550</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 600</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 550</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 500</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 450</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 400</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, "eyeballing" the figures in Exhibit 1 led him to guess that if the proposal were analyzed using cash flows discounted at 10 percent, it might well have a net present value, and hence would be an investment opportunity.

The wear and tear allowance is equal to the charge.

The net present value of the proposal, discounting cash flows at 10 percent, is:

1. In the extent, if any, would the low anticipated rate of return on investment in the first three years be likely to affect the decision to launch the new product line?

2. Are the Orkney Biscuit Company were a private company, owned entirely by Mr. Jones?

3. Are the Orkney Biscuit Company were a publicly owned company, with shares owned by a large number of small investors, and Mr. Jones purely a salaried administrator?

4. Are the Orkney Biscuit Company were a wholly owned subsidiary of a much larger company and Mr. Jones expected to be a candidate to succeed one of the parent company's top executives who will retire from the company about two years from now?

5. You think that your analysis of these figures indicates that accountants should consider making changes in their approach to income measurement?

His ideas are known as O Pensamento Maestre, the Master Thought. It is his form not to mention him on all possible occasions, and the slightest reverence towards him is unthinkably.

At every gathering the crowd breaks into a chant of Savimbi's innocence — and our guide. From schools to settlements for the limbless wounded one hears the same thing.

"Who rules in Angola?" he demands from a ubiquitous poster. "We do, we do," he replies with a snarl, bringing his fist crashing down.

One suspects he is using the royal first person plural.

On one important, indeed vital, respect, however, Savimbi differs from most African dictators.

He understands that his is a land of peasants who are deeply attached to their fields, and therefore he has no grandiose plans to squeeze surplus out of them to construct steel mills (and invest in overseas bank accounts).

He believes that given incentives they will produce more, without direction from the state, and Savimbi comes from the village, while the leadership of the MPLA comes, for the most part, from the city, where only a tenth of the population lives.

As for foreign investment — Savimbi acknowledges that his country's great natural resources cannot be developed without it, and he says he harbours no feelings of revenge against Gulf Oil, whose operations in the Cabinda enclave provide the dollars with which the MPLA government pays the Cubans to sustain it in power.

Politics is politics, but business is business. Investment from anywhere will be welcome in the new Angola.

We met Savimbi on his birthday — the national holiday, surprisingly enough — in a small encampment in the bush.

He is a man who has suffered personally to keep his movement alive when all seemed lost, who knows what it is to lose loved ones, and to flee for his life in forest and swamp, and who has created something considerable from nothing.

He is therefore worthy of respect: but not such respect that one ceases to appreciate the usual criteria he so forcefully says.

He outlined his strategy, flanked by generals who remained silent.

It has never been, he said, his idea to win the war militarily, for he recognised that he could never do that.
Angola will be on agenda at Gorbachev talks — Reagan

By Alan Dunn, The Star Bureau

WASHINGTON — Regional conflicts involving Soviet intervention, including Angola, would be "at the top of my agenda," President Ronald Reagan said of his summit meeting next week with Soviet leader Mr Mikhail Gorbachev.

Military intervention by the Soviet Union was a major impediment to improved relations, he said at the weekend in his weekly radio address.

"Wherever in the world the Soviets or their clients are seeking to advance their interests by force — in Nicaragua, in Afghanistan, in Angola, in Cambodia or elsewhere — they must stop and let the people of these countries choose their own destiny," Mr Reagan said.

The Reagan administration's concerns about Soviet military activity in Angola, often one of the trouble spots under discussion between American and Soviet officials, would have been heightened by increased Soviet and Cuban involvement in the present offensive with Angolan government forces against the Unita rebels.

The Reagan Administration has also made much of huge amounts of military hardware, reckoned to be worth R4 billion, poured into Angola by the Soviets in the past two years.

The signing of an agreement to scrap shorter and medium-range nuclear-tipped missiles is set to be the showpiece of the Reagan-Gorbachev meetings in the US capital next week.
Angola: Pik Botha wants urgent UN action

The Argus-Foreign Service
NEW YORK. — Although South Africa has always rejected United Nations interference in its internal situation, Mr Pik Botha, Minister for Foreign Affairs, believes that the Security Council should "urgently concern itself with the domestic crisis in Angola".

In a letter to the UN Secretary-General, Mr Javier Perez de Cuellar, Mr Botha says Angola has become "the playground of the superpowers".

The consequences have been tragic for the Angolan people, he says.

CEASEFIRE

Mr Botha was responding to the latest Security Council action on SWA/Namibia.

Last Friday, the council adopted a resolution that asked the Secretary-General to try to arrange a ceasefire in SWA/Namibia, where South African troops are battling Angolan-based terrorists.

"The South African Government has a duty to protect the inhabitants of SWA/Namibia against terrorist incursions and accordingly acts in a protective capacity in the territory," Mr Botha wrote.
Unita 'chasing Angolan forces'

Military sources indicated yesterday that a number of Fapla brigades, which suffered heavy losses in men, weaponry and logistics support machinery, had retreated about 100 km from the Mavinga area to near Cuito Cuanavale.

The sources emphasised "it is Unita's fight, and they are the ones who are chasing the Angolan Fapla forces".

Sources said that from July 13 to November 3, when the fighting was "almost entirely, with the exception of medical support", between Unita and Fapla, 3,000 Fapla troops, and six Soviets or Cubans had been killed and the tally of wounded could be reliably estimated at three for every one killed.

From November 4 to November 13, when SA forces are understood to have instituted their "limited" support for Unita, 500 Fapla cadres were killed.

Losses of tanks and armoured vehicles numbered well over a hundred, with the majority of losses in the first period.

Along the same pattern, nearly 300 "logistics" items, being mainly vehicles, six aircraft, seven helicopters, and dozens of missiles were lost, and three radar installations were "taken out". — Sapa.
Cubans won't pull troops from Angola

NEW YORK. — Cuba has refused to withdraw its 25,000 to 40,000 troops from Angola, while South Africa reiterated its refusal to grant Namibian independence till Cuban soldiers leave Angola.

The statements in the Namibian standoff continued in a debate on Thursday before the Security Council. A majority of speakers lined up against South Africa and demanded implementation of a 1978 council resolution demanding Pretoria end its "illegal" occupation of Namibia and grant full independence.

Virtually all speakers rejected linkage between independence for Namibia and withdrawal of Cuban troops from neighbouring Angola.

South Africa estimates that 40,000 Cuban troops, with Soviet advice and weapons, are propping up the Marxist Angolan government and launching terrorist raids against Namibia. Other estimates place the troop strength at 25,000 to 35,000.

South Africa demands linkage and is supported by the United States. The United States has vetoed Security Council resolutions calling for Namibian independence and seeking mandatory comprehensive sanctions against the white-majority South African government.

"The sole obstacle to Namibian independence is the intransigence of the racists in Pretoria, which wages an open war against the People's Republic of Angola... in flagrant violation of the UN Charter," said Cuban Ambassador Mr. Oscar Ormanes-Oliva.

He told the council that South Africa had been destabilizing the Southern African region long before 1975, when "internationalist Cuban troops came to the aid of Angola."

He said the only option now is to impose comprehensive and binding sanctions against South Africa.
Two SA soldiers killed in Angola

PRETORIA — Two more South African soldiers have died in action in south-east Angola, Defence Headquarters announced here last night.

They were Corporal Jacob Carel van Heerden, 29, of 14 Talhaak Avenue, Extension 4, Bethal, and Lance-Corporal Johannes Jacobus Redelinghuys, 29, of 461 West Avenue, Fernvale, Randburg.

Both soldiers were fatally wounded in the same action in Angola’s Cuando Cubango province, Defence Headquarters said in a statement.

Cpl van Heerden leaves his parents, Mr and Mrs C H van Heerden, and J Cpl Redelinghuys leaves his parents Mr and Mrs J J Redelinghuys.

Twenty-four South African soldiers wounded in battles in southern Angola are still being treated in one military hospital at Voortrekkerhoogte in Pretoria.

Five of them are in a serious condition, but 16 of the 42 soldiers admitted to the hospital have already been discharged.

If Captain Andre Stappa, pilot of the SA Air Force Mirage fighter jet, which crashed in southern Angola during a Sunday night operation against SWAPO forces, survived, he has either been taken captive or is walking south for home, possibly a journey of hundreds of kilometres, through the dense bush.

Defence Force headquarters in Pretoria, which announced the loss of the Impala jet yesterday, said there was still no news of the 30-year-old pilot.

SADF patrols were, however, continuing their search.

The SADF’s statement yesterday was worded in such a way that it did not indicate whether the jet fighter was shot down by enemy fire or crashed after the operation against SWAPO.

Meanwhile an SA Air Force Mirage fighter damaged by ground fire and widely claimed as a “kill” by the Angolan armed forces is already being repaired after landing at its base.

The pilot, whose name has not been released, is in a serious condition in a military hospital.
Unita watched on status of captured pilots

By HOWARD BARRELL, Harare

The treatment and status given two Cuban pilots captured by Unita last month will have a crucial bearing on the prospects for either peace or a dramatic intensification of the war in Angola, according to diplomatic sources in Harare.

Cuba regards the treatment of the pilots, whose MiG-21 was shot down while on a reconnaissance mission over Angola on October 28, as a test of United States and South African sincerity on wanting a peaceful and negotiated settlement in war-torn Angola, the sources added.

Cuba regards both countries as the major backers of Unita, and considers they are in a position to ensure Unita compliance with Geneva Conventions.

Cuba is understood to expect from the US and South Africa the same flexibility as was evident in the case of Captain Wynand Du Toit, the Recce commando captured by Fapla government troops while on a mission in the Cabinda enclave to destroy Angolan oil installations.

Du Toit was treated as a prisoner of war, his wounds were treated, and he was released in a prisoner exchange in Maputo earlier this year.

"The Cubans seem to be implying basically that, if the two pilots are not treated as prisoners of war under the relevant Geneva Conventions and if the pilots are not candidates for a prisoner exchange, then the US and South Africa should not be surprised to see a substantial escalation in the war in Angola."

"That appears to mean an increase in Cuban involvement itself," one diplomatic source in Harare said this week. "The Cubans do not appear to be joking."

"Their posture comes at a time of considerable South African involvement in southern Angola."

The pilots, Lieutenant-Colonel Manuel Rojas Garcia and Captain Ramon Quezada Aguilar, were produced at a press conference in the Unita "capital" of Jamba following their capture after they parachuted from their aircraft when it was shot down.

The two men said they had been on a reconnaissance mission. Garcia said he and other Cuban forces were in Angola to "prevent South African aggression against this country (Angola)."
Unita frees two Swedes

PRETORIA. — Swedish truck driver Mr Gunnar Sjoberg received good news upon his release from almost three months' captivity at Unita's Jamba headquarters yesterday — his government has granted permission for his Angolan wife and their two children to join him in Sweden as soon as possible.

Mr Sjoberg, 30, and a colleague, Mr Kent Andersson, 28, were captured on September 7 when Unita insurgents ambushed their convoy near Luanda.

A third Swede, Mr G Larsson, died two days later from a bullet wound.

The men — escorted by Swedish envoys — were flown from Jamba to Pretoria yesterday and plan to return to Sweden as soon as possible.

Swedish Ambassador Annie Sundbom confirmed that her government had granted permission for Mr Sjoberg's Angolan wife, Isabelle, daughter Eleanor, two and a half years, and son Charlie, four months, to join him in Sweden.

Mr Sjoberg was due to complete a three-year truck-driving contract in Angola this year. — Sapa

FREE ... Released Swedes Mr Kent Andersson (second from left) and Mr Gunnar Sjoberg (right).
AIM says PW Botha visited Angola 4 times

MAPUTO.—President PW Botha has been inside Angola four times in the past six years, apparently without that government's permission or knowledge, AIM news agency reported yesterday.

A man identified as Captain Sebastiao de Almeida, a 32-year-old Unita officer, was presented to reporters in Luanda yesterday, the report said.

The captain said Mr Botha had visited Unita's main base in the south-eastern town of Jamba in 1981, 1982 and 1983.

Last month, General Malan announced that he, Mr PW Botha, Mr Pik Botha and two other cabinet ministers had been to south-eastern Angola in October and that the president had addressed South African troops on the eve of a battle against Soviet and Cuban-supported Angolan government troops.
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NO COMMENT ON PW ‘VISITS TO ANGOLA’

We have nothing to add to the statement last month by the Minister of Defence General Magnus Malan, spokesman Mr Jack Vryens said of Cape Town-based security management firm, called "Report" to the Provincial House of Assembly, on P.W. Botha’s alleged visits to Angola.

PRETORIA — Claims from Luanda yesterday that South African State President Mr P.W. Botha has been inside Angola four times in the past six years were responded to with a brief "No comment" by the State President’s office today.

The captured Khoi-San man, who was identified as a South African soldier, was believed to have been captured by the Angolan army near the border between Angola and Namibia. He was said to be in a poor state of health and to have sustained injuries from the fight.
SA troops, planes hit Angolans — claim

MAPUTO. — South African troops and planes have been in action against Angolan units in the past few days, says an Angolan army spokesman.

In a report from Luanda released here the Mozambique News Agency (AIM) quoted a Major Jota of "the Fapla political leadership" as saying that South African troops with armoured vehicles last Friday attacked the Mongua-Ngiva road in the Bulanganga area.

Bulanganga is in Cunene province, about 60 km north of the Namibian border. There have been previous Angolan reports of South African military action in the area.

Major Jota said that since Friday South Africa had used long-range artillery in Namibia to shell Angolan positions in Xicue and Ngiva.

Ngiva, capital of Cunene, is 30 km north of the border.

He said that on Saturday South African planes bombed a Fapla position east of the strategic town of Cuito-Cuanavale, in Cuando Cubango province.

BOMBAE COLUMN

It was from Cuito-Cuanavale that the Angolans launched a major offensive against Mavinga that was repulsed by Unita rebels with South African help.

Major Jota said two South African Impalas and two Mirages on Monday bombed a Fapla column on the road between Cuito-Cuanavale and Menongue.

There had been casualties and equipment had been lost.

On Tuesday South African aircraft had flown over a Fapla column on the same road.

He claimed that an Impala aircraft had been hit.

A Defence Force spokesman said in Pretoria today that he had "nothing to add to statements already made on this subject."

The State President's office in Pretoria would not comment on claims from Luanda yesterday that President Botha had been inside Angola four times in six years. — Argus Africa, News Service and Sapa.
President to make tough stand on world regional conflicts

By Neil Larrsen
The Star Bureau

WASHINGTON — President Ronald Reagan will tell Soviet leader Mr Mikhail Gorbachev at next week’s summit here that it is time for the Soviets to quit Angola and other world trouble spots.

In a series of speeches aimed at drumming up support in advance of the superpower summit, the President has made it clear that he will make a tough stand on world regional conflicts where East-West rivalry overshadows local civil wars.

WITHDRAWAL

In a speech to students yesterday, he said he would tell Mr Gorbachev to set a date for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan and that the time had come for them to leave Angola and countries like Ethiopia, Nicaragua and Cambodia.

And talking about the most recent fighting in Southern Angola, President Reagan told a conservative-gathering in Washington: "The heroes of the Lomba River did it again, pushing back the massive Soviet assault, capturing hundreds of operational trucks and tanks and shooting down a substantial number of helicopters and Cuban-piloted planes."

The Soviets and Soviet-backed forces both in Angola and Afghanistan had suffered devastating defeats at the hands of freedom fighters, he told the Heritage Foundation, a conservative political think tank.

Mr Reagan made no reference to the military aid provided by South Africa to Angola’s UNITA rebels.

The President’s tough line on the regional conflicts — one of the four chief topics he plans to raise at the summit — is seen here as an effort to placate American conservatives, many of whom are unhappy about pending agreements between Washington and Moscow on nuclear arms reductions.

The conservatives fear the agreements will leave the US at a disadvantage in the worldwide superpower confrontation. They are especially concerned about 2:1 Soviet superiority in conventional forces in Europe and the threat this poses for NATO.

In calling for Soviet departure from Angola, President Reagan is going further than his own State Department diplomats and the demands of the conservatives themselves.

The State Department has put forward a plan under which the US and the Soviet Union would both play a role in ending the civil war and in weaning a non-aligned and reconciled Angola back into the world economy.

ARMS REDUCTION

The conservatives are demanding a reduction in Soviet arms supplies to the Luanda regime, a goal seen by analysts here as much more realistic than the President’s position that they should get out.

Mr Reagan has promised repeatedly that he will not abandon the UNITA movement and the tone of his speech to the Heritage Foundation indicates that he was pleased with the results of the recent battles, an attitude that officials have been careful to avoid expressing.

"The Jonas Savimbi freedom fighters inflicted another crushing defeat on the Soviet-backed MPLA forces," he said. "This (autumn’s) Communist offensive, the biggest ever in Angola, ended in a rout for the Soviets and MPLA."

The Soviets, President Reagan said, were truly beginning to feel the sting of free people fighting back.

He said he would tell Mr Gorbachev that there could never be true "glasnost" (openness) between the US and the Soviet Union until the Soviets put an end to destructive and wasteful conflicts around the world.

In addition to regional conflicts and arms control, President Reagan will raise the questions of human rights in the Soviet Union and the possibility of expanded exchanges between the two countries.

Meanwhile, the Soviets have again denied strongly that their forces were engaged in the Angolan fighting.

MILITARY EXPERTS

A USSR Ministry of Defence statement issued through Tass, the Moscow news agency, said Soviet "military experts" were training Angolan troops in handing military equipment but that involvement in the fighting was "ruled out".

Western reports that Soviet servicemen had died were absurd, the statement said.

The statement accused Western reporters of playing into Pretoria’s hands. It also accused the SADF of using chemical weapons and napalm.
The never-ending war

Three years bring many changes even to a timeless area such as the northern border of Namibia.

The most obvious, of course, is the change in the military struggle there. Today, most importantly, the forces of Swapo have ceased to exist as a serious military threat to control of the Namibian region. What is being waged these days is what might best be described as a simulation of a guerrilla war, not a struggle for real power or real control.

Once the contest for physical control raged across the entire border region from the Skeleton Coast to the eastern edge of the Caprivi Strip. Regular troops from SA lived in fear that their forward bases would be overrun by the greater numbers of guerrilla bands which had the choice of head-on confrontation, or of slipping around behind to raid isolated farms and to blow up key electric power and water supply installations. Swapo recruiting officers and political agitators moved freely among the Herero tribesmen as they did among the Ovambo families where the movement’s base still lies. Mao Tse Tung’s dictum about “swimming in the sea of the people” was never more scrupulously observed than on the border with Angola.

But that was then, this is now.

It has been more than 21 years since the first recorded terrorist raid by the Peoples’ Liberation Army of Namibia (Plan), the armed wing of Swapo, and last month the combined forces of SA and the South West Africa Territory Forces (SWATF) marked the occasion in a fire-fight during which the 10 000th Plan soldier was killed.

Such forays into Angola have recently been thought impossible by the outside press, since it was assumed that so long a journey would have to be accomplished by helicopter. Since Cuban-manned radar and Soviet-supplied SAM missile bases have moved much further south into Angola’s Fifth Military Region, helicopters appeared to have been banned from the operational zone as a tactical weapon.

But the development of the Casspir troop carrier — with its high-speed ability (up to 60 km/h through the bush) to carry a combat team of 10 men through mine-infested territory — have given SWATF and the SADF a new mobility and a renewed ability to carry the fight to the enemy.

So the good news — of a sort — is that Swapo has been largely knocked out of the struggle for physical control of Namibia. Its guerrilla teams of saboteurs and rocket-launcher enthusiasts have ceased operations altogether to the west in Kaokoland just as they have not been sighted to the west in the Kavango-Caprivi area in years.

And such incursions as there are in the Ovamboland region of the military area known as Sector 10 are increasingly confined to the “stand-off” barrage incident where a few guerrillas lob some mortar or grenade rounds into a SWATF or SADF base perimeter and then run for it.

South African military intelligence reports that the average age of these fighters has dropped into the early teens, with most of the insurgents being the unhappy products of the “breeding camps” that Swapo keeps for the kidnapped girls of Ovambo families; the active kidnapping or recruiting of combat-fit boys from the border region has become increasingly isolated as disenchantment with the life of a rebel has filtered back among once sympathetic tribal groups back home.

What happens now, military authorities say, is that three or so of the young “breeding camp” guerrillas will be led south to the target area by an older veteran who often as not will disappear to his family and often defect after setting the attack in motion. Abandoned, the attack team usually tries to run for the Angolan border and safety, but is invariably tracked down and killed. A lucky few get to surrender.

As a result, where once Swapo’s Plan arm constituted a 16 000 force of well-trained guerrillas, the organisation is now estimated to be no more than 8 500 strong. Intelligence estimates say no more than 645 new recruits have joined the ranks this year against the 729 confirmed kills by SWATF and SADF forces.

Swapo, as it now stands, is an increasing burden and danger to its hosts, the Angolan government, and to its masters, the Soviet Union. Fully one-third of the Plan troops under arms today are paying for Swapo’s shelter by being seconded to Angola’s Fapla troop concentrations massed against the Unita forces of Jonas Savimbi in eastern and south-eastern Angola.

Nearly another 30% are protecting the various Swapo bases and headquarter installations, while other groups are in training or working on the considerable logistics of supply and movement over a spread-out command structure. What this leaves is scarcely 1 200 Swapo guerrillas who can be sent south to challenge South African control of the region. The day when teams of nearly 100 or so would attack a forward base are over.

Not surprisingly, one of the bits of bad news is that the Fapla forces and their Cuban adjuncts have moved into the vacuum created by Swapo’s decline in southern Angola. Cuban radar and the threat of SAM missiles now force SADF and SWATF aircraft flying east out of the Ondongwa air base to skim the treetops at less than 100 m.

More ominously, senior South African officials now fully expect Fapla — with their Cuban support forces — to attempt to establish a firm and controllable border area as close as possible to that of the traditional political border with Namibia.

Indeed, a case can be made that a race is on between Pretoria and Luanda to see who
The source says Botha has complained on several occasions to the SABC about the heat of the TV lights. He also feels that the strong lights cut him off from his audience. So from now on, providing the SABC finds a cameraman willing to take up the challenge, South African viewers may see a new (and cooler) Botha, more in touch with his people. The cameraman, maybe, however, feel the heat.

is going to control what has heretofore been a no-man's land inside Angola, a free-fire zone where Swapo teams were in peril even before they stepped into Namibia from roaming teams of South African and, increasingly, SWATF and SWA police counter-insurgency teams.

This helps to explain the raid on the Swapo headquarters four Sundays ago. It also explains SA's open support of the Unita forces with long-range artillery and air cover during Savimbi's convincing victory over Fapla in and around Cuando-Dubango province.

By striking Swapo before it has mustered its strength for the traditional rainy season of incursions south in January, by striking Fapla and establishing Savimbi's effective control as far west across the southern border as possible, Pretoria will win another year of peace in Namibia and a possible negotiated settlement that could lead to some kind of secure disengagement.

In any event, it was a risk that apparently had to be taken even though it was not without its pain. The Swapo raid officially resulted in 12 SADF soldiers being killed. But I learned at the Ondangwa base that more than 70 other troops were airlifted there with serious wounds in addition to those treated on the ground. There has also been a steady stream of casualties coming out of the combined operations with Savimbi.

Not that these casualties are excessive by military operation standards, but it does indicate that the days of the risk-free runs into Angola are gone for ever. There is also the increasing risk of direct and regular confrontation with well-armed, well-trained Fapla-Cuban contingents for that crucial territory along the border in the year or two to come.

And for what? It always comes back to that.

The northern border region of Namibia is as much at peace as it has been in 25 years; that is obvious. And prosperity of a sort has brought much improvement in the lives of all the tribes that range across that arid and beautiful land. Gone is the rubble and wreckage that lined the highways between Oshakati and Ondangwa. The abandoned Volkswagen buses are gone; cook shops and small stores proliferate as the Ovambo assert their heritage as the most acquisitive and mercantile of the tribes in the region.

Schools and hospitals have begun to make an improvement in life.

Sewing Unita uniforms . . .

If the early rains of November follow through and end the long-running drought in the region, the crops and herds of cattle and goats will flourish once more. Swapo's message has been rejected; even the women who run the cook shops now freely turn in strangers to the military in hopes of the bounty paid for Swapo terrorists.

At what cost?
Each month the supply centre at Ondangwa moves 35 000 kg of domestic supplies through its warehouses — everything from green beans to toilet paper.

In one week, the SADF and SWATF forces consume 20 20 trucks of ammunition worth R16m-R18m. Nine 90 000/ fuel trucks provide delivery each week of the diesel, ordinary and aviation petrol that keeps the troops on the move.

Three years ago that meant the South African economy was subsidising a political-economic entity called Namibia to the tune of R1 billion a month for military expenditures and an almost equal amount on "hearts and minds" projects — schools, hospitals, trade training and the veneration of a self-governing civil service to deal with the people's needs.

Today that cost, by even the most unofficial estimates, has swollen to R1,5 billion a month with perhaps an even greater amount now going into the "infrastructure" projects that the Namibian civil servants now claim they need to win the aforementioned hearts and minds of tribal chieftains who are only dimly aware of the struggle being waged on their behalf.

Examples of the futility of the struggle crowd even the newest observer. In Opowa in Kaokoland, the new multi-million rand abattoir and meat packing plant stands idle a year after its formal opening — not a single cow has wandered up its ramp for processing to begin an industry that was to bring prosperity to the Herero tribesmen and their grazing herds.

Someone forgot to ask the Herero, who view their cattle as an important demonstration of individual wealth and personal status. Why would a serious man of affairs want to kill the very symbol of his prosperity — especially since a cow continues to grow and bear calves, whereas money merely moulder in a wallet? The meat packing plant is an object of much discussion and amusement among the daily discussion sessions held by the tribal leaders as they sit beneath the great tree nearby.

And for money, if it is needed to buy something from the stores, the leader of the white soldiers will provide it somehow.

To the east, where Swapo does occasionally lob a rocket over the fence in the early evening hours of the rainy season, the SADF and SWATF troopers sit and wait.

Many of the large tent encampments have been replaced by the kind of low-frame buildings soldiers build all over the world. Paths are lined with white-washed rock; swimming pools are fashioned out of surplus materials for relief against the heat.

What was once an adventure has taken on the dull routine of never-ending duty.
Troops quitting Angola

Weekend Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG: — South Africa has begun to withdraw its troops from southern Angola, according to Defence Force headquarters in Pretoria.

The Chief of the Defence Force, General Janie Gedenhuys, said the process of withdrawing South African troops and the SWA Territory Force followed the successful completion of "certain tasks".

The withdrawal was being carried out under "operational circumstances", which meant that the continuing conflict situation in the area had to be taken into account.

"Care is being taken to ensure that the safety of our soldiers is not unnecessarily jeopardised during the withdrawal. For this reason no specific details can be provided," General Gedenhuys added.
Cubans ‘moving to attack SA troops’

MAPUTO.—A Cuban combat brigade is pushing into southern Angola to drive out four South African battalions propping up Unita rebels, Cuban military officials said yesterday.

A Cuban military source in Luanda said the 50th Brigade of Cuba’s army was striking south to confront up to four South African infantry and armoured battalions battling Angolan forces.

Earlier, Angola said it would use Cuban forces to counter-attack next week if Pretoria’s forces refused to withdraw by Thursday.

South African forces, moving behind long-range artillery bombardments, were closing on the strategic Angolan garrison town of Cuito Cuanavale, Lieutenant-General Antonio dos Santos Franca, the Angolan military chief of staff, said yesterday.

A SADF spokesman told the Cape Times last night he had nothing to add to official statements already made.

The spokesman said that further Unita successes against the Angolan army were well-known and not disputed anywhere except in Angola.

US and Soviet officials have put the Angolan conflict on the agenda for the superpower summit beginning on Monday in Washington.

“We are going to request the necessary assistance to expel the South Africans from Angola,” General Franca told a correspondent for Mozambique’s Aim news agency in Luanda.

“We cannot exclude the possibility of combat between Cuban troops and the South African invaders,” he said.

Capturing Cuito Cuanavale will give South African forces a forward airfield and a propaganda boost, Gen Franca said, claiming his forces had shot down up to 40 South African aircraft.

“They have to justify to their own public opinion the losses they have suffered. They have to launch some spectacular action that will justify casualties,” he said.

Gen Franca said Angola’s rulers “don’t see any other solution” than to launch a Cuban-backed counter-attack if the South Africans failed to withdraw by December 10. — UPI

‘SADF must withdraw from Angola’

LISBON.—Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos said yesterday South African troops must leave his country if Washington wants “progress” in negotiations for a Cuban withdrawal from Angola, the official Angolan news agency Angop reported.

The agency quoted Mr Dos Santos as saying from Luanda that it was logical for Washington to demand the exit of some 35,000 Cuban troops “when the South African army is occupying parts of our territory and seeks to enlarge the occupied areas”.

Pretoria confirmed on Thursday that SA forces were continuing operations in Angola against government troops backed by Cuban units and Soviet advisers. — UPI
Angola: Now the big pull-out

By MARLENE BURGER

THE South African troops involved in the fierce fighting against Cuban-Angolan forces in the south of the country this weekend began a "general withdrawal" to the SWA/Namibian border.

The Chief of the SA Defence Force, General Jan Boshoff, announced the pull-out of the battle-hardened troops yesterday but declined to give further details.

Indications are, however, that the withdrawal of the troops reflects South African confidence that the recent heavy Cuban-FPSA attack against UN-troop territory in the south-east has been decisively smashed.

Last month, when confirming the South African troop presence in limited actions against Loanda's forces, Gen Boshoff pledged they would be withdrawn when all objectives had been secured.

"The ongoing conflict in the area has to be taken into account by the forces who are withdrawing and operational conditions are being observed," he said in a statement yesterday.

"Every care is being taken to ensure that the safety of our soldiers is not jeopardised during the withdrawal."

Pledge

The troops now retiring from positions believed to be as deep as 350km into Angola have, it is reported, been giving support to UN/SWAPO forces facing heavy enemy armour, artillery and air attack around the strategic town of Cuito Cuanavale in south-central Angola.

South Africa recently told the United Nations Security Council that it was willing to withdraw its forces from south-east Angola once its interests had been secured, or when all foreign forces were withdrawn from the area.

Gen Boshoff also yesterday warned that SWAPO terrorists would not be allowed to infiltrate the Capriv and Kavango again.

"It is well known that SWAPO terrorists use the rainy season each year to infiltrate SWA/Namibia from Angola and to carry out attacks on the population.

"It is South Africa's declared policy to strive for stability, peace and development in the sub-continent, but we reserve the right to act against terrorists," he said.

The troop withdrawal brings to an end one of bloodiest engagements of South African forces in Angola.

Twenty-seven South African soldiers have lost their lives in the fighting against Angolan and SWAPO forces in southern Angola in the last three months."
Fresh Cuban troops arrive

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — As the South African Defence Force announced it was withdrawing from southern Angola, fresh Cuban troops were reported to have arrived in the country at the weekend to strengthen Angola’s hard-hit MPLA forces.

The arrival of the unspecified number of extra Cuban troops, and the movement of the Cuban 50th Division south towards earlier scenes of battle between MPLA troops and combined Unita and South African forces, was reported by the official Mozambican news agency, Aim, at the weekend.

The Chief of the SADF, General Jannie Geldenhuys, has announced that the withdrawal of SADF and SWA Territory Force troops from Angola had begun after the successful completion of certain tasks in the interests of South Africa and Namibia.

In Lisbon yesterday, the Portuguese news agency Lusa reported that Dr Chester Crocker, US Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, would meet Angolan Foreign Minister Mr Jose Van-Dunen and President Jose Eduardo dos Santos in Luanda on December 16 and 17 for a new round of talks with the Angolan government on Namibian independence.

From page 1

Lusa said diplomatic sources in Washington believe Dr Crocker’s visit to Luanda means new proposals are to be discussed in an effort to reach an agreement on the withdrawal of foreign troops from Angola and the independence of South African-ruled Namibia.

In reporting the arrival of the Cuban troops, Aim said the new Cuban troop commander in Angola was General Arnaldo Ochoa Sanchez, who had led his country’s forces there in 1975, when they had blocked a South African invasion close to the capital.

An SADF spokesman said yesterday he had nothing to add to recent press statements and the official statement made to the UN Security Council two weeks ago, which said South Africa was prepared to withdraw from Angola.

The weekend announcement of the start of the South African withdrawal of its troops comes after the recent UN decision that South African troops had to withdraw from southern Angola before December 30.
SOUTH Africa's forces are withdrawing from Angola and assurances have been given by the Chief of the Defence Force, General Jannie Geldenhuis, that National Servicemen who have been fighting in the country and who are due to finish their services in December will be home for Christmas.

In a statement released from Defence Headquarters in Pretoria yesterday, General Geldenhuis said: "The process of withdrawing members of the Defence Force and the South-West Africa Territory Force from Angola has begun."
Defence Correspondent

The South African withdrawal from Angola indicates Pretoria is satisfied there is little short-term chance that Angolan forces will attack the Unita rebels or that SWAPO insurgents can regroup for a rain season infiltration into Namibia.

However, it is likely that certain specialist South African-Namibian elements will remain behind to make sure all the loose ends remain tied up, particularly in the area north of Ovamboland, SWAPO's only remaining infiltration conduit over the border.

In an announcement from Pretoria at the weekend the Chief of the South African Defence Force, General Jan Geldenhuys, said the process of withdrawing members of the SADF and SWA Territory Force from Angola had begun, following "the successful completion of certain tasks in the interests of South Africa and South West Africa/Namibia."

No specific details about the withdrawal could be provided because the withdrawal was being carried out under operational circumstances.

UN debate

This meant the withdrawing forces continually had to take into account the on-going conflict situation in the area, "and care is being taken to ensure that the safety of our soldiers is not unnecessarily jeopardized during the withdrawal."

He pointed out that during the recent United Nations Security Council debate South Africa had stated its willingness to withdraw its forces, which were operating on a limited scale in south-east Angola, if its interests had been secured or if all foreign forces were also withdrawn from the area.

As far as security force actions against SWAPO are concerned, he referred to previous SADF statements that South Africa would not allow SWAPO insurgents to activate the Caprivi and the Kavango areas once more.

He also said it was well-known that every year SWAPO used the rainy season to infiltrate Namibia from Angola to carry out attacks on the population.

General Geldenhuys reiterated an assurance from the Chief of the Army that those national servicemen currently taking part in operations and who were due for discharge in December would "definitely" be home before Christmas.
LUSAKA. — The president of Swapo, Mr Sam Nujoma, said yesterday that South Africa's military operations in Angola last month had been a military setback for his movement.

"The invasion was a setback for the People's Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN)," he said. Plan is the armed wing of Swapo.

Mr Nujoma said the South African intervention had been prompted by Plan successes.

Mr Nujoma predicted that South Africa would have to withdraw from Namibia next year because of the cost in human and economic terms of ruling the territory.

"My optimism about the South African withdrawal is based on the conditions inside Namibia which are increasingly making it unbearable for South Africa to bear the cost of occupation," he said.

Steppe-up military pressure by his group, said Mr Nujoma, coupled with industrial action had turned the liberation struggle into a popular resistance against South African rule. — Sapa-Reuters
Hopes for regional settlement

US calls for full Angolan withdrawal

The Star Bureau

WASHINGTON — The United States said yesterday it hoped South Africa's troop withdrawal from Angola could be followed by a withdrawal of all foreign forces from the embattled country.

"This might enable a regional peace settlement on the basis of Security Council Resolution 435 for the independence of Namibia to become reality.

A State Department spokesman noted that the US had recently joined the world community in supporting a UN resolution, calling on South Africa to withdraw its forces from Angola, and therefore welcomed South Africa's intention to do so.

US policy was to secure the departure of all foreign forces from the region — South African troops from Namibia, and Angola and Cuban troops from Angola.

It is expected here that the situation in Angola and the prospect that it could turn into a dangerous confrontation between the superpowers will be on the Reagan-Gorbachev summit agenda this week.

Reconciliation

The Americans hope to press the Soviets into support of an Angolan peace initiative that will see a departure of all foreign forces, international guarantees for Angola's return to the world economy, and international encouragement for reconciliation between the ruling MPLA and the Unita rebel movement.

Angola is scheduled to come up during a discussion of world trouble spots, but officials here say it is likely that this section of the summit will be dominated by the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and the Persian Gulf war between Iran and Iraq.

Rising tensions in the Far East will also be highlighted, especially on the Korean Peninsula where there are concerns about the threat to next year's Olympic Games.

From Lisbon it is reported that Swapo said yesterday it saw no sign of a South African troop withdrawal.

"We have detected no troop movements in the area," Mr Hidipo Hamutenya, head of Swapo told the Portuguese news agency Lusa in Luanda.

"The South African's have made similar statements in the past but turned out to be lies. Let's wait and see what is the truth," said Mr Hamutenya.
US hopes Cubans will follow SA withdrawal

The Argus Foreign Service
WASHINGTON. — The United States welcomes South Africa's troop withdrawal from Angola and hopes it will be followed by a withdrawal of all foreign forces.

This might bring a regional peace settlement on the basis of Security Council Resolution 435 for the independence of Namibia, a State Department spokesman said.

He noted that the US had recently joined the world community in supporting a UN resolution calling on South Africa to withdraw.

It is expected here that Angola will be on the Reagan-Gorbachev summit agenda this week.

The Americans hope to persuade the Soviets to support an Angolan peace initiative that will see a departure of foreign forces, international guarantees for Angola's return to the world economy and international encouragement for reconciliation between the ruling MPLA and the Unita rebels.

Angola is scheduled to come up during a discussion of world trouble spots, but officials here say it is likely that this part of the summit will be dominated by the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and the Persian Gulf war between Iran and Iraq.

Rising tensions in the Far East will also be highlighted, especially on the Korean Peninsula, where there are concerns about the threat to next year's Olympic Games.

- Sapa-Reuter reports from Lusaka that Mr Sam Nujoma, president of the South West Africa People's Organisation, said South Africa's military operations in southern Angola have been a setback.

He said yesterday: "The invasion was a setback for the People's Liberation Army of Namibia." Plan is the armed wing of Swapo.

He added: "The invasion of Angola by South Africa is a result of Plan successes in northern Namibia, where it captured 30 armoured cars on October 31."

Mr Nujoma predicted that South Africa would be compelled to withdraw from Namibia next year because of the cost in human and economic terms of ruling the territory.

Mr Nujoma said military operations would be stepped up at the start of the rainy season.

The Swapo leader was in the Zambian capital for consultations with President Kenneth Kaunda.

UK documentary on Angola tonight

The Argus Foreign Service
LONDON. — British television viewers are to be taken on a harrowing tour tonight of war-torn Angola in a special Channel Four documentary, Angola: South Africa's Dirty War.

South Africa is cast as the aggressor in the company of the Reagan Administration and Jonas Savimbi's Unita movement and is blamed for waging a war that has left many dead, the economy of the country in ruins, and the future in doubt.

Angolan Commander Luis Farcera of the 5th battalion says: "We know that when we fight Unita, we are actually fighting South Africa. South Africa is determined to destabilise Angola and to prevent our government from running the country as it wants to."

Angolans interviewed in the film claim South Africans "regularly massacre our people". There are scenes of mass graves and mutilated victims of attacks.

Angola's economic problems are highlighted in the film. Not least of the problems is that the bulk of the country's most highly trained people are having to be channelled into the armed forces to fly aircraft and to man modern equipment.

A senior Luanda official says: "We have been at war for 26 years. First against the Portuguese and now against South Africa and we yearn for peace. "We know that when apartheid ends, this war will end. If apartheid ended tomorrow, Angola would be at peace tomorrow. The independence of Namibia is the key to peace in the region."
Cubans in Luanda report 'unlikely'

Political Staff
Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan has rejected as "propaganda" reports that the Cuban Fifth Division has moved into Luanda.

He said today that the story had been put out by the Mozambique news agency, Aim, whose "credibility was extremely low".

The object was probably to bolster the image of the Cuban and Angolan forces after their recent defeat.

"If I had suffered such a devastating defeat I would want to put out a story like this to try to restore my image as a strongman," General Malan said at an informal Press briefing at the Castle.

The report of the arrival of fresh Cuban troops was widely used on TV and in newspapers and caused some concern because it coincided with an announcement by the chief of the SADF, General Jannie Geldenhuys, that South African troops were pulling out of Angola.

General Malan warned South African media to treat Aim reports with circumspection.

Brigadier de Jager shows General Malan construction plans while Commandant Grobelaar looks on.

The story about the arrival of the Fifth Division could create anxiety among the public.

For Aim to report on what was happening in Luanda was "like going to Moscow to find out what was happening in Los Angeles", General Malan said.

He said the report had not been confirmed one way or another. He had not ordered the army to check it but this would be done as a routine matter.

But he said to move an army division was "not child's play".

"They couldn't do it within six months. The possibilities are extremely limited!"

Even if it were true, there was no great cause for concern as the Cubans were not "real fighters".

They preferred to stay in the towns "to drink wine and flirt with the women".

Asked why SADF spokesmen had refused to comment on the report, he said this was because it was a political matter.

"I'm giving you the political comment."

General Malan was visiting the Castle to inspect restoration work.

He has a special interest in the Castle as he was based there while serving as Officer Commanding Western Province Command.

US hopes all foreign troops will quit Angola

The Star Bureau
WASHINGTON — The United States said on Monday it hoped South Africa's troop withdrawal from Angola could be followed by a withdrawal of all foreign forces from the embattled country.

This might enable a regional peace settlement on the basis of Security Council Resolution 435 for the independence of Namibia to become a reality.

A State Department spokesman noted that the US had recently joined the world community in supporting a United Nations resolution calling on South Africa to withdraw its forces from Angola, and therefore welcomed South Africa's intention to do so.

US policy was to secure the departure of all foreign forces from the region — South African troops from Namibia and Angola, and Cuban troops from Angola.

It is expected that the situation in Angola, and the prospect that it could turn into a dangerous confrontation between the superpowers, will be on the Reagan-Gorbachev summit agenda this week.

The Americans hope to press the Soviets into support of an Angolan peace initiative that will see a departure of all foreign forces, international guarantees for Angola's return to the world economy, and international encouragement for reconciliation between the ruling MPLA and Unita.

Angola is scheduled to come up during a discussion of world trouble spots, but officials in Washington say it is likely that this section of the summit will be dominated by the Persian Gulf war and Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.

Rising tensions in the Far East, especially on the Korean Peninsula, will also be highlighted.

We have no officers in Angola — USSR

The Star's Foreign News Service
MUNICH - The Soviet foreign ministry has denied at a news conference in Moscow that Soviet officers are commanding Angolan troops.

A Foreign Ministry official, Mr Vladilen Vasey, director of the Ministry's department responsible for southern and eastern Africa, said reports of Soviet officers in command positions in Angola were "groundless."

Mr Vasey said Soviet troops were in Angola to provide military aid and perform "advisory functions" at the request of the Angolan government.

A report of Mr Vasey's press conference appeared in Soviet newspapers yesterday.

Meanwhile the SABC's Africa Desk has quoted an Angolan spokesman as denying reports that more Cuban troops are being deployed in the country.

According to Sapa, the SABC report quoted an Angolan military spokesman denying that a fresh Cuban division had arrived to help fight against Unita rebels.

The spokesman said Cuban troops might be asked to help expel South African forces if they failed to withdraw from Angolan territory by the UN Security Council's Thursday deadline.

Angola has said it would launch a new offensive if South Africa did not withdraw.
More Cubans arrive as all leave cancelled

Argus Africa News Service

MAPUTO. — All leave for Cuban soldiers in Angola has been cancelled.

In a report from Luanda, the Mozambique news agency AIM said the cancellation also involved Cubans in auxiliary positions.

Cuban sources were quoted as saying that South African forces were still close to the town of Cuito Cuanavale.

On Saturday South Africa announced that it was withdrawing its troops from Angola.

At the weekend AIM said that Cuban reinforcements had arrived in Luanda and that one brigade was on its way to the south to help MPLA Government troops in their fight against South Africa and the Unita rebel group.

Yesterday the government-controlled news agency said that if Cuban troops were used against South Africa in southern Angola the government would be "exercising a right enshrined in the United Nations charter".
SA forces deeper in Angola

LISBON. --- SA troops have moved deeper into Angola despite Pretoria's announcement of a withdrawal, says the Angolan news agency, Angop. It said the South Africans had been spotted on Monday moving north about 80km from the Namibian border.

AP SADF spokesman said there was nothing to add to the weekend announcement about the withdrawal.

The SADF said yesterday the first batch of about 100 returning soldiers had arrived in Pretoria. All those who took part in the operation had received Pro Patria medals. --- Sapa-Reuter.
LUANDA.—A Namibian soldier taken prisoner in Angola has said that the South West Africa Territory Force (SWATF) has specialized units that impersonate Swapo and commit crimes against the civilian population in northern Namibia, reports the Mozambican news agency, Aim.

But a spokesman for the SWATF last night denied the allegations, which he dismissed as "exactly what one would expect from a captive who has to please his captors".

Simeon Kandiwa Petrus (22) was a soldier no 86610173 in 101 Battalion of the SWATF until his capture by the Angolan armed forces (FAPLA) in September in southern Angola.

Petrus said members of 101 Battalion had travelled north from the Namibian border and had met up with UNITA units.

They had exchanged their standard rifles for Soviet-made AK-47s.

As South African troops who had fought in Angola flew into Pretoria yesterday, the Angolan news agency, Angop, claimed South African forces were actually moving deeper into the country.

A military spokesman said later the SADF had "nothing to add" to earlier statements that a withdrawal from Angola had begun.

In Cape Town yesterday, the Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, denied any link between the South African withdrawal and the summit meeting between American President Ronald Reagan and Russia's Mr Mikhail Gorbachev.
See over Angola

Summit Wall and...
Soviet troops, aircraft leave Angola

LONDON — An unprecedented number of Soviet transport aircraft have left Angola during the past two weeks, carrying "large numbers" of Soviet military personnel and light equipment, according to the London Observer newspaper.

This has led to speculation that the move could indicate an attempt by Moscow to disengage from wholesale financial and military support in the region.

Quoting unnamed Western intelligence sources, the newspaper also said Soviet General Konstantin Shagnovitch — believed to have been the mastermind behind the recent ill-fated Angolan government offensive against Unita strongholds around Mavinga — has been recalled to Moscow.

A Russian withdrawal was likely to be matched by the withdrawal of Cuban troops, it said.

There are about 35,000 Cuban military and civilian personnel and an undisclosed number of Soviet "military advisers" operating in Angola.

"It is believed the overt limited Soviet military withdrawal from Angola marks a crucial shift in the Kremlin's policy away from attempts to win a decisive military victory and towards a negotiated end to the 12-year civil war."

However, the report added, while a Soviet reassessment of its commitment to Angola would be "warmly received in Pretoria" and help justify the death of 35 SADF soldiers and the wounding of 250 others, a Cuban withdrawal would present problems in justifying SA's continued presence in Namibia.
Russians quitting Angola – claim

LONDON — A huge number of Soviet transport aircraft have left Angola during the past two weeks, carrying "large numbers" of Soviet military personnel and equipment, according to Western intelligence sources.

A report in The influential Observer newspaper said that the move followed the death of two rebel fighters in the town of Moxico in the past three months. The newspaper believes that the Soviet Union was sending troops to Angola because of its growing concern about the conflict.

Last week, the Ministry of Defence General Staff said that the Soviet Union was preparing to withdraw its forces from Angola, which was confirmed by the Ministry of Defence. The chief of staff said that the Soviet Union had been preparing to withdraw its forces for some time, but had been delayed by the death of two rebel fighters in the town of Moxico in the past three months.

The Ministry of Defence said that the Soviet Union had been preparing to withdraw its forces from Angola for some time, but had been delayed by the death of two rebel fighters in the town of Moxico in the past three months. The chief of staff said that the Soviet Union had been preparing to withdraw its forces for some time, but had been delayed by the death of two rebel fighters in the town of Moxico in the past three months.
Soviets may be starting to leave Angola

Daily Dispatch Correspondent

LONDON — Evidence has emerged that the Soviet Union may be trying to disengage from wholesale financial and military support for the civil war being waged by the battered Marxist regime in Angola against the Unita movement.

The move follows the crushing defeat of government troops during their big dry season offensive against Unita strongholds around the key southern town of Mavinga in the past three months.

Western intelligence sources report that an unprecedented number of Soviet transport aircraft have flown out of Angolan airfields during the past two weeks carrying large numbers of Soviet military personnel and light equipment.

The sources also report that Soviet General Konstantin Shugnovich, believed to have masterminded the recent ill-fated Angolan government offensive, has been recalled to Moscow.

It is believed that the Soviet military withdrawal from Angola marks a crucial shift in the Kremlin's policy away from attempts to win a decisive military victory over Unita and towards a negotiated end to the 12-year civil war.

The Soviet military build-up in Angola in the past 18 months, believed to have cost more than 1 billion, was designed to enable the Luanda government of President Jose Eduardo dos Santos to overrun Unita's southern strongholds at Mavinga and Jamba.

Dr Jonas Savimbi's Unita movement, with strong air and artillery support from South Africa, destroyed one of three Angolan brigades which launched an attack against Mavinga and drove the other brigades back to the outskirts of the town of Cuito Cuanavale. Unita claims to have killed more than 2,000 MPLA troops, destroyed over 70 Soviet-built tanks and shot down seven Angolan MiG fighter and seven attack helicopters.

A Russian withdrawal is likely to be matched by the removal of Cuban troops.

Cuba has some 35,000 troops and civilians in Angola, while Moscow has an undisclosed number of military advisors on the warfronts.
Cubans quitting Angola, says UK Press report

The Argus Correspondent
JOHANNESBURG. — Soviet troops have been withdrawing from Angola for two weeks, according to a British newspaper report.

And the withdrawal was likely to be matched by the withdrawal of Cuban troops, the report claimed.

However, a spokesman for the Department of Foreign Affairs in Pretoria said today the Government had no knowledge of a withdrawal.

"We have no official information at present," he said.

The London Observer reported that an "unprecedented number" of Soviet transport aircraft had left Angola in the past two weeks, carrying "large numbers" of Soviet military personnel and light equipment.

The London Observer quoted Western intelligence sources as saying that Soviet General Konstantin Shapovalov, who co-ordinated the Angolan government offensive against Unita rebel bases around Mayumbes, had been recalled to Moscow.

CIVIL WAR

"It is believed the overt limited Soviet military withdrawal from Angola marks a crucial shift in the Kremlin's policy away from attempts to win a decisive military victory and towards a negotiated end to the 12-year civil war," the Observer said.

Lundu and United States officials have held secret talks this year in an effort to negotiate a withdrawal of the estimated 37 000 Cuban troops in Angola. The withdrawal is one of several steps linked to the independence of Namibia.

Earlier this year Angola's President Eduardo dos Santos and his Cuban counterpart, President Fidel Castro, issued a joint communiqué pledging greater flexibility on the Cuban troops issue.

This was followed by fresh proposals from Angola, which proposed a limited Cuban withdrawal.

However, a report from the Mozambique news agency at the weekend quoted a top Dave office as saying Angola was prepared to move Cuban forces south of the Mocamedes railway to show its determination to "control all its national territory."
UN check on SA withdrawal

LISBON. A UN mission visited southern Angola yesterday to check if South Africa had withdrawn its troops from the area, the Angolan news agency Angop reported from Luanda.

Angop said UN officials flew to the province of Cuando Cubango, scene of recent heavy fighting between Angolan troops and Unita rebels backed by South African forces. — Sapa-Reuters
Angola alert: Cubans on patrol in south — report

From NEIL LUREN
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Cuban government has notified its South African M-530 patrol Southern Africa with orders to engage South Africa with no trace of sent observers to Angola and independent Rolland Vasey, the spokesman for Southern Africa, said that the Soviets have invaded Angolan land from Angola.

Aggressive

But there was nothing new in this statement and the SAPF has noMilitary activity and large-scale forces, "There is nothing new in this statement and the SAPF has no

Aggressive

"Any and all of this state is highly inadvisable," Mr. Vasey warned.

The remaining obstacle to a peace settlement at the UN is the presence of foreign forces in Angola, the spokesman said.

According to a report Wednesday by the New York Times, the Angolan government is weighing the new policy to end the war for the withdrawal of Cuban forces in Angola. The report said that the Angolan government has decided to withdraw all Cuban forces by a January deadline.
More Cuban-SA clashes — claim

JOHANNESBURG — Cuban and South African troops have clashed recently in southern Angola, the Mozambican news agency Aim reported.

In a report from Luanda, Aim quoted an unidentified Cuban source as saying the clashes were not on a large scale. The report said that Cubans were on reconnaissance missions in the Cunene Province, preparing for a possible offensive against South African forces.

South Africa announced on November 11 that its forces had intervened in Angola to help Unita, and has since said that it has started withdrawing troops, indicating that the pull-out would be completed before Christmas.

South African Defence headquarters in Pretoria said the report was part of a "disinformation campaign".

*The Secretary General of the UN, Mr Javier Perez de Cuellar, yesterday called on South Africa to speed up its withdrawal from southern Angola.*

Sapa-AP
New demand for withdrawal of SA troops

Security Council to meet on Angola

NEW YORK — The United Nations Security Council will issue a new call today for the withdrawal of South African troops from southern Angola, council president Mr Alexander Belonogov of the Soviet Union said yesterday.

Secretary-general Dr Javier Perez de Cuellar, in a report on Monday, said Angola had told him South African forces were still engaged in active hostilities inside its territory.

Winding up a council debate on the situation in the Israeli-occupied territories, Mr Belonogov announced that an urgent meeting had been requested by the council's three African members, Congo, Ghana and Zambia.

They referred to implementation of a resolution adopted on November 25 demanding the unconditional pull-out of South African troops recently involved in heavy fighting in Angola.

"I understand that the official meeting of the security council will be a short one and that the council, without discussion, will adopt the relevant draft resolution," Mr Belonogov said.

No draft has yet been circulated.

The secretary-general, in his written report, issued a new call for South Africa to speed the withdrawal of its troops.

Pretoria backs Unita whose guerillas are battling Luanda's Marxist government, supported in turn by more than 30,000 Cuban troops and a number of Soviet advisers.

Dr Perez de Cuellar said that despite a statement on December 5 by the Chief of the South African Defence Force, General Jannie Geldenhuyz, that South African troops were being withdrawn, Angola said they were still present in the country and engaged in active hostilities.

"Thus far, South Africa has not provided me with information on the timetable for the withdrawal of all South African troops currently deployed in Angola, or with the other details which are relevant to the monitoring functions entrusted to me by the resolution," the secretary-general said.

"It has stated that since its troops were being withdrawn under operational conditions, no specific details could be provided." — Sapa-Reuters.
Pik rejects UN claims on Angola

JOHANNESBURG — The Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr Pik Botha, said yesterday the South African Government had stated clearly that it believed all foreign forces should withdraw from Angola.

Commenting on a Security Council resolution condemning South Africa's occupation of Angola, he said the continued fighting was not in the interests of Angola or southern Africa.

The presence of Cuban troops and Soviet advisers and weaponry threatened the region's security.

He said South Africa rejected the Security Council's interpretation of developments in Angola since it was based on a misrepresentation of the facts by the MPLA government in Luanda.

It was time the council ascertained the facts so that a balanced view of the situation could be conveyed to the world.

Referring to South Africa's withdrawal from Angola, Mr Botha said that this process was being undertaken under operational circumstances and that in the interests of security he could not give details.

In its resolution, the Security Council condemned South Africa for its occupation of Angolan territory and for delaying the withdrawal of its troops, demanded by the council a month ago.

The resolution, adopted unanimously, also asked the UN secretary general, Dr Javier Perez de Cuellar, to obtain from South Africa a timetable for withdrawal and confirmation of its completion. He was asked to report back at the earliest date.

On November 25 the council strongly condemned Pretoria for "continued and intensified acts of aggression" against Angola.

In a report earlier this week Dr Perez de Cuellar said Pretoria had stated its troops were being withdrawn while Angola had said they were still engaged in hostilities.

He quoted the Angolan Defence Ministry as saying at least 7000 South African troops were operating in southern Angola.

He said Pretoria had not given him information about a withdrawal timetable or other required details.

Dr Perez de Cuellar said South Africa had told him that since its troops were being withdrawn under operational circumstances it could not provide specific details.

The only speaker at the brief council meeting was the Angolan UN representative, Mr Elvio de Oliveira, who said that when South Africa announced it was withdrawing its troops, it was in fact reinforcing its positions.

When the South African army commander said troops whose tour of duty ended in December would be home for Christmas, he neglected to add that this applied to a fairly small number who would be replaced, he said.

*Unita rebels* claimed yesterday they have killed 84 Angolan soldiers in attacks this week.
SA bombings kill 15 civilians, says Angola

LISBON. — South African planes have bombed army positions and towns in southern Angola, killing 15 civilians, despite Pretoria’s claim it was withdrawing its forces, the Angolan official news agency, Angop, said yesterday.

A military spokesman in Pretoria yesterday scoffed at this and other allegations in the Angop statement.

Citing military sources, Angop said South African forces violated Angolan air space 10 times and bombed villages at least 12 times from December 20 to December 27.

"On the 23rd, the South African Air Force bombed Baixo-Longa south-west of Cuito Cuanavale, causing the deaths of 16 civilians and wounding five others," said the report, monitored in Lisbon.

"The Angolan armed forces shot down a South African plane and hit another fighter-type aircraft on December 26 when the planes were bombing villages and Angolan army positions in the Cuito Cuanavale area," Angop added.

Angop also said South African troops had attacked a supply convoy destined for civilians.

The strategic town of Cuito Cuanavale, in the southern Cuando Cubango province, has been the scene in recent months of fierce fighting between Angolan troops and Unita.

The SADF spokesman said yesterday the SADF "categorically denied" that an SAAF aircraft had been shot down on December 26.

He added: "The South African position, as far as Angola was concerned, was stated by the Minister of Foreign Affairs just last week. The SADF has nothing to add to that statement, or the statement made by the Chief of the SADF that the process of withdrawing from Angola had begun." — Sapa-Reuters and Own Correspondent
UNITA SHATTERS DREAM OF BENGUIA LINE

By WILLEM STEENKAMP
Defence Correspondent

The capture of the town of Munhango, formerly Silva Porto, by UNITA insurgents last week is a serious blow to one of the Angolan government's most cherished dreams: the reopening of the financially strategic Benguela railway line.

To the Luanda government — in serious financial straits due to economic mismanagement, a seemingly endless civil war, the flight of its managerial class since 1976 and the worldwide drop in oil prices — the re-activation of the Benguela line would mean a vital new source of foreign currency earnings.

The capture of Munhango indicates that the Angolan government has lost most or all of the control it had laboriously established over the eastern half of the railway line in the past two years, and that it will not be able to re-establish its sway for the foreseeable future.

Before the Benguela civil war started in 1975 the Benguela line, which runs to the Zairean and Zambian copperfields just north of the so-called "Cazombo Salient" jutting out of the eastern Angolan border, was an important source of foreign revenue earnings for Angola. However, as a result of UNITA activities it has not been operational along its full length in 12 years, although reopening of the copperfields freight service is high on the Angolan government's list of priorities.

In the past two years the Angolans managed to regain control of the Cazombo Salient - the area around the eastern part of the line. Thanks to a wholesale withdrawal of counter-insurgency troops for the recent abortive offensive on Mavinga, however, UNITA activities have intensified nationwide.

By late November it was reliably reported that UNITA had regained control of the Cazombo Salient, leaving only Cazombo town itself under Angolan control; the town's present status is unknown.

It is thought the insurgents have long since isolated the important railway town of Luena (formerly Luso), near the Cazombo Salient and only 150 km east of Munhango.

Luena was the jumping-off place for one of the two large armoured columns which set off for UNITA-held Mavinga in mid-August. Apparently near the town of Gago Coutinho, however, the Luena column was halted and decisively defeated by UNITA forces operating without South African help.

If Luena has been isolated, the capture of Munhango means Fapla will have to start from scratch the long, slow process of securing the eastern part of the railway line.

In military terms this would mean that the northern flank of the Cuando Cubango province — UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi’s stronghold — is secure against attack for the foreseeable future.

It would also mean Dr Savimbi’s forces could operate more easily in the north, particularly the north-east, where another vitally important currency-earner for the Luanda government, the extensive diamond-fields, are located.

From Luanda's point of view the attack also represents an ominous escalation in UNITA’s mode of fighting. According to eyewitness accounts the insurgents mounted a “conventional” assault, with a pre-bombardment followed by a tank and infantry attack.

This might indicate UNITA is reaching for the next stage of classical escalation, from hit-and-run guerrilla tactics to semi-conventional warfare, possibly because its highly effective Singer air-defence missile provides it with some measure of defence against Luanda’s fighter aircraft.
South African planes had bombed army positions and towns in southern Angola, killing 15 civilians, despite Pretoria’s claim it was withdrawing its forces, the Angolan news agency Angop, reported yesterday.

Citing military sources, the agency said South African forces violated Angolan airspace 10 times and bombed villages at least 12 times from December 20 to 27. Angop reported that on December 23 the SAAF bombed Baião-Longo, south-west of Cuito Cuanavale, causing the deaths of 18 civilians and wounding five others.

"PLANE SHOT DOWN" The Angolan armed forces shot down a South African plane and hit another fighter-type aircraft on December 26 when the planes were bombing villages and Angolan army positions in the Cuito Cuanavale area," Angop said.

An SA Defence Force spokesman categorically denied last night that a South African aircraft had been shot down on December 26 and said the South African position as far as Angola was concerned was stated by Foreign Minister Pik Botha only last week.

The Defence Force had nothing to add to that statement nor to the statement made by the Chief of the Defence Force, General Jannie Geldenhuys, that the process of withdrawing from Angola had begun, the spokesman said. — Sapa-Reuters.